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Preface 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials deals with the analysis of structures 
made of composite materials, also called composites. The analysis of composites 
treated in this textbook includes the analysis of the material itself, at the micro-level, 
and the analysis of structures made of composite materials. This textbook evolved 
from the class notes of MAE 646 Advanced Mechanics of Composite Materials that 
I teach as a graduate course at West Virginia University. Although this is also 
a textbook on advanced mechanics of composite materials, the use of the finite 
element method is essential for the solution of the complex boundary value problems 
encountered in the advanced analysis of composites, and thus the title of the book. 

There are a number of good textbooks on advanced mechanics of composite ma
terials, but none carries the theory to a practical level by actually solving problems, 
as it is done in this textbook. Some books devoted exclusively to finite element 
analysis include some examples about modeling composites but fall quite short of 
dealing with the actual analysis and design issues of composite materials and com
posite structures. This textbook includes an explanation of the concepts involved in 
the detailed analysis of composites, a sound explanation of the mechanics needed to 
translate those concepts into a mathematical representation of the physical reality, 
and a detailed explanation of the solution of the resulting boundary value problems 
by using commercial Finite Element Analysis software such as ANSYS™. Further
more, this textbook includes more than fifty fully developed examples interspersed 
with the theory, as well as more than seventy-five exercises at the end of chapters, 
and more than fifty separate pieces of ANSYS code used to explain in detail the 
solution of example problems. The reader will be able to reproduce the examples 
and complete the exercises. When a finite element analysis is called for, the reader 
will be able to do it with commercially or otherwise available software. A Web site 
is set up with links to download the necessary software unless it is easily available 
from Finite Element Analysis software vendors. ANSYS and MATLABTM code is 
explained in the examples, and the code can be downloaded from the Web site as 
well. Furthermore, the reader will be able to extend the capabilities of ANSYS 
by use of ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) , user material subroutines, 
and programmable postprocessing, as demonstrated in the examples included in this 
textbook. 

Chapters 1 through 8 can be covered in a one-semester graduate course. Chap
ter 2 (Introduction to the Finite Element Method) contains a brief introduction 

xiii 



xiv Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

intended for those readers who have not had a formal course or prior knowledge 
about the finite element method. Chapter 4 (Buckling) is not referenced in the 
remainder of the textbook and thus it could be omitted in favor of more exhaustive 
coverage of content in later chapters. Chapters 7 (Viscoelasticity) and 8 (Damage 
Mechanics) are placed consecutively to emphasize hereditary phenomena. However, 
Chapter 7 can be skipped if more emphasis on damage and/or delaminations is de
sired in a one-semester course. A complete continuum damage model with coupled 
damage-plasticity effects is presented in Chapter 9, immediately following the more 
fundamental treatment of damage in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 could be omitted for the 
sake of time, especially if the instructor desires to cover Chapter 10 (Delaminations) 
as part of a one-semester course. 

The inductive method is applied as much as possible in this textbook. That 
is, topics are introduced with examples of increasing complexity, until sufficient 
physical understanding is reached to introduce the general theory without difficulty. 
This method will sometimes require that , at earlier stages of the presentation, certain 
facts, models, and relationships be accepted as fact, until they are completely proven 
later on. For example, in Chapter 7, viscoelastic models are introduced early to aid 
the reader in gaining an appreciation for the response of viscoelastic materials. This 
is done simultaneously with a cursory introduction to the superposition principle and 
the Laplace transform, which are formally introduced only later in the chapter. For 
those readers accustomed to the deductive method, this may seem odd, but many 
years of teaching have convinced me that students acquire and retain knowledge 
more efficiently in this way. 

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic mechanics of composites as 
covered in introductory level textbooks such as my previous textbook Introduction 
to Composite Material Design. Furthermore, it is assumed that the reader masters 
a body of knowledge that is commonly acquired as part of a bachelor of science 
degree in any of the following disciplines: Aerospace, Mechanical, Civil, or similar. 
References to books and to other sections in this text book, as well as footnotes 
are used to assist the reader in refreshing those concepts and to clarify the nota
tion used. Prior knowledge of continuum mechanics, tensor analysis, and the finite 
element method would enhance the learning experience but are not necessary for 
studying with this textbook. The finite element method is used as a tool to solve 
practical problems. For the most part , ANSYS is used throughout the book. Finite 
element programming is limited to programming material models, post-processing 
algorithms, and so on. Basic knowledge of MATLAB is useful but not essential. 

Only three software packages are used throughout the book. ANSYS is needed 
for finite element solution of numerous examples and suggested problems. MAT
LAB is needed for both symbolic and numerical solution of numerous examples 
and suggested problems. Additionally, BMI3™, which is available free of charge 
on the book's Web site, is used in Chapter 4. Several other programs are also 
mentioned, such as ABAQUS™and LS-DYNATM but they are not used in the ex
amples. All the code printed in the examples is available on the book's Web site 
http://www.mae.wvu.edu/barber o/feacm/. 



Preface xv 

Composite materials are now ubiquitous in the marketplace, including extensive 
applications in aerospace, automotive, civil infrastructure, sporting goods, and so 
on. Their design is especially challenging because, unlike conventional materials 
such as metals, the composite material itself is designed concurrently with the com
posite structure. Preliminary design of composites is based on the assumption of a 
state of plane stress in the laminate. Furthermore, rough approximations are made 
about the geometry of the part, as well as the loading and support conditions. In 
this way, relatively simple analysis methods exist and computations can be carried 
out simply using algebra. However, preliminary analysis methods have a number of 
shortcomings that are remedied with advanced mechanics and finite element analy
sis, as explained in this textbook. Recent advances in commercial finite element 
analysis packages, with user friendly pre- and post-processing, as well as powerful 
user-programmable features, have made detailed analysis of composites quite acces
sible to the designer. This textbook bridges the gap between powerful finite element 
tools and practical problems in structural analysis of composites. I expect that 
many graduate students, practicing engineers, and instructors will find this to be 
a useful and practical textbook on finite element analysis of composite materials 
based on sound understanding of advanced mechanics of composite materials. 

Ever J. Barbero 
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Chapter 1 

Mechanics of Orthotropic 
Materials 

This chapter provides the foundation for the rest of the book. Basic concepts of 
mechanics, tailored for composite materials, are presented, including coordinate 
transformations, constitutive equations, and so on. Continuum mechanics is used 
to describe deformation and stress in an orthotropic material. The basic equations 
are reviewed in Sections 1.2 to 1.9. Tensor operations are reviewed in Section 1.10 
because they are used in the rest of the chapter. Coordinate transformations are 
required to express quantities such as stress, strain, and stiffness in material axes, 
global axes, and so on. They are reviewed in Sections 1.10 to 1.11. 

This chapter is heavily referenced in the rest of the book, and thus readers who 
are already versed in continuum mechanics may choose to come back to review this 
material as needed. 

1.1 Material Coordinate System 

A single lamina of fiber reinforced composite behaves as an orthotropic material. 
That is, the material has three mutually perpendicular planes of symmetry. The 
intersection of these three planes defines three axes that coincide with the fiber 
direction (xD , the thickness coordinate (x~), and a third direction x~ = x~ x x~ 
perpendicular to the other two1 [1]. 

1.2 Displacements 

Under the action of forces , every point in a body may translate and rotate as a rigid 
body as well as deform to occupy a new region. The displacements Ui of any point P 
in the body (Figure 1.1) are defined in terms of the three components of the vector 
Ui (in a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system) as Ui = (Ul ,U2 ,U3) . An alternate 

1 X denotes vector cross product. 

1 
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notation for displacements is Ui = (u , v, w). Displacement is a vector or first-order 
tensor quantity 

(1.1) 

where boldface (e.g., u) indicates a tensor writ en in tensor notation, in this case 
a vector (or first-order tensor). In this book, all tensors are boldfaced (e.g., 0') , 
but their components are not (e.g., O"ij). The order of the tensor (i.e., first, second, 
fourth, etc.) must be inferred from context, or as in (1.1), by looking at the number 
of subscripts of the same entity written in index notation (e.g., Ui). 

Fig. 1.1: Notation for displacement components. 

1.3 Strain 

For full geometric non-linear analysis, the components of the Lagrangian strain 
tensor are [2] 

1 
Lij = "2 (Ui ,j + Uj,i + Ur,iUr,j ) (1.2) 

where 
OUi 

u··--t,J - !'l 
uXj 

(1.3) 

If the gradients of the displacements are so small that products of partial deriv
atives of Ui are negligible compared with linear (first-order) derivative terms, then 
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the (infinitesimal) strain tensor eij is given by [2J 

1 
e = eij = 2" (Ui ,j + Uj,i ) (1.4) 

Again, boldface indicates a tensor, the order of which is implied from the context. 
For example e is a one-dimensional strain and e is the second-order tensor of strain. 
Index notation (e.g., = eij) is used most of the time and the tensor character of 
variables (scalar, vector, second order, and so on) is easily understood from context. 

X2 

~ + a~ li4 U l 

EI 

dxl 

I I EI 
1< li4 ~I Xl 

Fig. 1.2: Normal strain. 

From the definition (1.4), strain is a second-order, symmetric tensor (i.e., eij = 
eji). In expanded form the strains are defined by 

8U1 
ell = - = E1 ; 

8X 1 

8U 2 
e22 = - = E2 ; 

8X 2 

8U3 
e33 = - = E3 ; 

8X 3 
(1.5) 

where Ea with 0: = 1..6 are defined in Section 1.5. The normal components of strain 
( i = j) represent the change in length per unit length (Figure 1.2). The shear 
components of strain (i i= j) represent one-half the change in an original right angle 
(Figure 1.3). The engineering shear strain ,a = 2eij, for i i= j is often used instead 
of the tensor shear strain because the shear modulus G is defined by T = G, in 
strength of materials [3J. The strain tensor, being of second order, can be displayed 
as a matrix 

(1.6) 

where [ J is used to denote matrices. 
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Xl 
~------------------------------------~ 

Fig. 1.3: Engineering shear strain. 

1.4 Stress 

The stress vector associated to a plane passing through a point is the force per unit 
area acting on the plane passing through the point. A second-order tensor, called 
stress tensor, completely describes the state of stress at a point. The stress tensor 
can be expressed in terms of the components acting on three mutually perpendicular 
planes aligned with the orthogonal coordinate directions as indicated in Figure 1.4. 
The tensor notation for stress is O"ij with (i,j = 1,2,3), where the first subscript 
corresponds to the direction of the normal to the plane of interest and the second 
subscript corresponds to the direction of the stress. Tensile normal stresses (i = j) 
are defined to be positive when the normal to the plane and the stress component 
directions are either both positive or both negative. All components of stress de
picted in Figure 1.4 have a positive sense. Force and moment equilibrium of the 
element in Figure 1.4 requires that the stress tensor be symmetric (i.e., O"ij = O"j i ) 

[3] . The stress tensor, being of second order, can be displayed as a matrix 

(1. 7) 
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Fig. 1.4: Stress components. 

1.5 Contracted Notation 

Since the stress is symmetric, it can be written in contracted notation as 

0" Q = O"ij = O"ji 

with the contraction rule defined as follows 

0: = i 
0: = 9 - i-j 

if i = j 
if i i= j 

5 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

resulting in the contracted version of stress components shown in (1.7) . The same 
applies to the strain tensor, resulting in the contracted version of strain shown in 
(1.6). Note that the six components of stress O"Q with 0: = 1 . . . 6 can be arranged into 
a column array, denoted by curly brackets { } as in (1.10) , but {O"} is not a vector, 
but just a convenient way to arrange the six unique components of a symmetric 
second-order tensor. 

1.5.1 Alternate Contracted Notation 

Some FEA software packages use different contracted notations, as shown in Ta
ble 1.1. For example, to transform stresses or strains from standard notation to 
ABAQUS notation, a transformation matrix can be used as follows 

(1.10) 
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Table 1.1: Contracted notation convention used by various FEA software packages 
Standard ABAQUS LS-DYNA ANSYS 

11 ----+ 1 11 ----+ 1 11 ----+ 1 11 ----+ 1 
22 ----+ 2 
33 ----+ 3 
23 ----+ 4 
13 ----+ 5 
12 ----+ 6 

22 ----+ 2 
33 ----+ 3 
12 ----+ 4 
13 ----+ 5 
23 ----+ 6 

22 ----+ 2 
33 ----+ 3 
12 ----+ 4 
23 ----+ 5 
13 ----+ 6 

22 ----+ 2 
33 ----+ 3 
12 ----+ 4 
23 ----+ 5 
13 ----+ 6 

where the subscript OA denotes a quantity in ABAQUS notation. Also note that 
{ } denotes a column array, in this case of six elements, and [ ] denotes a matrix, in 
this case the 6 x 6 rotation matrix given by 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[T]= 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

(1.11) 

0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 

The stiffness matrix transforms as follows 

[CAl = [T]T[C][T] (1.12) 

For LS-DYNA and ANSYS, the transformation matrix is 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[T] = 
0 0 1 0 0 0 

(1.13) 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 

1.6 Equilibrium and Virtual Work 

The three equations of equilibrium at every point in a body are written in tensor 
notation as 

O"ij ,j + f i = 0 (1.14) 

a 
where Ii is the body force per unit volume and ( ),j = ax .. When body forces are 

J 
negligible, the expanded form of the equilibrium equations, written in terms of a 
global x-y-z coordinate system, is 
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o(}" xx + o(}" xy + o(}" xz = 0 
ox oy OZ 

o(}" xy + o(}" yy + o(}" yz = 0 
ox oy OZ 

o(}" xz + o(}"yz + o(}" zz = 0 
ox oy OZ 

(1.15) 

The principle of virtual work (PVW) provides an alternative to the equations of 
equilibrium[4] . Since the PVW is an integral expression, it is more convenient than 
(1.14) for finite element formulation. The PVW reads 

(1.16) 

where ti are the surface tractions per unit area acting on the surface S. The negative 
sign means that work is done by external forces (ti' Ii) on the body. The forces and 
the displacements follow the same sign convention; that is, a component is positive 
when it points in the positive direction of the respective axis. The first term in (1.16) 
is the virtual work performed by the internal stresses and it is positive following the 
same sign convention. 

Example 1.1 Find the displacement function u(x) for a slender rod of cross-sectional area 
A, length L, modulus E and density p, hanging from the top end and subjected to its own 
weight alone. Use a coordinate x pointing downward with origin at the top end. 

Solution to Example 1.1 We assume a quadratic displacement function 

u(x) = Co + C1x + C2X
2 

Using the boundary condition (B.G.) at the top yields Co = O. The PVW (1.16) simplifies 
because the only non-zero strain is tx and there is no surface tractions. Using the Hooke's 
law 

IoL 

Etx8txAdx - IoL 

pg8uAdx = 0 

Prom the assumed displacement 

Substituting 

8u = x8C1 + x28C2 
du 

t x = dx = C1 + 2xC2 

Otx = 8C1 + 2x8C2 

EA 1L (C1 + 2xC2) (8C1 + 2x8C2)dx - pgA Io L 

(x8C1 + x28C2)dx = 0 

Integrating and collecting terms in 8C1 and 8C2 separately 

2 pgL2 4 3 2 pgL3 
(EC2L + EC1L - -2-)8C1 + (3EC2L + EC1 L - -3-)8C2 = 0 
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Since 8C1 and 8C2 have arbitrary (virtual) values, two equations in two unknowns are ob
tained, one inside each parenthesis. Solving them we get 

Substituting back into u(x) 

u(x) = ;~(2L - x)x 

which coincides with the exact solution from strength of materials. 

1.7 Boundary Conditions 

1.7.1 Traction Boundary Conditions 

The solution of problems in solid mechanics requires that boundary conditions be 
specified. The boundary conditions may be specified in terms of components of 
displacement, stress, or a combination of both. For any point on an arbitrary 
surface, the traction 1i is defined as the vector consisting of the three components 
of stress acting on the surface at the point of interest. As indicated in Figure 1.4 the 
traction vector consists of one component of normal stress, O'nn, and two components 
of shear stress, O'nt and O'ns. The traction vector can be written using Cauchy's law 

3 

Ti = O'jinj = I:: O'jinj 

j 

(1.17) 

where nj is the unit normal to the surface at the point under consideration.2 For a 
plane perpendicular to the Xl axis ni = (1,0,0) and the components of the traction 
are T1 = O'n, T2 = 0'12, and T3 = 0'13· 

1.7.2 Free Surface Boundary Conditions 

The condition that a surface be free of stress is equivalent to all components of 
traction being zero, i.e., Tn = O'nn = 0, T t = O'nt = 0, and Ts = O'ns = 0. It is 
possible that only selected components of the traction be zero while others are non
zero. For example, pure pressure loading corresponds to non-zero normal stress and 
zero shear stresses. 

2Einstein's summation convention can be introduced with (1.17) as an example. Any pair of 
repeated indices implies a summation over all the values of the index in question. Furthermore, 
each pair of repeated indices represents a contraction. That is, the order of resulting tensor, in this 
case order one for Ti , is two less than the sum of the orders of the tensors involved in the operation. 
The resulting tensor keeps only the free indices that are not involved in the contraction- in this case 

only i remains. 
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1.8 Continuity Conditions 

1.8.1 Traction Continuity 

Equilibrium (action and reaction) requires that the traction components Ti must 
be continuous across any surface. Mathematically this is stated as 7i+ = Ti- or 
using (1.17), O"tnj = O"jinj. In terms of individual stress components, O";in = O";;n' 
O":t = O";;t, and O";is = O";;s (Figure 1.5). Thus, the normal and shear components 
of stress acting on a surface must be continuous across that surface. There are 
no continuity requirements on the other three components of stress. That is, it is 
possible that O"i;, 1: O"ti, O"ds 1: O"~, and o"!s 1: O"ts· Lack of continuity of the two 
normal and one shear components of stress is very common because the material 
properties are discontinuous across layer boundaries. 

n 

tan
n 

Layer k+ 1 

~ II S a ns 

s 

cr~ 
ann 

interface 

Layer k 

n 

Fig. 1.5: Traction continuity across an interface. 

1.8.2 Displacement Continuity 

Certain conditions on displacements must be satisfied along any surface in a perfectly 
bonded continuum. Consider for example buckling of a cylinder under external 
pressure (Figure 1.6). The displacements associated with the material from either 
side of the line A-A must be identical ut = ui. The continuity conditions must 
be satisfied at every point in a perfectly bonded continuum. However, continuity 
is not required in the presence of de-bonding or sliding between regions or phases 
of a material. For the example shown, continuity of slope must be satisfied also 

(ow+ ow- ) h . h d' 1 d' 1 80 = 80 ' were W IS t era la ISP acement. 
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A' 

I 
/ 

-
/' 

1 
Fig. 1.6: Buckling of an encased cylindrical pipe under external pressure. 

1.9 Compatibility 

The strain displacement equations (1.5) provide six equations for only three un
known displacements U i . Thus, integration of equations (1.5) to determine the 
unknown displacements will not have a single-valued solution unless the strains Cij 

satisfy certain conditions. Arbitrary specification of the Cij could result in disconti
nuities in the material, including gaps and/ or overlapping regions. 

The necessary conditions for single-valued displacements are the compatibility 
conditions. Although these six equations are available [2], they are not used here 
because the displacement method, which is used throughout this book, does not 
require them. That is, in solving problems, the form of displacements U i is always 
assumed a priori. Then, the strains are computed with (1.5) , and the stress with 
(1.45). Finally, equilibrium is enforced by using the PVW (1.16). 

1.10 Coordinate Thansformations 

The coordinates of point P in the prime coordinate system can be found from its 
coordinates in the unprimed system. From Figure 1.7, the coordinates of point P 
are 

X~ = Xl cos () + X 2 sin () 

x~ = - Xl sin () + X2 cos () 
I 

x 3 = X 3 (1.18) 
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Fig. 1. 7: Coordinate transformation. 

or 

(1.19) 

or in matrix notation 

{x'} = [a]{x} (1.20) 

where aij are the components of the unit vectors of the primed system e~ on the 
unprimed system Xj, by rows [2] 

Xl X2 X3 

e' h ml nl I 

e~ L2 m2 n2 
(1.21 ) 

e' 3 L3 m3 n3 

If primed coordinates denote the material coordinates and unprimed denote the 
global coordinates, then (1.19) transforms vectors from global to local coordinates. 
The inverse transformation simply uses the transpose matrix 

{X} = [af {x'} (1.22) 

Example 1.2 A composite layer has fiber orientation f) = 30°. Construct the fa] matrix 
by calculating the direction cosines of the material system, i.e., the components of the unit 
vectors of the material system (xU on the global system (Xj). 
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Solution to Example 1.2 From Figure 1.7 and (1.19) we have 

y'3 
h=cose=-

2 
1 

ml = sine = -
2 

. 1 
l2 = - sm e = --

2 
y'3 

m2 = cose =-
2 

n2 = 0 

h =0 

m3 =0 

n3 = 1 

y 

1 
~------~--~--------~X 

Fig. 1.8: Coordinate transformation for axial-symmetric analysis. 

Example 1.3 A fiber reinforced composite tube is wound in the hoop direction (l-direction). 
Formulas for the stiffness values (EI' E 2 , etc.) are given in that system. However, when 
analyzing the cross-section of this material with generalized plane strain elements (CAX4 
in ABAQUS), the model must be constructed in the global system (X-Y-Z). It is therefore 
necessary to provide the stiffness values in the global system as Ex, E y , etc. Construct 
the transformation matrix [a]T to go from material coordinates (1-2-3) to global coordinates 
(X-Y-Z) in Figure 1.B. 
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Solution to Example 1.3 First, construct [aJ using the definition (1.21). Taking each 
unit vector (1-2-3) at a time we construct the matrix [aJ by rows. The i-th row contains the 
components of (i=1,2,3) along (X- Y-Z). 

[aJ X Y Z 
1 0 0 1 
2 0 -1 0 
3 1 0 0 

The required transformation is just the transpose of the matrix above. 

1.10.1 Stress Transformation 

A second-order tensor (Jpq can be thought as the (un-contracted) outer product3 of 
two vectors V; and Vq 

each of which transforms as (1.19) 

So 
I 

(Jij = aipajq(Jpq 

For example, expand (Jb in contracted notation 

Expanding (J~2 in contracted notation yields 

(J~ = ana2t<Jl + a12a22(J2 + a13a23(J3 + (ana22 + a12a2d(J6 

+ (an a 23 + a13a 21)(J5 + (a12 a 23 + a13a 22)(J4 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

(1.25) 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

The following algorithm is used to obtain a 6 x 6 coordinate transformation 
matrix [TJ such that (1.25) is rewritten in contracted notation as 

(1.28) 

If a :s; 3 and {3 :s; 3 then i = j and p = q, so 

(1.29) 

If a :s; 3 and {3 > 3 then i = j but p i= q, and taking into account that switching 
p by q yields the same value of {3 = 9 - p - q as per (1.9) we have 

(1.30) 

3The outer product preserves all indices of the entities involved, thus creating a tensor of order 
equal to the sum of the order of the entities involved. 
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If a > 3, then i of- j, but we want only one stress, say (Jij, not (Jji because they 
are numerically equal. In fact (JOt = (Jij = (Jji with a = 9 - i - j. If in addition f3 ::; 3 
then p = q and we get 

TOt{3 = aipajp no sum on i 

When a > 3 and f3 > 3, i of- j and p of- q so we get 

(1.31 ) 

(1.32) 

which completes the derivation of T Ot{3' Expanding (1.29-1.32) and using (1.21) we 
get 

l? m? n? 2mInI 2hnI 2hmI 
l~ m~ n~ 2m2n2 2l2n2 2l2m2 

l32 m 2
3 n32 2m3n3 2l3n3 2l3m3 [T] = (1.33) 

l2l3 m2m3 n2n3 m2n3 + n2m3 l2n3 + n2l3 l2m3 + m2 l3 

h l3 mIm3 nIn3 mIn3 + nIm3 hn3 + nI l3 hm3 + mI l3 

hl2 mIm2 nIn2 mIn2 + nIm2 hn2 + nI l2 hm2 + mI l2 

A MATLAB program that can be used to generate (1.33) is shown next (also 
available in [5]). 

% Derivation of the transformation matrix [T] 
clear all; 
syms T alpha R 
syms a all a12 a13 a21 a22 a23 a31 a32 a33 
a = [all,a12,a13; 

a21,a22,a23; 
a31,a32,a33] ; 

% it can be done in terms of l,m,n's as well 
syms a 11 ml nl 12 m2 n2 13 m3 n3 
a = [11,ml,nl;12,m2,n2;13,m3,n3] 
T(1:6,l:6) = 0; 
for i=1:1:3 
for j=1:1:3 
if i==j; alpha = j; else alpha = 9-i-j; end 
for p=1:1:3 
for q=1:1:3 
if p==q beta = p; else beta = 9-p-q; end 
T(alpha,beta) = 0; 
if alpha<=3 & beta<= 3; T(alpha,beta)=a(i,p)*a(i,p); end 
if alpha> 3 & beta<= 3; T(alpha,beta)=a(i,p)*a(j,p); end 
if alpha<=3 & beta>3; T(alpha,beta)=a(i,q)*a(i,p)+a(i,p)*a(i,q);end 
if alpha>3 & beta>3; T(alpha,beta)=a(i,p)*a(j,q)+a(i,q)*a(j,p);end 

end 
end 

end 
end 
T 
R = eye(6,6); R(4,4)=2; R(5,5)=2; R(6,6)=2; % Reuter matrix 
Tbar = R*T*R-(-l) 
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1.10.2 Strain 'fransformation 

The tensor components of strain Cij transform in the same way as the stress com
ponents 

(1.34) 

or 
(1.35) 

with To.(3 given by (1.33). However, the three engineering shear strains rxz , ryz , r x y 

are normally used instead of tensor shear strains c xz , Cyz , Cxy. The engineering 
strains (E instead of c) are defined in (1.5). They can be obtained from the tensor 
components by the following relationship 

E8 = R8,,/c,,/ (1.36) 

with the Reuter matrix given by 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[R]= 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 0 0 

(1.37) 

0 0 0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 

Then, the coordinate transformation of engineering strain results from (1.35) 
and (1.36) as 

(1.38) 

with 
[ T ] = [R][T][R] - I (1.39) 

used only to transform engineering strains. Explicitly we have 

12 I m2 
I n2 

I mInI hnl hml 
1~ m2 

2 n2 
2 m2n2 12n2 12m 2 

[T] := 
12 m2 n2 m3n3 13n3 13m 3 3 3 3 

21213 2m2m3 2n2n3 m2n3 +n2m 3 12n3 + n213 12m 3 + m213 
2h13 2mIm3 2nIn3 mIn3 +nIm3 1In3 + nI13 h m3 + mI13 
2h12 2mIm2 2nIn2 mIn2 +nIm2 hn2 + nI12 hm2 + mI12 

(1.40) 

1.11 Transformation of Constitutive Equations 

The constitutive equations that relate stress u to strain c are defined using tensor 
strains (c , not e), as 

u'=c' :c' 
, C' , 

a i j = ijklCkl (1.41) 
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where both tensor and index notations have been used.4 

For simplicity consider an orthotropic material (Section 1.12.3). Then, it is 
possible to write o-~l' and o-~2 as 

(1.42) 

Rewriting (1.42) in contracted notation, it is clear that in contracted notation 
all the shear strains appear twice, as follows 

(1.43) 

The factor 2 in front of the tensor shear strains is caused by two facts, the minor 
symmetry of the tensors C and c (see (1.5,1.58-1.59) and the contraction of the last 
two indices of Cijkl with the strain Ckl in (1.42). Therefore, any double contraction 
of tensors with minor symmetry needs to be corrected by a Reuter matrix {1.37} 
when written in the contracted notation. Next, (1.41) can be written as 

(1.44) 

Note that the Reuter matrix in (1.44) can be combined with the tensor strains 
using (1.36), to write 

(1.45) 

in terms of engineering strains. To obtain the stiffness matrix [C] in the global 
coordinate system, introduce (1.28) and (1.38) into (1.45) so that 

(1.46) 

It can be shown that 
(1.47) 

Therefore 
{o-} = [C]{E} (1.48) 

Finally, 
(1.49) 

and 
(1.50) 

The compliance matrix is the inverse of the stiffness matrix, not the inverse of 
the fourth order tensor Cijkl . Therefore, 

[S'] = [C'r l (1.51) 

4 A double contraction involves contraction of two indices, in this case k and l, and it is denoted 
by : in tensor notation. Also note the use of boldface to indicate tensors in tensor notation. 
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Taking into account (1.47) and (1.49), the compliance matrix transforms as 

[S] = [T]T[S'][T] (1.52) 

[S'] = [TrT[S][Trl = [T][S][T]T (1.53) 

For an orthotropic material, the compliance matrix [S'] is defined in the material 
coordinate system as 

1 -l/2I -l/3I 
0 0 0 --

EI E2 E3 
- l/12 1 -l/32 

0 0 0 -- --
EI E2 E3 

-l/13 -l/23 1 
0 0 0 -- --

[S'] = EI E2 E3 
1 (1.54) 

0 0 0 
G23 

0 0 

1 
0 0 0 0 

GI 3 
0 

1 
0 0 0 0 0 

GI 2 

where E i , Gij , and l/ij, are the elastic moduli, shear moduli, and Poisson's ratios, 
respectively. Furthermore, the subscripts indicate the material axes, i.e., 

(1.55) 

Since [S'] is symmetric, the following must be satisfied 

l/ij _ l/ji .. _ 1 3 
Eii - E

jj 
,t, J - .. (1.56) 

Furthermore, Poisson's ratios are defined so that the lateral strain is given by 

(1.57) 

In ANSYS, l/xy corresponds to PRXY, PRXZ, and PRYZ, not to NUXY and so 
on. 

After computing Sij, the components of stress are obtained by using (1.45) 
or (1.48). This formulation predicts realistic behavior for finite displacement and 
rotations as long as the strains are small. This formulation is expensive to use 
since it needs 18 state variables, 12 components of the strain displacement matrix 
computed in the initial configuration, and 6 direction cosines. 

1.12 3D Constitutive Equations 

Hooke's law in three dimensions (3D) takes the form of (1.41). The 3D stiffness 
tensor Cijkl is a fourth-order tensor with 81 components. For anisotropic materials 
only 21 components are independent, the remaining 60 components can be written 
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in terms of the other 21. The one dimensional case (ID), studied in strength of 
materials, is recovered when all the stress components are zero except (T11((Tij = 0 
if i =1= l ,j =1= 1). Only for the ID case, (T11 = (T, E11 = E, CU11 = E. All the 
derivations in this Section (1.12) are carried out in material coordinates but for 
simplicity the prime symbol (') is omitted, in this section only. 

In (1.41), exchanging the dummy indexes i by j, and k by I we have 

(1.58) 

The fact that the stress and strain tensors are symmetric can be written as: 
(Tij = (Tj i and Eij = Eji. Then, it follows that 

(1.59) 

which effectively reduces the number of independent components from 81 to 36. For 
example, C 1213 = C2131 and so on. Then, the 36 independent components can be 
written as a 6 x 6 matrix. 

By postulating the existence of a function called strain energy density U, it is 
possible to demonstrate that the number of independent constants reduces to 21 
(see [2] and (8.86)) . Expanding the strain energy density in a Taylor power series 

u = pU(cij) = uo + (3ijCij + ~D:ijklCijCkl + ... 

from which the stress tensor is defined as (see (8.86)) 

au au 1 
(Tij = P-- = -- = - (D:ijklCkl + D:ijkICij) 

&ij &ij 2 

(1.60) 

(1.61) 

Ign?ring the higher-order terms and assuming the reference state to be free of 
residual stress when the strains vanish, (3ij = O. Since the subscripts are dummy 
indexes, they can be renamed 

1 
(Tij = 2 (D:ijkl + D:klij) Ckl = CijklCkl (1.62) 

where it is clear that the stiffness tensor 

1 
C ijkl = C klij = 2 (D:ijkl + D:klij) (1.63) 

has major symmetry. Therefore the 6 x 6 stiffness matrix is symmetric. 
Using contracted notation, the generalized Hooke's law becomes 

(Tl Cll C 12 C 13 C 14 C 15 C 16 El 

(T2 C 12 C 22 C23 C24 C25 C 26 E2 

(T3 C 13 C 23 C 33 C 34 C 35 C36 E3 (1.64) 
(T4 C 14 C 24 C 34 C 44 C 45 C 46 14 
(T5 C 15 C 25 C35 C 45 C 55 C 56 15 
(T6 C 16 C 26 C36 C 46 C 56 C 66 16 

Once again, the ID case is covered when (Tp = 0 if p =1= 1. Then, (Tl = (T, €I = 

E,C11 = E. 
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1.12.1 Anisotropic Material 

Equation (1.64) represents a fully anisotropic material. Such a material has prop
erties that change with the orientation. For example, the material body depicted in 
Figure 1.9 deforms differently in the directions P, T, and Q, even if the forces applied 
along the directions P, T, and Q are equal. The number of constants required to 
describe anisotropic materials is 21. 

Fig. 1.9: Anisotropic material. 

The inverse of the stiffness matrix is the compliance matrix [8] = [C]-I. The 
constitutive equation (3D Hooke's law) is written in terms of compliances as follows 

El 8 ll 8 12 8 13 8 14 8 15 816 0"1 

E2 8 12 8 22 823 8 24 8 25 826 0"2 

E3 8 13 823 833 834 835 8 36 0"3 
(1.65) 

/4 8 14 824 8 34 8 44 8 45 8 46 0"4 

/5 8 15 8 25 8 35 8 45 8 55 8 56 0"5 

/6 8 16 826 836 8 46 8 56 8 66 0"6 

The [S] matrix is also symmetric and it has 21 independent constants. For the 
I-D case, 0" = 0 if p =1= 1. Then, 0"1 = 0", El = E, 8 ll = 1/ E. 

1.12.2 Monoclinic Material 

If a material has one plane of symmetry (Figure 1.10) it is called monoclinic and 
13 constants are required to describe it. One plane of symmetry means that the 
properties are the same at symmetric points (z and -z as in Figure 1.10). 

When the material is symmetric about the 1-2 plane, the material properties 
are identical upon reflection with respect to the 1-2 plane. For such reflection the 
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z 

Fig. 1.10: Monoclinic material. 

a-matrix (1.21) is 

Xl X2 X3 

e" 

U 
0 

~J [ It 
ml 

n, 1 (1.66) I 

e" 1 l2 m2 n2 2 
e" 0 l3 m3 n 3 3 

where" has been used to avoid confusion with the material coordinate system that 
is denoted without 0' in this Section but with 0' elsewhere in this book. From 
(1.39) we get 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[T]= 0 0 1 0 0 0 
(1.67) 

0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

The effect of [T] is to multiply rows and columns 4 and 5 in [CJ by -1. The diago
nal terms C44 and C55 remain positive because they are multiplied twice. Therefore, 
C:~ = -Ci4 with i 1= 4, 5, C~~ = -Ci5 with i 1= 4, 5, with everything else unchanged. 
Since the material properties in a monoclinic material cannot change by a reflection, 
it must be C4i = Ci4 = 0 with i 1= 4, 5, C5i = Ci5 = 0 with i 1= 4,5. That is, 3D 
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Hooke's law reduces to 

0"1 Cll C 12 C 13 0 0 C 16 E1 

0"2 C12 C 22 C 23 0 0 C 26 E2 

0"3 C 13 C23 C33 0 0 C36 E3 
(1.68) 

0"4 0 0 0 C 44 C 45 0 14 

0"5 0 0 0 C 45 C 55 0 15 

0"6 C 16 C 26 C 36 0 0 C 66 16 

and in terms of the compliances to 

E1 8 11 8 12 8 13 0 0 8 16 0"1 

E2 8 12 8 22 8 23 0 0 826 0"2 

E3 8 13 823 8 33 0 0 8 36 0"3 
(1.69) 

14 0 0 0 8 44 8 45 0 0"4 

15 0 0 0 8 45 8 55 0 0"5 

16 8 16 826 836 0 0 866 0"6 

1.12.3 Orthotropic Material 

An orthotropic material has three planes of symmetry that coincide with the co-
ordinate planes. It can be shown that if two orthogonal planes of symmetry exist, 
there is always a third orthogonal plane of symmetry. Nine constants are required 
to describe this type of material. 

1 

1 
1 
1 

.-,--- - I - ----1---
1 
1 
1 
1 

...... J 

Fig. 1.11: Orthotropic material. 

2 

The symmetry planes can be Cartesian, as depicted in Figure 1.11, or they may 
correspond to any other coordinate representation (cylindrical, spherical, etc.). For 
example, the trunk of a tree has cylindrical orthotropy because of the growth rings. 
However, most practical materials exhibit Cartesian orthotropy. A unidirectional 
fiber reinforced composite may be considered to be orthotropic. One plane of sym
metry is perpendicular to the fiber direction, and the other two are orthogonal to 
the fiber direction and among themselves. 
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In addition to the reflection about the 1-2 plane discussed in Section 1.12.2, a sec
ond reflection about the 1-3 plane should not affect the properties of the orthotropic 
materials. In this case the a-matrix is 

[ ~ 
0 n [aJ = -1 (1.70) 
0 

The T-matrix from (1.39) is 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[T]= 0 0 1 0 0 0 
(1.71) 

0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 

This will make C i6 = -Ci6 , i i- 4,6 and Ci4 = -Ci4 , i i- 4,6. Since the 
material has symmetry about the 1-3 plane, this means that C i6 = C6i = 0, i i- 6. 
In this case, 3D Hooke's law reduces to 

C 11 C 12 C 13 0 0 0 
C 12 C 22 C 23 0 0 0 
C 13 C23 C33 0 0 0 
o 0 0 C44 0 0 

(1. 72) 

o 0 0 0 C55 0 
o 0 0 0 0 C66 

and in terms of the compliances to 

8 11 8 12 8 13 0 0 0 
8 12 822 8 23 0 0 0 
8 13 8 23 8 33 0 0 0 
o 0 0 844 0 0 

(1.73) 

o 0 0 0 855 0 
o 0 0 0 0 866 

Note that if the material has two planes of symmetry, it automatically has three 
because applying the procedure once more for a third plane (the 2-3 plane) will not 
change (1. 72-1. 73) . 

1.12.4 Transversely Isotropic Material 

A transversely isotropic material has one axis of symmetry. For example, the fiber 
direction of a unidirectional fiber reinforced composite can be considered an axis of 
symmetry if the fibers are randomly distributed in the cross section (Figure 1.12). 
In this case, any plane containing the fiber direction is a plane of symmetry. A 
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Fig. 1.12: Randomly distributed E-glass fibers with 200X magnification. 

transversely isotropic material is described by five constants. When the axis of 
symmetry is the fiber direction (I-direction), 3D Hooke's law reduces to 

0'1 Cu C 12 C12 0 0 0 101 

0'2 C12 C22 C 23 0 0 0 102 

0'3 C12 C23 C 22 0 0 0 103 

0'4 0 0 0 (C22 - C23)/2 0 0 14 
(1.74) 

0'5 0 0 0 0 C66 0 15 

0'6 0 0 0 0 0 C 66 ,6 

and in terms of the compliances to 

10 1 

1 
8 u 8 12 8 12 0 0 0 0'1 

102 8 12 822 823 0 0 0 0'2 

103 8 12 823 8 22 0 0 0 0'3 

14 r 0 0 0 2(822 - 823) 0 0 0'4 

15 0 0 0 0 8 66 0 0'5 

16 0 0 0 0 0 866 0'6 

(1.75) 

Note the equations would be different if the axis of symmetry is not the 1-
direction. In terms of engineering properties (Section 1.13), and taking into account 
that the directions 2 and 3 are indistinguishable, the following relations apply for a 
transversely isotropic material: 

1/12 = 1/13 

G12 = G13 

(1. 76) 

In addition, any two perpendicular directions on the plane 2-3 can be taken as 
axes. In other words, the plane 2-3 is isotropic. Therefore, the following holds in 
the 2-3 plane 

E2 G23 = ---,---...,.. 
2(1 + 1/23) 

just as it holds for isotropic materials (see Problem 1.13). 

(1. 77) 
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1.12.5 Isotropic Material 

The most common materials of industrial use are isotropic, like aluminium, steel, 
etc. Isotropic materials have an infinite number of planes of symmetry, meaning that 
the properties are independent of the orientation. Only two constants are needed to 
represent the elastic properties. These two properties can be the Young's modulus 
E and the Poisson's ratio v, but several other pairs of constants are used whenever 
it is convenient. However, any pair of properties has to be related to any other 
pair. For example, you could describe isotropic materials by E and G, but the shear 
modulus of isotropic materials is related to E and v by 

G= E 
2(1 + v) 

(1. 78) 

Also, the Lame constants are sometimes used for convenience, in this case the 
two constants are 

A= E 
(1 + v)(1 - 2v) 

(1.79) 

I-L=G 

To form yet another pair, any of the above properties could be substituted by 
the bulk modulus k, as follows 

k= E 
3(1 - 2v) 

(1.80) 

which relates the hydrostatic pressure p to the volumetric strain as 

p = k(E1+E2+ E3 ) (1.81 ) 

For isotropic materials, the 3D Hooke's law is written in terms of only two 
constants C11 and C12 as 

0"1 C11 C12 C12 0 0 0 E1 

0"2 C12 C11 C12 0 0 0 E2 

0"3 C12 C12 C11 0 0 0 E3 

0"4 0 0 0 (C11-C12 2 0 0 14 2 

0"5 0 0 0 0 (Cll-Cd 0 15 2 
0"6 0 0 0 0 0 (Cll -Cl2) 16 

2 
(1.82) 

In terms of compliances, once again, two constants are used, 8 11 and 812 as 
follows 

E1 8 11 8 12 8 12 0 0 0 0"1 

E2 8 12 8 11 8 12 0 0 0 0"2 

E3 8 12 8 12 811 0 0 0 0"3 (1.83) 
14 0 0 0 28 0 0 0"4 

15 0 0 0 0 28 0 0"5 

16 0 0 0 0 0 28 0"6 

8 8 11 - 8 12 
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direction using the appropriate Poisson's ratio [1] 

(1.86) 

Now, apply a stress in the 3-direction only, and compute the strain in the 1-
direction using the appropriate Poisson's ratio, 

(1.87) 

The total strain E~ is the sum of equations (1.85) , (1.86) and (1.87) 

(1.88) 

Comparing (1.88) with (1.84) we conclude that 

(1.89) 

Repeat the same procedure for the equations corresponding to E2 and E3 to obtain, 
the coefficients in the second and third rows of the compliance matrix (1.73) . 

1 '+-+-I'r--+_--+2 

(a) Inplane shear 0'6 (b) Interlaminar shear (14 

Fig. 1.14: Shear loading. 

For the shear terms use the 4th, 5th and 6th rows of the compliance matrix 
(1.73). For example, from Figure 1.14 we write 

(1.90) 
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Not only are the various constants related in pairs, but also certain restrictions 
apply on the values that these constants may have for real materials. Since the 
Young and shear moduli must always be positive, the Poisson's ratio must be v > 
-1. Furthermore, since the bulk modulus must be positive, we have v < !. Finally, 
the Poisson's ratio of isotropic materials is constrained by -1 < v < !. 

1.13 Engineering Constants 

Please note from here forward 0' denotes the material coordinate system. Our next 
task is to write the components of the stiffness and compliance matrices in terms of 
engineering constants for orthotropic materials. For this purpose it is easier to work 
with the compliance matrix, which is defined as the inverse of the stiffness matrix. 
In material coordinates [8'] = [G'] - I. The compliance matrix is used to write the 
relationship between strains and stresses in (1. 73) for an orthotropic material. Let's 
rewrite the first of (1. 73), which corresponds to the strain in the I-direction (fiber 
direction) 

(1.84) 

and let's perform a thought experiment. Note that [8'] is used to emphasize the fact 
that we are working in the material coordinate system. First, apply a tensile stress 
along the I-direction (fiber direction) as in Figure 1.13, with all the other stresses 
equal \0 zero, and compute the strain produced in the I-direction, which is 

- - - - --
Matrix 

Fiber 

Matrix 

/ 
- -

Poisson Effect 

I-

1---.0 
1---. 
1---. 
1---. 

---+. 1 

1-0-- - -- --- 1 - ---. 

L ----+-.... -,~L-. 

Fig. 1.13: Longitudinal loading. 

(1.85) 

Then, apply a stress in the 2-direction only, and compute the strain in the 1-
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which compared to the 6th row of (1.73) leads to 866 = 1/GI2 . Finally, it is possible 
to write 

1 1/21 1/31 
0 0 0 - - --

El E2 E3 
1/12 1 1/32 

-- -- 0 0 0 
El E2 E3 
1/13 1/23 1 

-- -- 0 0 0 
[8'] = El E2 E3 

1 (1.91) 
0 0 0 

G23 
0 0 

1 
0 0 0 0 

G13 
0 

1 
0 0 0 0 0 

G12 

in terms of twelve engineering constants. However only nine constants are indepen
dent because the matrix [8'] must be symmetric (see 1.94) , so 

1 1/12 1/13 
-- -- 0 0 0 

El El El 
1/12 1 1/23 

0 -- -- 0 0 
El E2 E2 
1/13 1/23 1 

-- -- 0 0 0 
[8'] = El E2 E3 

1 (1.92) 
0 0 0 

G23 
0 0 

1 
0 0 0 0 

G13 
0 

1 
0 0 0 0 0 

G12 

The stiffness matrix can be computed also in terms of engineering constants by 
inverting the above equation so that [G'] = [8']-1, with components given in terms 
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of engineering constants as 

e' _ 1 - 1I23 1132 

11 - E2 E 3!:l. 

e' _ 1I21 + 1I311123 

12 - E2 E 3!:l. 

C' _ 1I31 + 1I21 1132 

13 - E2 E 3!:l. 

e' _ 1 - 1I13 1131 

22 - E1 E 3!:l. 

e' _ 1I32 + 1I12 1131 
23 - E1 E 3!:l. 

e' _ 1 - 1I121121 

33 - E1E2!:l. 

e~4 = G23 

e~5 = G13 

e~6 = G12 

1I12 + 1I321113 

E1 E 3!:l. 

1I13 + 1I121123 

E1E2!:l. 

!:l. = 1 - 1I121121 - 1I23 1132 - 1I311113 - 21121 11321113 

E1E2 E 3 

(1.93) 

So far both [S'] and [e'] are 6x6 matrices with 9 independent constants for 
the case of orthotropic materials. If the material is transversely isotropic G13 = 

G12 , 1I13 = 1I12, E3 = E 2 . 

1.13.1 Restrictions on Engineering Constants 

It is important to note that because of the symmetry of the compliance matrix 
(1. 91), the following restrictions on engineering constants apply 

lIi j lIji .. .. 
Ei = E

j
; t,) = 1..3; t i=) (1.94) 

Further restrictions on the values of the elastic constants can be derived from 
the fact that all diagonal terms in both the compliance and stiffness matrices 
must be positive. Since all the engineering elastic constants must be positive 
(E1' E2, E 3 , G 12 , G 23 , G31 > 0), all the diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix (1.93) 
will be positive if the following two conditions are met. The first condition is that 
(1 - lIi jllj i ) > 0 for i , j = 1..3 and i i= j, which leads to the following restriction on 
the values of the engineering constants 

0 < Vi j < ~; i,j ~ 1..3; i '" j (1.95) 

The second condition is that 

(1.96) 

• 
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These restrictions can be used to check experimental data. For example, consider 
an experimental program in which if El and l/12 are measured in a longitudinal test 
(fibers in the direction of loading) by using two strain gages, one longitudinal and 
one transverse, and E2 and l/21 are measured in the transverse tensile tests (fibers 
perpendicular to loading) . For the test procedure to be valid, all the four data 
values, E 1,E2, l/12 and l/21 must conform to (1.94-1.96) within the margin allowed 
by experimental errors. 

Example 1.4 Santi et al. [6] performed a series of tests on pultruded glass-fiber reinforced 
composites. Prom tensile tests along the longitudinal axis, the average of eight tests gives 
E1 = 19.981 CPa and 1/12 = 0.274. The average of eight tests in the transverse direction 
gives E2 = 11.389 CPa and 1/21 = 0.192. Does this data fall within the constraints on elastic 
constants? 

Solution to Example 1.4 First compute both sides of {1.94} for i, j = 1,2 as 

E1 = 19.981 = 72.9 CPa 
1/12 0.274 

E2 = 11.389 = 59.3 CPa 
1/21 0.192 

The transverse data is 23% lower than expected. Either E2 measured is too low or 1/21 
measured is 23% higher than what it should be. In any case a 23% difference deserves some 
scrutiny. 

Next check {1.95} 

(E; 
abs(1/12) < V ~ 

0.274 < 1.32 

fEz 
abs(1/2d < V E; 

0.192 < 0.75 

Finally, there is insufficient data to evaluate the last of the restrictions on elastic con
stants from (1. 96}. 

1.14 From 3D to Plane Stress Equations 

Setting 0'3 = 0 in the compliance equations (1.73) of an orthotropic material implies 
that the third row and column of the compliance matrix are not used 

€' 1 Sil Sb Sis 0 0 0 a' 1 
€' 2 Si2 S~2 S~3 0 0 0 a' 2 
€' Si3 S~3 S~3 0 0 0 a~ = 0 

(1.97) 3 
I~ 0 0 0 S~4 0 0 a' 4 

I~ 0 0 0 0 S~5 0 a' 5 

16 0 0 0 0 0 S66 a' 6 
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so, the first two equations plus the last one can be written separately of the re
maining, in terms of a 3x3 reduced compliance matrix [S] and using 'Y = 2E, we 
have 

{ E~} [S~l S~2 00 1 { (J~:}, } E~ = SO~2 S;2 
""6' 0 S' , 66 

(1.98) 

The third equation is seldom used 

(1.99) 

and the remaining two equations can be written separately as 

(1.100) 

To compute stress components from strains, (1.98) can be inverted to get {(J} = 

[Q]{E} or 

(1.101) 

where the matrix [Q'] = [S3 X3 ]- 1 is the reduced stiffness matrix for plane stress. 
Note that while the components of the reduced compliance matrix [S3 x3 ] are nu
merically identical to the corresponding entries in the 6 x 6 compliance matrix, the 
components of the reduced stiffness matrix [Q'] are not numerically equal to the cor
responding entries on the 6x6 stiffness matrix [C'], thus the change in name. This 
is because the inverse of a 3 x 3 matrix produces different values than the inverse of 
a 6 x 6 matrix. The set of equations is completed by writing 

(1.102) 

where the coefficient C~4 and C~5 are numerically equal to the corresponding entries 
in the 6 x 6 stiffness matrix because the 2 x 2 matrix in (1.102) is diagonal. 

Example 1.5 Show that the change in the thickness tE3 of a plate is negligible when com
pared to the in-plane elongations aE1 and bE2. Use the data from a composite plate with thick
ness t = 0.635 mm, and dimensions a = 279 mm and b = 203 mm. Take E1 = 19.981 CPa , 
E2 = 11.389 CPa, 1/12 = 0.274. 

Solution to Example 1.5 Assuming that the 0.635 mm thick glass-reinforced Polyester 
plate is transversely isotropic, take E3 = E2 = 11 .389 CPa, 1/13 = 1/12 = 0.274, C 31 = C 12 . 
Sonti et al. {6} report the average of eight torsion tests as C 12 = 3.789 CPa. Lacking 
experimental data, assume 1/23 ~ I/m = 0.3, C 23 ~ C m = 0.385 CPa, with the properties 
of the Polyester matrix taken from (1). The remaining properties in (1.92) can be obtained, 
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using (1.94), as 

E2 (11.389) 
1/21 = 1/12 El = 0.274 19.981 = 0.156 

E3 (11.389) 
1/31 = 1/13 El = 0.274 19.981 = 0.156 

E3 (11.389) 
1/32 = 1/23 E2 = 0.3 11 .389 = 0.3 

Because transverse isotropy G13 = G12 = 3.789 GPa. Now, assume a state of stress 
O"~ = O"~ = 0.1 GPa, O"~ = O"~ = O"~ = 0 and O"~ = 0 because of the assumption of plane stress. 
Using (1.9S) we get 

r 

Finally 

, " " 0.1 0.1(0.156) -3 
fl = 8 11 0"1 + 812 0"2 = 19.981 - 11.389 = 3.635 10 

, " " 0.1(0.156) 0.1 -3 
f2 = 812 0"1 + 8220"2 = - 11.389 + 11.389 = 7.411 10 

, - 8' , 8' '- - 0.274(0.1) _ 0.3(0.1) - -4 005 10- 3 
f3 - 130"1 + 230"2 - 19.981 11.389 - . 

tf~ = -0.635(4.005 10- 3 ) = -2.543 10- 3 mm 

af~ = 279(3.635 10- 3
) = 1.014 mm 

bf; = 203(7.411 10- 3 ) = 1.504 mm 

8ince the elongation in the transverse direction is so small, it is ne91ected in the deriva
tion of the plate equations in [1J. 

1.15 Apparent Laminate Properties 

The global stiffness matrix [CJ of a symmetric laminate with N layers is built by 
adding the global matrices of the layers multiplied by the thickness ratio tk/t of 
each layer, where t is the laminate thickness and tk denotes the thickness of the k-th 
layer 

N 

[C] = L t; [Ck ] 

k=l 

(1.103) 

Note that compliances cannot be added nor averaged. The laminate compliance 
is obtained inverting the 6 x 6 stiffness matrix, as 

[S] = [C]-l (1.104) 

A laminate is called balanced if the total thickness of layers oriented with respect 
to the global direction at +0 and -0 are the same. Such laminate has orthotropic 
stiffness [C] and compliance [S]. In terms of the apparent engineering properties of 
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the laminate, the compliance is 

1 _Vyx Vzx 

Ex Ex Ex 
0 0 0 

_Vxy 1 _Vzy 
- 0 0 0 

Ey Ey Ey 
Vxz _Vyz 1 

0 0 0 
[8] = Ez Ez Ez 

1 (1.105) 
0 0 0 

Gyz 
0 0 

1 
0 0 0 0 

Gxz 
0 

1 
0 0 0 0 0 

Gxy 

Since the compliance must be symmetric, it must satisfy (1.94) with i, j = x, y, z. 
Therefore, it is possible to compute the apparent engineering properties of a laminate 
in terms of the laminate compliance, as follows 

Ex = 1/811 

Ey = 1/822 
Ez = 1/833 

Gyz = 1/844 

Gxz = 1/855 

Gxy = 1/866 

Vxy = -821/811 

Vxz = -831/811 

Vyz = -832/822 

(1.106) 

Example 1.6 Compute the laminate properties of [0/90/ ± 30]s with tk = 1.5 mm, E f = 
241 GPa, vf = 0.2, Em = 3.12 GPa, Vm = 0.38, fiber volume fraction Vf = 0.6, where f,m, 
denote fiber and matrix, respectively. 

Solution to Example 1.6 First use periodic microstructure micro mechanics (6.8) to ob
tain the layer properties (in MPa). 

E1 = 145,880 G12 = 4,386 V12 = V13 = 0.263 
E2 = 13,312 G23 = 4,528 V23 = 0.470 

Then, compute the compliance matrix [8'] using (1.92), rotation matrix [T] using (1.33), 
global compliance [8] using (1.52) and global stiffness [0] = [8]-1 for each layer. Then, 
average them using (1.103), invert it, and finally using (1 .106) get 

E x = 78,901 Gxy = 17,114 v xy = 0.320 
Ey = 47,604 Gy z = 4,475 Vy z = 0.364 
Ez = 16,023 Gx z = 4,439 Vxz = 0.280 

Suggested Problems 

Problem 1.1 Using the principle of virtual work (PVW), find a quadratic displacement 
function u(x) in 0 < x < L of a tapered slender rod of length L, fixed at the origin and 
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loaded axially in tension at the free end. The cross section area changes lineally and the 
areas are Al > A2 at the fixed and free ends, respectively. The material is homogeneous and 
isotropic with modulus E. 

Problem 1.2 Using the principle of virtual work (PVWj, find a quadratic rotation angle 
function 8(x) in 0 < x < L of a tapered slender shaft of circular cross section and length L, 
fixed at the origin and loaded by a torque T at the free end. The cross section area changes 
lineally and the areas are Al > A2 at the fixed and free ends, respectively. The material is 
homogeneous and isotropic with shear modulus C. 

Problem 1.3 Construct a rotation matrix [a] resulting from three consecutive reflections 
about (aj the x-y plane, (bj the x-z plane, (cj the y-z plane. The resulting system does not 
follow the right-hand-rule. 

Problem 1.4 Construct three rotation matrices [a] for rotations 8 = 1f about (aj the x-axis, 
(b) the y-axis, (c) the z-axis. 

Problem 1.5 Write a computer program to evaluate the compliance and stiffness matrices 
in terms of engineering properties. Take the input from a file and the output to another file. 
Validate the program with your own examples. You may use material properties from [1, 
Table 1.1) and assume the material is transversely isotropic as per Section 1.12.4. Show all 
work in a report. 

Problem 1.6 Write a computer program to transform the stiffness and compliance matrix 
from material coordinates C

f
, Sf , to another coordinate system C, S, by a rotation -8 around 

the z-axis (Figure 1.7). The data C
f
, Sf, 8, should be read from a file. The output C, S should 

be written to another file. Validate your program with your own examples. You may use 
material properties from [1, Table 1.1} and assume the material is transversely isotropic as 
per Section 1.12.4. Show all work in a report. 

Problem 1.7 Verify numerically (1.93) against [S]-1 for the material of your choice. You 
may use material properties from [1, Table 1.1} and assume the material is transversely 
isotropic as per Section 1.12.4. 

Problem 1.8 The following data has been obtained experimentally for a composite based 
on a unidirectional carbon-epoxy prepreg (MR50 carbon fiber at 63% by volume in LTM25 
Epoxy) . Determine if the restrictions on elastic constants are satisfied. 

El = 156.403 CPa, 

1/12 = 0.352, 

C 12 = 3.762 CPa 

aft = 1.826 CPa, 

a~t = 19 MPa, 

a'6 = 75 MPa 

10ft = 11,90010-6
, 

f~t = 2,480 10- 6
, 

'Yf2 = 20,000 10- 6 

E2 = 7.786 CPa 

1/21 = 0.016 

afc = 1.134 CPa 

a~c = 131 MPa 

ffc = 8, 180 10-6 

f~c = 22, 100 10-6 

Problem 1.9 Explain contracted notation for stresses and strains. 
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Problem 1.10 What is an orthotropic material and how many constants are needed to 
describe it? 

Problem 1.11 What is a transversely isotropic material and how many constants are 
needed to describe it? 

Problem 1.12 Use the three rotations matrices in Problem 1.4 to verify (1.41) numerically. 

Problem 1.13 Prove (1.11) using (1.15) and (1. 92}. 

Problem 1.14 Demonstrate that a material having two perpendicular planes of symmetry 
also has a third. Apply a reflection about the 2-3 plane to (1.12) using the procedure in 
Section 1.12.3. 

Problem 1.15 What is a plane stress assumption? 

Problem 1.16 Write a computer program to evaluate the laminate engineering properties 
for symmetric balanced laminates. All layers are of the same material. Input data consists 
of all the engineering constants for a transversely isotropic material, number of layers N, 
thickness and angle for all the layers tk, (h with k = L.N. Use Section 1.15, 1.12.4, and 
1.13. 
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Chapter 2 

Introduction to the Finite 
Element Method 

In this textbook, the finite element method (FEM) is used as a tool to solve practical 
problems. For the most part, commercial packages, mainly ANSYS, are used in the 
examples. Finite element programming is limited to programming material models 
and post processing algorithms. When commercial codes lack needed features, other 
codes are used, which are provided in [1]. Therefore, some understanding of the finite 
element method and associated technology are necessary. This chapter contains a 
brief introduction intended for those readers who have not had a formal course or 
prior knowledge about the finite element method. 

2.1 Basic F EM procedure 

Consider the axial deformation of a bar. The ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
describing the deformation of the bar is 

-- EA- - f=o d ( dU) 
dx dx 

(2.1) 

where E , A are the modulus ·and cross section area of the bar, respectively, and 
f is the distributed force. The boundary conditions for the case illustrated in Figure 
2.1 are 

U(O) = 0 

[ ( EA ~~ ) L=L = P (2 .2) 

As it is customary in strength of materials textbooks, the real bar shown in 
Figure 2.1(a) is mathematically modeled as a line in Figure 2.1(b). The bar occupies 
the domain [0, L] along the real axis x. 

35 
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~::I:~==i;~x;-·--·--·--·--·--·----,t--+- P 

.... 1 ... ------- L -I 

~ . 
u=O 

(8) 

f(x) 
••••••• ~p 

(b) 

Fig. 2.1: Physical and mathematical (idealization) model. 

2.1.1 Discretization 

The next step is to divide the domain into discrete elements, as shown in Figure 
2.2. 

(a) 

U(XA)=U~e) u(xB)=ui e) 

~(e) ---t.~ 0---. ~ ---. ---.0 ~ ~(e) 
1 f(x) @ 2 

(b) 

Fig. 2.2: Discretization into elements. 

2.1.2 Element Equations 

To derive the element equations, an integral form of the ordinary differential equa
tion (ODE) is used, which is obtained by integrating the product of the ODE times 
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a weight function v as follows 

0= tB V [-~ (EAdU) - f] dx. 
JXA dx dx 

(2.3) 

This is called a weak form because the solution u(x) does not have to satisfy the 
ODE (2.1) for all and every of the infinite values of x in [0, LJ, in a strong sense. 
Instead, the solution u(x) only has to satisfy the ODE in (2.3) in a weighted average 
sense. It is therefore easier to find a weak solution than a strong one. Although 
for the case of the bar, the strong (exact) solution is known, most problems of 
composite mechanics do not have exact solution. The governing equation is obtained 
by integrating (2.3) by parts as follows 

0= EA--dx - vfdx - v EA-1
xB 

dv du 1xB 
[( dU)] XB 

XA dx dx XA dx XA 
(2.4) 

where v(x) is a weight function, which is usually set equal to the primary variable 
u(x). From the boundary term, it is concluded that 

-specifying v(x) at XA or XB is an essential boundary condition 
-specifying (EA~~) at either end is the natural boundary condition 
While u(x) is the primary variable, (EA~~) = EA€x = AO"x is the secondary 

variable. Let 

U(XA) = ul 
U(XB) = u2 

Then, the governing equation becomes 

0= l:B 
(EA ~~ ~~ - Vf) dx - P1v(xA) - PiV(XB) = B(v, u) -l(v) 

with 

1
XB dv du 

B(u, v) = EA-
d 

-d dx 
XA x X 

1xB 
l(v) = vfdx + P1v(xA) + PiV(XB) 

XA 

2.1.3 Approximation over an Element 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Now, the unknown u(x) is approximated as a linear combination (series expansion) 
of known functions Nie(x) and unknown coefficients aj, as 

n 

ue(x) = 2:ajNJ(x) 
j=l 
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where aj are the coefficients to be found and NJ(x) are the interpolation functions. 
For the weight function v(x) , the Ritz method can be used [2], in which v(x) = 
NJ(x). Substituting in the governing equation (2 .6) we get 

or 

(2.9) 

which can be written as 
n 

L Kijaj = Fie (2.10) 
j = l 

or in matrix form 

(2.11) 

where [KeJ is the element stiffness matrix, {Fe} is the element vector equivalent 
force and {ae } are the element unknown parameters. 

2 .1.4 Interpolation Functions 

Although any complete set of linearly independent functions could be used as in
terpolation functions, it is convenient to choose the function in such a way that 
the unknown coefficients represent the nodal displacements, that is a i = Ui. For a 
two-node element with X e ~ x ~ Xe+l, the following linear interpolation functions 
(Figure 2.3) can be used 

N (e) _ I-x 
I -

he 

N(e) -~ 
2 - he 

2 
-.----4_~~----~:_--~>-~--4-~------. 

e-1 e 0 e+1 e+2 

~I"" he ~I 
r.x 

Fig. 2.3: Linear interpolation functions for a two-node element bar. 
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N e _ Xe+ l - X 
1 -

Xe+l - Xe 

N e _ x - Xe 
2 -

Xe+l - Xe 

which satisfy the following conditions 

N~ ( .) = {
O 

i f ~:f: ~} 
t x J 1 if '/, = J 

2 

'LNie(X) = 1 
i= l 
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(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Many other interpolation functions can be used, each one with some advantages 
and disadvantages. The interpolation functions are intimately related to the number 
of nodes of the element. Figure 2.4 illustrates the shape of the interpolation functions 
Nl and N5 (corresponding to nodes 1 and 5) in an eight-node shell element. 

o-----~~--~~o3 

Fig. 2.4: Two-dimensional interpolation functions. 

Broadly speaking, more nodes per element imply more accuracy and less need 
for a fine mesh, but also imply higher cost in terms of computer time. Figure 2.5 
illustrates how the approximate solution converges to the exact one as the number 
of elements increases from 2 to 4 or as the number of nodes in the element increases 
from 2 for the linear element to 3 for the quadratic element. 

2.1.5 Element Equations for a Specific Problem 

With interpolation functions that satisfy the conditions in (2.13-2.14), it is possible 
to rewrite (2.11) as 

(2.15) 
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Coarse Fine 

~ ...... a
J
. • ••••• 

: . .. 4 linear elements 

2 linear elements 

........... Exact 

- Approximate 
1 quadratic element 

Fig. 2.5: Discretization error. 

where {ue} are the nodal displacements, [KeJ is the element stiffness matrix given 
by 

[ 

JXB EA dN1 dN1 dx 
[KeJ = X A dx dx 

JXB EA dNfj dN1 dx 
X A dx dx 

(2.16) 

and {Fe} is the element force vector 

(2.17) 

For a two-node bar element number e, the constant cross-section area Ae , the 
element length he, and the modulus E are fixed. These values define the tensile
compression element stiffness as 

ke = EAe 
he 

(2.18) 

The external loads on the element are the distributed force f e, the force at 
end number 1, PI' and the force at end number 2 ,pr Using these values, the 
linear interpolation functions (2.12), as well as (2.16) and (2.17), the element matrix 
stiffness and the equivalent nodal forces become 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

2.1.6 Assembly of Element Equations 

The element unknown parameters correspond to displacements at the element nodes. 
Since a node must have the same displacement on both adjacent elements, the 
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value is unique. For example, using the connectivity of elements shown in Figure 
2.6, unique labels are assigned to the displacements, using capital letters. While a 
superscript denotes an element number, a subscript indicates a nodal number, as 
follows 

ui = Ul 
1 U 2 

u2 = 2 = Ul 

2 U 3 
Ul = 3 = Ul 

3 - U u2 - 4 (2.21) 

1 2 3 4 
0 0 0 0 

CD ® ® 
Fig. 2.6: Connectivity between three two-node elements. 

Now, the element equations can be assembled into the global system. First, the 
contribution of element #1 is 

(2.22) 

Add contribution of element #2, as follows 

Pf } pi+Pt 
Pl 
o 

(2.23) 
Finally, add element #3 to obtain the fully assembled system, as follows 

2.1.7 Boundary Conditions 

hhd2 
hhd 2+ hh2/2 
hh2/2 + hh3/2 

hh3/2 

By equilibrium (see Figure 2.2), the internal loads cancel whenever two elements 
share a node, or 

pi +pl = 0 

Pl +P{ = 0 (2.25) 
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The remaining pI and pi are the forces at the end of the bar. If either end of 
the bar is fixed, then the displacement must be set to zero at that end. Say the end 
at x = 0 is fixed , then U1 = O. If the end at x = L is free , then pi must be specified, 
since U4 =1= O. If it is not specified, then it is assumed that the force is zero. 

2.1.8 Solution of the Equations 

Since Ul = 0, eliminating the first row and column of the stiffness matrix, a 3 x 3 
system of algebraic equations is obtained, and solved for 3 unknowns: U2, U3, U4. 
Once a solution for U2 is found, the reaction pI is computed from the first equation 
of (2.24), as follows 

(2.26) 

2.1.9 Solution Inside the Elements 

Now, the solution Ui at 4 points along the bar is available. Next, the solution at 
any location x can be computed by interpolating with the interpolation functions , 
as follows 

2 

Ue(x) = L UJNJ(x) 

or 

u(x) = { 

j=1 

U1Nf(x) + U2 Ni(x) if 
U2 N f(X) + U3 Ni(x) if 
U3N r (X) + U4N~(x) if 

2.1.10 Derived Results 

Strains 

o :S x :S hI 
hI :S x :S hI + h 
hI + h2 :S x :S hI + h 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

Strains are computed using (1.5) directly from the known displacements inside the 
element. For example, 

d 2 dNe 

Ex = d~ = LUJ d: 
j = 1 

(2.29) 

Note that if NJ(x) are linear functions , the strains are constant over the element. 
In general the quality of the strains is one order of magnitude poorer than the 
primary variable (displacements). 

Stresses 

Stress values are usually computed from strains through the constitutive equations. 
In this example, with one-dimensional stress-strain behavior 

(2.30) 

Note that the quality of stresses is the same as that of the strains. 
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2.2 General FEM Procedure 

The derivation of the element equations, assembly, and solution for any type of 
elements is similar to that of the one-dimensional bar element described in Section 
2.1, with the exception that the principle of virtual work (1.16) is used instead of 
the governing equation (2.1). The PVW provides a weak form similar to that in 
(2.4). Expanding (1.16) for full 3D state of deformation, the internal virtual work 
is 

8WI = J ((Jxx 6Exx + (Jyy8€yy + (Jzz6Ezz + (Jyz8,yz + (Jxz8, xz + (Jxy8,xy) dV 

= i Q.T 6E dV (2.31) 

where 

Q.T = [(Jxx, (Jyy, (Jzz , (Jyz , (Jxz, (Jxy] 

8f:.T = [6Exx , 8€yy , 8€zz, 8,yz, 8,xz, 8,xy] 

Next , the external work is 

where the volume forces per unit volume and surface forces per unit area are 

iT = [ix, f y , f z] 

17 = [tx, ty,tz] 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

Here, underline U denotes a one-dimensional array, not necessarily a vector. 
For example, ~ is a vector but Q. are the six components of stress arranged in 
a six-element array. The virtual strains are strains that would be produced by 
virtual displacements 8u (~). Therefore, virtual strains are computed from virtual 
displacements using the strain-displacement equations (1.5). In matrix notation 

f:.=Q~ 

8€ = Q 8u (2.35) 

where 

a 
0 0 

a 
0 

a 
ax aiJ az 

Q = 0 
a 

0 
a 

0 ay ax az 
0 0 

a 
0 

a a 
az ay ax 

(2.36) 
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Then, the PVW is written in matrix notation as 

(2.37) 

The integrals over the volume V and surface S of the body can be broken element 
by element over m elements, as 

(2.38) 

Whenever two elements share a surface, the contributions of the second integral 
cancel out, just as the internal loads canceled in Section 2.1. 7. The stress compo
nents are given by the constitutive equations. For a linear material 

(2.39) 

with C given by (1.72). The internal virtual work over each element becomes 

(2.40) 

The expansion of the displacements can be written in matrix form as 

(2.41) 

where N contains the element interpolation functions and Q the nodal displacements 
of the element, just as in Section 2.1.4. Therefore, the strains are 

(2.42) 

where B = Q N is the strain-displacement matrix. Now, the discretized form of the 
internal virtual work over an element can be computed as 

(2.43) 

where the element stiffness matrix K e is 

(2.44) 

The external virtual work becomes 

(2.45) 
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where the element force vector is 

(2.46) 

The integrals over the element volume Ve and element surface Se are usually 
evaluated numerically by the Gauss integration procedure. For the volume integral, 
such a procedure needs evaluation of the integrand at a few points inside the volume. 
Such points, which are called Gauss points, are important for two reasons. First , 
the constitutive matrix C is evaluated at those locations. Second, the most accurate 
values of strains (and stresses) are obtained at those locations too. 

The assembly of the element equations oWJ and oWE into the PVW for the 
whole body is done similarly to the process in Section 2.1.6 . Obviously the process 
is more complicated than for bar elements. The details of such process and its 
computer programming are part of finite element technology, which is outside the 
scope of this text book. Eventually all the element stiffness matrices K e and element 
force vectors p e are assembled into a global system for the whole body 

(2.47) 

Next, boundary conditions are applied on the system (2.47) in a systematic way 
resembling the procedure in Section 2.1.6. Next, the algebraic system of equations 
(2.47) is solved to find the nodal displacement array Q over the whole body. Since 
the nodal displacements results for every element can be found somewhere in Q, it 
is possible to go back to (2.35) and to (2.39) to compute the strains and stresses 
anywhere inside the elements. 

Example 2.1 Compute the element stiffness matrix and the equivalent force vector of a bar 
discretized with two-node (linear) element using equations (2.44) and (2.46). Also compare 
the result with the expression (2.19-2.20). 

Solution to Example 2.1 Let Ae be the transverse area of the bar and he the element 
length, with Xe = 0 and Xe+l = he. Substituting these values in the linear interpolation 
functions from equation (2.12), the interpolation functions arrays are obtained as follows 

The strain-displacement array is obtained as 

1 - x/he 1 
X/he 

BT = 8 NT = [ 8Nfj8x ] = [ -l/he ] 
= = - 8Ni/8x l/he 

The bar element has a one-dimensional strain-stress state with linear elastic behavior. 
Therefore 

C=E 

Then, using equation (2.44) we can write 

K e = {BTCBdV= {he [_l /he lVe lo 
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The element stiffness matrix is obtained by integration 

To calculate the equivalent vector force, f e is defined as the distributed force on element, 
P[ is the force at end x = 0, and P2 is the force at end x = he. Substituting into equation 
(2.46) we obtain 

p e = 1 NTf dV + 1 NT t dB = ih e 

[ 1 - x/he ] f dx + [ P[ ] - - _ - - x / h e Poe 
Ve S e 0 e 2 

The element equivalent force vector is obtained by integration 

p e = f ehe [ 1 ] + [ P[ ] 
- 2 1 P2 

2.3 FE Analysis with CAE systems 

Nowadays, a large number of the commercial programs exist with many finite el
ement analysis capabilities for different engineering disciplines. They help solve 
a variety of problems from a simple linear static analysis to nonlinear transient 
analysis. A few of these codes, such as ANSYSTM or ABAQUS™, have special ca
pabilities to analyze composite materials and they accept user programmed element 
formulations and custom constitutive equations. 

These types of computer aided engineering (CAE) systems are commonly or
ganized into three different blocks: the pre-processor, the processor, and the post
processor. In the first block, commonly called pre-processor, the model is built 
defining material properties, element formulation, and geometry. Loads and bound
ary conditions may also be entered here, but they can also be entered during the 
solution phase. With this information, the processor can compute the stiffness ma
trix of the model, as well as the force vector. Next, the equilibrium equations are 
solved and the solution is obtained in the form of displacement values. In the last 
block, the post-processor, derived results, such as stress, strain, and failure ratios, 
are computed. The solution can be reviewed using graphic tools. 

In the remainder of this chapter, a general description of the procedures and 
the specific steps for a basic finite element analysis (FEA) are presented using ex
amples. However, a complete description of the capabilities and procedures of any 
commercial FEA code is outside the scope of this textbook. Refer to Appendix E 
for an introduction to the software interface. 

2.3.1 Pre-process: Model Generation 

In order to introduce all the information needed to compute the stiffness matrix, 
different aspects such as element type and material properties must be defined. 
Also, the geometry must be specified by entering the position of all nodes and their 
connectivity, element by element. 
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Element Type 

Usually, FE programs have an element library that contains many different element 
types. The element type determines the element formulation used. For example, 
the degree of freedom set, the interpolation functions, whether the element is for 2D 
or 3D space, etc. Above all, the element type identifies the element category: bar 
tensile-compression, beam bending, solid, shell, laminate shell, etc. Each commercial 
code identifies element formulations with different labels. Identification labels and 
basic characteristics of a few element formulations in ANSYS and ABAQUS are 
shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Some linear structural elements available in ANSYS and ABAQUS 

ANSYS ABAQUS nodes DOF Element Description 
LINKl T2D2 2 Ux Uy line bar/truss, 2D space 
LINK3 T3D2 2 Ux Uy Uz line bar/truss, 3D space 
BEAM3 B21 2 Ux Uy line beam in 2D space 

Ox Oy 

BEAM4 B31 2 Ux Uy Uz line beam in 3D space 
Ox Oy Oz 

PLANE42 CPE4 4 Ux Uy solid 4-node quadrilateral 
in 2D space 

PLANE82 CPE8 8 Ux Uy solid 8-node quadrilateral 
in 2D space 

SOLID45 C3D8 8 Ux Uy Uz solid 8-node hexahedra 
in 3D space 

SHELL63 S4 4 Ux Uy Uz shell 4-node quadrilateral 
Ox Oy Oz in 3D space 

SHELL91 4 Ux Uy Uz layered shell 4-node quad. 
Ox Oy Oz in 3D space 

SHELL99 4 Ux Uy Uz layered shell 4-node quad. 
Ox Oy Oz in 3D space 

Each element type has different options. For example, on a planar solid element, 
an option allows one to choose between plane strain and plane stress analysis. 

Sometimes the elements need real constants. These are properties that depend 
on the element type, such as cross-sectional properties of a beam element , the ply 
sequence in a laminated shell element, and so on. For example, some real constants 
for a 2D beam element are: cross area, moment of inertia, and height. Not all 
element types require real constants. Although the real constants are associated 
to element type, different elements of the same category may have different real 
constant values. 
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Material Definition 

The elements must be associated to a material. Depending on the analysis, material 
properties can be linear (linear elastic analysis) or nonlinear (e.g. damage mechanics 
analysis), isotropic or orthotropic, constant or temperature-dependent. 

For structural analysis, elastic properties must be defined according to Section 
(1.12). Other mechanical properties, such as ultimate strength, density, and ther
mal dilatation coefficients are optional and their definition depends on the analysis 
characteristics. 

2.3.2 Model Geometry 

The model geometry is obtained specifying all nodes, their position, and the element 
connectivity. The connectivity information allows the program to assemble the 
element stiffness matrix and the element equivalent force vector to obtain the global 
equilibrium equations, as shown in Section 2.1.6. 

There are two ways to generate the model. The first is to directly create a mesh. 
The second is to use solid modeling, then mesh the solid automatically to get the 
node and element distribution. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. 

Direct Mesh Generation 

Direct meshing was the only method before solid modeling became widespread 
among commercial packages. It is still the only option with some older packages, 
although in those cases it is always possible to use a general purpose pre-processor to 
generate the mesh. In this case the pre-processor is likely to allow for solid modeling. 
In direct meshing, the user creates nodes, then connects the nodes into elements. 
Afterward, the user applies boundary conditions and loads directly on nodes and/or 
elements. Direct meshing is used in Example 2.2 and in Example 2.5. 

Solid Modeling 

In solid modeling, the user creates a geometric representation of the geometry using 
solid model constructs, such as volumes, areas, lines, and points (or keypoints). 
Boundary conditions, loads, and material properties can be assigned to parts of 
the solid model before meshing. The models are meshed by the same program just 
prior to the FEM solution. One additional advantage of solid modeling is that re
meshing can be done without loosing, or having to remove, the loads and boundary 
conditions. Solid modeling and automatic meshing are used in Example 2.3 and 
Example 2.4. 

Example 2.2 Using ANSYS, generate the curved beam shown in Figure 2.7. Because the 
thickness is small and constant, use planar solid elements with plane stress analysis. Use 
direct generation for generating the mesh geometry. 

Solution to Example 2.2 The commands listed below, which are available on the Web site 
(1], define the model geometry by using Direct Mesh Generation. The characters after (!) 
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Fig. 2.7: Curved beam. 
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are comments. These commands can be typed one line at a time in the ANSYS command 
window (see Appendix E). Alternatively, in the ANSYS command window, read the text 
fi le by entering /input, file, ext , where file is the name of the file, and ext is the file 
extension. 

/TITLE , Bending curved beam (Direct Generation) 
/PREP7 Start pre-processor module 
ET,1,PLANE42 Element type #1: PLANE42 
KEYOPT,1,3,3 Key option #3 = 3, plane stress 
R, 1,4 Real constant #1: Th = 4 mm 
MP,EX,1,195000 Material #1 : E=195000 MPa 
MP,NUXY , 1,0 . 3 Material #1 : Poisson coefficient 0 . 3 
! Nodes and 
CSYS,l 
N,1,20,180 
N,10,20,90 

elements generation 

FILL, 1,10 
NGEN , 9,20,1,10,,2.5 
CSYS ,O 
N,15,20,20 
FILL , 10 , 15 
NGEN,9 , 20,11,15",2 . 5 
E,1,2,22,21 
EGEN , 8 , 20,1 
EGEN , 14 , 1,ALL 
FINISH 

Activate polar coordinate system 
Define node #1 : radius=20mm, angle=180 
Define node #10 : radius=20mm, angle=90 
Fill nodes between node 1 and 10 
Generate node rows increase radius 2.5 mm 
Activate cartesian coordinate system 
Define node #15: x=20mm, y=20mm 
Fill nodes between node 10 and 15 

!Generate node rows increasing y 2.5 mm 
Define element #1, joining nodes 1,2,22,21 
Generate a row of elements 
Generate the rest of elements 
Exit pre-processor module 

Example 2.3 Using ANSYS, generate the same geometry defined in Example 2.2, but this 
time use Solid Modeling commands fo r generating the mesh geometry. 

Solution to Example 2.3 The commands listed below generate the geometry using Solid 
Modeling (1 J. 
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/TITLE, Bending curved beam (Solid Modeling) 
/PREP7 Start pre-processor module 
ET,1,PLANE42 Element type #1 : PLANE42 
KEYOPT,1,3,3 Key option #3 = 3, plane stress 
R,1,4 Real constant #1 : Th = 4 mm 
MP,EX,1,195000 Material #1: E=195000 MPa 
MP,NUXY,1,0 . 3 Material #1: Poisson coefficient 0.3 
! Geometry generation 
CYL4,0,0,40,90,20,180 
BLC4,0,20,20,20 
AGLUE,all 
LESIZE,all",8 
LESIZE,1",10 
LESIZE,3",10 
LESIZE,9" ,5 
LESIZE,10" ,5 
MSHKEY,l 
AMESH,all 
FINISH 

! Generate curved area 
Generate rectangular area 
Glue both areas 
Define divis i ons of elements by lines 
Re-define divi sions of some l i nes 

Force quadrilateral elements mesh 
Mesh all areas 
Exit pre-processor module 

Example 2.4 Using ANSYS, generate a model for a dome (Figure 2.8) with different types 
of elements (shell and beam elements), using different real constants sets and two materials. 
Use solid modeling to generate the mesh geometry. 

Solution to Example 2.4 The element types in ANSYS are defined by the ET command 
[3]. The element types can be defined by their library names (see Table 2.1) and given 
reference numbers to be used later. For example, the commands shown below define two 
element types, BEAM4 and SHELL 63, and assign them type reference numbers 1 and 2 
respectively. 

ET,1 , BEAM4 
ET,2,SHELL63 

In ANSYS, the real constants sets are defined similarly to element types, using reference 
numbers for each set. For example, two sets are defined below for shell elements and one 
for 3D beam element as follows 

R,1,6 
R, 2,4 
R, 3,100,833,833,10 , 10 

Define real const . #1 Th = 6 mm 
Define real const . #2 Th = 4 mm 
Define real const . #3 10xl0 sect. beam 
A=100, Izz=Iyy=1/12*10**4, thz=thy=10 

For material definition, MP can be used along with the appropriate property label; e.g. 
EX for Young's modulus, NUXY for Poisson ratio, etc. For isotropic material, only the 
X-direction properties need to be defined. The remaining properties in the other directions 
default to the X -direction values. Also a reference number is used for each material. For 
example, the following code defines two materials 

MP,EX,1,200E3 Define mater i al #1 Young ' s modul us 200000MPa 
MP,NUXY,1,0 . 29 Define mater i al #1 Poi s son modulus 0 .29 
MP,EX,2,190E3 Define material #2 Young ' s modul us 190000MPa 
MP,NUXY , 2,0 . 27 Define material #2 Poi sson modulus 0 .27 
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The commands shown above define a database with a table of elements type, another 
table with real constant sets, and another with materials. The reference number of each 
table can be selected by using the commands TYPE, REAL and MAT, before defining the 
mesh. 

The ANSYS command sequence for this example is listed below. These commands can 
be typed on the command window, or in a text file (lj, then, on the command window enter 
/input, file, ext , where file is the name of the file, and ext is the file extension (see 
Appendix E). 

/PREP7 ! Start pre-processor module 
! Define element types 

Define element type #1 BEAM4 - 3D ET,l,BEAM4 
ET,2,SHELL63 ! Define element type #2 sHELL63 - 3D 

! Define real constants 
R,1,6 Define real const. #1 Th = 6 mm 
R,2,4 
R,3,100,833,833,10,10 

! Define materials 
MP,EX,1,200E3 
MP,NUXY,1,0.29 
MP,EX,2,190E3 
MP,NUXY,2,0.27 

Define real const. #2 Th = 4 mm 
! Define real const . #3 10xl0 sect. beam 

Define material #1 E=200000MPa 
Define material #1 Poisson modulus 
Define material #2 E=190000MPa 
Define material #2 Poisson modulus 

! Create geometry by solid modeling 
SPH4, , ,500 
BLOCK,-600,600,-600,600,-600,0 
BLOCK, 300,600,-600,600,0,600 
BLOCK,-300,-600,-600,600,0,600 

Define sphere radius 500 mm 
Define blocks for subtract ... 
.. . to sphere 

BLOCK,-600,600,300,600,0,600 
BLOCK,-600,600,-300,-600,0,600 
! Boolean operations to obtain the final volume, areas and lines 
VADD,2,3,4,5,6 Add all blocks 
VSBV,1,7 Subtract blocks to the sphere 
WPAVE,0,0,200 Offset working plane z=+200 mm 
VSBW,ALL Divide Volume by working plane 

! Mesh geometry 
ESIZE,20 

TYPE, 2 
REAL, 1 
MAT,2 
AMESH,8,9 

REAL, 2 
AMESH, 12,15 

TYPE, 1 

Define element size 

Assign shell to next defined elements 
Assign Th = 6 mm to next defined elements 
Assign mater. #2 to next defined elements 
Mesh areas 8 and 9 (top surface dome). 

Assign Th = 4 mm to next defined elements 
Mesh areas 12,13,14 and 15 (side surface dome) 

Assign beam to next defined elements 
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REAL, 3 
MAT,l 
LMESH,1,2 
LMESH,4,5 

FINISH 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Assign cross section 10xl0 squared 
Assign mater. #1 to next defined elements 
Mesh lines 1 and 2 (columns) 
Mesh lines 4 and 5 (columns) 

Exit pre-processor module 

z 

~x 

Fig. 2.8: Mesh obtained by the command sequence used to generate a dome. 

2.3.3 Load States 

Load states include boundary conditions and externally applied forcing functions. 
Load states in structural analysis are defined by forces, pressures, inertial forces (as 
gravity) , and specified displacements, all applied to the model. 

Specification of different kinds of loads for the FE model are explained in the 
following sections. The reactions obtained by fixing a nodal degree of freedom 
(displacements and rotations) are shown in Section 2.3.4. Next, the loads from 
forces (or moments) on nodes or forces distributed over the elements are discussed 
in Section 2.3.5. 
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2.3.4 Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions are the known values of the degrees of freedom (DOF) 
on the boundary. In structural analysis , the DOF are displacements and rotations. 
With this information, the FE program knows which values of Q in (2.47) are known 
or unknown. 

Constrained Displacements and Rotations 

In general, a node can have more than one DOF. For example, if the FE model uses 
beam elements in 2D space, there are three DOF: the horizontal displacement, the 
vertical displacement , and the rotation around an axis perpendicular to the plane. 
Constraining different sets of DOF results in different boundary conditions being 
applied. In the 2D beam element case, constraining only the horizontal and vertical 
displacements results in a simple support, but constraining all the DOF results in a 
clamped condition. 

Fig. 2.9: Convention for rotations of a plate or shell 

Symmetry Conditions 

Symmetry conditions can be applied to reduce the size of the model without loss of 
accuracy. Four types of symmetry must exist concurrently: symmetry of geometry, 
boundary conditions, material, and loads. Under these conditions the solution will 
also be symmetric. For example, symmetry with respect to the y - z plane means 
that the nodes on the symmetry plane have the following constraints 

U x = 0 ; By = 0 ; Bz = 0 (2.48) 

where U x is the displacement along the x-direction, By and Bz are the rotations 
around the y and z axis, respectively (Figure 2.9). Note that the definition of rota
tions used in shell theory (<Pi , see Section 3.1) is different than the usual definition 
of rotations Bi that follows the right-hand rule. All rotations in ANSYS are de
scribed using right-hand-rule rotations Bi . Symmetry boundary conditions on nodes 
in the symmetry plane involve the restriction of DOF translations out-of-plane with 
respect to the symmetry plane and restriction of the DOF rotations in-plane with 
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respect to the symmetry plane. Symmetry boundary conditions are used in Example 
2.6. 

Antisymmetry Conditions 

Antisymmetry conditions are similar to the symmetry conditions. They can be 
applied when the model exhibits antisymmetry of loads but otherwise the model 
exhibits symmetry o£ geometry, symmetry of boundary conditions, and symmetry 
of material. Antisymmetry boundary conditions on nodes in the antisymmetry plane 
involve restriction of DOF translations in the antisymmetry plane and restriction of 
DOF rotations out-of-plane with respect to the antisymmetry plane. 

Periodicity Conditions 

When the material, load, boundary conditions, and geometry are periodic with pe
riod (x , y, z) = (2ai, 2bi , 2Ci), only a portion of the structure needs to be modeled, 
with dimensions (2ai, 2bi , 2Ci). The fact that the structure repeats itself periodi
cally means that the solution will also be periodic. Periodicity conditions can be 
imposed by different means. One possibility involves using constrained equations 
(CE) between DOF (see Section 6.2) or using Lagrange multipliers. 

2.3.5 Loads 

Loads can be applied on nodes by means of concentrated forces and moments, as 
shown in Example 2.5. Also, loads can be distributed over the elements as: surface 
loads, body loads, inertia loads, or other coupled-field loads (for example, thermal 
strains). Surface loads are used in Example 2.6. 

A surface load is a distributed load applied over a surface, for example a pressure. 
A body load is a volumetric load, for example expansion of material by temperature 
increase in structural analysis. Inertia loads are those attributable to the inertia of 
a body, such as gravitational acceleration, angular velocity, and acceleration. 

A concentrated load applied on a node is directly added to the force vector. 
However, the element interpolation functions are used to compute the equivalent 
forces vector due to distributed loads. 

2.3.6 Solution Procedure 

In the solution phase of the analysis, the solver subroutine included in the finite 
element program solves the simultaneous set of equations that the finite element 
method generates. The primary solution is obtained by solving for the nodal degree 
of freedom values, i.e., displacements and rotations, in structural analysis. Then, 
derived results, i.e., stresses and strains are computed. The element solution is 
usually calculated at the integration points. 

Several methods of solving the system of simultaneous equations are available. 
Some methods are better for larger models, others are faster for nonlinear analysis, 
others allow one to distribute the solution by parallel computation. Commercial 
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finite element programs solve these equations in batch mode. The frontal direct 
solution method is commonly used because it is rather efficient for FEA. When the 
analysis is nonlinear, the equations must be solved repeatedly, which increases the 
computational time significantly. 

2.3.7 Post-process: Analysis and Results Visualization 

Once the solution has been calculated, the post-processor can be used to review 
and to analyze the results. Results can be reviewed graphically or by listing the 
values numerically. Since a model usually contains a considerable amount of re
sults, it may be better to use graphical tools. Post-processors of commercial codes 
produce contour plots of stress and strain distributions, deformed shapes, etc. The 
software usually includes derived calculations such as error estimation, load case 
combinations, or path operations. 

Examples 2.5 and 2.6 include commands to review the results by listing and by 
graphic output, respectively. 

Example 2.5 Use a commercial FE code to find the axial displacement at the axially loaded 
end of a bar clamped at the other end. The bar is made of steel E = 200,000 M Pa, diameter 
d = 9 mm, length L = 750 mm, and load P = 100,000 N. Also find the stress and strain. 
Use three two-node (linear) link elements. 

Solution to Example 2.5 The ANSYS command sequence for this example is listed below. 
You can either type these commands on the command window, or you can type them on a 
text fil e [lj, then, on the command window enter /input,file,ext, where file is the name 
of the fil e, and ext is the fil e extension (see Appendix E). 

/PREP7 
ET,l,LINKl 
R,1,63.6173 
MP,EX,1,200E3 
N,l 
NGEN,4,1,1",250 

E,1,2 
EGEN,3,1,1 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
OUTPR,ALL,LAST, 
D,l,all 
F ,4,FX, 100E3 
SOLVE 
/STAT,SOLU 
FINISH 

/POSTl 
PRNSOL,U,X 
PRESOL,ELEM 

Start pre-processor module 
Define element type #1 LINKl - 2D bar 
Define real constant A=63.6173 mm-2 
Define elastic modulus E=200000MPa 
Define node 1, coordinates=O,O,O 
Generate 3 additional nodes 
distance between adjacent nodes 250mm 
Generate element 1 by node 1 to 2 
Generate element 2,3 
Exit pre-processor module 

Start Solution module 

Define b.c. in node 1, totally fixed 
Define horizontal force in node 4 
Solve the current load state 
Provides a solution status summary 
Exit solution module 

Start Post-processor module 
Print in a list the horizonal disp . 
Print all line element results 
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PRRSOL,FX 
FINISH 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Print horizontal reactions 
Exit post-processor module 

A convenient combination of units for this case is Newton, mm, and M Pa. The analy
sis results can be easily verified by strength of material calculations, as follows 

P L (750) (100000) 
Ux = AE = (63.617)(200000) = 5.894 mm 

(j = P = 100000 = 1571.9 MPa 
A 63.617 

E = ~ = 7.859 . 10-3 

Example 2.6 Use a commercial FE code to find the stress concentration factor of a rec
tangular notched strap. The dimensions and the load state are defined in Figure 2.10. Use 
eight-noded (quadratic) quadrilateral plane stress elements. 

~ 
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Fig. 2.10: Rectangular notched strap, axial load 10 Njmm2 . 

Solution to Example 2.6 The ANSYS command sequence for this example is listed below. 
These commands can be typed on the command window or in a text file [lj, then, on the 
command window enter !input, f He, ext , where f He is the name of the file , and ext is 
the file extension (see Appendix E). 

/PREP7 
ET,l,PLANE82 
KEYOPT,l,3,3 
R,l,4 
MP,EX,l,190E3 
MP,PRXY,l,O.3 
BLC4,O,O,50,18.5 
CYL4,O,20,7.5 
ASBA,l,2 

Start pre-processor module 
Define element type #1 PLANE82 8-node 2-D 
Key option #3 = 3, plane stress 
Define real constant th=2 mm 
Define elastic modulus E=200000MPa 
Define Poisson coefficient 0.3 
Define squared area 18 . 5x50 mm 
Define circular area radius 7,5 mm 
Subtract previous areas 
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ESIZE, 1. 5,0, 
MSHKEY,O 
AMESH,all 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
DL, 1, ,SYMM 
DL, 9, ,SYMM 
SFL,2,PRES,-10 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POSTl 
PLNSOL,S,X,2,1 
PLNSOL,S,EQV,2,1 
PLVECT,S 
FINISH 

Define element size 
Free mesh 
Mesh 
Exit pre-processor module 

Start Solution module 
Define symmetry b. conditions in line 1 
Define symmetry b. conditions in line 9 
Apply pressure on line 2 
Solve the current load state 
Exit solution module 

Start Post-processor module 
Contour plot horizontal stress 
Contour plot Von Mises equivalent stress 
Vector plot principal stress 
Exit post-processor module 

The stress in the net area without stress concentration is 

P 10·37·4 
(70 = A = = 14.8 MPa 

25·4 
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The maximum horizontal stress close to the notch is 28 MPa obtained from the FE 
model. Therefore, the concentration factor is 

Suggested Problems 

k = (7rnax = 1.89 
(70 

Problem 2.1 Solve Example 2.5 explicitly as it is done in Section 2.1, using only two 
elements. Show all work. 

Problem 2.2 Using the equations derived in Section 2.1, and the data of Example 2.5, 
compute the axial displacement at (a) x = 700 mm, (b) x = 500 mm. 

Problem 2.3 Using the same procedure in Example 2.1 calculate the element stiffness ma
trix and the equivalent force vector of a three-node element bar with quadratic interpolation 
functions. The interpolation functions are 

N
e _ x - X2 X - X3 N,e _ X - X3 X - Xl Ne _ x - Xl X - X2 
1- 2- 3-

Xl - X2 Xl - X3 X2 - X3 X2 - Xl X3 - Xl X3 - X2 

where Xl, X2 and X3 are the coordinate positions of node 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Use Xl = 0, 
X2 = h/2 and X3 = h , where h is the element length. Show all work. 

Problem 2.4 Program a FE code using the element formulation obtained in Example 2.1 
and the assembly procedure shown in Section 2.1.6. With this code, solve Example 2.5. Show 
all work in a report. 

Problem 2.5 Program a FE code using the element formulation obtained in Problem 2.3 
and the assembly procedure shown in Section 2.1.6. With this code, solve Example 2.5. Show 
all work in a report. 
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Chapter 3 

Elasticity and Strength of 
Laminates 

Most composite structures are built as assemblies of plates and shells. This is 
because the structure is more efficient when it carries membrane loads. Another 
important reason is that thick laminates are difficult to produce. 

For example, consider a beam made of an homogeneous material with tensile 
and compressive strength (Ju subjected to bending moment M. Further, consider a 
solid beam of square cross section (Figure 3.1), equal width and depth 2c, with area 
A, inertia I, and section modulus S given by 

A = 4c2 

I = ~C4 
3 

S = £ = ~c3 
c 3 

(3.1) 

When the stress on the surface of the beam reaches the failure stress (Ju, the 
bending moment per unit area is 

Mu S(Ju 1 
mu = - = -- = -C(Ju 

A A 3 
(3.2) 

Now consider a square hollow tube (Figure 3.1) of dimensions 2c x 2c and wall 
thickness t, with 2c > > t, so that the following approximations are valid 

A = 4(2c)t = 8ct 

1=2 -- + c2(2ct) = -tc3 
[
t(2C) 3 ] 16 

12 3 

S = £ = 16 tc2 
C 3 

(3.3) 

Then 
M S ,.. 16tc2(Ju 2 

u Vu 3 = -C(J 
mu = A = A = 8ct 3 u (3.4) 
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The failure moment per unit area mu is twice as la.rge for a hollow square tube 
with thin walls than for a solid section. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.1: Solid section (a) and hollow square tube (b). 

Of course, the failure moment is limited by buckling of the thin walls (see Chap
ter 4). This is the reason buckling analysis is so important for composites. Most 
composite structures are designed under buckling constraints because the thick
nesses are small and the material is very strong, so normally one does not encounter 
material failure as in metallic structures (e.g., yield stress) but structural failure 
such as buckling. 

Plates are a particular case of shells, having no initial curvature. Therefore, only 
shells will be mentioned in the sequel. Shells are modeled as two-dimensional struc
tures because two dimensions (length and width) are much larger than thickness. 
The thickness coordinate is eliminated from the governing equations so that the 3D 
problem simplifies to 2D. In the process, the thickness becomes a parameter that is 
known and supplied to the analysis model. 

Modeling of laminated composites differs from modeling conventional materials 
in three aspects. First, the constitutive equations of each lamina are orthotropic 
(Section 1.12.3) . Second, the constitutive equations of the element depend on the 
kinematic assumptions of the shell theory used and their implementation into the el
ement. Finally, material symmetry is as important as geometric and load symmetry 
when trying to use symmetry conditions in the models. 

3.1 Kinematic of Shells 

Shell elements are based on various shell theories which in turn are based on kine
matic assumptions. That is, there are some underlying assumptions about the likely 
type of deformation of the material through the thickness of the shell. These as
sumptions are needed to reduce the 3D governing equations to 2D. Such assumptions 
are more or less appropriate for various situations, as discussed next . 
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3.1.1 First-Order Shear Deformation Theory 

The most popular composite shell theory is the first-order shear deformation theory 
(FSDT). It is based on the following assumptions: 

1. A straight line drawn through the thickness of the shell in the undeformed 
configuration may rotate but it will remain straight when the shell deforms. 
The angles it forms (if any) with the normal to the undeformed mid-surface 
are denoted by <Px and <Py when measured in the x - z and y - z planes, 
respectively (Figures 2.9 and 3.2). 

2. The thickness of the shell remains unchanged as the shell deforms. 

~ __ --oA 
B -M 

~~~~~~~x~~ 
C NxJ 

~----oD 

Undeformed 
Cross Section 

Deformed 
Cross Section 

Fig. 3.2: Assumed deformation in FSDTI. 

These assumptions are verified by experimental observation in most laminated 
shells when the following are true: 

• The aspect ratio r = aft, defined as the ratio between the shortest surface 
dimension a and the thickness t, is larger than 10 . 

• The stiffness of the laminae in shell coordinates (x, y, z) do not differ by more 
than two orders of magnitude. This restriction effectively rules out sandwich 
shells, where the core is much softer than the faces. 

Based on the assumptions above, the displacement of a generic point B anywhere 
in the shell can be written in terms of the displacement and rotations at the mid
surface C as 

lReprinted from Introduction to Composite Materials Design, E. J. Barbero, Fig. 6.2, copyright 
(1999), with permission from Taylor & Francis. 
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u(x, y, z) = uo(x , y) - zePx(x, y) 

v(x, y, z) = vo(x , y) - zePy(x , y) 

w(x, y, z) = wo(x, y) 

(3.5) 

The mid-surface variables on the right-hand side of (3 .5) are functions of only 
two coordinates (x and y), thus the shell theory is 2D. On the left-hand side, the 
displacements are functions of three coordinates, and thus correspond to the 3D 
representation of the material. At the 3D level, we use the 3D constitutive equations 
(1.72) and the 3D strain-displacement equations (1.5) , which now can be written in 
terms of 2D quantities as 

OUo oePx 0 
t x(x, y, z) = ox - z ox = t x + ZK,x 

oVo oePy 0 
ty(x , y, z) = oy - z oy = ty + ZK,y 

oUo oVo (oePx oePy ) 0 
I XY(x, y, z) = oy + ox - z oy + ox = I xy + ZK,xy 

oWo 
IYz(x , y) = -ePy + oy 

owo 
I XZ (X, y) = -ePx + ox 

t z = 0 (3.6) 

where 

• The mid-surface strains t~, t~ , Igy, also called membrane strains, represent 
stretching and in-plane shear of the mid-surface. 

• The change in curvature K,x, K,y, K,xy, which are close but not exactly the same 
as the geometric curvatures of the mid-surface. They are exactly that for the 
Kirchhoff theory discussed in Section 3.1.2. 

• The interlaminar shear strains I XZ , IYz, which are through-the-thickness shear 
deformations. These are small but not negligible for laminated composites be
cause the interlaminar shear moduli G23, G13 are small when compared with 
the in-plane modulus E i . Metals are relatively stiff in shear (G = E/ 2(1+1I)), 
and thus the interlaminar strains are negligible. In addition, the interlami
nar shear strength of composites F4 , F5 are relatively small when compared 
to the in-plane strength values F lt , F i c , thus making evaluation of interlami
nar strains (and possibly stresses) a necessity. On the other hand, the shear 
strength of metals is comparable to their tensile strength, and since the inter
laminar stress is always smaller than the in-plane stress, it is not necessary to 
check for interlaminar failure of metallic homogeneous shells. That is not the 
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case for laminated metallic shells since the adhesive is not quite strong and it 
may fail by interlaminar shear. 

(a) 

/" 
x 

Fig. 3.3: Stress resultants acting on a plate or shell element: (a) forces per unit 
length, and (b) moments per unit length.2 

While the 3D constitutive equations relate strains to stress, the laminate con
stitutive equations relate mid-surface strains and curvatures. The laminate consti
tutive equations are obtained by using the definition of stress resultants. While in 
3D elasticity every material point is under stress, a shell is loaded by stress resul
tants (Figure 3.3), which are simply integrals of the stress components through the 
thickness of the shell, as follows 

{NX} N t { (jx r dz Ny =2::: (jy 

N xy k=l Zk-l (jxy 

{~}=t(, { (jy z } k dz 
(jx z 

{Mx } N t { (jx r zdz My =2::: (jy (3.7) 
M xy k=l Zk- l (jxy 

2Reprinted from Introduction to Composite Materials Design, E. J. Barbero, Fig. 6.3, copyright 
(1999), with permission from Taylor & Francis . 

• 
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where N is the number of layers, Zk - l and Zk are the coordinates at the bottom and 
top surfaces of the k-th layer, respectively. Replacing the plane stress version of the 
3D constitutive equations in shell local coordinates (1.101-1.102) at each layer and 
performing the integration we get 

N x An A12 A16 Bn B12 B16 EO 
x 

Ny A12 A22 A 26 B12 B22 B 26 EO 
11 N x y A16 A 26 A66 B16 B26 B66 I x y (3.8) 

M x Bn B12 B16 Dn D12 D16 Kx 

My B12 B22 B26 D12 D22 D26 Ky 

M x y B16 B 26 B66 D16 D26 D66 Kx y 

{ ~ } = 
[ H44 

H45 
H45 ] { IYz } 
H55 I XZ 

where 

N 

Aij = L (Qij)k tkj i , j = 1,2, 6 
k=l 
N 

Bij = L (Qij) k tkZkj i , j = 1,2,6 
k=l 

Dij = t (Qij)k (tkZ~ + ~~) j i,j = 1,2,6 
k=l 

5 -* 4 -2 tk N [ ( 3)] Hij = "4 ~ ( Qij) k tk - t2 tk zk + 12 j i,j = 4,5 (3 .9) 

where (Qij) k are the coefficients in global coordinates of the plane-stress stiffness 
matrix for layer number k, tk is the thickness of layer k, and Zk is the coordinate 
of the middle surface of the kth layer. For an in-depth discussion of the meaning of 
various terms see [1]. In summary, the Aij coefficients represent in-plane stiffness 
of the laminate, the Dij coefficients represent bending stiffness, the Bij represent 
bending-extension coupling, and the Hij represent interlaminar shear stiffness. All 
these coefficients can be calculated by (3.9) and are implemented in widely available 
software packages such as CADEC [2] . 

When membrane and bending deformations are uncoupled (e.g., symmetric lami
nates) , the governing equations of FSDT involve three variables for solving the bend
ing problem (wO, c/>x, c/>y) and two to solve the membrane problem (uO , vO). Bending
extension coupling means that all five variables will have to be found simultaneously, 
which is what FEA software codes do for every case, whether the problem is coupled 
or not. 

The equilibrium equations of plates can be derived by using the PVW (see 
(1.16)) . Furthermore, the governing equations can be derived by substituting the 
constitutive equations (3.8) into the equilibrium equations. 
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Simply Supported Boundary Conditions in Plates 

Composite plates with coupling effects may have bending, shear, and membrane 
deformations coupled even if loaded by pure bending, pure shear, or pure in-plane 
loads (see p. 141 in [1]). While the term simply supported always means to restrict 
the transverse deflection w(x, y), it does not uniquely define the boundary conditions 
on the in-plane displacements Un and us, normal and tangent to the boundary, 
respectively. In the context of analytical solutions, it is customary to restrict either 
Un or u s . Therefore, the following possibilities exist 

~ --
• 88-1: w = Us = cPs = O;Nn = Nn;Mn = Mn 

In type 88-1, a normal force and a moment are specified. In 88-2, a shear force and 
a moment are specified. If the laminate does not have bending-extension coupling, 
and the analysis is geometrically linear, transverse loads will not induce Un. The 
naming convention for the rotations is the same as that used for moment resultants 
in Figure 3.3, where a subscript On indicates the direction normal to the edge of 
the shell, and a subscript Os ~ndicates the direction tangent to the edge (see also [4, 

Figure 6.2.1]). Furthermore 0 represents a fixed known value that mayor may not 
be zero. 

3.1.2 Kirchhoff Theory 

Historically, Kirchhoff theory was preferred because the governing equations can be 
written in terms of only one variable, the transverse deflection of the shell woo In the 
pre-information age, it was easier to obtain analytical solutions in terms of only one 
variable rather than in terms of the three variables needed in F8DT. This means 
that a wealth of closed form design equations and approximate solutions exist in 
engineering design manuals which are based on Kirchhoff theory [8] . 8uch simple 
design formulas can still be used for preliminary design of composite shells if we 
are careful and we understand their limitations. Metallic shells were and still are 
commonly modeled with Kirchhoff theory. The F8DT governing equations can be 
reduced to Kirchhoff governing equations, and closed form solutions can be found, 
as shown in [4] . 

In Kirchhoff theory the interlaminar shear strain is assumed to be zero. From 
the last two equations in (3.6) we get 

cP - 8wo 
x - 8x 

cP - 8wo 
y - 8y 

and introducing them into the first three equations in (3.6) we get 

(3.10) 
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auo a2wo 0 
Ex(X, y, z) = ax - z ax2 = Ex + Z/\'X 

avo a2wo 0 
Ey(X, y, z) = ay - Z ay2 = Ey + Z/\'y 

auo avo a2wo 0 
TXY(X, y, z) = ay + ax - 2z axay = Txy + z/\'xy (3.11) 

Notice that the variables cPx, cPy have been eliminated and Kirchhoff theory only 
uses three variables uo(x, y), vo(x, y) and wo(x, y). This makes analytical solutions 
easier to find , but numerically Kirchhoff theory is more complex to implement. Since 
second derivatives of Wo are needed to write the strains, the weak form (2.31) will 
have second derivatives of woo This will require that the interpolation functions (see 
Section 2.1.4) have C1 continuity. That is, the interpolation functions must be such 
that not only the displacements but also the slopes be continuous across element 
boundaries. In other words, both the displacement Wo and the slopes awolax, 
awol ay will have to be identical at the boundary between elements when calculated 
from either element sharing the boundary. This is difficult to implement . 

Consider the case of beam bending. The ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
with an applied distributed load q( x) is 

E1d;;O = q(x) (3.12) 

The weak form is obtained as in (2 .3) 

0= l :
B 

v [_E1d;;o + q(x)] dx (3.13) 

Integrating by parts twice 

l
xB d2V d2wo d3wo dv d2wo l xB 

0= d 2EI-d 2 dx +vEI-d 3 - -d EI-d 2 - vq(x)dx 
XA x x X x X XA 

0= B(v, wo) + [vQxl~~ - [~~ Mx J:: - l :B vM(x)dx 

0= B(v, wo) + L(v) (3.14) 

When the elements are assembled as in Section 2.1.6, it turns out that adjacent 
elements i and i + 1 that share a node have identical deflection but opposite shear 
force Qx and bending moment Mx at their common node, as follows 

Qi = _ Qi+1 

Mi = _Mi+l (3.15) 
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For the shear forces to cancel as in (2.25), it is only required to have vi = V H1 , 

which is satisfied by CO continuity elements having Wi = W H1 at the common 
node. For the bending moments to cancel as in (2.25), it is required that dvi/dx = 
dvi+l /dx. This can only be done if the elements have C1 continuity. That is, the 
slopes dw i / dx = dwH1 / dx must be identical at the common node. Such elements 
are difficult to work with ([5, page 276]). 

In FSDT theory, only first derivatives are used in the strains (3.6). So, the weak 
form (2.31) has only first derivatives and, like (2.25), all the internal generalized 
forces cancel at common nodes with only CO element continuity. 

3.2 FE Analysis of Laminates 

Stress and deformation analysis of composites can be done at different levels (Figure 
3.4). The level of detail necessary for description of the material depends on the 
level of post-processing desired. 

Fig. 3.4: (a) Micromechanics, (b) lamina level and (c) laminate level approach. 

When a great level of detail is necessary, the strain and stress are computed at 
the constituent level, i.e. fiber and matrix. In this case, it is necessary to describe 
the micro-structure, including the fiber shape and geometrical distribution, and the 
material properties of the constituents. More details are given in Chapter 6 where 
micro-mechanical modeling is used to generate properties for any combination of 
fibers and matrix. 

With a less detailed approach, the composite material can be considered as 
a homogeneous equivalent material. In this case, its structural behavior can be 
analyzed by using orthotropic properties shown in Chapter 1. 

Sometimes it is not possible to use the shell simplification explained in Section 
3.1. For example, when the composite material is a woven fabric, or the laminate is 
very thick, or when studying localized phenomena such as free edges effects (Chapter 
5). In these cases, the composite should be analyzed as solid, as shown in Chapter 
5. In any case, most of the laminated structures can be analyzed using the plates 
and shell simplifications explained in Section 3.1. 

If the whole laminate is analyzed as a homogeneous equivalent shell, using the 
macro-scale level approach (see Figure 3.4.c), the stress distribution in the laminate 
cannot be obtained. However, this very simple description of the laminate is suffi-
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cient when only displacements, buckling loads and modes, or vibration frequencies 
and modes are required. In these cases, only the laminate stiffness (3.8) is needed 
(see Section 3.2.2). In certain cases, even a simpler material description will suffice. 
For example, when the laminate is only unidirectional, or if the laminate is balanced 
and symmetric (see [1] pp. 153-154), the laminate can be modeled as a single lamina 
of orthotropic material (see Section 3.2.3). 

On the other hand, if stress and strains are to be calculated, then the actual 
laminate stacking sequence (LSS) must be input to the program (see Section 3.2.4). 
In this case, the elastic properties of each lamina, as well as thickness and fiber 
orientation of every lamina must be given. This method is usually called the meso
scale level approach (see Figure 3.4.b). 

For the sake of generality, laminae are always modeled as orthotropic materials, 
while in fact a unidirectional lamina is transversely isotropic. Then, it suffices to 
enter E3 = E 2, and G23 = E3/2(1 + 1/23) into the equations of the orthotropic 
material. 

The elastic properties of a unidirectional lamina can be computed using microme
chanics (Chapter 6) or with experimental data of unidirectional laminates. Elastic 
and strength material properties of some unidirectional composites are shown in 
Table 3.1. In the analysis of most composite structures, it is usual to avoid the 
micromechanics approach and to obtain experimentally the properties of the unidi
rectionallaminae, or even the whole laminate. However, the experimental approach 
is not ideal because a change of constituents or volume fraction of reinforcement 
during the design process invalidates all the material data and requires a new exper
imental program for the new material. It is better to calculate the elastic properties 
of the lamina using micromechanics formulas, such as those presented in Section 
6.1. Unfortunately, micromechanics formulas are not accurate to predict strength, 
so experimental work cannot be ruled out completely. 

Table 3.1: Material properties of unidirectional carbon/epoxy composites 
Property Unit AS4D/9310 T300/5208 

E1 [CPa] 133.86 136.00 
E2 = E3 [CPa] 7.706 9.80 

G12 = G13 [CPa] 4.306 4.70 
G23 [CPa] 2.76 5.20 

1/12 = 1/13 0.301 0.280 
1/23 0.396 0.150 
p [g/cm3] 1.52 1.54 

Flt [MPa] 1830 1550 
F1c [MPa] 1096 1090 

F2t = F3t [MPa] 57 59 
F2c = F3c [MPa] 228 59 

F6 [MPa] 71 75 
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3.2.1 Shell Element Types in FE codes 

In commercial FE codes, various plates and shells theories are implemented and 
differentiated by element types, called shell elements [6, 7J. Laminate properties can 
be specified in two ways: defining the constitutive matrices or specifying individual 
layer properties. 

When the average properties of the laminate are used, the shell element cannot 
distinguish between different laminae. It can only relate generalized forces and 
moments to generalized strains and curvatures. Some shell elements, called layered 
shell elements, have the capability to compute the laminate properties using the 
LSS and the laminae properties. Then, it is possible to analyze the model at the 
meso-scale level. 

Choosing the proper element type is very important when using the finite element 
method to analyze composites. The element type should be chosen based on the 
problem and the desired results. The main non-layered and layered shell elements 
types in ANSYS are shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. These elements allow one to model 
thin to moderately thick shells, up to a side-to-thickness ratio of 10. Some of them 
have 4 nodes and others have 8 nodes using interpolation functions of higher degree. 
These shell elements are defined in 3D space and have six degrees of freedom (DOF) 
at each node (translations in the nodal x, y, and z directions and rotations about the 
nodal x, y, and z axis). The 6th DOF (rotation about the z axis) is included in the 
shell formulation to allow modeling of folded plates, but it would not be necessary 
if the shell surface is smooth. 

Modeling of different types of laminates with various levels of detail is explained 
in the next few sections. 

3.2.2 A-B-D-H Input Data for Laminate FEA 

As previously mentioned, macro-scale level (laminate level) is enough if only deflec
tions, modal analysis or buckling analysis is to be performed, with no requirement 
for detailed stress analysis. Then it is not necessary to specify the laminate stack
ing sequence (LSS), the thickness, and the elastic properties of each lamina of the 
laminate. Only the elastic laminate properties (A, B, D and H matrices) defined in 
(3.9) are required. This is convenient because it allows one to input the aggregate 
composite material behavior with few parameters. The reduction of the complexity 
of the input data allows modeling of laminates with an unlimited number of laminae, 
using only four matrices. 

When the A, B, D and H matrices are used to define the FE analysis, the com
puter model knows the correct stiffness but it does not know the LSS. Therefore, the 
software can compute the deformation response (including buckling and vibrations) 
and even the strain distribution through the thickness of the shell, but it cannot 
compute the stress components because it does not know where the lamina material 
properties change. 

The A-B-D-H input data can be found by using (3.9). Then, these are input in 
the FE software, as illustrated in Example 3.1. 
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Table 3.2: Non-layered shell element types in ANSYS 
SHELL43: 4-Node Plastic Large Strain Shell 
Element type well suited to model moderately thick shell structures 
(FSDT). It permits nonlinear material formulations (e.g. plasticity or 
damage), but it does not have large strain capability . 

• ANSYS recommends using the SHELL181 for nonlinear analysis 
(with better formulation and large strain capability). 

SHELL63: 4-Node Structural Shell 
This element type has thin shell capability. Shear deflection is not in-
cluded in this thin-shell element, so it should not be used with moderately 
thick structures. The element permits nonlinear material capability, but 
does not support large strain formulation. 

• We recommend using the SHELL93 instead of SHELL63 whenever 
possible. 

SHELL93: 8-Node Structural Shell 
Element type particularly well suited to model curved shells. For its 
midside node capability, the deformation shapes are quadratic in both 
in-plane directions. Shear deflection is included in this shell element 
(FSDT). The element has nonlinear and large strain capabilities. 
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Table 3.3: Shell element types with layered option in ANSYS 
SHELL9l: 8-Node Nonlinear Layered Structural Shell 
This element type may be used for layered applications of a structural 
shell model or for modeling thick laminates and sandwich structures (uses 
FSDT). Up to 100 different layers are permitted. The element has non
linear and large strain capabilities. 

• If applicable, SHELL99 is usually more efficient (smaller formula
tion time) than SHELL91. However, SHELL91 is more robust for 
nonlinear analysis. 

SHELL99: 8-Node Linear Layered Structural Shell 
The element type SHELL99 may be used for layered applications of a 
structural shell model. It allows a total of 250 layers, and if more than 
250 layers are required, a user-input constitutive matrix is available. The 
element does not have nonlinear capabilities. It also has the option to 
offset the nodes to the top, middle or bottom surface. 

• SHELL99 allows more layers than SHELL91 but not all types of 
nonlinear behavior. It usually has a smaller element formulation 
time. 

• With KEYOPT(2) = 2, a user-input constitutive matrix is used, 
then it does not need the definition of a LSS. 

SHELL181: 4-Node Finite Strain Shell 
This element type is suitable for analyzing thin to moderately thick shell 
structures. It may be used for layered applications for modeling laminated 
composite shells (use FSDT) or sandwich construction. A maximum of 
250 layers is supported. The element is well suited for linear and nonlinear 
applications. It has large strain capabilities. This element is able to input 
the LLS using section definitions rather than real constants sets. 

• We recommend the use of SHELL181 instead of SHELL43. 

• ANSYS recommends the use of KEYOPT(3) = 2 for most compos
ite analysis (necessary to capture the stress gradients). 

71 
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Example 3.1 Consider a simply supported square plate ax = ay = 2000 mm, thickness 
t = 10 mm laminated with AS4D/ 9310 (Table 3.1) in a [0/ 90jn configuration. Tabulate the 
center deflection perpendicular to the plate surface when the number of layers is n = 1, 5, 
10, 15 and 20. The plate is loaded in compression with and edge load N x = - 1 N / mm and 
(Ny = N xy = Mx = My = Mxy = 0). Use symmetry to model 1/ 4 of the plate. Generate 
the A, B , D and H matrices and enter them into ANSYS. 

Solution to Example 3.1 The matrices A, B , D and H are calculated using (3.9), which 
are implemented in CADEC [2}. 

In ANSYS the only shell element that allows data input as A , B, D and H matrices is 
SHELL99 with KEYOPT(2 ) = 2. Then, the laminate stiffness matrices must be placed in 
the input file using three matrices: Eo , EI and E2. Each of these 6x 6 symmetric matrices 
is defined by 21 values. 

The upper triangular part of the extensional stiffness [Eol matrix is 

All Al2 0 A l6 0 0 
A22 0 A 26 0 0 

[Eol = 
0 0 0 0 

(3.16) 
A66 0 0 

H 44 H 45 

H 55 

The upper triangular part of the bending-extension coupling stiffness [Ell matrix is 

B ll Bl2 0 B l6 0 0 
B22 0 B 26 0 0 

[Ell = 
0 0 0 0 (3.17) 

B 66 0 0 
0 0 

0 

and the upper triangular part of the bending stiffness [E2l matrix is 

Dll Dl2 0 D l6 0 0 
D22 0 D26 0 0 

[E2l = 
0 0 0 0 (3.18) 

D66 0 0 
0 0 

0 

Using SHELL99 element with KEYOPT(2) = 2, enter the values of the non-zero ma
trix coefficients using Rand RMODIF commands in ANSYS, as shown in the following 
command lines 

R,1,A11,A12,O,A16,O,O real set #1, 1st row of EO matrix 
RMODIF,1,7,A22,O,A26,O,O real set #1, 2nd row 
RMODIF,1,16,A66,O,O real set #1, 4th row 
RMODIF,1,19,H44,H45 real set #1, 5th row 
RMODIF,1,21,H55 real set #1, 6th row 
RMODIF,1,22,B11,B12,O,B16,O,O real set #1, 1st row of E1 matrix 
RMODIF,1,28,B22,O,B26,O,O real set #1, 2nd row 
RMODIF,1,37,B66,O,O real set #1, 4th row 
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RMODIF,1,43,Dll,D12,0,D16,0 , 0 real set #1, 1st row of E2 matrix 
RMODIF,1,49,D22,0,D26,0,0 real set #1, 2nd row 
RMODIF,1,58,D66,0,0, real set #1, 4th row 
RMODIF,1,76,dens,thick real set #1, Average density & thickness 

In this case the input data do not need material properties (these are included in the 
constitutive A, B , D and H matrices). The complete input fil e, which is available on the 
Web site [12j, is listed below for n = 1. See Appendix E fo r an introduction to the software 
interface. 

Note that in ANS YS a pressure applied on the boundary acts on the element; that is, 
opposite to the outside normal to the boundary and thus a compressive edge load in this case 
is applied as SFL, 2 , PRES, 1 . 0. 

/TITLE,Simply Supported [0/90] Plate Nx=l N/mm - - SHELL99 
! Material is AS4D/9310 laminate [0/90]n, n=l 
/UNITS,MPA ! Units are in mm, MPa, and Newtons 
/PREP7 ! Pre-processor module 
! This input data does not need material properties 

ET, 1 , SHELL99 , ,2 Chooses SHELL91 element for analysis 
Set KEYOPT(2)=2, then supply ABDH matrix 

KEYOPT,1,10,2 Set KEYOPT(10)=2, print ABDH matrix file . abd 

! Real constant set #1, ABDH matrix 
R, 1,711563,23328 .8,0,0,0,0 
RMODIF,1,7,711563,0,0,0,0 
RMODIF,1,16,43600 , 0,0 
RMODIF,1 , 19,29666 .7,0 
RMODIF,1,21,29666 . 7 

definition 
set #1, All,A12,0,A16,0,0 
set #1, 
set #1, 
set #1, 
set #1, 

A22,0,A26,0,0 
A66,0,0 
H44,H45 

RMODIF,1 , 22,-1 .58515e+006,0,0,0,0,0 
RMODIF , 1 , 28,1.58515e+006,0,0,0,0 
RMODIF,1,37,0,0,0 
RMODIF , 1,43,5 .9296ge+006,194407,0,0 , 0,0 
RMODIF,1,49,5 . 9296ge+006,0,0,0,0 
RMODIF,1,58,363333,0,0 

set 
set 
set 
set 

#1, 
#1, 
#1, 
#1, 

H55 
Bll,B12,0,B16,0,0 
B22,0,B26,0,0 
B66,0,0 
Dll,D12,0,D16,0,0 

set #1, D22,0,D26,0,0 
set #1, D66,0,0 

RMODIF,1,76 , ,10 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,0,1000,0,1000 
ESIZE,100 
AMESH,all 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
DL,2,1,uz,0 
DL,3,1,uz,0 
DL,l,l,symm 
DL,4,1,symm 
!d,all,rot:z; 

! set #1, Average density and thick 

Creates a rectangle with x=l m and y=l m 
Element size 100 mm 
Mesh the area 
Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 
Impose Simple Supported BC 

Impose Symmetry BC 

Constraint rotations about z axes (optional) 
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SFL,2,PRES,i.O 

SOLVE 
! Exit solution module 

/POSTi 
PLDISP 
PLNSOL,u,z 
!plesol,s,x 
FINISH 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Apply uniform edge load in N/mm 

Solve current load state FINISH 

Post-processor module 
Display deformed shape 
Display contour of displacements z 
notice this cannot be done, try it 
Exit post-processor module 

The solution is tabulated in Table 3.4. Bending extension coupling produces a lateral 
deflection, which diminishes as the number of layers grow. 

Table 3.4: Lateral deflection vs. number of layers in Example 3.1 
n 8 [mm] 
1 0.2191 
5 0.0211 
10 0.0104 
15 0.0069 
20 0.0052 

3.2.3 Equivalent Orthotropic Input for Laminate FEA 

Some FEA codes do not have laminated elements and do not accept the A, B, 
D and H matrices as explained in Section 3.2.2. However, if they have orthotropic 
elements, it is still possible to perform deformation, vibration, and buckling analysis 
for laminated composites. 

Unidirectional Laminate FEA 

To model a unidirectional laminate, standard shell elements can be used, even if 
they are not layered shell, and still obtain correct results of displacements, strains, 
and stress. The geometry of shells is a surface that represents the mid-surface of the 
real shell, located halfway through the thickness. The positive thickness coordinate 
points along a normal to the shell mid-surface (local z-direction which coincides 
with the 3-direction) . This is the normal definition of shells and it is used in shell 
elements, as shown in Example 3.2. 

Example 3.2 Use ANSYS to model a simply supported rectangular plate with dimensions 
ax = 4000 mm, ay = 2000 mm, thickness t = 10 mm. Apply a uniform transverse load 
qo = 0.12 X 10- 3 MPa. The material is a unidirectionallaminale AS4D/ 9310 (Table 3.1), 
with the fibers oriented in the x-direction. 
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Solution to Example 3.2 The thickness coordinate is eliminated from the governing equa
tions so that the 3D problem simplifies to 2D. In the process, the thickness becomes a pa
rameter, which is known and supplied to the modeling software. Most software packages 
differentiate between material properties and parameters but both are supplied as known in
put data. For example, the shell thickness is supplied to ANSYS as a real constant set (R 
command), while material properties are entered separately (MP command). 

SHELL 93, an 8-node shell element, is used in this example. Symmetry with respect to 
the x-z and y-z planes is used to model 1/4 of the plate. See input fil e next [12). 

/TITLE,Simply Supported Plate under q=0.12e-3 MFa - SHELL93 
! Material is UD AS4D/9310 Carbon/Epoxy - 8 layers 1.25 mm thick 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in mm, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
! Material properties FOR AS4D/9110 orthotropic laminate 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,133.86E3,7 . 706E3,7.706E3 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,4 .306E3,2.76E3,4 . 306E3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.301,0.396,0.301 

ET,1,SHELL93 ! Chooses SHELL93 element for analysis 
R,1,10 ! Real constant set #1, thickness of 10 mm 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,0,2000,0,1000 
ESIZE,250 
AMESH,all 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
DL,2,1,uz,0 
DL,3,1,uz,0 
DL,l,l,symm 
DL,4,1,symm 
!d,all,rotz 

SFA,all,2,PRES,1.2e-4, 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POSTl 
PLDISP,l 
PLNSOL,u,z 
PLESOL,s,x 
FINISH 

Creates a rectangle with x=2 m and y=l m 
Element size 250 mm 
Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 
Impose Simple Supported BC 

Impose Symmetry BC 

Constraint rotations about z axes (optional) 

Apply uniform pressure in MFa 

Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Post-processor module 
plots displaced plate 
contour plot of z direction displacements 
contour plot of x direction stress 
Exit post-processor module 
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Symmetric Laminate FEA 

If a multidirectional laminate is balanced and symmetric, the apparent laminate 
orthotropic properties can be found as explained in Section 1.15. The apparent 
laminate properties represent the stiffness of an equivalent (fictitious) orthotropic 
plate that behaves like the actual laminate under in-plane loads. These apparent 
properties should not be used to predict bending response. When the only important 
response is bending, e.g. a thick cantilever plate under bending, the formulation 
shown in [1, (6.33)] should be used to obtain the apparent laminate properties. 
However, in most of the structural design using composite shell, the laminate works 
under in-plane loads and the formulation in Section 1.15 should be used. 

If the laminate is symmetric but not balanced, the axes of orthotropy are rotated 
with respect to the global coordinate system, but still the laminate is equivalent to 
an orthotropic material as per Section 1.15. For example, a unidirectional laminate 
oriented at an angle () with respect to global axes, should be modeled on a coordinate 
system oriented along the fiber direction (see Section 3.2.7). 

Example 3.3 Use ANSYS to model a simply supported rectangular plate with dimensions 
ax = 2000 mm, ay = 2000 mm, for a laminate [±45/0ls. Apply a tensile edge load Nx = 
200 N / mm. Each layer is 1 mm thick with the following properties 

E1 = 37.88 CPa C 12 = 3.405 CPa 1/12 = 0.299 
E2 = 9.407 CPa C 23 = 3.308 CPa 1/23 = 0.422 

Solution to Example 3.3 Since the laminate is balanced symmetric, compute the aver
aged laminate properties E x, Ey and so on using Section 1.15 to yield 

Ex = 20.104 CPa C xy = 8.237 CPa I/xy = 0.532 
Ey = 12.042 CPa C yz = 3.373 CPa I/yz = 0.203 
E z = 10.165 CPa C xz = 3.340 CPa I/xz = 0.307 

The input file is shown below [12}. Note that in ANSYS a pressure applied on the 
boundary acts on the element; that is, opposite to the outside normal to the boundary and 
thus a tensile load in this case is applied as SFL, 2, PRES, -200.0 . 

/TITLE,Simply Supported Plate Nx=200 N/mm - equivalent [45/-45/0]5 
! [45/-45/0]5 laminate of E-Glass/Vinyl, vf=0 . 5 and th=1*6 mm 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in mm, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
! Equivalent orthotropic material properties for the LAMINATE 
uimp,l,ex,ey,ez,20.104E3,12.042E3,10 .165E3 
uimp,l,gxy,gyz,gxz,8.237E3,3.373E3,3.34E3 
uimp,l,prxy,pryz,prxz,O . 532,O.203,O . 307 

ET,l,SHELL93 
R,l,10 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,O,1000,O,1000 

Chooses Shell 93 element for analysis 
Real constant set #1, thickness of 6 mm 

Creates a rectangle with x=l m and y=l m 
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ESIZE,100 
AMESH,all 
/PNUM,LINE,l 
LPLOT 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STA II C 
DL,2,1,uz,0 
DL,3,1,uz,0 
DL,l,l,symm 
DL,4,1,symm 
!d,all,rotz 

SFL,2,PRES,-200 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POSTl 
/VIEW"l,l,l 
!PLDISP,2 
PLNSOL,u,x 
!plesol,s,x 
FINISH 

Element size 100 mm 
Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 
Impose Simple Supported BC 

Impose Symmetry BC 

Constraint rotations about z axes (optional) 

Apply uniform linear load in N/mm 

Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Post-processor module 

! Plots displaced plate 
! Contour plot of x direction displacements 

! Notice the stress results are incorrect 
! Exit post-processor module 
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The resulting maximum horizontal displacement on a quarter-plate model is 0.995 mm. 
The planes x = 0 and y = 0 are not symmetry planes for a [±45/0ls but once the laminate 
is represented by equivalent orthotropic properties, as is done in this example, the lack of 
symmetry at the lamina level is lost and it does not have any effect on the mid-surface 
displacements. Therefore, one-quarter of the plate represents well the entire plate as long as 
no stress analysis is performed. Furthermore, displacement and mid-surface strain analysis 
can be done with the laminate replaced by an equivalent orthotropic material. However, 
even if the full plate were to be modeled, the stress values in the equivalent orthotropic 
material are not the actual stress values of the laminate. While the material analyzed in this 
example is not homogeneous, but laminated, the material in Example 3.2 is a homogeneous 
unidirectional material. Therefore , the stress values are not correct in this example but they 
are correct in Example 3.2. 

Asymmetric Laminate FEA 

If the laminate is not symmetric, bending-extension coupling must be considered. 
Strictly speaking, such material is not orthotropic and should not be modeled with 
an equivalent laminate material. Even then, if only orthotropic shell elements are 
available and the bending-extension coupling effects are not severe, the material 
could be approximated by an orthotropic material by neglecting the matrices B 
and D. The ratios defined in [1, (6.34)-(6.36)] can be used to assess the quality of 
the approximation obtained using apparent elastic properties. Care must be taken 
for unbalanced laminates that the A and H matrix are formulated in a coordinate 
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system coinciding with the axes of orthotropy of the laminate. 

3.2.4 LSS for Multidirectional Laminate FEA 

For computation of strain and stress at the meso-scale (lamina level) , it is necessary 
to know the description of the laminate and the properties of each lamina. The 
description of the multidirectional laminate includes the L88, which specifies the 
angle of each lamina with respect to the x-axis of the laminate, the thickness, and 
the elastic material properties of each lamina. Then, the software computes the 
matrices A, B, D, and H internally. In this way, the software can compute the stress 
components in each layer. This approach is illustrated in the following example. 

Example 3.4 Consider a simply supported square plate ax = ay = 2000 mm, t = 10 mm 
thick, laminated with AS4D/ 9310 (Table 3.1) in a [O/90/±45js symmetric laminate con
figuration. Tabulate the center deflection perpendicular to the plate surface. The plate is 
loaded with a tensile load N x = 100 N/mm and (Ny = N xy = M x = My = M xy = 0). 

Solution to Example 3.4 Two solutions using different shell elements, SHELL91 and 
SHELL181 , are presented here. Each element uses different instructions to introduce the 
LSS and lamina properties. The specifications of LSS for SHELL91 and SHELL99 are 
identical. 

Solution Using SHELL91 
Half of the LSS is entered by specifying that the laminate is symmetric through the real 

constant (R and RMORE commands, see input file listed below) . Note the LSS is given 
starting at layer #1 at the bottom. 

/TITLE,Simply Supported [0/90/45/-45Js - uniform load - SHELL91 
! Material is AS4D/9310 [0/90/45/-45Js, Th=1.25 rom per lamina 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in rom, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
! Material properties FOR AS4D/9310 orthotropic laminate 
uimp,l,ex,ey,ez,133.86E3,7.706E3,7.706E3 
uimp,l,gxy,gyz,gxz,4.306E3,2.76E3,4.306E3 
uimp,l,prxy,pryz,prxz,O.301,O.396,O.301 

ET,l,shell91"l Chooses SHELL91 element for analysis 
Set KEYOPT(2)=l, then supply 12+(6*NL) const. 

KEYOPT,l,l,8 Set KEYOPT(1)=8, Max number of layers = 8 
KEYOPT,l,5,l Set KEYOPT(5)=l, Element output: Middle layer 
KEYOPT,l,8,l Set KEYOPT(8) =1 , Storage data: All layers 
KEYOPT, 1 , 11 ,0 Set KEYOPT(ll)=O, Nodes on midshell surface 

! Real constant set #1, [0/90/45/-45J s, NL=8, lamina thick 1. 25 rom 
R,l,8,l, 8 layers symmetrical 
RMORE""" , 
RMORE,1,O,l.25 1st layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=1.25 rom 
RMORE,1,90,l.25 2nd layer: mat . #1, 90 deg, Th=1.25 rom 
RMORE,l,45,1.25 3nd layer: mat. #1, +45 deg, Th=1.25 rom 
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RMORE,1,-45,1 . 25 4rt layer: mat. #1, -45 deg, Th=1 . 25 mm 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,-1000,1000,-1000,1000 ! Creates a rectangle 
ESIZE,250 Element size 250 mm 
AMESH,all 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
DL,2,1,uz,0 
DL,3,1,uz,0 
DL,l,l,uz,O 
DL,4,1,uz,0 

Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 
Impose Simple Supported BC 

!d,all,rotz ! Constraint rotations about z (optional) 
CEN_NODE=NODE(O,O,O) ! Center node 
D,CEN_NODE,UX Constraint nodes to avoid rigid body motion 
LEFT_NODE=NODE(-1000,0,0) Middle node in left edge 
D,LEFT_NODE,UY 
RIGH_NODE=NODE(1000,0,0) Middle node in right edge 
D,RIGH_NODE,UY 

SFL,2,PRES,-100 
SFL,4,PRES,-100 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/posti 
PLDISP,l 
FINISH 

Apply uniform pressure in N/mm 

Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Post-processor module 
Display the displaced plate 
Exit post-processor module 
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Note that KEYOPTION(11)=O is used to place the nodes on the mid surface. The de
formation of the layer is in-plane only because the laminate is symmetric, balanced, and 
in-plane loaded. The distributed edge load is applied at the mid-surface. However, the same 
model is re-executed with KEYOPTION(11)=1 (nodes on bottom face) or with KEYOP
TION(11)=2 (nodes on top face) the edge load will be applied on the bottom edge or on the 
top edge of the laminate. In these cases, out-plane deformations will appear. 

Solution Using SHELL181 
A different family of commands is used next to define a section (SECTYPE, SECDATA 

and SECOFFSET, see input file listed below (12J). Note the LSS is also given starting at 
layer #1 at the bottom surface. 

/TITLE,Simply Supported [0/90/45/-45]s - uniform load - SHELL181 
! Material is AS4D/9310 - [0/90/45/-45]s, Th=1.25 mm per lamina 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in mm, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
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! Material properties FOR AS4D/9310 orthotropic laminate 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,133 .86E3,7.706E3,7 . 706E3 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,4.306E3,2.76E3,4 . 306E3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0 .301,0 . 396,0 . 301 

ET,1,SHELL181",2 ! Chooses SHELL181 element for analysis 
! Set KEYOPT(3) =2 , full integration (recommended in composites) 

set #1, [0/90/45/-45]s, label=La1 
1st layer: mat. #1, ° deg, Th=1 . 25 
2nd layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=1. 25 
3nd layer: mat. #1, +45 deg, Th=1. 25 
4rt layer: mat. #1, -45 deg, Th=1 . 25 
Same layers in symmetrical order 

mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 

SECTYPE,1,SHELL"La1 
SECDATA, 1.25,1,0.0,3 
SECDATA, 1.25,1,90,3 
SECDATA, 1.25,1,45,3 
SECDATA, 1.25,1,-45,3 
SECDATA, 1 . 25,1,-45,3 
SECDATA, 1 . 25,1,45,3 
SECDATA, 1 . 25,1,90,3 
SECDATA, 1.25,1,0.0,3 
SEC OFFSET ,MID Nodes on the laminate middle thickness 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,-1000,1000,-1000,1000 ! Creates a rectangle 
ESIZE,250 Element size 250 mm 
AMESH,all 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
DL,2,1,uz,0 
DL,3,1,uz,0 
DL,l,l,uz,O 
DL,4,1,uz,0 
!d,all,rotz 
CEN_NODE=NODE(O,O,O) 

Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 
Impose Simple Supported BC 

! Constraint rotations about z (optional) 
! Center node 

D,CEN_NODE,UX Constraint nodes to avoid rigid body motion 
LEFT_NODE=NODE(-1000,0,0) Middle node in left edge 
D,LEFT_NODE,UY 
RIGH_NODE=NODE(1000,0,0) Middle node in right edge 
D,RIGH_NODE,UY 

SFL,2,PRES,-100 Apply uniform pressure in N/mm 
SFL,4,PRES,-100 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/post1 
PLDISP,l 
FINISH 

Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Post-processor module 
Display the displaced plate 
Exit post-processor module 
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Other model definition aspects that can be controlled include: the position of 
the bottom and top surfaces of the laminate (i.e., the direction of the vector normal 
to the surface of the shell), the relative position of the shell surface through the real 
laminate thickness (at the bottom, at the middle, or at the top), the orientation of 
laminate reference axis (as is shown in Section 3.2.7), and so on. 

3.2.5 FEA of Ply Drop-Off Laminates 

Sometimes it is convenient to set the reference surface at the bottom (or top) of the 
shell. One such case is when the laminate has ply drop-offs, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
When the design calls for a reduction of laminate thickness, plies can be gradually 
terminated from the thick to the thin part of the shell. As a rule of thumb, ply 
drop-off should be limited to a 1:16 to 1:20 ratio (Th : L ratio in Figure 3.5) unless 
detailed analysis and/or testing supports a steeper drop-off ratio. For this case, it 
is convenient to specify the geometry of the smooth surface, or tool surface. 

L 

Th 

'" tooi surface . -----

< 
< 
<- > 

----< ..... ..... ..... z 

nodes surface .,. 
6 iayers 5 iay. 4 iay. 3 iay. 2 iayers 

Fig. 3.5: Ply drop-off of length (L) and thickness (Th) and FE model simplifications. 

Then, every time a ply or set of plies is dropped, the material and thickness for 
those elements is changed. This is illustrated in the next examples. Not all software 
has this capability and it may be necessary to assume that the mid-surface is smooth 
while in reality only the tool surface is smooth. As long as the thickness is small 
compared to the other two dimensions of the structure, such assumption is unlikely 
to have a dramatic effect in the results of a global analysis, such as deformation, 
buckling, and even membrane stress analysis. The exact description of the thickness 
geometry begins to pay a role when detailed 3D stress analysis of the ply drop-off 
region is required, but at that point, a 3D local model is more adequate. 

Example 3.5 A ply drop-off is defined between the laminate A, [90/0]8, and the laminate 
B, [90/0]. The ply drop-off ratio is 1:20 The lamina thickness is 0.75 mm. Consider a 
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composite strip 120 mm long and 100 mm wide under tension N = 10 N /mm applied to 
the bottom edges on the strip. Use symmetry to model 1/2 of the tape. 

Solution to Example 3.5 Using shell elements SHELL181, three different sections are 
defined, one for A, one for B, and one section to model the ply drop-off between them. 

The thickness difference between both laminates is 0.75 . 2 = 1.5 mm. Therefore, the 
total length of ply drop-off is 1.5 . 20 = 30 mm. Every 15 mm there is a section change. 

The bottom layer is designated as layer # 1, and additional layers are stacked from 
bottom to top in the positive normal direction of the element coordinate system. 

/TITLE,Tape with Ply Drop-off between [90/0]s and [90/0] 
! Material is AS4D/9310 - Th=0 .75 mm per lamina - SHELL181 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in mm, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
! Material properties FOR AS4D/9310 orthotropic laminate 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,133 .86E3,7 .706E3,7.706E3 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,4.306E3,2.76E3,4.306E3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0 . 301,0 . 396,0.301 

ET,1,SHELL181",2 ! Chooses SHELL181 element for analysis 
! Set KEYOPT(3)=2, full integration (recommended in composites) 

SECTYPE,1,SHELL"A 
SECDATA, 0 .75,1,90,3 
SECDATA, 0 .75,1,0,3 
SECDATA, 0.75,1,0,3 
SECDATA, 0 .75,1,90,3 
SECOFFSET,BOT 

SECTYPE,2,SHELL"DROP 
SECDATA, 0 .75,1,90,3 
SECDATA, 0.75,1,0,3 
SECDATA, 0 .75,1,0,3 
SECOFFSET,BOT 

SECTYPE,3,SHELL"B 
SECDATA, 0.75,1,90,3 
SECDATA, 0 .75,1,0,3 
SECOFFSET,BOT 

! Geometry and mesh 

Section shell set #1, [90/0] s, A 
1st layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=0.75 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0.75 mm 
3rd layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0 .75 mm 
4th layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=0.75 mm 
Nodes on the laminate BOTTOM thickness 

Section shell set #2, [90/0/0], DROP 
1st layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=0.75 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0 .75 mm 
3rd layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0.75 mm 
Nodes on the laminate BOTTOM thickness 

Section shell set #2, [90/0], B 
1st layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=0.75 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0.75 mm 
Nodes on the laminate BOTTOM thickness 

RECTNG,0,60,0,50 Laminate A x=60 mm and y=50 mm 
RECTNG,60, (60+15) ,0,50 Laminate Drop x=15 mm and y=50 mm 
RECTNG,(60+15),(120+15),0,50 Laminate B x=60 mm and y=50 mm 
AGLUE,all Glue all areas 
ESIZE,5 Element size 5 mm 
SECNUM,1 
AMESH,1 
SECNUM,2 

Mesh the area number 1 
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AMESH,4 
SECNUM,3 
AMESH,5 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
DL,4,l,all,O 
DL,l,l,symm 
DL,13,4,symm 
DL,15,5,symm 

SFL,10,PRES,-10 

SOLVE 
FINISH 

/postl 
PLDISP,l 
FINISH 

Mesh the area number 2 

Mesh the area number 3 
Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 
Impose clamped BC 
Impose Symmetry BC 

Apply uniform tensile edge load in N/mm 

Solve current load state 
Exit solution module . 

Post-processor module 
Display the displaced plate 
Exit post-processor module 
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When an inner lamina extends over only part of the geometry, it is convenient 
that the remaining laminae maintain their numbering through the entire model. 
Otherwise, if the continuity in numbering of layers is lost, the post-processing and 
result visualization will be extremely difficult. A model with a few layers, some of 
which are dropped over part of the laminate, is shown in Figure 3.6. 

Section C 

Fig. 3.6: Laminate with dropped laminae. 

Example 3.6 Define in ANSYS the different sections of the laminate shown in Figure 3.6. 
The laminate in section A is a [+45/ - 45/0/90 / OJ . The thickness of each lamina is 1.2 
mm. 

Solution to Example 3.6 Using shell elements SHELL181, the different sections are de
fined as shown in the command list below. The bottom layer is designated as layer # 1, 
and additional layers are stacked from bottom to top in the positive normal direction of the 
element coordinate system. The dropped laminae are modeled using zero thickness in order 
to maintain continuous numbering of the remaining laminae. 

ET,l,SHELL181",2 ! Chooses SHELL181 element for analysis 
! Set KEYOPT(3) =2 , full integration (recommended in composites) 
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SECTYPE,1,SHELL"A 
SECDATA,1.2,1,45,3 
SECDATA,1.2,1,-45,3 
SECDATA,1.2,1,0,3 
SECDATA,1.2,1,90,3 
SECDATA,1.2,1,0,3 
SECOFFSET,BOT 

SECTYPE,1,SHELL"B 
SECDATA,1 . 2,1,45,3 
SECDATA,1.2,1,-45,3 
SECDATA,0,1,0,3 
SECDATA,1 . 2,1,90,3 
SECDATA,1 . 2,1,0,3 
SECOFFSET,BOT 

SECTYPE,1,SHELL"C 
SECDATA,1.2,1,45,3 
SECDATA,1.2,1,-45,3 
SECDATA,0,1,0,3 
SECDATA,0,1,90,3 
SECDATA,1.2,1,0,3 
SECOFFSET,BOT 

Section shell set #1, section A 
1st layer: mat. #1, +45 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1, -45 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
3rd layer: mat. #1, ° deg, Th=1.2 mm 
4th layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
5th layer: mat. #1, ° deg, Th=1.2 mm 
Nodes on the laminate BOTTOM thickness 

Section shell set #1, section B 
1st layer: mat. #1, +45 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1, -45 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
3rd layer: Th=O mm, do not compute 
4th layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
5th layer: mat. #1, ° deg, Th=1.2 mm 
Nodes on the laminate BOTTOM thickness 

Section shell set #1, section C 
1st layer: mat. #1, +45 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
2nd layer: mat . #1, -45 deg, Th=1.2 mm 
3rd layer: Th=O mm, do not compute 
4th layer: Th=O mm, do not compute 
5th layer: mat. #1, ° deg, Th=1.2 mm 
Nodes on the laminate BOTTOM thickness 

3.2.6 FEA of Sandwich Shells 

Some laminates can be considered sandwich when specifically designed for sandwich 
construction with thin faceplates and a thick, relatively weak, core. The faceplates 
are intended to carryall, or almost all, of the bending and in-plane normal load. 
Conversely, the core is assumed to carryall of the transverse shear. Example 3.7 
shows how to define and calculate a sandwich cantilever beam. 

The following assumptions are customarily made for a sandwich shell: 

• The terms Hij in (3.9) depend only on the middle layer (core) and they can 
be calculated as 

H ij = (Q;j ) t core ; i, j = 4,5 
core 

(3.19) 

• The transverse shear moduli (G23 and G13) are set to zero for the top and 
bottom layers (non-core layers). 

• The transverse shear strains and stresses in the face plate (non-core) layers 
are neglected or assumed to be zero. 

• The transverse shear strains and shear stresses in the core are assumed con
stant through the thickness. 

Example 3.7 Calculate the maximum deflection of a sandwich cantilever beam subject to 
an end load Fz = - 100. The beam is made of a sandwich of two outer aluminum plates 
(with thickness 1 mm each, E = 69 CPa, II = 0.3) and an inner core of foam (with thickness 
50 mm, E = 300 MPa,1I = 0.1). 
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Solution to Example 3.7 ANSYS element SHELL91 is used in this example. This ele
ment allows the sandwich option. It is activated by KEYOPTION(9) = 1. Both faceplates 
are assumed to have the same number of layers, up to seven layers each. With the sandwich 
option, use of KEYOPT(5) = 1 is recommended since the best results are obtained at the 
midplane. 

Another element with capabilities to analyze sandwich structures is SHELL181, which 
models the transverse shear deflection using an energy equivalence method that renders the 
sandwich option unnecessary. 

/title,Cantilever Beam with Sandwich 
[AI/foam/AI] material ! Material is Aluminum (th=lmm) and FOAM 
(Th=50 mm) - SHELL91 /UNITS,MPA ! Units are in mm, MPa, 
and Newtons 

/PREP7 
! Material definition 
MP,EX,1,6ge3 
MP,NUXY,1,0.3 
MP,EX,2,300 
MP,NUXY,2,0.1 

ET,1,SHELL91,,1 

KEYOPT,1,1,3 
KEYOPT,1,5,1 
KEYOPT,1,8,1 
KEYOPT,1,9,1 
KEYOPT,l,l1,O 

Pre-processor module 

Aluminum Young's modulus 
Aluminum Poisson ratio 
Foam Young's modulus 
Foam Poisson ratio 

Chooses SHELL91 element for analysis 
Set KEYOPT(2)=1, then supply 12+(6*NL) const. 
Set KEYOPT(1)=3, Max number of layers = 3 
Set KEYOPT(5)=1, Element output: Middle layer 
Set KEYOPT(8)=1, Storage data: All layers 
Set KEYOPT(9)=1, Sandwich option activated 
Set KEYOPT(ll)=O, Nodes on midshell surface 

! Real constant set #1, 
R,1,3 

[Al/Foam/ AI] T, NL=3, laminate thick=52 mm 
3 layers, no symmetry RMORE, , , , , , , 

RMORE,l,O,l 
RMORE,2,90,50 
RMORE,l,O,l 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,0,3e3,0,600 
ESIZE,200 
AMESH,all 

FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STATIC 
DL,4,1,all,0 

NSEL,S,LOC,x,3e3 
CP,l,UZ,ALL 
NSEL,R,LOC,y,300 
F,all,FZ,-100 

1st layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=l mm 
2nd layer: mat. #2, ° deg, Th=50 mm 
3nd layer: mat. #1, ° deg, Th=l mm 

Creates a rectangle with x=3 m and y=600 mm 
Element size 200 mm 
Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 
Impose Clamped BC 

Coupling DOF set, vertical displacement 

Apply force in a end line node 
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NSEL,all 

SOLVE Solve current load state 
FINISH Exit solution module 

/POSTl Post-processor module 
PLDISP,l 
FINISH Exit post-processor module 

3.2.7 Element Coordinate System 

In the pre-processor, during the definition of the laminate, it is very important to 
know the orientation of the laminate coordinate system. Material properties, the 
relative lamina orientation with respect to the laminate axis, and other parameters 
and properties are defined in the laminate coordinate system, unless specified other
wise. Also, it can be used to obtain the derived results (strains and stress) in these 
directions. In FEA, the laminate coordinate system is associated to the element co
ordinate system, with a unique right-handed orthogonal system associated to each 
element. 

The element coordinate system orientation is associated with the element type. 
For bar or beam elements the orientation of the x-axis is generally along the line 
defined by the end nodes of the element. For solid elements in two and three 
dimensions, the orientation is typically defined parallel to the global coordinate 
system. For shell elements this is not useful. Axes x and y need to be defined 
on the element surface, with the z-axis always normal to the surface. The default 
orientation of x and y axes depends on the commercial code and the element type. 

There are various ways to define the default orientation of x and y in shell 
elements. Two of them are shown in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.7.(a) the x-axis is 
aligned with the edge defined by the first and second nodes of each element, the 
z-axis normal to the shell surface (with the outward direction determined by the 
right-hand rule), and the y-axis perpendicular to the x- and z-axis (ANSYS uses this 
rule as default) . Other packages, such as MSC-MARC™ calculate the orientation 
of the x-axis from the lines defined by the middle points of the edges as shown in 
Figure 3.7(b). 

Ze 

node k :h "~'_' __ ,£-_.....,...,... node k 

node i tt:==::;:=:t~ node i -----_::F 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.7: Default orientations of element (or material) coordinate systems in shell 
elements: (a) ANSYS, (b) MSC-MARC. 
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In Examples 3.2-3.7, only rectangular plates with rectangular elements are ana
lyzed. All of them have the first and the second node aligned with the global X-axis. 
Therefore, the material axes have been chosen parallel to the global axis. But this 
doesn't need to be the case. Most commercial codes have utilities to change the 
element coordinate system. Example 3.8 illustrates how to change the element co
ordinate system orientation in a plate. Example 3.9 illustrates how it can be done 
in a shell with curvature. Example 3.10 illustrates how different orientations can be 
used in different locations of the structure. 

Example 3.8 Use a local coordinate system and SHELL99 to model the plate of Example 
3.2 if the orthotropic material is rotated +30 degrees with respect the x-direction. 

Solution to Example 3.8 In ANSYS, a local coordinate system is defined using LOCAL 
commands, which can be cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical. Then, each element is linked to 
a previously defined local coordinate system using the element property ESYS. The objective 
is to orient the x-axis element coordinate system parallel to the x-axis material coordinate 
system. Also, it is possible to define element coordinate system orientations by user written 
subroutines (3j. 

Element coordinate systems may be displayed as a triad with the /PSYMB command or 
as an ESYS number (if specified) with the /PNUM command. 

This example illustrates the use of local coordinate system and the use of SHELL99 in 
a rectangular plate. See input file listed below [12j. 

/TITLE.Simply supported plate under uniform load q=1 . 2E-4 MPa - SHELL99 
! Material is AS4D/9310 Carbon/Epoxy - S layers of 1 . 25 mm thickness 
/UNITS.MPA Units are in mm. MPa. and Newtons 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
! Material properties FOR AS4D/9310 orthotropic laminate 
uimp.1.ex.ey.ez.133.S6E3.7.706E3.7.706E3 
uimp.1.gxy.gyz.gxz.4.306E3.2.76E3.4.306E3 
uimp.1.prxy.pryz.prxz.0.301.0.396.0.301 

ET.1.SHELL99 •• 1. 
KEYOPT.1.5.1 
KEYOPT.1.S.1 
R.1.S.1 •••• 
RMORE ••••••• 
RMORE. 1 .0. 1. 25 
RMORE. 1 .0. 1. 25 
RMORE. 1 .0. 1. 25 
RMORE. 1 .0. 1. 25 

LOCAL.11.0 •••• 30.0.0 
ESYS.l1 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG.0.2000.0.1000 
ESIZE.250 
AMESH.all 

KEYOPT(2)=1. supply 12+(6*NL)const. 
Set KEYOPT(5)=1. Stress results 
Set KEYOPT(S)=1. Storage data: All layers 

Real constant set #1. layers properties 

1st layer: mat. #1. 0 deg. Th=1. 25 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1. 0 deg. Th=1. 25 mm 
3rd layer: mat. #1. 0 deg. Th=1. 25 mm 
4th layer: mat. #1. 0 deg. Th=1. 25 mm 

Define local coord. system. XYrot=30 deg 
Set coord. system for elements meshed 

Creates a rectangle with x=2 m and y=1 m 
Element size 250 mm 
Mesh the area 
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CSYS,O 
/psymb,esys,l 
eplot 
FINISH 

/SoLU 
DL,2,1,uz,0 
DL,3,1,uz,0 
DL,l,l,symm 
DL,4,1,symm 
d,all,rotz 
SFA,all,2,PRES,1.2E-4 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/PoSTl 
PLDISP,l 
RSYS,SoLU 
LAYER, 2 
PLESoL,s,x 
FINISH 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Go back to default coord. system 
Set on display laminate orientation 
Display elements 
Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module 
Impose Simple Supported BC 

Impose Symmetry BC 

Constraint rotations about z axes (optional) 
Apply uniform pressure in MPa 
Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Post-processor module 
Plots displaced plate 
Activate results in solution coord . system 
Set layer #2, top face (by default) 
Contour plot stress l(fiber), layer2, top face 
Exit post-processor module 

Example 3.9 Align the laminate coordinate system with the global Y-axis of a 3D curved 
shell. 

Solution to Example 3.9 For shells defined in 3D, the ESYS orientation uses the pro
jection of the local system on the shell surface. The element x -axis is determined from the 
projection of the local x-axis on the shell surface. The z-axis is determined normal to the 
shell surface (with the outward direction determined by the right-hand rule), and the y-axis 
perpendicular to the x- and z -axis. For elements without midside nodes (linear interpolation 
functions), the projection is evaluated at the element centroid and it is assumed constant in 
direction throughout the elem ent. For elements with midside nodes (quadratic interpolation 
functions), the projection is evaluated at each integration point and may vary in direction 
throughout the element. 

See input fil e listed below (available in (12j) , to align the element x-axis with the global 
Y-axis. 

/TITLE,Curved surface - SHELL99 
Material is AS4D/9310 Carbon/Epoxy - 6 layers of 1 . 05 mID thickness 

! Units are in mID, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 ! Pre-processor module 
! Material properties FOR AS4D/9310 orthotropic laminate 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,133.86E3,7.706E3,7.706E3 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,4.306E3,2 . 76E3,4 . 306E3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.301,0.396,0 . 301 

ET,1,SHELL99"1,,,1 
R, 1,6, 1"" 
RMoRE, , , , , , , 
RMoRE,1,90,1 . 05 

Chooses SHELL99 element for analysis 
Real constant set #1, layers properties 

1st layer: mat. #1,90 deg, Th=1.05 mID 
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RMORE,1,45,1.05 
RMORE,1,-45,1.05 

2nd layer : mat. #1, 45 deg, Th=1.05 rom 
3rd layer: mat . #1,-45 deg, Th=1.05 rom 

! Create geometry by solid modeling 
K,1,300,0,135 
K,2,0,0,235 
K,3,-300,O,135 
K,4,200,200,O 
K,5,O,200,135 
K,6,-200,200,O 
L,1,4 
L,3,6 
BSPLIN,1,2,3 
BSPLIN,4,5,6 
AL,ALL 
! Mesh geometry 
LOCAL,11,O",,90,0,O 
ESYS,11 
ESIZE,50 
AMESH,l 
CSYS,O 
/PSYMB,esys,l 
/TYPE, 1,0 
EPLOT 
FINISH 

Define local coord. system, XYrot=90 deg 
Set coord. system for elements meshed 
Define element size 
Mesh the area 
Go back to default coord. system 
Set on display laminate orientation 
Not hidden surfaces 
Display elements 
Exit pre-processor module 
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Example 3.10 Model in ANSYS a flanged tube with axial and radial laminate orientation. 
In the cylindrical part, the reference axis will be in the longitudinal direction. In the flang e, 
the reference axis will be radial (see Figure 3.8). 

Flange 

Q) 
.0 

::::l 
I-

o o 

Fig. 3.8: Reference axis in a flange tube. 

Solution to Example 3.10 Different orientation systems are needed for different model 
locations. Therefore, two local reference axes are defined and activated using the ESYS com
mand. The input file listed below aligns the elements on the cylinder in the axial direction 
and aligns the elements on the flange in the radial direction (12]. 
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/TITLE,Flange tube with axial and radial laminate orientation - SHELL99 
Material is AS4D/9310 Carbon/Epoxy - 6 layers of 1 . 05 mm thickness 

! Units are in mm, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 ! Pre-processor module 
! Material properties FOR AS4D/9310 orthotropic laminate 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,133.86E3,7.706E3,7 . 706E3 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,4.306E3,2.76E3,4.306E3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.301,0.396,0.301 

ET,1,SHELL99"1,,,1 
R, 1,6, 1"" 
RMORE, , , , , , , 
RMORE,1,0,1 . 05 
RMORE,1,45,1 . 05 
RMORE,1,-45,1.05 

Chooses SHELL99 element for analysis 
Real constant set #1, layers properties 

1st layer: mat. #1, ° deg, Th=1.05 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1, 45 deg, Th=1.05 mm 
3rd layer: mat. #1,-45 deg, Th=1.05 mm 

! Create geometry by solid modeling 
CYL4,0,0,350",,300 
CYL4,0,0,350,,550 
AGLUE,3,4,5 

! Mesh geometry 
LOCAL,11,0",,0,0,90 
LOCAL,12,1",,0,0,0 
ESIZE,50 
ESYS,l1 
AMESH,3,4 
ESYS,12 
AMESH,6 
CSYS,O 
/PSYMB,esys,1 
/TYPE,1,0 
EPLOT 
FINISH 

Glue areas, area 5 become area 6 

Define rotation=90 deg around Y (cylinder) 
Define polar coordinate system (flange) 
Define element size 
Set coord. system for elements meshed 
Mesh the cylindrical areas (areas 3 and 4) 
Set coord. system for elements meshed 
Mesh the flange area (area 6) 
Go back to default coord . system 
Set on display laminate orientation 
Not hidden surfaces 
Display elements 
Exit pre-processor module 

Example 3.11 Create a FE model for a pultruded composite column under axial compres
sion load P = 11,452 N(13} and calculate the end axial displacement u(L/2), where x = 0 
is located at the half-length of the column. The column is simply supported (pinned) at 
both ends x = (-L/2 , L2). Its length is L = 1.816 m. The cross section of the column 
is that of a wide-flange I-beam (also called H-beam) with equal outside height and width, 
H = W = 304.8 mm. The thickness of both the flange and the web is t f = tw = 12.7 mm. 
The material properties are given by the A, B, D, and H matrices, with units (mm M Pal, 
(mm2 M Pal, (mm3 M Pal, and (mm M Pal, respectively. For the flange: 

[Al~ [ 
335,053 
47,658 

o 

47,658 
146,155 

o 
[Bl~ [ 

-29,251 -1,154 
-1,154 -5,262 

o o 
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[ 4,261,183 686,071 ° 
1 

[H] = [ 
34,216 31,~90 ] [D] = 686'0071 2,023,742 ° ° 677,544 ° 

For the web: 

[ 338,016 44,127 

49,L 1 IBI ~ [ -6,088 -14,698 

~ 1 [A] = 44,~27 143,646 -14,698 -6,088 

° ° ° 
[ 4,769,538 650,127 

739~467l [H] = [ 34,%54 31,~23 ] [D] = 650'0127 2,155,470 

° 
Solution to Example 3.11 The .log file is shown next. A number of modeling techniques 
are illustrated, which are very useful for FEA of composite structures. Solid modeling is based 
on areas, and the use of lines to effectively impose boundary conditions and to control the 
mesh refinement is illustrated. Only one-half of the length of the column is modeled using 
symmetry boundary conditions. The loaded end is constrained to move as a rigid body us
ing CERIG so that the pinned boundary condition is properly simulated. The PSTRESS, ON is 
included to keep the stress solution for buckling analysis in Example 4.4. The model is set 
up parametrically so that all the geometric parameters of the column, such as the length, as 
well as mesh refinement can be easily changed. Only displacements can be displayed because 
the model is set up with A-B-D-H matrices, but the .log file can be easily modified to enter 
the LSS along with lamina material properties as in Example 3.4. LOC~L and ESYS coordi
nate systems are used so that all the local and the element coordinate systems are oriented 
similarly; this is necessary to facilitate the specification of directionally dependent materials 
properties and also interpretation of stress and strain results. The axial displacement at the 
loaded end of the column can be read from the CUI as DMX=. 036518. 

/TITLE, I-COLUMN, Ref: CST 58 (1998) 1335-1341 
!Ref: COMPOSITE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 58 (1998) 1335-1341 
/UNITS,MPA !UNITS ARE mm, I1Pa, Newtons 
WPSTYLE""",,1 !WORKPLANE VISIBLE 
/VSCALE,1,2.5,0 !2 .5 LARGER ARROWS 

/TRIAD,LBOT 
/VIEW,,1,2,3 
/PNUM,KP,O 
/PNUM,LINE,O 
/PNUM,AREA,1 
/PNUM,VOLU,O 
/PNUM,NODE,O 
/PNUM,TABN,O 
/PNUM,SVAL,O 
/NUMBER,O 

/PBC,ALL,,1 
/PBC,NFOR, ,0 

ARROW & TRIAD COLORS : WHITE=X, GREEN=Y, BLUE=Z 
!MOVE COORDINATE LABELS TO LEFT-BOTTOM 
!OBLIQUE VIEW 
!THESE ARE ALL THE NUMBERING OPTIONS 
!ENTITY NUMBERING OFF=O, ON=1 

!THESE ARE ALL THE BC DISPLAY OPTIONS 
!DISPLAY ALL APPLIED BC, OFF=O, ON=1 
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/PBC,NMOM, ,0 
/PBC,RFOR, ,0 
/PBC,RMOM, ,0 
/PBC,PATH, ,0 

/PSYMB,CS,l !THESE ARE ALL THE SYMBOL DISPLAY OPTIONS 
/PSYMB,NDIR,O 
/PSYMB,ESYS,O 
/PSYMB,LDIV,l !SHOW LESIZE ON LINES 
/PSYMB , LDIR , l !SHOW LDIR TO DECIDE ON LESIZE BIAS 
/PSYMB,ADIR,O 
/PSYMB,ECON,O 
/PSYMB,XNODE,O 
/PSYMB,DOT,l 
/PSYMB,PCONV, 
/PSYMB,LAYR,O 
/PSYMB,FBCS,O 

/PREP7 !ENTER THE PREPROCESSOR 
!DEFINE PARAMETRIC VALUES=================== 
LOAD=11452 !APPLIED LOAD [N] 
L2=1816/2 !COLUMN HALF LENGTH [rom] 
WW=304 .8 !OUTER WEB WIDHT [rom] 
FW=WW 
WT=12.7 
FT=WT 
WW1=WW-FT 
FW1=FW-WT 
WW2=WW1/2 
FW2=FWl/2 

!OUTER FLANGE WIDTH 
!WEB THICKNESS 
!FLANGE THICKNESS 
!MID-PLANE WEB WIDTH 
!MID-PLANE FLANGE WIDTH 

[rom] 

CSAREA=2*FW*FT+(WW-FT)*WT !CROSS SECTION AREA 
NELEN=10 !NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ALONG THE LENGTH 
NEWEB=4 !NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ON THE WEB 
NEFLA=2 !NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ON 1/2 FLANGE 

ET,1,SHELL99,,2 ! KEYOPT(2)=2: USES ABDH MATRICES 
!KEYOPT,1,10,2 ! Set KEYOPT(10)=2, pri nt ABDH matrix in file .abd 

NOTE HOW THE A-B-D-H MATRICES ARE GIVEN LIKE THIS 
R,1,A11,A12,0,A16 
RMODIF,1,7,A22,0,A26 
RMODIF,1,16,A66 
RMODIF,1,19,H44,H45 
RMODIF,1,21,H55 
RMODIF,1,22,B11,B12,0,B16 
RMODIF,1,28 ,B22,0,B26 
RMODIF,1,37,B66 
RMODIF,1,43,D11,D12,0,D16 
RMODIF,1,49,D22,0,D26 
RMODIF,1,58,D66 
RMODIF,1,76,AVERAGE DENSITY, LAMINATE THICKNESS 
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!FLANGE [mm,Mpa,Newton] 
R,l, 3 . 35E+05, 4 .77E+04, 0, O.OOE+OO 
RMODIF,1,7, 1.46E+05, 0, O.OOE+OO 
RMODIF,1,16, 5.00E+04, 
RMODIF,1,19, 3.42E+04, O.OOE+OO 
RMODIF,1,21, 3. 12E+04 
RMODIF,1,22 , -2.93E+04, -1 . 15E+03, 0, O.OOE+OO 
RMODIF,1,28, -5.26E+03, 0, O. OOE+OO 
RMODIF,1,37, -2.27E+03, 
RMODIF,1,43, 4.26E+06, 6 .86E+05, 0, O. OOE+OO 
RMODIF,1,49, 2.02E+06, 0, O. OOE+OO 
RMODIF,1,58, 6.78E+05 
RMODIF,1,76, 12 .7 

! WEB [mm, Mpa, Newton] 
R,2, 3.38E+05, O. OOE+OO, 0, O.OOE+OO 
RMODIF,2,7, 1 .44E+05, 0, O. OOE+OO 
RMODIF,2,16, 5.00E+04, 
RMODIF,2,19, 3.47E+04, O.OOE+OO 
RMODIF,2,21, 3. 16E+04 
RMODIF,2,22, -6.09E+03, -1.47E+04, 0 , O. OOE+OO 
RMODIF,2,28, -6.09E+03, 0, O.OOE+OO 
RMODIF,2,37, -6.47E-ll, 
RMODIF,2,43, 4.77E+06, 6.50E+05, 0, O. OOE+OO 
RMODIF,2,49, 2.16E+06, 0, O. OOE+OO 
RMODIF,2,58, 7 . 39E+05, 
RMODIF,2 ,76, 12 .7 

!DEFINE SOLID MODEL USING AREAS====================== 
RECTNG,0 ,L2,-WW2,WW2, !WEB 
WPAVE,0,WW2,O !MOVE WORKPLANE TO TOP FLANGE 
WPRO,,-90 .000000 , !ROTATE WORKPLANE AS FLANGE 
RECTNG,O,L2,-FW2,FW2, !TOP FLANGE 
WPAVE,O,-WW2,0 
RECTNG,O,L2,-FW2,FW2, !BOTTOM FLANGE 
AOVLAP,all !JOINS AREAS CREATING INTERSECTIONS IF NEEDED 
NUMCMP , AREA ! COMPRESS AREA NUMBERS 
/REPLOT 
WPSTYLE " """O !HIDE WORKPLANE 

LPLOT !PLOT LINES 
LSEL,S,LOC , X,O !SELECT SYMMETRY END 
/REPLOT 
/PBC,ALL"l !DISPLAY ALL APPLIED BC, OFF=O, ON=l 
DL,ALL, ,SYMM !APPLY SYMMETRY BC 
!NOTE SYMM DISPLAYED AS S ON LINES, BUT WILL NOT SHOW ON NODES LATER 
ALLSEL , ALL 
/REPLOT 

!RESELECT ALL ENTITIES 
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!MESHING============================================================ 
LoCAL,ll,O"" , ,0 
ESYS,l1 
/VSCALE,1,2.5,0 
/PSYMB,ESYS,l 
/PSYMB,ESYS,O 
/VSCALE,1,1.0,0 
MSHAPE,0,2D 
MSHKEY,l 

LESIZE,ALL",NEFLA 
LESIZE, 2",NEWEB,0 
LESIZE, 4",NEWEB,0 
LESIZE, 1",NELEN,1/2 
LESIZE, 3",NELEN,2 
LESIZE, 5" , NELEN,1/2 
LESIZE, 7",NELEN,2 
LESIZE, 9",NELEN,1/2 
LESIZE,11",NELEN,2 

!DEFINE LOCAL COORD SYS TO ALIGN W/MAT PROPS 
!USE IT FOR ALL ELEMS 
!2.5 LARGER ARROWS 
!DISPLAY IT 
!Do NOT DISPLAY IT 
!RESET TO DEFAULT ARROW LENGTH 
!QUADRILATERAL 0, MESHING 2D 
!MAPPED MESHING 1 (FREE WOULD BE 0) 

!ALL LINES DIVIDED IN NEFLA ELEMENTS 
!LINE 2, DIV NEWEB, NO BIAS, OVERRIDES PREVIOUS 

!LINE 1, DIV 10, BIAS 1/2 TOWARDS LINE END 
!LINE 3, DIV 10, BIAS 2 TOWARDS LINE ORIGIN 

/PNUM,REAL,l !CoLoR AND NUMBER ELEMENTS BY REAL SET 
ASEL,ALL !SELECT ALL AREAS 
ASEL,S",l !SELECT AREA 1 (WEB) 
AATT, ,2, 
AMESH,ALL 
ASEL,S" ,ALL 
ASEL,U",l 
AATT"l 
AMESH,ALL 
ASEL,ALL 
/PNUM,REAL,O 
CSYS,O 

NSEL,S,LoC,X,O 
NSEL,R,LoC,Y,O 
D,ALL,UY,O 
D,ALL,UZ,O 
D,ALL,RoTX,O 
NSEL,ALL 

!USE REAL CoNST 2 FOR THE WEB 
!MESH ALL AREAS CURRENTLY SELECTED (I.E . , WEB) 
!SELECT ALL 
!UNSELECT AREA 1 TO KEEP THE FLANGES 
!USE REAL CoNST 1 FOR THE FLANGE 
!MESH ALL AREAS CURRENTLY SELECTED (I .E. , FLANGE) 

!SUPRESS NUMBERING 
!RETURN TO GLOBAL COORD SYSTEM TO DISPLAY STRESSES 

!PREVENT RIGID BODY TRANSLATION 

!PREVENT RIGID BODY TWIST 

NSEL,S,LoC,X,L2 !SELECT LOAD END 
NSEL,R,LoC,Y,O !SELECT CENTER NODE ONLY 
/PNUM,NoDE,l 
NPLoT 
*GET,MYNoDE,NoDE"NUM,MIN !GET LABEL OF CENTER NODE 
NSEL,S,LoC,X,L2 !SELECT LOAD END AGAIN 
/PNUM,NoDE,O !TURN OFF NODE NUMBER DISPLAY 
/REPLoT 
! APPLY RIGID BC AT LOADED END 
CERIG,MYNoDE,ALL,UXYZ, , " !MYNoDE MASTER, ALL OTHER SLAVES 
F,MYNoDE,FX,-l*LoAD !APPLY COMPRESSION LOAD 
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ALLSEL,ALL 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
PSTRESS, ON 
SOLVE 
FINI 

/POSTi 
/VIEW"l,l,l 
PLDISP,2 
!FINI 

!RESELECT EVERYTHING 
!EXIT PREPROCESSOR 

!ENTER SOLUTION MODULE 
!STATIC ANALYSIS 
!KEEP STRESS FOR BUCK ANAL LATER 

!EXIT SOLUTION MODULE 

!ENTER POSTPROCESSOR MODULE 
!ISOMETRIC VIEW 
!PLOT DEFORMED SHAPE AND UNDEF OUTLINE 

3.3 Failure Criteria 
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Failure criteria are curve fits of experimental data that attempt to predict failure 
under multiaxial stress based on experimental data obtained under uniaxial stress. 
All failure criteria described in this section predict the first occurrence of failure in 
one of the laminae but are unable to track failure propagation until complete lam
inate failure. Continuum damage mechanics is used in Chapter 8 to track damage 
evolution up to laminate failure. The truncated-maximum-strain criterion estimates 
laminate failure without tracking damage evolution by making certain approxima
tions and assumptions about the behavior of the laminate [1]. 

In this section, failure criteria are presented using the notion of failure index, 
which is used for several FEA packages, and it is defined as 

IF = stress 
strength 

(3.20) 

Failure is predicted when IF 2: 1. The strength ratio ([1] Section 7.1.1) is the 
inverse of the failure index 

R= ~ = strength 
IF stress 

(3.21) 

Failure is predicted when R ~ 1. 

3.3.1 2D Failure Criteria for Unidirectional Laminae 

Strength-based failure criteria are commonly used in FEA to predict failure events 
in composite structures. Numerous criteria exist for unidirectional (UD) laminae 
subjected to a state of plane stress (U3 = 0). The most commonly used are described 
in [1]. Another failure criterion worth mentioning is the Puck failure criterion [10], 
because it distinguishes between fiber failure (FF) and inter fiber failure (IFF) . In 
the case of plane stress, the IFF criteria discriminates three different modes. The 
IFF mode A is when perpendicular transversal cracks appear in the lamina under 
transverse tensile stress with or without in-plane shear stress. The IFF mode B 
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also denotes perpendicular transversal cracks, but in this case they appear under 
in-plane shear stress with small transverse compression stress. The IFF mode C 
indicates the onset of oblique cracks (typically with an angle of 53° in carbon epoxy 
laminates) when the material is under significant transversal compression. 

The FF and the three IFF modes yield separate failure indexes. The Puck 
criterion assumes that FF only depends on longitudinal tension. Therefore, the 
failure index for FF is defined as 

(3.22) 

The IFF failure indexes have different expressions depending on the stress state 
and the IFF mode that becomes active. For IFF with positive transverse stress, 
mode A is active. The failure index in this case is defined as 

hFF,A = ( )2 ( )2()2 0'6 F2t 0'2 0'2 . - + 1 - P6t - - + P6t - If 0'2 :2 0 
~ ~ ~t ~ 

(3.23) 

where P6t is a fitting parameter. Lacking experimental values, it is assumed that 
P6t = 0.3 [10]. 

Under negative transverse stress, either mode B or mode C is active, depending 
on the relationship between in-plane shear stress and transversal shear stress. The 
limit between mode Band C is defined by the relation F2A / F6A , where 

and P2c is defined as 
F2A 

P2c = P6c F6 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

and P6c is another fitting parameter. Lacking experimental values , it is assumed 
that P6c = 0.2 [10] . 

Finally, the failure indexes in mode Band C are defined as 

(3.27) 

and 

hFF,C = (3.28) 
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with 

(3.32) 

and 
(3.33) 

where Ci, i = 4 .. 6, are the Tsai-Wu coupling coefficients, that by default are taken 
to be -1. Note that compression strength in (3.32) and (3.33) are here positive 
numbers. 

The through-the-thickness strength values F3t and F3c are seldom available in the 
open literature, so it is common practice to use the corresponding in-plane transverse 
values of strength. Also, the interlaminar strength F5 is commonly assumed to be 
equal to the in-plane shear strength. Lacking experimental data for the remaining 
interlaminar strength F4 , it can be estimated as the shear strength of the matrix. 

Example 3.12 Compute the failure index IF in each layer of Example 3.4 using the max
imum stress failure criterion and the Tsai- Wu criterion. The lamina strength values are 
given in Table 3.1. Determine the strength ratio of the laminate using both criteria. 

Solution to Example 3.12 ANSYS has two standard ways to introduce and use failure 
criteria. The first option uses FC commands, and it can be applied on any shell element 
type. The second way uses F B commands with the option F AIL, but it can be used only 
with shell element types SHELL91 and SHELL99. 

Using FC Commands 
Once the model is solved, inside / POSTI module, the FC commands (FC , FCDELE, 

FCLIST, etc.) can be used to define the failure criteria parameters. Before defining the 
failure criteria parameters, ANSYS must show the solution in "results" coordinate system 
using RSY S, SOLU command. The LAYER command is used to select the layer where the 
failure criterion is to be calculated. 

After Example 3.4, include the commands below to compute the IF of each lamina. 
Note that in ANSYS compression strength must be introduced using negative numbers. If 
the compression strength value is not given, ANSYS takes the compression strength equal to 
the negative value of the tensile strength. Also note that ANSYS uses x , y , z to denote the 
material coordinates that are denoted as 1,2,3 in this textbook. 

/POSTi 
RSYS,SOLU 

Post-processor module 
Show the results in 'solution' reference system 

!Failure criteria definition 
FC,l,s,xten, 1830 Fit strength 
FC,1,s,xcmp,-1096 Flc strength 
FC,l,s,yten, 57 F2t strength 
FC,1,s,ycmp,-228 F2c strength 
FC,l,s,zten, le6 F3t=F3c strength (large value, do not compute) 
FC,1,s,xy,71 F6 strength 
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3.3.2 3D Failure Criteria 

Failure criteria presented here are 3D generalizations of the ones presented in ([1] 
Section 7.1). The user of FEA packages should be careful because some packages 
use only the in-plane stress components for the computation of the failure index 
(e.g., ABAQUS), even though all six stress components may be available from the 
analysis. In those cases the interlaminar and thickness components of stress should 
be evaluated separately to see if they lead to failure. 

In this section, the numerical subscript denotes the directions of 1) fiber, 2) 
in-plane transverse to the fibers, and 3) through the thickness of the lamina. The 
letter subscript denotes t) tensile and c) compressive. Contracted notation is used 
for the shear components as described in Section 1.5. 

Maximum Strain Criterion 

The failure index is defined as 

IF = max 

El/Elt 

E2/ E2t 

E3/E3t 

abs(r4)!r4u 
abs(r5)!r5u 
abs(r6)!r6u 

if El > 0 or 
if E2 > 0 or 
if E3 > 0 or 

-El/Ele 

-E2/E2e 

-E3/E3e 

if El < 0 
if E2 < 0 
if E3 < 0 (3.29) 

The quantities in the denominator are the ultimate strains of the unidirectional 
lamina. Note that compression ultimate strains in (3.29) are positive numbers. 

Maximum Stress Criterion 

The failure index is defined as 

IF = max 

O'l/ Flt 

0'2/ F2t 
0'3/ F3t 

abs(0'4)/ F4 
abs(0'5)/ F5 
abs(0'6)/ F6 

if 0'1 > 0 or 
if 0'2 > 0 or 
if 0'3 > 0 or 

-O'l/ FIe 
-0'2/ F2e 
-0'3/F3e 

if 0'1 < 0 
if 0'2 < 0 
if 0'3 < 0 (3.30) 

The letter F is used here to denote a strength value for a unidirectional lamina 
as in [9]. Note that compression strength in (3.30) are positive numbers. 

Tsai-Wu Criterion 

Using the Tsai-Wu criterion the failure index is defined as 

1 
IF= - = 

R [-~+ 2A 
(3.31) 
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FC,1,s,yz,1e4 
FC,1,s,xz,1e4 
FC,1,s,XYCP,-1 
FC,1,s,YZCP,-1 
FC,1,s,XZCP,-1 

F4 
F5 
c6 
c4 
c5 

strength (large value, 
strength (large value, 
coefficient. Defaults 
coefficient. Defaults 
coefficient. Defaults 

LAYER, 1 Select layer #1 

do not 
do not 

to -1.0 
to -1.0 
to -1.0 

compute) 
compute) 

PRNSDL,S,FAIL Print table with FAIL index, where: 
MAXF is Maximum Stress Criterion failure index 

! TWWI is Tsai-Wu 'strength index' (we recommend not to use it) 
! TWSR is Tsai-Wu failure index (inverse of strength ratio R) 

PLNSDL,S,MAXF Maximum Stress Criterion failure index 
PLNSDL,S,TWSR Tsai-Wu failure index 

! Repeat this with the remaining layers 
!LAYER, 2 .... 

FINISH ! End Post-process module 
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The MAXF and the TWSR are the failure index defined in Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31) respec
tively. The TWSI , called Tsai- Wu "strength index," is the addition of the value A in Eq. 
(3.32) and value B in Eq. (3.33), i.e. TWSI = A + B. This "index" does not have 
engineering interpretation and we recommend not to use it. 

Using TB Commands 
The TB data definition allows, using the option FAIL, to define up to six failure criteria. 

Using this option predefined failure criteria can be used (maximum strain failure criterion, 
maximum stress failure criterion, and Tsai- Wu criterion), or other failure criteria can be 
defined by user written subroutines (using USRFC1 to USRFC6 i3}). 

The parameters for the failure criteria must be specified in the /PREP7 module, using a 
set of commands. The definition starts with TB,FAIL and TBTEMP, ,CRIT commands. Next, 
one of the six failure criteria is activated using the TBDATA command with one of the failure 
criteria "keys." A typical sequence of commands to specify failure criteria "keys " is shown 
below. 

TB,FAIL,#mat,1 ! Data table for failure criterion, material #mat, 
TBTEMP"CRIT ! Failure criterion key 
TBDATA,1,#key1,#key2,#key3,#key4,#key5,#key6 

#key1 Maximum Strain Failure Criterion 
#key2 Maximum Stress Failure Criterion 
#key3 Tsai-Wu Failure Criterion 
#key4 . . . #key6 User defined Failure Criterion 

where the #mat is the material reference number, and the constants from \#key1 to \#key6 
entered on the TBDATA command are described in Table 3.5. 

Then, the different failure criteria constants are defined using TBDATA as: 

TBTEMP ! Temperature for subsequent properties (use default value) 
TBDATA,1,#e1t,#e1t,#e1t,#e1t,#e1t,#e1t ultimate normal strains 
TBDATA,7,#e6u,#e4u,#e5u 
TBDATA,10,#F1t,#F1c,#F2t,#F2c,#F3t,#F3c 

ultimate shear strains 
normal strengths 
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Table 3.5: Key values to activate failure criteria using TB commands 
Key Value Included or not Included 

#key1 0 Do not include this predefined criterion 

#key2 

#key3 

#key4 
to 

#key6 

1 Predefined maximum strain failure criterion (uses con

-1 
o 
1 

-1 
o 
2 

-1 

o 
-1 

stants 1-9). Output as FC1 
Include user-defined criterion with subroutine USRFC1 
Do not include this predefined criterion 
Predefined maximum stress failure criterion (uses con
stants 10-18). Output as FC2 
Include user-defined criterion with subroutine USRFC2 
Do not include this predefined criterion 
Predefined Tsai-Wu failure criterion, using failure index 
(uses constants 10-21) . Output as FC3 
Include user-defined criterion with subroutine USRFC3 
User-defined failure criteria - Output as FC4 TO FC6 
Do not include this criterion 
User-defined criteria with subroutines USRFC4, USRFC5, 
USRFC6, respectively 

TBDATA,16,#F6,#F4,#F5 
TBDATA,16,#c6,#c4,#c5 

shear strengths 
Tsai-Wu coupling coeff. 

The tension ultimate strains must be positive. The compression ultimate strains must be 
negative. If a compression value is not given, ANSYS takes the compression ultimate strain 
to be equal to the negative value of the tensile ultimate strain. The compression strengths 
must be introduced using negative numbers. If a compression value is not specified, ANSYS 
takes the compression strength to be equal to the negative value of the tensile strength. The 
coupling coefficients for Tsai- Wu (c4, c5 and c6) default to -1 (values between - 1 and 0 
are recommended). For 2D analysis, set the values with indexes 3, 4 and 5 to a value several 
orders of magnitude larger than the values with 1, 2 and 6 indexes, and set c4 and c5 to 
zero. 

For this example, the strength properties are shown below. These commands can be in
troduced in the /PREP7 module (see comment line marked with (*) , after material definition, 
in the solution to Example 3.4). 

TB,FAIL,l,l 
TBTEMP, , CRIT 
TBDATA,1,,1,2 
TBTEMP 

Define Failure Criteria, mat #1 

To include Maximum Stress and Tsai-Wu 

TBDATA,10,1830,-1096,57,-228,le6 F1t,F1c,F2t,F2c,F3t,F3c 
TBDATA,16,71,lE4,lE4 F6, F4, and F5 shear strengths 
TBDATA,19,-1,-1,-1 c6, c4, c5, default are -1 in Tsai-Wu 
TBLIST list the Failure Criteria constants 

The failure indexes are given by ANSYS in the results file. To read them, the ETABLE 
command can be used in the /POSTl module, taking the reference values shown in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6: Sequence numbers to a failure index with ETABLE command 
Output Quantity Item Sequence number 
FCMAX (over all layers) , Failure crite- NMISC 1 
rion number where maximum occurs 
VALUE, Value for this criterion 2 

3 
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LN, Layer # where maximum occurs 
FC, Failure criterion number 
VAL UE, Maximum value for this crite-

NMISC 
NMISC 
NMISC 
NMISC 

(4N L) + 8 + 15 (N - 1) + 1 
(4N L) + 8 + 15 (N - 1) + 2 

rion 

In Table 3.6, row 4, the output quantity FC is the failure criterion identifier (1 = 
maximum strain, 2 = maximum stress and 3 = Tsai- Wu criterion). The V ALU E will be 
the failure index obtained. N L is the maximum layer number. N is the failure number as 
stored on the results file in compressed form. When only the maximum stress and the Tsai
Wu failure criteria are included, the maximum stress criteria will be stored first (N = 1) 
and the Tsai- Wu failure criteria will be stored second (N = 2). In addition, if more than 
one criterion is requested, the maximum value over all criteria is stored last (N = 3 for this 
example). 

After that, it is possible to print or display non-averaged contour plots using PRETABLE or 
PLETABLE commands respectively. For example, to read the failure index values in LAYER 
#2 in the present example, use the following commands in the post-processor module. 

/POSTl Post-processor module 
RSYS,SOLU 
ETABLE,IFMAX,NMISC,2 Maximum failure index (over all layers) 
ETABLE,LNMAX,NMISC,3 Layer where maximum occurs 
ETABLE,FCMAX,NMISC,l Failure criteria number of the maximum v. 
LAYER,2 Read 2nd LAYER Failure Index values 
ETABLE,STRX2,SX Read stress in material direction 1 
ETABLE,STRY2,SY Read stress in material direction 2 
ETABLE,STRXY2,SXY Read shear stress in material directions 
ETABLE,IF12,NMISC,(4*8)+8+15*(1-1)+2 Max. stress failure index 
SEXP,RS12,IF12,,-1 Max . stress strength ratio 
ETABLE,FC12,NMISC,(4*8)+8+15*(1-1)+1 Max . stress criterion FC2 
ETABLE,IF22,NMISC,(4*8)+8+15*(2-1)+2 Tsai-Wu failure index 
SEXP,RS22,IF22,,-1 Tsai-Wu strength ratio 
ETABLE,FC22,NMISC,(4*8)+8+15*(2-1)+1 Tsai-Wu criterion FC3 
! Print 
PRETAB,IFMAX,LNMAX,FCMAX 
PRETAB,STRX2,STRY2,STRXY2,IF12,IF22 
PRETAB,IF12,RS12,FC12,IF22,RS22,FC22 
FINISH 

maximum (over all layers) 
stress and I_F layer #2 
I_F, R, and Failure crit. 
Exit post-processor module 

The solution is tabulated in Table 3.7, showing the failure indexes and the strength ratios 
obtained for maximum stress criterion and Tsai- Wu criterion in each layer. 

Example 3.13 Compute the 2D Tsai- Wu failure index I F in each layer of Example 3.4 
using the APDL language of ANSYS. The lamina strength values are given in Table 3. 1. 
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Table 3.7: Failure indexes and strength ratios for each layer in Example 3.12 
Layer Maximum Stress Tsai-Wu 

IF R IF R 
# 1, 00 0.0144 69.34 0.0144 69.38 
#2, 900 0.0243 41.16 0.0294 34.04 
# 3, +450 0.0157 63.84 0.0199 50.18 
#4, -450 0.0157 63.84 0.0199 50.18 

Solution to Example 3.13 Using the A PDL scripting language of ANSYS (ll), it is pos
sible to compute any user defined criterion. With APDL, it is possible to automate common 
tasks (macros) or even build parametric models (in terms of parameters or variables) . To 
create macros, a set of commands can be saved in a text fi le using extension * . mac in the 
ANSYS working directory. Then, these commands can be executed by using the name of the 
fi le. 

In this example, A PDL is used in the \POSTl processor to compute a failure criterion, 
as follows: (i) activate the solution reference axes with RSYS, SOLU, (ii) select the layer to 
compute the failure index (e. g. LAYER,1 , for layer num ber 1), and (iii) execute the macro 
.fi le using its name. In this example, the commands to compute, print, and plot the 2D 
Tsai- Wu failure index are saved in a file nam ed TSAIWU2D .mac . Then, the set of commands 
can be recalled invoking TSAIWU2D within A NSYS. 

Tsai-Wu failure criterion, Using APDL macro language 

Failure 
F1t= 1830 

criteria definition parameters 
F1t strength 

F1c= 1096 F1c strength 
F2t= 57 F2t strength 
F2c= 228 F2c strength 
F6 71 F6 strength 
c6 = -1 Tsai-Wu coefficient 

! Initialize arrays 
*get,nelem,elem"num,max 
*get,nnode,node"num,max 

*dim, I_F , ,nnode 
*dim, sel, ,nnode 

NSLE,S,CORNER 
*vget,sel(1),node,1,nsel 

get number of elements 
get number of nodes 

set up arrays for element nodes 
set up array for select vector 

select only nodes in element corners 
mask for compute only corners 

! Compute Tsai-Wu failure criterion 
*do,in,1,nnode 

*if,sel(in),gt,O,then 
*get,s_1,node,in,s,x 
*get,s_2,node,in,s,y 
*get,s_6,node,in,s,xy 
A1= s_1**2/(F1t*F1c) 

Read only selected nodes 
Get stress each node 

Compute Failure Index 
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A2= s_2**2/(F2t*F2c) 
AS= s_S**2/(FS)**2 
A12= cS*s_1*s_2/(Flt*Flc*F2t*F2c)**O . 5 
A = Al+A2+AS+A12 
B= (1/Flt-l/Flc)*s_1+(1/F2t-l/F2c)*s_2 
R_tw=-B/(2*A)+«B/2/A)**2+1/A)**O.5 
LF(in)=l/R_tw 

*endif 
*enddo 

*VPUT,I_F,NODE,l,EPSW, ! Write Failure Index in results database 
PRNSOL,EPSW ! Print Failure Index in a list PLNSOL,EPSW 

Contour plot Failure Index 
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The solution is tabulated in Table 3.8, showing the failure indexes obtained by using the 
Tsai- Wu criterion in each layer. 

Table 3.8: Failure indexes and strength ratios for each layer in Example 3.13 
Layer IF R 

#1, 00 0.0144 69.34 
#2, 900 0.0243 41.16 
#3, +450 0.0157 63.84 
#4, -450 0.0157 63.84 

Example 3.14 Compute the Tsai- Wu failure index IF on each layer of Example 3.8 using 
a USERMAT subroutine (usermatps.f for shell elements). The lamina strength values are 
given in Table 3.1. 

Solution to Example 3.14 See user material subroutine usermatps. f and model file 
FEAcomp_Ex314.log on the Web site [12j. Refer to Appendix E for program compilation 
and execution details. 

Suggested Problems 

Problem 3.1 Compute the maximum bending moment per unit cross-sectional area mu that 
can be applied to a beam of circular hollow cross section of outside radius r a and inner radius 
rio The loading is pure bending, no shear. The material is homogeneous and failure occurs 
when the maximum stress reaches the strength au of the material. The hollow section is filled 
with foam to prevent buckling. Derive an expression for the effi ciency of the cross section 
as the ratio of mu of the hollow beam by mu of a solid rod of same outside radius. Faced 
with the problem of using a strong and relatively expensive material, would you recommend 
a small or large radius? 

Problem 3.2 Compute the maximum outside radius for a cantilever beam of length L , 
loaded by a tip load P, otherwise similar to the beam in Problem 3. 1 but subjected to pure 
shear loading. The shear strength is Tu = au / 2. Consider only shear. Buckling of the thin 
wall is likely to limit further the practical thickness of the wall. 
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Problem 3.3 Compute the maximum deflection per unit volume b"v that can be applied to 
a beam of circular hollow cross section of outside radius ro and inner radius rio This is 
a cantilever beam of length L, loaded by a tip load P. The hollow section is made of an 
homogeneous material with moduli E and G = E / 2.5, filled with foam to prevent buckling. 
Derive an expression for the efficiency of the cross section as the ratio of b"v between the 
hollow cross section and a solid rod of the same outside radius. Faced with the problem of 
using a relatively expensive and not quite stiff material, would you recommend a small or 
large radius ? 

Problem 3.4 Write a computer program to evaluate (3.9). The program data input is the 
LSS, the thickness of the laminae, and the material elastic properties. The output should be 
written in a file. Show all work in a report. 

Problem 3.5 Using the program of Problem 3.4 compute the A ,B, D and H matrices for 
the following laminates. The material is AS4D/ 9310 and all layers are 0.85 mm thick. 
Comment on the coupling of the constitutive equations for each case: (a) one layer [0], (b) 
one layer [30], (c) [0/90h , (d) [0 / 90] s, (e) [0/90]s, (f) [±45h = [+45/ - 45 / + 45/ - 45], 
(g) [±45]s = [+45/ - 45/ - 45/ + 45], (h) [±45/0/90/ ± 30]. Show all work in a report. 

Problem 3.6 Compute the value and location of the absolute maximum transverse shear 
strain 1'23 in Example 3.2. At that location plot the distribution of 1'23 through the thickness 
of the plate. Is that distribution a reasonable answer? 

Problem 3.7 Recompute Example 3.2 with a doubly sinusoidal load q(x , y) = qo sin(7rx/2a) 
sin( 7rX /2b), where 2a, 2b are the plate dimensions in x and y, respectively. Compare the result 
with the exact solution at the center of the plate, that is Wo = 16qob4/ [7r4(DllS4 + 2(D12 + 
2D66)S2 + D 22 )], where s = b/a ([4, (5.2.8- 5.2.10))). 

Problem 3.8 Calculate the first vibration frequency tvll of the plate with the analytical 
solution tv;"n = 7r4[Dllm4s4 + 2(D12 + 2D66)m2n2s2 + D22n 4]/(16phb4), where p, h are the 
density and thickness of the plate, respectively ([4, (5.7.8))). 

Problem 3.9 Using ANSYS FE code, generate a rectangular plate with ax = 1000 mm and 
by = 100 mm. The laminae are made of AS4D/ 9310 (Table 3.1) 1.2 mm thick. Look up four 
different LSS laminates where appear: (a) bending extension coupling effect, (b) thermal 
expansion coupling effect, (c) torsion extension coupling effect, and (d) shear extension 
(these coupling effects are shown in [1, Figure 6.7)). Model (i) one half of the plate, 500 x 
100 mm, and (ii) one quarter of the plate, 500 x 50 mm, applying symmetry conditions and 
report when it is correct or not to use each of theses reduced models. Show all work in a 
report. 

Problem 3.10 Using a program (e.g. MATLAB) to plot the failure limits (with If = 1) of 
maximum stress, Tsai- Wu, and Puck failure criteria in the plane 0"1 - 0"2, and in the plane 
0"2 - 0"6· 

Problem 3.11 Compute the failure index I F on each layer of Example 3.8 using the max
imum stress failure criterion and the Tsai- Wu failure criterion. The lamina strength values 
are given in Table 3.1. (a) Calculate the failure indexes using the Fe commands in ANSYS. 
(b) Write the nodal stress results at the top and bottom of each lamina in a file. Then, using 
an external program (e.g. MATLAB) compute the same failure indexes as in part (a) and 
compare them. Show all work in a report. 
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Problem 3.12 Compute the failure index IF on each layer of Example 3.8 using the Puck 
failure criterion. The lamina strength values are given in Table 3.1. Calculate the failure 
indexes using: (aJ APDL script in ANSYS and (b) a USERMAT subroutine (for shell 
elements usermatps. f) . Show all work in a report. 
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Chapter 4 

Buckling 

Most composite structures are thin walled. This is a natural consequence of the 
following facts: 

• Composites are stronger than conventional materials. Then, it is possible to 
carry very high loads with a small area, and thus small thickness in most 
components. 

• Composites are expensive when compared to conventional materials. There
fore, there is strong motivation to reduce the volume, and thus the thickness 
as much as possible. 

• The cost of polymer matrix composites increases with their stiffness. The 
stiffness in the fiber direction can be estimated by using the fiber dominated 
rule of mixtures, El = EfVf. For example, when glass fibers are combined 
with a polymer matrix, the resulting composite stiffness is lower than that of 
aluminum. Using Aramid yields a stiffness comparable to aluminum. Carbon 
fibers yield composite stiffness lower than steel. Therefore, there is strong 
motivation to increase the moment of inertia of beams and stiffeners without 
increasing the cross-sectional area. The best option is to increase the moment 
of inertia by enlarging the cross section dimensions and reducing the thickness. 

All the above factors often lead to design of composite structures with larger, 
thin walled cross sections, with modes of failure likely to be controlled by buckling. 

4.1 Bifurcation Methods 

Buckling is loss of stability due to geometric effects rather than material failure. 
But it can lead to material failure p,nd collapse if the ensuing deformations are not 
restrained. Most structures can operate in a linear elastic range. That is, they return 
to the undeformed configuration upon removal of the load. Permanent deformations 
result if the elastic range is exceeded, as when matrix cracking occurs in a composite. 
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Consider a simply supported column of area A, length L, and moment of inertia 
I, made of homogeneous material with modulus E and strength F along the length of 
the column. The column is loaded by a compressive load P acting on the centroid 
of the cross section [1]. If the column geometry, loading, and material have no 
imperfections, the axial deformation is 

u = PL/EA (4.1) 

with no lateral deformation w = O. The deformation of the structure (u, v, w) before 
buckling occurs is called the primary path. The slightest imperfection will make the 
column buckle when 

(4.2) 

The load capacity for long slender columns will be controlled by buckling, as 
opposed to the crushing strength of the material. What happens after the column 
reaches its critical load depends largely on the support conditions. For the simply 
supported column, the lateral deflection 

w = Asin(7rx/ L) (4.3) 

will grow indefinitely (A ~ 00) when the load just barely exceeds PeR. Such large 
lateral deflections will cause the material to fail and the column will collapse. The 
behavior of the structure after buckling has occurred is called post-buckling. 

The column of the example above experiences no deformations in the shape of 
the buckling mode (4.3) before buckling actually happens. In this case, it is said 
that the structure has a trivial primary path. In the example above, this is a 
consequence of having a perfect structure with perfectly aligned loading. For these 
type of structures, buckling occurs at a bifurcation point. A bifurcation point is the 
intersection of the primary path with the secondary path, which in this example is 
the post-buckling path [2]. 

The bifurcation loads, one for every possible mode of buckling, are fairly easy to 
obtain using commercial software. The geometry of the structure is that of the per
fect undeformed configuration, loaded with the nominal loads, and the material is 
elastic. Such analysis requires a minimum of effort on the part of the analyst. Com
mercial programs refer to this analysis as an eigenvalue buckling analysis because 
the critical loads are the eigenvalues Ai of the discretized system of equations 

([K] - A[Ks]){ v} = 0 (4.4) 

where K and Ks are the stiffness and stress stiffness matrix, respectively, and v is 
the column of eigenvectors (buckling modes) [2]. 

Example 4.1 Consider a simple supported plate, with side dimensions ax = 1000 mm, 
ay = 500 mm, edgewise loaded in compression with Nx = Ny = 1 N /mm. The plate is 
made of [(0/90)3]8 , AS4/9310 composite with fiber volume fraction 0.6 and total thickness 
tT = 10.2 mm. The lamina elastic properties are shown in Table 4.1. Compute the critical 
load of the lowest four modes using eigenvalue analysis. Visualize the four modes. 
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Table 4.1: Lamina elastic properties 
Young's Moduli Shear Moduli Poisson's Ratio 
E1 = 145880 MPa G12 = G13 = 4386 MPa 1/12 = 1/13 = 0.263 
E2 = E3 = 13312 MPa G23 = 4529 MPa 1/23 = 0.470 

Solution to Example 4.1 Since the laminate is symmetric, and stress computation lam
ina by lamina is not required, the critical loads can be obtained using three different ap
proaches. 

In the first approach, the equivalent laminate moduli are calculated and used along 
with an orthotropic shell element. In this case, laminate moduli represent the stiffness of 
an equivalent orthotropic plate that behaves likes the actual laminate under in-plane loads, 
neglecting the bending loads (see Section 3.2.3). Laminate moduli can be found as explained 
in Section 1.15. Introduce the lamina properties (Table 4.1) into (1.92), rotate each layer 
(1. 52}, add then according to (1.103) get the laminate moduli (1.106) listed in Table 4.2. 
The portion of the ANSYS input file used to enter the laminate moduli is listed below and 
available on the Web site [10]. Element type SHELL63 is used. 

Table 4.2: 
Young's Moduli 
E x = 79985 MPa 
Ey = 79985 MPa 
E z = 16128 MPa 

Equivalent laminate moduli 
Shear Moduli Poisson's Ratio 
Gxy = 4386 MPa I/xy = 0.044 
Gyz = 4458 MPa I/yz = 0.415 
Gxz = 4458 MPa I/x z = 0.415 

/TITLE,Orthotropic plate, edge load, Bifurcation Analysis, SHELL93 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in mm, MPa, and Newton 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
! Equivalent Material properties 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,79985,79985,16128 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,4386,4458,4458 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.044,0.415,0.415 

ET,1,SHELL93 
R,1,10 . 2 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,0,500,0,250 
ESIZE, ,25 
AMESH,all 

FINISH 

! Chooses SHELL93 element for analysis 
! Real constant set #1, thickness of 10.2 mm 

Creates a rectangle with x=500 mm and y=250 mm 
25 divisions for edge 
Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 

In the second approach, A - B - D - H matrices are used. To get the laminate 
properties (A, B, D and H matrices), introduce the lamina properties (Table 4.1) into 
(3.9). The resulting laminate matrices are 
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817036 35937.6 0 0 0 0 
35937.6 817036 0 0 0 0 

[ ~ ~ ] 0 0 44737.2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 8.55845 106 311579 0 
0 0 0 311579 5.60896 106 0 
0 0 0 0 0 387872 

[H] = [ 378~2.8 379~4.7 ] 

The ANSYS input file used to define the laminate using SHELL99 elements and A, B , C 
and H matrices is listed below. 

/TITLE,Orthotropic plate with edge load, Bifurcation Analysis, SHELL99 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in mm, MPa, and Newtons 

/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
! This input data does not need material properties 

ET,1,SHELL99,,2 

KEYOPT,1,10,2 

Chooses SHELL99 element for .analysis 
Set KEYOPT(2)=2, then supply ABDH matrix 
Set KEYOPT(10)=2, print ABDH matrix file.abd 

R,1,817036,35937.6,0,0,0,0 real set #1, A11,A12,0,A16,0,0 
RMODIF,1,7,817036,0,0,0,0 real set #1, A22,0,A26,0,0 
RMODIF,1,16,44737.2,0,0 real set #1, A66,0,0 
RMODIF,1,19,37812.8,0 real set #1, H44,H45 
RMODIF,1,21,37964.7 real set #1, H55 
RMODIF,1,22,3 . 49246e-010,1 . 0913ge-011,0,0,0,0 B11,B12,0,B16,0,0 
RMODIF,1,28,2.6921e-010,0,0,0,0 real set #1, B22,0,B26,0,0 
RMODIF,1,37,1.4551ge-011,0,0 real set #1, B66,0,0 
RMODIF,1,43,8.55845e+006,311579,0,0,0,0 D11,D12,0,D16,0,0 
RMODIF,1,49,5 . 60896e+006,0,0,0,0 
RMODIF,1,58,387872,0,0 

D22,0,D26,0,0 
real set #1, D66,0,0 

RMODIF,1,76,,10.2 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,0,500,0,250 
ESIZE, ,25 
AMESH,all 

FINISH 

! real set #1, Average density and thick 

Creates a rectangle with x=500 mm and y=250 mm 
25 divisions for edge 
Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 

In the third approach, the LSS and the lamina properties (Table 4.1) are entered. ThE 
ANSYS input file commands to define the laminate are listed below. Element type SHELL91 
is used. 

/TITLE,Orthotropic plate, edge load, Bifurcation Analysis, SHELL91 
/UNITS,MPA Units are in mm, MPa, and Newton 
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/PREP7 ! Pre-processor module 
! Material properties for lamina 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,145880,13312,13312 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,4386,4529,4386 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.263,0.470,0 . 263 

ET,1,SHELL91,,1 

KEYOPT,1,1,12 
KEYOPT,1,5,1 

! Real constant 
R,1,12,1, 
RMORE, , , , , , , 
RMORE,1,0,0.85 
RMORE,1,90,0.85 
RMORE,1,0,0.85 
RMORE,1,90,0.85 
RMORE,1,0,0.85 
RMORE,1,90,0 .85 

set 

! Geometry and mesh 
RECTNG,0,500,0,250 
ESIZE, ,25 
AMESH,all 

FINISH 

Chooses Shel191 element for analysis 
Set KEYOPT(2)=1, then supply 12+(6*NL) const. 
Set KEYOPT(1)=12, Max number of layers = 12 
Set KEYOPT(5)=1, Element output: Middle layer 

#1, [(0/90)3Js, NL=12, lamina thick=0.85 mm 
12 layers symmetrical 

1st layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0.85 mm 
2nd layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=0.85 mm 
3nd layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0.85 mm 
4th layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=0.85 mm 
5th layer: mat. #1, 0 deg, Th=0.85 mm 
6th layer: mat. #1, 90 deg, Th=0.85 mm 

Creates a rectangle with x=500 mm and y=250 mm 
25 divisions for edge 
Mesh the area 

Exit pre-processor module 
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The procedure for obtaining the solution of "Eigenvalue Buckling Analysis" in ANSYS 
has three steps: (i) solve the static solution using the PSTRESS, ON command to obtain the 
stress stiffness matrix, (ii) obtain the bifurcation loads using the eigenvalue buckling solution 
and (iii) expand the solution if the buckled mode shapes are needed. By running the code 
listed below, the critical load and buckling mode shape for every mode are obtained. 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STA II C 
PSTRESS,ON 
DL,2,1,uz,0 
DL,3,1,uz,0 
DL,l,l,symm 
DL,4,1,symm 
!d,all,rotz 
!Load application 
SFL,2,PRES,1 
SFL,3,PRES,1 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCK 
BUCOPT,SUBSP,10 

Solution module, (i) STATIC ANALYSIS 
Set static analysis 
Calculate the stress stiffness matrix 
Impose Simple Supported BC 

Impose Symmetry BC 

Constraint rotations about z (optional) 

Apply uniform load in x=500 mm 
Apply uniform load in y=250 mm 
Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Solution module, (ii) BIFURCATION LOADS 

Find the first 10 bifurcations loads 
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SOLVE 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
EXPASS 
MXPAND 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Solve 
Exit solution module 

Solution module, (ii) BUCKLING MODES 

Solve 
Exit solution module 

Using the command SET, LIST in the post-processor, a list with the critical buckling loads 
is obtained. With SET, 1 , n, where n is the mode number, it is possible to select different 
solutions corresponding tv different mode shapes, which can be plotted using PLDISP ,1 com
mand, as indicated in the listing below. 

/POSTl 
SET,LIST 
SET,1,2 
PLDISP,l 
FINISH 

Post-processor module 
List the critical loads 
Set mode number 2 shape 
Display the mode 2 shape displacements 
Exit post-processor module 

The results of the first five modes are summarized in Table 4.3 for the equivalent lam
ina (SHELL93), ABDH matrix input (SHELL99), as well as for the elements using LSS 
(SHELL91). Values are shown for only five modes because lack of accuracy of results for 
modes above 1/2 the number of iteration vectors used in the subspace method. 

Table 4.3: Bifurcation loads [N /mm] 
Mode 1 2 3 4 5 
SHELL93 252.70 570.55 1547.4 2150.8 2318.2 
SHELL99 ABDH 209.53 639.98 1802.8 1822.5 1863.4 
SHELL91 LSS 209.53 639.96 1803.0 1822.3 1863.6 

4.1.1 Imperfection Sensitivity 

To illustrate the influence of imperfections in buckling, let us consider the solid 
lines in Figure 4.1. The lateral deflection is zero for any load below the bifurcation 
load PCR, that is on the primary path of the perfect structure. The primary path 
intersects the secondary path at the bifurcation point, for which the load is PeR. 
The post-critical behavior of the column is indifferent and slightly stable. Indifferent 
means that the column can deflect right or left. Stable post-critical path means that 
the column can take a slightly higher load once it has buckled. For a column, this 
stiffening behavior is so small that one cannot rely upon it to carry any load beyond 
PCR . In fact, the column will deform laterally so much that the material will fail 
and the system will collapse. Unlike columns, simply supported plates experience 
significant stiffening on the secondary path. 
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4.1.2 Asymmetric Bifurcation 
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Consider the frame illustrated in Figure 4.2. An eigenvalue analysis using one finite 
element per bar ([2J Section 5.9 and 7.8) reveals the bifurcation load 

Pe R = 8.932(10-6 )AE (4.5) 

but gives no indication about the nature of the critical state: whether it is stable 
or not , whether the post-critical path is symmetric or not, and so on. We shall see 
later on that the frame has an asymmetric, and thus unstable post-critical path, as 
represented in Figure 4.2. That is, the post-critical path has a slope 

p (l ) = 18.73(10- 9)AE (l/rad) (4.6) 

in the force-rotation diagram in Figure 4.2, where e is the rotation of the joint at 
the load point. 

In general, the problem with eigenvalue analysis is that it provides no indication 
as to the nature of the post-critical path. If the post-critical path is stiffening and 
symmetric as in Figure 4.1, the real structure may have a load capacity close to 
the bifurcation load. But if the post-critical path is unstable and/or asymmetric, 
as in Figure 4.2 or if there is mode interaction [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], the real structure 
may have a load capacity much smaller then the bifurcation load. In order to use 
the information provided by eigenvalue analysis, it is necessary to understand and 
quantify the post-buckling behavior. 

4.1.3 Post-Critical Path 

One way to investigate the post-buckling behavior is to perform a continuation 
analysis of the imperfect structure [9J. This is perfectly possible, but complicated 
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Fig. 4.2: Two bar frame. 

and time consuming, as will be seen later in this chapter. A more expedient solution 
can be obtained using software capable of predicting the nature of the post-critical 
path, including symmetry, curvature, and mode interaction. If the secondary path 
is stable and symmetric, the bifurcation load can be used as a good estimate of the 
load capacity of the structure. The curvature of the post-critical path gives a good 
indication of the post-buckling stiffening and it can be used to a certain extent to 
predict post-buckling deformations. 

The bifurcation load, slope, and curvature of the post-critical path emerging 
from the bifurcation (4.1) can be computed with BMI3 [4, 5, 6] available in [10]. 
The post-buckling behavior is represented by the following formula 

(4.7) 

where s is the perturbation parameter, which is chosen as one component of the dis
placement of one node, ACR is the bifurcation multiplier, A(l) is the slope, and A(2) 

is the curvature of the post-critical path ([3, (43)], see also [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ). When the 
slope is zero, the post-critical path is symmetric. Therefore, buckling is indifferent, 
and the real structure will buckle to either side. There is no way to predict which 
way it is going to buckle, unless of course one knows the shape of the imperfections 
on the real plate, which is seldom the case. A positive curvature denotes stiffening 
during post-buckling, and a negative one indicates that the stiffness decreases. 

Example 4.2 Consider the simple supported plate of Example 4.1. Compute the bifurcation 
multiplier ACR , the critical load NCR, the slope A(l) , and the curvature A(2) of the post
critical path. Estimate the load when the maximum lateral deflection is equal to the thickness 
of the plate. As perturbation parameter, use the largest displacement component of the 
buckling mode with lowest buckling load. 

Solution to Example 4.2 The program BMI3 [10j is used in this case to compute the 
bifurcation multiplier ACR , the slope A (1), and the curvature A (2) of the post-critical path. 
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Refer to Appendix E for a description of the software interface and operation procedure. 
BMI3 is used from within the ANSYS CUI in this example. Since BMI3 requires the A
B-D-H matrices, the ANSYS input file is a slightly modified version of that used for the 
second approach in Example 4.1. The model in ANSYS and solved by using the "Eigen
value buckling analysis" procedure for obtaining the bifurcation loads A (cr). Using the file 
FEAcomp_Ex402_ABDH.log (available in flO}), the critical lowest load is displayed on the 
ANSYS CUI as FREQ=210 . 2 for STEP=l , SUB=1. Since the buckling mode is scaled to a 
maximum amplitude of 1.0, we get DMX=1. A list of buckling loads can be recalled by the 
command SET ,LIST. 

Within the ANSYS CUI, Run the APDL macro ans2i simply by entering ans2i in the 
ANSYS command line flO} to calculate parameters of the post-critical path. BMI3 will be 
executed. In the "ANSYS Output Window", manually introduce the following responses to 
the prompts: (i) " .. sort (O=none, l=x, 2=y, 3=z)" 1 , and (ii) " . .for perturbation analysis 
(yin)?" n. By responding n, BMI3 chooses as perturbation parameter the largest displace
ment component of the buckling mode with lowest buckling load. In this case, that corre
sponds to the first buckling mode, the node in the middle of the plate, and the deflection 
direction o. Therefore, the following results are obtained: 

A(cr) = -209.0418, A(l) ~ 0, A(2) = - 0.2308 . Since BMI3 solves the problem using 
reversed loads (see Appendix E), then (4.7) becomes 

-N = A(cr) + A(l)S + ~ A(2)S2 

N = _A(cr) - A{l)s - ~ A(2)s2 

and, in this case the perturbation direction is s = -0, so 

N = _A(cr) - A(l)( -0) - 10 A(2)( _0)2 
N = _A(cr) + A(l)O - ~ A{2)02 

Therefore, using the results from BMI3, the secondary path of bifurcation analysis is 

N = -( -209.0418) + (0) 0 - (- 0.1154) 02 = 209.0418 + 0.1154 02 

Since the slope A(l) is zero, the post-critical path is symmetric. The post-buckling load 
when the lateral deflection (w) is equal to the thickness (s = Th = 10.2 mm) is equal to 
221 N /mm, as shown in Figure 4.3. 

4.2 Continuation Methods 

The strain to failure of polymer matrix composites (PMC) is high. Compare 1.29% 
for AS4j3501 and 2.9% for S-glassjepoxy with only 0.2% for steel and 0.4% for 
aluminum. That means that buckling deformations can go into post-buckling regime 
while the material remains elastic. However, great care must be taken that no matrix 
dominated degradation mode takes place, in which case the material will not remain 
elastic (see Chapter 8). Eigenvalue buckling analysis is relatively simple as long as 
the material remains elastic because classical theory of elastic stability can be used, 
as was done in Section 4.1. Material nonlinearity is one reason that motivates an 
incremental analysis. Another reason to use an incremental analysis is to evaluate 
the magnitude of the buckling load for an imperfection sensitive structure. 

In an incremental analysis, also called continuation analysis, the load is increased 
gradually step by step. At each step, the deformation, and possibly the changing 
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Fig. 4.3: Equilibrium paths for a perfect plate. 
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material properties, are evaluated. Incremental analysis must include some type of 
imperfection, in the geometry, material, or alignment of loads. Lacking any imper
fection, incremental analysis will track the linear solution, revealing no bifurcations 
or limit points. 

Continuation methods are a form of geometrically nonlinear analysis. The sys
tem must have a nontrivial fundamental path, such as a fiat plate with asymmetric 
laminate stacking sequence (LSS) under edge loads. 

If the system has a trivial fundamental path, such a fiat plate with symmetric 
LSS under edge load, the nontrivial fundamental path can be forced by introducing 
an imperfection. Several types of imperfections are possible, including material im
perfections (e.g., unsymmetrical LSS) , geometric imperfections, or load eccentricity 
are used. 

Since the real geometric imperfections are seldom known, the preferred artificial 
geometric imperfection is in the form of the bifurcation mode having the lowest 
bifurcation load. This is true in most cases; however, in some cases, a second mode 
that is associated to imperfections that are more damaging to the structure should 
be used [11]. Also, if the structure has an asymmetric post-buckling path, as the 
two-bar example in Figure 4.2, care must be taken not to force the structure along 
the stiffening path. 

FEA codes allow the user to modify a mesh by superposing an imperfection in the 
shape of any mode from a previous bifurcation analysis onto the perfect geometry 
(see Example 4.3). 

Example 4.3 Using ANSYS, apply a geometric imperfection wp(x, y) = 0'0 ¢(x , y) to Ex
ample 4.1 and plot the load-multiplier vs. maximum lateral deflection for an imperfection 
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magnitude do = Th/IO and do = Th/lOO, where Th is the total laminate thickness, and 
¢(x, y) is the buckling mode corresponding to the lowest bifurcation load found in Example 
4.1. 

Solution to Example 4.3 First the buckling modes are found using the bifurcation method 
(execute the commands shown in Example 4.1). 

Then the nodal positions are updated using the UPGEOM command. Using this command 
the displacements from a previous analysis can be added in order to update the geometry of 
the finite element model to that of the deformed configuration. 

Since the displacements have been obtained from a mode shape, the maximum displace
ment in the results file is 1.0. The UPGEOM allows the user to define a multiplier for dis
placements being added to the nodal coordinates. In this case, the multiplier factors chosen 
are do = Th/IO and do = Th/IOO. Therefore, an initial deflection equal to the first mode of 
buckling with a central deflection do is forced on the structure. 

Using a continuation method with this non-perfect geometry, the continuation equilib
rium paths shown in Figure 4.4 are obtained. It can be seen that eventually the continuation 
solution approaches the secondary path of the perfect structure, shown by dashed lines in 
Figure 4.4. For smaller imperfections, the continuation solution follows more closely the 
primary path, then the secondary path. A structure with large imperfections deviates more 
from the behavior of the perfect structure, as show by the solution corresponding to an im
perfection do = Th/IO. 

/PREP7 
ftr=(i0.8/10) 
UPGEOM,ftr,l,l,file,rst 

Pre-processor module 
Multiplicator shape factor (Th/l0) 

ftr: Multiplier for displacements added to coordinates 
! 1,1 : Load step 1, substep=l, equivalent to mode =1 
! file,rst : results file to obtain displacements 

FINISH Exit pre-processor module 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 
NLGEOM,l 
OUTRES,ALL,ALL 

mult=225 
SFL,2,PRES,l*mult 
SFL,3,PRES,l*mult 

ARCLEN,l,10,O.1 
NSUBST,50,O,O 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POST26 
LINES, 1000 
NSOL,2,l,U,Z,UZ_nodel 
PLVAR,2 
PRVAR,2 
FINISH 

Solution module, Continuation loads 
Set static analysis 
Use large displacements analysis 
Keep results of each substep 

Apply loads until N = 225 N/mm 
Apply uniform pressure in x=500 mm 
Apply uniform pressure in y=250 mm 

Use ARCLENG method to obtain solution 
#Substeps 
Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Post-processor module 
List without breaks between pages 
Load deflexion in central plate node 
DISPLAY VARIABLES evolution 
PRINT VARIABLES evolution 
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Th/IO and 80 

Example 4.4 Find the bucling load multiplier and the first mode shape for Example 3.11. 

Solution to Example 4.4 The solution is found simply by executing the .log file shown 
below after executing the . log file in Example 3.11. The load multiplier A er can be read 
from the G UI as FREQ=54. 288 on the same screen that shows the mode shape for mode 
one (STEP=l, SUB=l). The buckling load is simply the product of the load multiplier by the 
applied load per = 54.288 X 11,452 = 621,706 N. 

!Buckling analysis for I-COLUMN CST 58 (1998) 1335-1341 
/SOLU 
ANTYPE,BUCK 
BUCOPT,SUBSP,10 
SOLVE 
FINI 
/POSTl !POSTPROCESSOR MODULE 
SET,l,l !SELECT 1ST LOAD CASE, 1ST EIGENVALUE 
*GET,LCR,TIME !GET THE EIGENVALUE IN USER DEFINED VARIABLE LCR 
PLDISP,2 !PLOT MODE SHAPE AND OUTLINE OF UNDEFORMED SHAPE 

Suggested Problems 

Problem 4.1 Compute the bifurcation load p e of the two-bar frame in Figure 4.2 using 
one beam element per bar. Each bar has length L = 580 mm, area A = 41 mm2, inertia 
1= 8.5 mm4, height H = 10 mm, and modulus E = 200 CPa. 
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Problem 4.2 Perform a convergence study on the bifurcation load pc of the two-bar frame 
in Problem 4.1 by increasing the number of elements per bar N until the bifurcation load 
converges within 2%. Plot pc vs. N. 

Problem 4.3 Recalculate Example 4.2 when the LSS changes to [(0/90)6]T, thus becoming 
asymmetric. Do not introduce any imperfection but rather analyze the perfect system, which 
in this case is asymmetric. 

Problem 4.4 Recalculate Example 4.2 with [(0/90)6]T, and N x = 1, Ny = N xy = O. Do 
not introduce any imperfection but rather analyze the perfect system, which in this case is 
asymmetric. 

Problem 4.5 Using a FEA code, plot the continuation solution for 00 = Th/l00 as in 
Figure 4.4, for a cylindrical shell with distributed axial compression on the edges. The 
cylinder has a length of L = 965 mm and a mid-surface radius of a = 242 mm. The LSS 
is [(0/90)6]8, with layer thickness t = 0.127 mm. The laminae are of E-glass/epoxy with 
El =54 CPa, E2=18 CPa, G12 = 9 CPa, 1/12 = 0.25, and 1/23 = 0.38. 

Problem 4.6 Compute the Tsai- Wu criterion failure index If of Problem 4.5 at P = A (cr) . 

The strength values are FIt = 1034 MPa, F1c = 1034 MPa, F2t = 31 MPa, F2c = 138 MPa, 
and F6t = 41 MPa. 

Problem 4.7 Plot the imperfection sensitivity of the cylindrical shell of Problem 4.5, fer 
imperfections in the range (Th/200) < s < Th. 
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Chapter 5 

Free Edge Stresses 

In-plane loading N x , Ny, N xy , of symmetric laminates induces only in-plane stress 
(jx, (jy, (jxy, in the interior of the laminate. Near the free edges, interlaminar stresses 
(jz, (jy z, (jxz, are induced due to the imbalance of the in-plane stress components at 
the free edge. 

For illustration, consider a long laminated strip of length 2L, width 2b < < 2L, 
and thickness 2H < 2b (Figure 5.1) . The laminate is symmetric. The strip is loaded 
by an axial force N x only. Since the laminate is symmetric, the mid-plane strains 
and curvatures (see (3.6)) are uniform over the entire crosssection and given by 

° - N Ex - an x 

0_ N 
Ey - a12 x 

I~Y = 0 

k x = ky = k xy = 0 (5.1) 

where all, a22, are in-plane laminate compliances, which are obtained by inverting 
(3.8); see also ([1 , (6.18)]). From the constitutive equation ([1, (6.21)]) for layer k, 
we get 

(j~ = (Q~l an + Q~2a12 ) N x 

(j; = ( Q~2an + Q;2(12) N x 

(j~y = (Q~6al1 + Q;6(12) N x 

(j: = (j~z = (j;z = 0 (5.2) 

A piece of laminate taken out of the interior of the laminate will have balanced 
(jy and (jxy on opposite faces; the free body diagram (FBD) is in equilibrium without 
the need for any additional forces. In this case we say the stress components are 
self-equilibrating. At the free edge in Figure 5.1, (jy=(jxy=(jyz=O. If (jy and (jxy are 
not zero in the interior of the laminate, but are zero at the free edge, then some 
other stresses must equilibrate them. 

121 
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Fig. 5.1: Tensile coupon! . 

5.1 Poisson's Mismatch 

A layer subjected to tensile loading in one direction will contract in the direction 
perpendicular to the load. If two or more layers with different Poisson's ratios are 
bonded together, interlaminar stress will be induced to force all layers to deform 
equally at the interfaces (Figure 5.2) . Over the entire laminate thickness, these 
stresses add up to zero since there is no transverse loading Ny applied. In other 
words, they are self-equilibrating in such a way that 

l
ZN 

(Tydz = 0 
Zo 

(5 .3) 

where Zo and ZN are the coordinates of the bottom and top surfaces, respectively. 

5.1.1 Interlaminar Force 

As noted in (5.3), the in-plane stress (Ty calculated with c1assicallamination theory 
(CLT, [1, Chapter 6]) are self-equilibrating when added through the whole thickness 
of the laminate. But on a portion of the laminate (above Zk in Figure 5.3) , the 
stresses (Ty may not be self-equilibrating. Therefore, the contraction or expansion of 
one or more layers must be equilibrated by interlaminar shear stress (Tyz ' Since there 
is no shear loading on the laminate, the integral of (Tyz over the entire width of the 
sample must vanish. Over half the width of the laminate, however, an interlaminar 

lReprinted from Mechanics of Fibrous Composites, C. T. Herakovich, Fig. 8.1, copyright (1998) , 
with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Fig. 5.2: Poisson's effect 2 • 

shear force exists if the stress O"y above or below the surface is not self-equilibrating. 
The magnitude of these per unit length forces can be estimated by integrating the 
interlaminar shear stress O"yz over half the width of the laminate (0 < y < b). By 
equilibrium 

(5.4) 

The interlaminar shear stress O"yz is not available from classical lamination theory 
but the transverse stress O"y is. Therefore, the magnitude of the interlaminar shear 
force can be computed anywhere through the thickness of a laminate in terms of the 
known transverse stress distribution O"y. 

The in-plane stress O"y in a balanced laminate under tensile load is constant 
in each layer. Therefore, when the interlaminar force is evaluated at an interface 
(located at Z=Zk), the integration above reduces to 

N 

Fyz (Zk) = - L O"~ti (5.5) 
i=k 

The magnitude of the interlaminar shear force F yz can be used to compare 
different stacking sequences in an effort to minimize the free-edge interlaminar shear 
stress O"yz . However, the force does not indicate how large the actual stress is. 
Therefore, it can be used to compare different LSS but not as a failure criterion. 

5.1.2 Interlaminar Moment 

The interlaminar shear stress O"yz produces shear strain ryz, which must vanish at 
the center line of the sample because of symmetry. Therefore, O"yz = 0 at the center 
line. Also, at the free edge, O"yz must vanish because O"zy vanishes there. But for any 

2Reprinted from Mechanics of Fibrous Composites, C. T. Herakovich, Fig. 8.14, copyright 
(1998), with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Fig. 5.3: Free body diagram of sublaminate for computation of Poison-induced forces 
and moments 0" zy = 0" y z . 

position Zk above which O"y is not self-equilibrating, O"yz must be non-zero somewhere 
between the edge and the center line. A numerical solution of O"yz is plotted in Figure 
5.5 in terms of the distance y/b from the free edge. It reveals that O"yz grows rapidly 
near the free edge and then tapers out at the interior of the laminate. 

A not self-equilibrating distribution of stress yields both a force F y z (5.5) and a 
moment . To compute the moment M z , take moments of the stress O"y with respect 
to point A in Figure 5.3. A non-vanishing moment produced by O"y can only be 
equilibrated by a moment produced by transverse stress O"z . Therefore, the moment 
Mz is defined as 

(5.6) 

The existence of 0" z is corroborated by free-edge delamination during a tensile 
test, at a much lower load than the failure load of the laminate. The magnitude 
of the moment can be used to compare different stacking sequences in an effort to 
minimize the thickness stress 0" z . However, the moment does indicate how large the 
actual thickness stress is and where the maximum value occurs. 

The in-plane stress O"y in a balanced laminate under tensile load is constant in 
each layer. Therefore, when the interlaminar moment is evaluated at an interface 
(located at Z = Zk), the integration above reduces to 

N . t2 

M z (Zk) = L o"~(Ziti + ~ - Zkti) (5.7) 
i=k 
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Since CTz is a byproduct of CTy z and CTxz vanishes at y = 0 due to symmetry, 
then CTz must vanish at the center line of the specimen (y = 0) but it is large 
near the edge. Since no vertical load is applied, the integral of CT z must be zero. 
Therefore, it must be tensile (positive) on some regions and compressive (negative) 
at others. A numerical solution reveals that CT z grows rapidly near the free edge, dips 
to negative values and then tapers out at the interior of the laminate. A numerical 
solution of CT z is plotted in Figure 5.5 in terms of the distance y /b from the free 
edge. However, CTz -? 00 as y -? b. This is a singularity that is not handled well 
by FEA. Therefore the results, even for y < b, will be very dependent on the mesh 
refinement. Furthermore, since CTz -? 00, the results cannot be used in a failure 
criterion without further consideration. 

Example 5.1 Compute Fyz and Mz at all interfaces of a balanced [02/902]s symmetric 
laminate (Figure 5.1) loaded with Nx = 175 KN 1m. Use unidirectional lamina carboni epoxy 
properties El =139 GPa, E2=14.5 GPa, G12 = G13 = 5.86 GPa, G23 = 2.93 GPa, V12 = 
V1 3 = 0.21, V23 = 0.38. The lamina thickness is tk = 0.127 mm. 

Solution to Example 5.1 The in-plane stress distribution CTy through the thickness can be 
obtained by the procedure described in ([1, Section 6.2)), which is implemented in CADEC 
{3}. Stress values are displayed under "Macromechanics," "Global stress," "Total stresses." 
The data in the scrollable window can be retrieved from the file TOSTRSGI. OUT. The stress 
values are shown in Table 5.1. 

To calculate Fyz, compute the contribution of all layers above a given interface using 
(5.5). The in-plane stress CTy in a balanced laminate under in-plane load is constant in each 
layer, so (5.5) applies. For other cases, (5.4) can be integrated exactly since CTy is linear in 
z, or Fyz can be approximated by (5.5) using the average CTy in each layer. 

Since the laminate is balanced and loaded with in-plane loads only, Mz can be computed 
using (5.7). Otherwise, use (5.6) or approximate M z by using the average (Jz in each layer 
into (5.7). 

The results are shown Table 5.1 and Figure 5.4. 

Example 5.2 Plot (Jyz and (Jz vs y for 0 < y < b at the 9010 interface above the middle 
surface of a [O / 90] s laminate with properties El = 139 GPa, E2 = 14.5 GPa, G12 = G13 = 
5.86 GPa, G23 = 2.93 GPa, V12 = V13 = 0.21 , V23 = 0.38. Take 2b = 20 mm, length of 
the sample 2L = 80 mm, thickness of each layer tk = 1.25 mm. Load the sample with a 
uniform strain lOx = 0.01 by applying a uniform displacement at x = L. Use orthotropic solid 
elements on each layer. Refine the mesh towards the free edge. Use at least two quadratic 
elements through the thickness of each layer and an element aspect ratio approximately one 
near the free edge. 

Solution to Example 5.2 Note that it is not necessary to model the whole geometry. Sym
metry can be used to model only the quadrant with x > 0, y > 0, z > 0; that is one-eighth of 
the plate, as shown in Figure 5.3. Since any cross section y - z has the same behavior, only 
a short segment between x = 0 and x = L* needs to be modeled. Since free edge effects also 
occur at x = 0 and x = L*, take L* = 8h and plot the results at x = L * / 2 to avoid frte 
edge effects at the two loaded ends of the model. The solution is shown in Figure 5.5. 

See the command input file below. The PATH commands define, plot, and print the stress 
values shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Table 5.1: Poisson's interlaminar force F yz 

k Pos a y tk z Fyz M z 
[MPa] [mm] [mm] [kN/ m] [N m/ m] 

8 TOP 5.55 10 3 0.508 0.000 
8 BOT 5.55 10- 3 0.127 0.381 -0.705 0.045 
7 TOP 5.55 10- 3 0.381 -0.705 
7 BOT 5.55 10- 3 0.127 0.254 -1.410 0.179 
6 TOP -5.55 10- 3 0.254 -1.410 
6 BOT -5.55 10- 3 0.127 0.127 -0.705 0.313 
5 TOP -5 .55 10- 3 0.127 -0.705 
5 BOT -5 .55 10- 3 0.127 0.000 0.000 0.358 
4 TOP -5.55 10- 3 0.000 0.000 
4 BOT -5.55 10- 3 0.127 -0.127 0.705 0.313 
3 TOP -5 .55 10- 3 -0.127 0.705 
3 BOT -5.55 10- 3 0.127 -0.254 1.410 0.179 
2 TOP 5.55 10- 3 -0.254 1.410 
2 BOT 5.55 10- 3 0.127 -0.381 0.705 0.045 
1 TOP 5.55 10- 3 -0.381 0.705 
1 BOT 5.55 10- 3 0.127 -0.508 0.000 0.000 
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Fig. 5.4: Interlaminar force F yz and moment Mz due to Poisson's effect. 

/TITLE,Free Edge Analysis [0/90]s laminate 
/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
*set,ThZ,l.25 Thickness of lamina in mm 
*set,LX,8*ThZ 1/2 Length of laminate in mm 
*set,bY,10 . 0 1/2 width of laminate in mm 
*set,neX,8 Number of elements in x/z direction 
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LESIZE,ALL",neY,15,1",1 
1se1,s,loc,z,0 
1se1,a,loc,z,ThZ 
1se1,a,loc,z,2*ThZ 
1se1,r,loc,x,LX 
LESIZE,ALL",NEy,(1/15),1",1 
1se1,a11 

define element size in selected lines 
selects lines z=O 
add lines z=Thz to selection 
add lines z=2Thz to selection 
rese1ects lines x=LX 

! define e1e. size in selected lines 
select all lines 

MSHKEY,l 
ESYS,l1 
VMESH,l 
ESYS,12 
VMESH, 3 
FINISH 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STATIC 
ASEL,S,LOC,X,O 
ASEL,A,LOC,Y,O 
ASEL,A,LOC,Z,O 
DA ,ALL ,SYMM 
ASEL,S,LOC,X,LX 
DA,ALL,UX,(epsX*LX) 
ALLSEL,ALL 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

/POSTl 
RSYS,O 
PATH,INTERFACE,2,,100 

PPATH,l,O,O,O,ThZ,O 
PPATH,2,0,0,bY,ThZ,0 
PDEF,zero,EPSW"AVG 
PLPATH,Sz,Sxz,Syz,zero 
/page, 1000, ,1000 
PRPATH,Sz,Sxz,Syz 
FINISH 

/POSTl 
RSYS,O 
PATH,INTERFACE,2,,100 

PPATH,1,0,LX/2,0,ThZ,0 
PPATH,2,0,LX/2,bY,ThZ , 0 
PDEF,Sz ,S,Z,AVG 
PDEF,Syz,S,YZ,AVG 
PDEF,zero,EPSW" !AVG 
PLPATH,Sz,Syz,zero 
/page, 1000, ,1000 

Specifies mapped meshing 
Selects 90 degrees material orientation 
Meshes 90 degrees layer 
Selects ° degrees material orientat i on 
Meshes ° degree layer 

Exit pre-processor module 

Solution module, 
Set static analysis 

Impose Symmetry BC 

Impose displacement on the end epsX*LX 
Selects all areas 
Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

Post-processor module 
Set results in global coordinates system 
Define a path between two points, 
compute 100 values 
1st point of the path location 
2nd point of the path location 
Compute zero axis (optional) 
Plot Sz,Sxz , Syz 
Define print list w/o skips between pages 
Print Sz,Sxz,Syz 
Exit post-processor module 

Post-processor module 
Set results in global coordinates system 
Define a path between two points, 
compute 100 values 
1st point of the path location 
2nd point of the path location 
Compute Sz 
Compute Syz 
Compute zero axis (optional) 
Plot Sz,Syz 
Define print list w/o skips between pages 
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Fig. 5.5: Interlaminar stress (}yz and (}z at the 90/ 0 interface of a carbon/epoxy 
[0/90]s laminate (FEA) . 

*set ,neY, 14 
*set,epsX,0 . 01 

Number of elements in y direction 
Uniform strain in x direction 

! Equivalent Material properties 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,13ge3,14.5e3,14.5e3 
uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,5.86e3,2.93e3,5.86e3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.21,0.38,0.21 

ET, 1 , SOLID95 Chooses SOLID95 element for analysis 

! Define material orientation by local Coordinate 
local,11,,0,0,0,90 
local,12,,0,0,0 , 0 
CSYS,O 

! Generate Geometry 
BLOCK,O,LX,O , bY,O , ThZ 
BLOCK,0,LX,0,bY,ThZ,2*ThZ 
VGLUE,ALL 

! Mesh Control and Mesh 
lesize,all, "neX 
Isel,s,loc,z,O 
I sel , a , loc,z,ThZ 
Isel,a,loc,z,2*ThZ 
Isel,r,loc , x,O 

defines 90 degree local cs 
defines ° degree local cs 
set active cs to cart. system 

90 degrees layer ° degress layer 
Glue volumes 

line number divisions = neX 
selects lines z=O 
add lines z=Thz to selection 
add lines z=2Thz to selection 
reselects lines x=O 
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PRPATH,Sz,Syz 
FINISH 

Print Sz,Syz 
Exit post-processor module 

5.2 Coefficient of Mutual Influence 

129 

In classical lamination theory, it is assumed that the portion of the laminate being 
analyzed is far from the edges of the laminate. Stress resultants Nand M are then 
applied to a portion of the laminate and these induce in-plane stress (Jx , (Jy, (Jx y, on 
each layer. In the interior of the laminate, interlaminar stress (Jxz , (Jyz , are induced 
only if shear forces are applied. 

For uniaxial loading N x , the transverse stresses generated in each layer as a 
result of Poisson's effect must cancel out to yield a null laminate force Ny. Also, the 
in-plane shear stress on off-axis layers must cancel out with those of other layers to 
yield zero shear force N x y for the laminate. The situation is more complex near the 
edges as the various components of in-plane stress do not cancel each other across 
the lamina interfaces. For the time being, let us revisit the concept of laminate 
engineering properties. In material axes, the plane stress compliance equations are 

(5.8) 

It is also known that the compliance coefficients can be written in terms of 
engineering properties as 

(5.9) 

For an off-axis layer (oriented arbitrarily with respect to the global axes), we 
have 

(5.10) 

Here it can be seen that uniaxial load ((Jy = (Jx y = 0) yields shear strain as a 
result of the shear-extension coupling 

! x y = S16(Jx (5.11) 

where 

- 3 8 16 = (2Sll - 2812 - 866 ) sinBcos B (5.12) 

- (2S22 - 2S12 - 866 ) sin3 B cos B 
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Fig. 5.6: Deformation caused by mutual influence3 . 

Now, the coefficients of [S] can be defined in term of the engineering properties 
for the off-axis layer as 

8 ll = 1/ Ex ; 8 12 = -vxy / Ex = -vyx / Ey 

822 = 1/ Ey ; 866 = I/Gxy 

(5.13) 

To complete the definition of [S] in (5.10), two new engineering properties de
scribing shear-extension coupling, f/xy ,x and f/xy,y, are defined as 

-8 f/xy,x 8 f/xy,y 
16 = --; 26 = --

Ex Ex 
(5.14) 

The engineering properties f/xy ,x and f/xy ,y are called coefficients of mutual influ
ence and they represent the shear caused by stretching. Their formal definition is 
obtained by imposing an axial stress and measuring the resulting shear strain 

l ij 
f/iJ·i = -

, Ei 
(5.15) 

Alternatively, two other coefficients of mutual influence could be defined to rep
resent the stretching caused by shear 

8 - f/x,xy . 8 _ f/y ,xy 
16 - G ' 26 - G 

xy x y 
(5.16) 

These are defined by imposing a shear stress and measuring the axial strain 

Ei 
f/i,ij = -

lij 
(5.17) 

3Reprinted from Mechanics of Fibrous Composites, C. T. Herakovich, Fig. 8.14, copyright 
(1998), with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Fig. 5.7: Free body diagram of sublaminate to compute the interlaminar force due 
to mutual influence. 

5.2.1 Interlaminar Stress due to Mutual Influence 

Off-axis laminae induce in-plane shear stress when subject to axial loading because 
the natural shear deformations that would occur on an isolated lamina (Figure 5.6) 
are constrained by the other laminae. Through the whole thickness of the laminate, 
these stresses cancel out, but over unbalanced sublaminates (e.g., the top layer in 
Figure 5.6), they amount to a net shear. 

That shear can only be balanced by interlaminar stress (]' zx at the bottom of the 
sublaminate (Figure 5.7). Then, summation of forces along x leads to a net force 

(5.18) 

Once again, the in-plane shear stress calculated with classical lamination theory 
(CLT) ([1, Chapter 6]) can be used to compute the interlaminar force per unit length 
Fxz . For in-plane loading, CLT yields constant shear stress in each layer. When the 
interlaminar force is evaluated at an interface (located at Z = Zk), the integration 
above reduces to 

N 

Fxz(Zk) = - L (]'~yti 
i=k 

(5.19) 
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The force F x z , as well as the values of the coefficients of mutual influence can be 
used to qualitatively select the LSS with the least interlaminar stress. Actual values 
of interlaminar stresses can be found by numerical analysis. However, 0" z -+ 00 as 
y -+ b. This is a singularity that is not handled well by FEA. Therefore the results, 
even for y < b, are very dependent on mesh refinement. Furthermore, since 0" z -+ 00, 

the results cannot be used in a failure criterion without further consideration. A 
numerical approximation of O"xz for a [±45Js laminate is plotted in Figure 5.9 in 
terms of the distance y' from the free edge. 

Example 5.3 Compute Fxz at all interfaces of a [302/ -302J8 balanced symmetric laminate 
(Figure 5.1) loaded with N x = 175 KN/m. The material properties are given in Example 
5.1 . The lamina thickness is tk = 0.127 mm. 

Solution to Example 5.3 In plane shear stress axy through the thickness of the laminate 
can be obtained following the same procedure used to obtain a y in Example 5.1. 

For a symmetric balanced laminate under in-plane loads, use (5.19). For a general 
laminate under general load, use (5.18) or approximate Fxz by (5.19) taking the average of 
axy in each layer. 

The results are obtained with a spreadsheet and shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.8. 

Table 5.2: Interlaminar force F xz due to mutual influence 
k Pos axy tk z Fxz 

[MPaJ [mmJ [mmJ [kN/mJ 
8 TOP 78.6 10 3 0.508 0.000 
8 BOT 78.6 10- 3 0.127 0.381 -9.982 
7 TOP 78.6 10-3 0.381 -9.982 
7 BOT 78.6 10-3 0.127 0.254 -19.964 
6 TOP -78.6 10-3 0.254 -19.964 
6 BOT -78.6 10-3 0.127 0.127 -9.982 
5 TOP -78.6 10- 3 0.127 -9.982 
5 BOT -78.6 10-3 0.127 0.000 0.000 
4 TOP -78.6 10- 3 0.000 0.000 
4 BOT -78.6 10-3 0.127 -0.127 9.982 
3 TOP -78.6 10- 3 -0.127 9.982 
3 BOT -78.6 10- 3 0.127 -0.254 19.964 
2 TOP 78.6 10- 3 -0.254 19.964 
2 BOT 78.6 10-3 0.127 -0.381 9.982 
1 TOP 78.610-3 -0.381 9.982 
1 BOT 78.6 10- 3 0.127 -0.508 0.000 

Example 5.4 Plot axz at the interface above the middle surface of a [±45Js laminate using 
the material properties, geometry, and loading of Example 5. 2. 

Solution to Example 5.4 Note that in this case it is not possible to use the same sym
metry conditions used in Example 5.2. Since the LSS is symmetric, it is possible to model 
half of the laminate (z > 0). Since the LSS contains layers at angles other than 0 and 90, 
the plane x = 0 is not a symmetry plane, but rather a plane with Ex = o. Also, the edge 
effects at the ends of the model in x = 0 and in x = L* are now important, so the results 
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Fig. 5.8: Interlaminar shear force due to mutual influence Fxz . 

must be plotted at x = L * /2 to avoid free edge effects at the loaded ends. The solution is 
shown in Figure 5.9. 

/TITLE,Free Edge Analysis [45/-45]s laminate 
/PREP7 Pre-processor module 
*set,ThZ,1 . 25 Thickness of lamina in mm 
*set,LX,8*ThZ 1/2 Length of laminate in mm 
*set,bY,10.0 1/2 width of laminate in mm 
*set,neX,8 Number of elements in x/z direction 
*set,neY,14 
*set,epsX,O . Ol 

Number of elements in y direction 
Uniform strain in x direction 

! Equivalent Material properties 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,13ge3,14.5e3,14.5e3 
uimp , 1,gxy,gyz ,gxz,5.86e3,2.93e3,5.86e3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.21,O.38,0.21 

ET,1,SOLID95 Chooses SOLID95 element for analysis 

! Define material orientation by local Coordinate 
local,11"O,O , O,-45 defines -45 degree local cs 
local,12"O,O,O , 45 
CSYS,O 

! Generate Geometry 
BLOCK,O,LX , O,bY,O , ThZ 
BLOCK,O,LX,O,bY ,ThZ,2*ThZ 

defines +45 degree local cs 
set active cs to cart . system 

-45 degrees layer 
+45 degress layer 
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Fig. 5.9: Interlaminar shear stress (Jxz at the interface above the middle-surface of 
a carbon/epoxy [±45ls laminate (FEA). 

VSYMM,Y,ALL 
VGLUE,ALL 
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Problem 5.1 Write a computer program to use tabulated data of CTy (at the top and bottom 
of every layer) to compute Fy z , Fxz , and M z , for all locations through the thickness of a 
laminate with any number of layers. Using the program, plot Fyz , Fxz , and M z , through 
the thickness -4t < z < 4t of a [±45/0/90]s laminate with layer thickness t = 0.125 mm, 
loaded with N x = 100 kN/ m. Use carbon/epoxy properties El =1 39 CPa, E2=14.5 CPa, 
G12 = C13 = 5.86 CPa, G23 = 2.93 CPa, 1I12 = 1I13 = 0.21, 1I23 = 0.38 . Submit a report 
including the source code of the program. 

Problem 5.2 Repeat Problem 5.1 for M x = 1 Nm/m. Submit a report including the source 
code of the program. 

Problem 5.3 Plot CTz/CTxO and CTyz/CTxo vs. y/b (0 < y/b < 1) at x = £/2, at the first 
interface above the mid-surface for laminates, [0/90]s and with layer thickness t = 0.512 mm, 
loaded with f.x = 0.01. Compute the far-field uniform stress CTxO in terms of the applied strain. 
Use quadratic solid elements and a mesh biased toward the free edge (bias 0.1) to model 1/8 
of a tensile specimen (see Example 5.2), of width 2b = 25.4 mm and length 2£ = 20 mm. 
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Use carbon/epoxy properties E1 = 139 CPa, E2 = 14.5 CPa, C 12 = G13 = 5.86 CPa, 
G23 = 2.93 CPa, 1112 = 1113 = 0.21 , 1123 = 0.38. Attempt to keep the aspect ratio of the 
elements near the free edge close to one. Submit the input command file to obtain the 
solution and the plot. In addition, submit the plot. 

Problem 5.4 For the laminate and loading described in Problem 5.3, plot lTz /lTxo and 
lTyz/lTxo versus Z/tk (0 < Z/tk < 2) above the mid-surface, at a distance O.ltk from the 
free edge and x = L /2. Study the effect of mesh refinement by providing four curves with 
different number of divisions along the z-direction. Attempt to keep the aspect ratio of 
the elements near the free edge close to one. Submit the input command file to obtain the 
solution and the plot. In addition, submit the plot. 

Problem 5.5 Plot lTxz/lTxo as in Problem 5.3 for all the interfaces above the middle surface 
of a [±102]s laminate. 

Problem 5.6 Plot lTxz/lTxo as in Problem 5.4 for a [±102 ]s laminate. 

Problem 5.7 Use solid elements and a biased mesh to model l/B of a tensile specimen 
(see Example 5.2), of width 2b = 24 mm and length 2L = 20 mm. The laminate is 
[±45/0/90]s with layer thickness t = 0.125 mm, loaded with N x = 175 KN/m. Use car
bon/epoxy properties E1 = 139 CPa, E2 = 14.5 CPa, G12 = G 13 = 5.86 CPa, G23 = 2.93 
CPa, 1112 = 1113 = 0.21 , 1123 = 0.38. Plot the three interlaminar stress components, from the 
edge to the center line of the specimen, at the mid-surface of each layer. Lump all four plots 
of the same stress into a single plot. Submit the input command file to obtain the solution 
and the three plots. In addition, submit the three plots. 

Problem 5.8 Plot Ex/ E 2 , Gxy /G 12 , 1OlIxy , -T]xy,x and -T]x,xy in the same plot vs 8 in 
the range -7f /2 < 8 < 7f /2 for a unidirectional single layer oriented at an angle 8. The 
material is S-glass/epoxy (Table 1.1 in [1)). 

Problem 5.9 Using the plot from Problem 5.B and considering a [8d82]s laminate, what is 
the worst combination of values 81 ,82 for (a) Poisson's mismatch and (b) shear mismatch. 

Problem 5.10 In a single plot, compare -T]xy,x of E-glass/epoxy, Kevlar49/epoxy, and 
TBOO/3900-2 in the range -7f/2 < 8 < 7f/2 (Table 1.1 in [1)). 

Problem 5.11 Obtain contour plots of the three deformations ux , Uy, U z (independently) 
on the top surface of a [±45]s laminate. Use dimensions, load, and material properties of 
Problem 5.7. Explain your findings. 

Problem 5.12 Repeat Problem 5.11 for a [0 /90] s laminate. Explain your findings. 

Problem 5.13 Use solid elements and a biased mesh to model 1/4 of a tensile specimen 
(Figure 5.1) of a total width 2b = 12 mm and length 2L = 24 mm. Compare in the same 
plot lTz vs z/H for [±15/ ±45]s and [±(15/45)] of SCS-6/aluminum with 50% fiber volume. 
Use micro mechanics (6.B) to predict the unidirectional composite properties. Layer thickness 
tk = 0.25 mm. The laminate is loaded with Ex = 0.01 . 

E [CPa) 
C [CPa) 

Al-2014-T6 
([2) App. B) 

75.0 
27.0 

SCS-6 
([1) Table 2.1) 

427.0 
177.9 
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Problem 5.14 Use a FEA model similar to Problem 5.13 to plot CTxZ/ CTZXmax vs () (O < () < 
7r / 2) for a [±(}Js SCS-6/ Allaminate with lOx = 0.01. 

Problem 5.15 Use the FEA model of Problem 5.13 to plot CTz vs y / b (O < y < 0.95b) 
at the mid-surface of the [±15/ ± 45J. laminate. Note CTz -+ 00 near y = b, so the actual 
value from FEA at y = b is mesh dependent. Investigate mesh dependency at y = 0.95b by 
tabulating the result using different mesh densities. 

Problem 5.16 Use an FEA model similar to Problem 5.13 to plot CTx , CTxy and CTxz vs y / b 
{O < y < b} when a [±(}J . SCS-6/ Allaminate is subjected to 1% axial strain (lO x = 0.01). 

Problem 5.17 A [0/ 90J . laminate with properties El = 139 CPa, E2 = 14.5 CPa, G12 = 
C13 = 5.86 CPa, G23 = 2.93 CPa, 1112 = 1113 = 0.21,1123 = 0.38 is shown in Figure 5.1. The 
strength properties of the lamina are Flt = 1550 MPa, FIe = 1090 MPa, F2t = F2c = 59 
MPa, and F6 = 75 MPa. Take 2b = 20 mm, length of the sample 2£ = 200 mm, thickness 
of each layer tk = 1.25 mm. Load the sample with a uniform strain lOx = 0.01 by applying 
a uniform displacement. Use symmetry to model only the quadrant with x > 0, y > 0, 
z > O. Use orthotropic solid elements on each layer (element SOLID186 in ANSYS), with 
at least two quadratic elements through the thickness of each layer. Compute the 3D Tsai- Wu 
failure index IF using a USERMAT subroutine for solid elements (usermat3d.f). Obtain 
the contour plot of IF in each lamina (do not use results averaging). Show all work in a 
report. 
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Chapter 6 

Computational Micromechanics 

In Chapter 1, the elastic properties of composite materials were assumed to be 
available in the form of elastic modulus E, shear modulus G, Poisson's ratio 1/, and 
so on. For heterogeneous materials such as composites, a large number of material 
properties are needed, and experimental determination of these many properties is 
a tedious and expensive process. Furthermore, the values of these properties change 
as a function of the volume fraction of reinforcement and so on. An alternative, 
or at least a complement to experimentation, is to use homogenization techniques 
to predict the elastic properties of the composite in terms of the elastic properties 
of the constituents (matrix and reinforcements). Since homogenization models are 
based on more or less accurate modeling of the microstructure, these models are also 
called micromechanics models, and the techniques used to obtain approximate values 
of the composite's properties are called micromechanics methods or techniques [1]. 
Micromechanics models can be classified into empirical, semiempirical, analytical, 
and numerical. Accurate semiempirical models are described in [1] . 

This book deals only with strictly analytical or numerical models that do not 
require empirical adjusting factors, so that no experimentation is required. Since 
most of this book deals with 3D analysis, emphasis is placed on micromechanics 
models that can estimate the whole set of elastic properties using a single model, 
rather than using a disjoint collection of models based on different assumptions to 
assemble the set of properties needed, as is done for example in [2]. Many analyt
ical techniques of homogenization are based on the equivalent eigenstrain method 
[3, 4], which considers the problem of a single ellipsoidal inclusion embedded in an 
infinite elastic medium. The Eshelby solution is used in [5] to develop a method 
that takes into account, approximately, the interactions among the inclusions. One 
of the more used homogenization techniques is the self-consistent method [6], which 
considers a random distribution of inclusions in an infinite medium. The infinite 
medium is assumed to have properties equal to the unknown properties sought. 
Therefore, an iterative procedure is used to obtain the overall moduli. Homoge
nization of composites with periodic microstructure has been accomplished by using 
various techniques including an extension of the Eshelby inclusion problem [3, 4], 
the Fourier series technique (see Section 6.1.3 and [7, 8]), and variational principles. 

139 
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The periodic eigenstrain method was further developed to determine the overall 
relaxation moduli of linear viscoelastic composite materials (see Section 7.6 and 
[9, 10]). A particular case, the cell method for periodic media, considers a unit cell 
with a square inclusion [11]. 

The analytical procedures mentioned so far yield approximate estimates of the 
exact solution of the micromechanical problem. These estimates must lie between 
lower and upper bounds for the solution. Several variational principles were devel
oped to evaluate bounds on the homogenized elastic properties of macroscopically 
isotropic heterogeneous materials [12]. Those bounds depend only on the volume 
fractions and the physical properties of the constituents. 

In order to study the nonlinear material behavior of composites with periodic 
microstructure, numerical methods, mainly the finite element method, are employed. 
Nonlinear finite element analysis of metal matrix composite has been studied by 
looking at the behavior of the microstructure subjected to an assigned load history 
[13]. Bounds on overall instantaneous elastoplastic properties of composites have 
been derived by using the finite element method [14]. 

6.1 Analytical Homogenization 

As discussed in the introduction, estimates of the average properties of heteroge
neous media can be obtained by various analytical methods. Detailed derivations 
of the equations fall outside the scope of this book. 

Available analytical models vary greatly in complexity and accuracy. Simple 
analytical models yield formulas for the stiffness C and compliance S tensors of the 
composite [11, (2.9) and (2.12)], such as 

C = LVi C iA i 

S = LVi SiB i 

LViAi =1 

LViBi = 1 (6.1) 

where Vi, ci, Si, are the volume fraction, stiffness, and compliance tensors (in con
tracted notation)l of the i-th phase in the composite, respectively, and I is the 6 x 6 
identity matrix. FUrthermore, Ai , B i, are the strain and stress concentration ten
sors (in contracted notation) of the i-th phase [11]. For fiber reinforced composites, 
i = J, m, represent the fiber and matrix phases, respectively. 

6.1.1 Reuss Model 

The Reuss model (also called rule of mixtures), assumes that the strain tensors2 

in the fiber, matrix, and composite are the same g = gf = gm, so, the strain 
concentration tensors are all equal to the 6 x 6 identity matrix A i = I. The rule of 
mixtures (ROM) formulas for E1 and 1/12 are derived and computed in this way. 

1 Fourth-order tensors with minor symmetry are represented by a 6 x 6 matrix taking advantage 
of contracted notation. 

2Tensors are indicated by boldface type, or by their components using index notation. 
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6.1.2 Voigt Model 

The Voigt model (also called inverse rule of mixtures), assumes that the stress 
tensors in the fiber, matrix, and composite are the same u = u t = urn, so, the 
stress concentration tensors are all equal to the 6 x 6 identity matrix Bi = I. The 
inverse rule of mixtures (IROM) formulas for E2 and G12 are derived and computed 
in this way. 

More realistic concentration tensors are given in Appendix B. 

6.1.3 Periodic Microstructure Model 

If the composite has periodic microstructure, or if it can be approximated as having 
sut.:h a microstructure (see Section 6.1.4), then Fourier series can be used to estimate 
all the components of the stiffness tensor of a composite. Explicit formulas for 
a composite reinforced by long circular cylindrical fibers, which are periodically 
arranged in a square array (Figure 6.1), are presented here [8]. The fibers are 
aligned with the Xl axis, and they are equally spaced (a2 = a3). A generalization 
for transversely isotropic materials is presented in Section 6.1.4. 

Fig. 6.1: Composite material with a periodic, square array of fibers. 

Because the microstructure has square symmetry, the stiffness tensor has six 
unique coefficients given by 
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where 

and 

a = f-Lf - f-Lm - 2 f-Lf l/m + 2 f-Lm l/f 

b = -f-Lm l/m + f-Lf l/f + 2 f-Lm l/m l/f - 2 f-LIl/m l/f 

C = (f-Lm - f-L f) (f-L f - f-Lm + f-L f l/ f - f-Lm l/m + 2 f-Lm l/ f - 2 f-L f l/m + 
+ 2 f-Lm l/m l/f - 2 f-L f l/m l/f) 

9 = (2 - 2l/m) 

(6.2) 

(6.4) 

The subscripts Om, Of refer to matrix and fiber, respectively. Assuming the fiber 
and matrix are both isotropic (Section 1.12.5), Lame constants of both materials 
are obtained by using (1.79) in terms of the Young's modulus E, the Poisson's ratio 
l/, and the shear modulus G = f-L. 

For a composite reinforced by long circular cylindrical fibers, periodically arranged 
in a square array (Figure 6.1), aligned with Xl axis, with a2 = a3, the constants 83, 
86, 8 7 are given as follows [8] 

83 = 0.49247 - 0.47603Vf - 0.02748Vl 
86 = 0.36844 - 0.14944Vf - 0.27152Vl 
87 = 0.12346 - 0.32035Vf + 0.23517Vl 

(6.5) 

The resulting tensor C* has square symmetry due to the microstructural periodic 
arrangement in the form of a square array. The tensor C* is therefore described by 
six constants. However, most composites have random arrangement of the fibers (see 
Figure 1.12), resulting in a transversely isotropic stiffness tensor. A generalization 
for transversely isotropic materials is presented in Section 6.1.4, next. 

6.1.4 Transversely Isotropic Averaging 

In order to obtain a transversely isotropic stiffness tensor (Section 1.12.4) , equiva
lent in the average sense to the stiffness tensor with square symmetry, the following 
averaging procedure is used. A rotation 0 of the tensor C * about the xl-axis pro
duces 

B(O) = TT (O)C*T(O) (6.6) 
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where T(O) is the coordinate transformation matrix (see (1.49)). Then the equivalent 
transversely isotropic tensor is obtained by averaging as follows 

7r 

B = l J B(O)dO (6.7) 

o 

Then, using the relations between the engineering constants and the components 
of the B tensor, the following expressions are obtained explicitly in terms of the 
coefficients (6.2-6.5) of the tensor C * 

1I12 = 1I13 = C* + C* 
22 23 

C;l C22 + 3 C;l C23 - 2 C;l C4'4 - 4 C;:j 
1I23 = 3 C* C* + C* C* + 2 C* C* 4 C*2 11 22 11 23 11 44 - 12 

(6.8) 

Note that the transverse shear modulus G23 can be written in terms of the other 
engineering constants as 

or directly in terms of J-Lm, J-Lf as 

(6.9) 

where D is given by (6.3), a, b, c and 9 are given by (6.4) and 83 , 86 and 87 can 
be evaluated by (6.5). These equations are implemented in CADEC [2], PMMIE.m 
and PMMIE.xls [15]. 

Example 6.1 Compute the elastic properties of a composite material reinforced with par
allel cylindrical fibers randomly distributed in the cross section. The constituent properties 
are Ej = 241 GPa, Vj = 0.2, Em = 3.12 GPa, Vm = 0.38, fiber volume fraction Vj = 0.6 

Solution to Example 6.1 Using MATLAB program PPMIE.m or PMMIE.xls in [is), the 
results shown in Table 6.1 are obtained. 
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Table 6.1: Lamina elastic properties 
Young's Moduli Shear Moduli Poisson's Ratio 
E1 = 145880 MPa G12 = G13 = 4386 MPa 1/12 = 1/13 = 0.263 
E2 = E 3 = 13312 MPa G23 = 4529 MPa 1/23 = 0.470 

Fig. 6.2: Composite material with hexagonal array. 

6.2 Numerical Homogenization 

The composite material considered in this section has cylindrical fibers of infinite 
length, embedded in an elastic matrix, as shown in Figure 6.2. The cross section 
of the composite obtained by intersecting with a plane orthogonal to the fiber axis 
is shown in Figure 6.3, which clearly shows a periodic microstructure. Because of 
the periodicity, the three-dimensional representative volume element (RVE) shown 
in Figure 6.4 can be used for FE analysis. 

In general, composites reinforced with parallel fibers display orthotropic mate
rial properties (Section 1.12.3) at the meso-scale (lamina level). In special cases, 
such as the hexagonal array shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the properties become 
transversely isotropic (Section 1.12.4). In most commercially fabricated composites, 
it is impossible to control the placement of the fibers so precisely and most of the 
time the resulting microstructure is random, as shown in Figure 1.12. A random 
microstructure results in transversely isotropic properties at the meso-scale. The 
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Fig. 6.3: Cross section of the composite material. 

analysis of composites with random microstructure still can be done using a ficti
tious periodic microstructure, such as that shown in Figure 6.1, then averaging the 
stiffness tensor C as in Section 6.1.4 to obtain the stiffness tensor of a transversely 
isotropic material. A simpler alternative is to assume that the random microstruc
ture is well approximated by the hexagonal microstructure displayed in Figure 6.3. 
Analysis of such microstructure directly yields a transversely isotropic stiffness ten
sor, represented by (1.74), which is reproduced here for convenience 

0"1 C11 C12 C12 0 0 0 E1 
(j2 C12 C22 C23 0 0 0 E2 
(j3 C12 C23 C22 0 0 0 E3 (6.10) 
0"4 0 0 0 ~(C22 - C23) 0 0 'Y4 
(js 0 0 0 0 C66 0 'Ys 
(j6 0 0 0 0 0 C66 'Y6 

where the I-axis aligned with the fiber direction and an over-bar indicates the aver
age computed over the volume of the RVE. Once the components of the transversely 
isotropic tensor C are known, the five elastic properties of the homogenized mater
ial can be computed by (6.11), i.e. the longitudinal and transversal Young's moduli 
E1 and E2, the longitudinal and transversal Poisson's ratios l/12 and l/23, and the 
longitudinal shear modulus G12 , as follows 

E1 = C11 - 2Cr2/(C22 + C23 ) 
l/12 = Cl 2/(C22 + C23) 
E2 = [C11 (C22 + C23) - 2Cr2] (C22 - C23)1 (C11C22 - Cr2) 
l/23 = [C11 C23 - Cr2] 1 (C11 C22 - Cr2) 

G12 = C66 

(6.11) 
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Fig. 6.4: Representative volume element (RVE). 

The shear modulus G23 in the transversal plane can be obtained by the classical 
relation (1. 78) or directly as follows 

1 ET 
G23 = C44 = 2 (C22 - C23 ) = 2(1 + LIT) (6.12) 

In order to evaluate the overall elastic matrix C of the composite, the RVE is 
subjected to an average strain E{3 [16]. The six components of strain C:?j are applied 
by enforcing the following boundary conditions on the displacement components 

-a2 ~ X2 ~ a2 

- a3 ~ X3 ~ a3 
(6.13) 

-al ~ Xl ~ al 

-a3 ~ X3 ~ a3 
(6.14) 

-al ~ Xl ~ al 

-a2 ~ X2 ~ a2 
(6.15) 

Note that tensor components of strain, defined in (1.5) are used in (6.13-6.15). 
Also, note that a superscript 0° indicates an applied strain, while an over-line 
indicates a volume average. Furthermore, 2aj C:?j is the displacement necessary to 
enforce a strain C:?j over a distance 2aj (Figure 6.4). 

The strain C:?j applied on the boundary by using (6.13-6.15) results in a complex 
state of strain inside the RVE. However, the volume average of the strain in the 
RVE equals the applied strain, i.e., 

(6.16) 
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For the homogeneous composite material, the relationship between average stress 
and strain is 

(6.17) 

where the relationship between i, j = 1..3 and f3 = 1..6 is given by the definitioll of 
contracted notation in (1.9). Thus, the components of the tensor C are determined 
solving six elastic models of the RVE subjected to the boundary conditions (6.13-
6.15), where only one component of the strain E~ is different from zero for each of 
the six problems. 

By choosing a unit value of applied strain, and once the problem defined by the 
boundary conditions (6.13-6.15) is solved, it is possible to compute the stress field 
a a, whose average gives the required components of the elastic matrix, one column 
at a time, as 

Ga (3 = (fa = ~ l a a (Xl, X2, X3) dV with E~ = 1 (6.18) 

where a, f3 = 1 ... 6 (see Section 1.5). The integrals (6.18) are evaluated within each 
finite element using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. Commercial programs such as 
ANSYS have the capability to compute the average stress and volume, element by 
element. Therefore, computation of the integral (6.18) is a trivial matter. For more 
details see Example 6.1. 

The coefficients in C are found by setting a different problem for each column 
in (6.10), as follows. 

First Column of C 

In order to determine the components Gil, with i = 1,2,3, the following strain is 
applied to stretch the RVE in the fiber direction (xl-direction) 

E~ = 1 (6.19) 

Thus, the displacement boundary conditions (6.13-6 .15) for the RVE in Figure 
6.4 become 

UI (+al, X2, X3) - UI (-aI, X2, X3) 

U2 (+al, X2, X3) - U2 ( -aI, X2, X3) 

U3 (+al, X2, X3) - U3 ( -aI, X2, X3) 

o 

- a2 :S X2 :S a2 

-a3 :S X3 :S a3 

- al :S Xl :S al (6 .20) 
-a3 :S X3 :S a3 

- al :S Xl :S al 

- a2 :S X2 :S a2 

The conditions (6 .20) are constraints on the relative displacements between op
posite faces of the RVE. Because of the symmetries of the RVE and symmetry of 
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Fig. 6.5: One-eighth model of the RVE. Note that the model is set up with the fiber 
along the z-axis, which corresponds to the xl-direction in the equations. 

the constraints (6.20), only one-eighth of the RVE needs to be modeled in FEA. 
Assuming the top-right-front portion is modeled (Figure 6.5), the following equiv
alent external boundary conditions, i.e. boundary conditions on components of 
displacements and stresses, can be used 

Ul (al,x2,x3) 

Ul (0, X2, X3) 

0"12 (aI, X2, X3) 

0"12 (0, X2, X3) 

0"13 (aI, X2, X3) 

0"13 (0, X2, X3) 

U2 (Xl, a2, X3) 

U2 (Xl,0,X3) 

0"21 (Xl,a2,X3) 

0"21 (Xl, 0, X3) 

0"23 (Xl, a2, X3) 

0"23 (Xl,0,X3) 

U3 (Xl, X2, a3) 

U3 (Xl, X2, 0) 

0"31 (Xl, X2, a3) 

0"31 (Xl, X2, 0) 

0"32 (Xl, X2, a3) 

0"32 (Xl, X2, 0) 

al 

° ° ° ° ° 
° ° ° ° ° ° 
° 0' 

° ° ° ° 

° :=:; X2 :=:; a2 ° :=:; X3 :=:; a3 

° :=:; Xl :=:; al ° :=:; X3 :=:; a3 

° :=:; Xl :=:; al ° :=:; X2 :=:; a2 

(6.21) 

These boundary conditions are very easy to apply. Symmetry boundary condi-
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tions are applied on the planes Xl = 0, X2 = 0, X3 = 0. Then, a uniform displacement 
is applied on the plane Xl = al. The stress boundary conditions do not need to be 
applied explicitly in a displacement-based formulation. The displacement compo
nents in (6.21) represent strains that are non-zero along the Xl-direction and zero 
along the other two directions. The stress boundary conditions listed in (6.21) reflect 
the fact that, in the coordinate system used, the composite material is macroscopi
cally orthotropic and that the constituent materials are orthotropic too. Therefore, 
there is no coupling between extension and shear strains. This is evidenced by the 
zero coefficients above the diagonal in columns 4 to 6 in (6.10). 

The coefficients in column one of (6.10) are found by using (6.18), as follows 

(6.22) 

Second Column of C 

The components C0/2 , with 0: = 1,2,3, are determined by setting 

(6.23) 

Thus, the following boundary conditions on displacements can be used 

UI (aI, X2, X3) ° UI (0, X2, X3) ° U2 (Xl, a2, X3) a2 
(6.24) 

U2 (Xl, 0, X3) ° U3(xI,x2,a3) ° U3 (Xl, X2, 0) ° 
The trivial stress boundary conditions have not been listed because they are 

automatically enforced by the displacement-based FEA formulation. Using (6.18), 
the stiffness terms in the second column of C are computed as 

(6.25) 

Third Column of C 

Because of transverse isotropy of the material (6.10), the components of the third 
column of the matrix C can be determined from the first and the second column, so 
no further computation is required. However, if desired, the components C0/3 , with 
0: = 1,2,3, can be found by applying the following strain 

(6.26) 
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Thus, the following boundary conditions on displacement can be used 

UI (aI, X2, X3) 0 
Ul (0, X2, X3) 0 
U2 (Xl, a2, X3) 0 

(6.27) 
U2 (Xl, 0, X3) 0 
U3 (Xl, X2, a3) a3 

U3 (Xl, X2, 0) 0 

The required components of C are determined by averaging the stress field as in 
(6.18). 

Example 6.2 Compute E 1, E 2, V12, and 1/23 for a unidirectional composite with isotropic 
fibers E f = 241 GPa, vf = 0.2, and isotropic matrix Em = 3.12 GPa, I/m = 0.38 with fiber 
volume fraction Vf = 0.4. The fiber diameter is df = 7 p,m, placed in an hexagonal array 
as shown in Figure 6.3. 

Solution to Example 6.2 The dimensions a2 and a3 of the RVE, as shown in Figure 6.4, 
are chosen to obtain Vf = 0.4 with an hexagonal array microstructure. The fiber volume 
and the total volume of the RVE are 

vf = 4a l 7r (d;r 
The ratio between both is the volume fraction. Therefore, 

V
f 

= 7r (dt/2)2 = 0.4 
2 a2 a3 

Additionally, the relation between a2 and a3 is established by the hexagonal array pattern 

These two relations yield a2 and a3, while the a1 dimension can be chosen arbitrarily. 
In this case, the RVE dimensions are 

a2 = 5.2701 p,m a3 = 9.1281 p,m 

Since this RVE is symmetric, it is possible to model one-eighth of the RVE, as shown in 
Figure 6.5. The ANSYS command list below is used to model one-eighth of the RVE. 

/TITLE,ONE-EIGHT Symmetric Model of RVE with hexagonal array fibers 

rf=3.5 
a2=5.270l 
a3=9.l28l 
al=a2/4 

/PREP7 

MP,EX,1,O.24l 
MP,PRXY,1,O.2 

Radius fiber in microns 
x2 length in microns 
x3 length in microns 
xl length in microns 

Pre-processor module 

Fiber material properties in TeraPascals [TPa] 
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MP,EX,2,3.12e-3 
MP,PRXY,2,O.38 

ET,1,SOLID186 

Matrix material properties in TeraPascals [TPa] 

! Choose SOLID186 element type 

BLOCK,O,a2,O,a3,O,a1 ! Geometry definition 
CYLIND,rf"O,a1,O,90 
WPOFF,a2,a3 
CYLIND,rf"O,a1,180,270 
VOVLAP,all Overlap volumes 
NUMCMP,all Renumbering volumes 

LSEL,u,loc,z,a1 
LSEL,u,loc,z,O 
LESIZE,all",2 
VSEL,s",1,2 
ASLV,s 
LSLA,s 
LESIZE,all" ,6 
LSEL,s,loc,y,a3 
LSEL,a,loc,y,O 
LESIZE,all",3 
ALLSEL,all 
LESIZE,all",8 

MAT,l 
VMESH,1,2 
MAT,2 
VSWEEP,3 

FINISH 

Meshing Control 

Number of divisions through the thickness 

Number of divisions on the fiber 

Number of divisions on the matrix 

Number of divisions on the matrix 

Associate material #1 with volumes 1 and 2 
Mesh area 1 and 2 
Associate material #2 with volume 3 
Mesh by sweep procedure area 3 

Exit pre-processor module 
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The boundary conditions are defined in three load steps, which are then used to obtain 
the coefficients Ca f3 in columns one, two, and three. A unit strain is applied along each 
direction, each time. Equation (6.18) is then used to obtain the stiffness coeffici ents. 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 

lsclear,all 
asel,s,loc,x,O 
asel,a,loc,x,a2 
da,all,ux,O 
asel,s,loc,y,O 
asel,a,loc,y,a3 
da,all,uy,O 
asel,s,loc,z,O 
da,all,uz,O 
asel,s,loc,z,a1 
da,all,uz,a1 
asel,all 

Solution module 
Set static analysis 

Boundary conditions Column 1 
Model X direction = 2 material direction 

Model Y direction 3 material direction 

Model Z direction 1 material direction 
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lswrite,l 

lsclear,all 
asel,s,loc,x,O 
DA,all,ux,O 
asel,s,loc,x,a2 
da,all,ux,a2 
asel,s,loc,y,O 
asel,a,loc,y,a3 
da,all,uy,O 
asel,s,loc,z,O 
asel,a,loc,z,al 
da,all,uz,O 
asel,all 
lswrite,2 

lsclear,all 
asel,s,loc,x,O 
asel,a,loc,x,a2 
da,all,ux,O 
asel,s,loc,y,O 
DA,all,uy,O 
asel,s,loc,y,a3 
da,all,uy,a3 
asel,s,loc,z,O 
asel,a,loc,z,al 
da,all,uz,O 
asel,all 
lswrite,3 

LSSDLVE,1,3 
FINISH 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Boundary conditions Column 2 
Model X direction = 2 material direction 

Model Y direction 3 material direction 

Model Z direction 1 material direction 

Boundary conditions Column 3 
Model X direction = 2 material direction 

Model Y direction 

Model Z direction 

Solve all load sets 
Exit solution module 

3 material direction 

1 material direction 

The APDL language macro srecover, shown below, is defined in order to compute the 
average stress in the RVE. 

*create,srecover !,mac 
/nopr 
ETABLE, ,VDLU, 
ETABLE, , S,X 
ETABLE, ,S,Y 
ETABLE, ,S,Z 
ETABLE, ,S,XY 
ETABLE, ,S,XZ 
ETABLE, ,S,YZ 
SMULT,SXV,VDLU,SX,l,l, 
SMULT,SYV,VDLU,SY,l,l, 
SMULT,SZV,VDLU,SZ,l,l, 
SMULT , SXYV , VDLU,SXY,l,l, 
SMULT,SXZV,VDLU,SXZ,l,l, 
SMULT,SYZV,VDLU,SYZ,l,l, 

Create macro to calculate average stress 

Get element volume 
Get element stress 

Stress by element volume 
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SSUM 
*get,totvol,ssum"item,volu 
*get,totsx ,ssum"item,sxv 
*get,totsy ,ssum"item,syv 
*get,totsz ,ssum"item,szv 
*get,totsxy ,ssum"item,sxyv 
*get,totsxz ,ssum"item,sxzv 
*get,totsyz ,ssum"item,syzv 

Integer stress along total volume 

SxxO totsx/totvol ! Compute average RVE stress 
SyyO totsy/totvol 
SzzO totsz/totvol 
SxyO totsxy/totvol 
SxzO totsxz/totvol 
SyzO totsyz/totvol 
/gopr 
*end End of srecover macro 
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The coefficients COl.(3 and the equivalent engineering elastic constants are computed using 
the previous macro, as follows. 

/POSTl 

SET, 1 
*use,srecover 
C11 SzzO 
C21 SxxO 
C31 SyyO 
SET,2 
*use,srecover 
C12 SzzO 
C22 SxxO 
C32 SyyO 

Post-processor module 

First column coefficients 

Second column coefficients 

SET,3 Third column coefficients 
*use,srecover 
C13 SzzO 
C23 SxxO 
C33 SyyO 

EL=C11-2*C12*C21/(C22+C23) ! Longitudinal E1 modulus 
nuL=C12/(C22+C23) ! 12 Poisson coefficient 
ET=(C11*(C22+C23)-2*C12*C12)*(C22-C23)/(C11*C22-C12*C21) 

nuT=(C11*C23-C12*C21)/(C11*C22-C12*C21) 
GT=(C22-C23)/2 ! or GT=ET/2/(1+nuT) 

Transversal E2 modulus 
23 Poisson coefficient 
23 Shear stiffness 

FINISH ! Exit post-processor module 

The results are shown in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Equivalent elastic properties of the unidirectional lamina 
Young's Moduli Poisson's Ratio 
EI = 98300 MPa VI2 = VI3 = 0.299 
E2 = E3 = 7482 MPa V23 = 0.540 

Fourth Column of C 

For a transversally isotropic material, according to (6.10), only the term C44 is 
expected to be different from zero and it can be determined as a function of the other 
components, so no further computation is needed. Therefore, it can be determined 
as 

(6.28) 

If the material is orthotropic, a procedure similar to that used for column number 
six must be used. 

Fifth Column of 0 

For a transversally isotropic material, according to (6.10), only the term C55 is 
different from zero and it is equal to 066, which can be found from column number 
six. If the material is orthotropic, a procedure similar to that used for column 
number six must be used. 

Sixth Column of 0 

Because of the lack of symmetry of the loads, in this case it is not possible to use 
boundary conditions as was done for the first three columns. Thus, the boundary 
conditions must be enforced by using coupling constraint equations (called CE in 
most FEA commercial packages). 

According to (6.10), only the term 0 66 is different from zero. The components 
00:6 are determined by setting 

o 0 0 10 1'6 = cl2 + c21 = . (6.29) 

Note that C~2 = 1/2 is applied between Xl = ±al and another one-half is applied 
between X2 = ±a2. In this case, the CE applied between two periodic faces (except 
points in the edges and vertices) are given as a particular case of (6.13-6.15) as 
follows 
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UI (al,X2,X3) - UI (-al,X2,X3) 0 
U2 (al,X2,X3) - U2 (-al,X2,X3) 

-a2 < X2 < a2 
al 

-a3 < X3 < a3 
U3 (al,X2,X3) - U3 (-al,X2,X3) 0 

UI (Xl, a2, X3) - UI (Xl, -a2, X3) a2 
-al < Xl < al 

U2 (Xl, a2, X3) - U2 (Xl, -a2, X3) 0 (6.30) 
u3 (Xl, a2, X3) - U3 (Xl, -a2, X3) 0 

-a3 < X3 < a3 

UI (Xl, X2, a3) - UI (Xl, X2, -a3) 0 
U2 (Xl, X2, a3) - U2 (Xl, X2, -a3) 0 

-al < Xl < al 

U3 (Xl, X2, a3) - U3 (Xl, X2, -a3) 0 
-a2 < X2 < a2 

Note that (6.30) are applied between opposite points on the faces of the RVE 
but not on edges and vertices. In FEA, CE are applied between degrees of freedom 
(DOF). Once a DOF has been used in a CE, it cannot be used in another CE. For 
example, the first of (6.30) for X2 = a2 becomes 

UI(al,a2,X3) - uI(-al,a2,x3) = 0 (6.31) 

The DOF associated to uI(al,a2,x3) (for all-a3 < X3 < a3) are eliminated 
because they are identical to uI(-al,a2,x3), as required by (6.31) and enforced by 
a CE based on the same. Once the DOF are eliminated, they cannot be used in 
another CE. For example, the fourth of (6.30) at Xl = al is 

(6.32) 

but this CE cannot be enforced because the DOF associated to UI (aI, a2, X3) have 
been eliminated by the CE associated to (6.31). As a corollary, constraint equations 
on the edges and vertices of the RVE must be written separately from (6.30). fur
thermore, only three equations, one for each component of displacement Ui can be 
written between a pair of edges or pair of vertices. Simply put, there are only three 
displacements that can be used to enforce periodicity conditions. 

For pairs of edges, the task at hand is to reduce the first six equations of (6.30) 
to three equations that can be applied between pairs of edges for the interval -a3 < 
X3 < a3· Note that the new equations will not be applied at X3 = ±a3 because those 
are vertices, which will be dealt with separately. Therefore, the last three equations 
of (6.30) are inconsequential at this point . 

The only way to reduce six equations to three, in terms of six unique DOF, is 
to add the equations for diagonally opposite edges. Figure 6.6 is a top view of the 
RVE looking from the positive X3 axis. Point A in Figure 6.6 represents the edge 
formed by the planes Xl = al and X2 = a2. This location is constrained by the first 
of (6.30) at that location, which is precisely (6.31). Point C in Figure 6.6 represents 
the edge formed by the planes Xl = -al and X2 = -a2. This location is constrained 
by the fourth of (6.30), which at that location reduces to 

(6.33) 
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Fig. 6.6: Top view of the RVE showing that two displacements (vertical and hori
zontal) must be applied at edges to impose shear strain (shown as points A, B, C 
and D in the figure). 

Adding (6.31) and (6.33) yields a single equation as follows 

(6.34) 

Repeating the procedure for the components U2 and U3, and grouping the re
sulting equations with (6.34) results in 

UI (aI, a2, X3) - UI (-aI, -a2, X3) 
U2 (aI, a2, X3) - U2 (-aI, -a2, X3) 
U3 (aI, a2, X3) - U3 (-aI, -a2, X3) 

Considering (6.30) between edges Band D in Figure 6.6 results in 

UI (aI, -a2, X3) - UI (-aI, a2, X3) 
U2 (aI, -a2, X3) - U2 (-aI, a2, X3) 
U3 (aI, -a2,X3) - U3 (-al,a2,X3) 

(6.35) 

(6.36) 

The planes Xl = ±al and X3 = ±a3 define two pairs of edges restrained by the 
following six CE 
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UI (+al, X2, +a3) - UI (-aI, X2, -a3) 
U2 (+al, X2, +a3) - U2 (-aI, X2, -a3) 
U3 (+al, X2, +a3) - U3 (-aI, X2, -a3) 

UI (+al, X2, -a3) - UI (-aI, X2, +a3) 
U2 (+al, X2, -a3) - U2 (-aI, X2, +a3) 
U3 (+al, X2, -a3) - U3 (-aI, X2, +a3) 

o 

The six CE for the two pairs of edges defined by the planes X2 
X3 = ±a3 are 

UI (Xl, +a2, +a3) - UI (Xl, -a2, -a3) 
U2 (Xl, +a2, +a3) - U2 (Xl, -a2, -a3) 
U3 (Xl, +a2, +a3) - U3 (Xl, -a2, -a3) 

UI (Xl, +a2, -a3) - UI (Xl, -a2, +a3) 
U2 (Xl, +a2, -a3) - U2 (Xl, -a2, +a3) 
U3 (Xl, +a2, -a3) - U3 (Xl, -a2, +a3) 
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(6.37) 

(6.38) 

Note that (6.35-6.38) are not applied at the vertices because redundant CE would 
appear among pairs of vertices that are located symmetrically with respect to the 
center of the RVE's volume. Therefore, each of the four pairs of vertices need to be 
constrained one at a time. The resulting CE are as follows 

UI (+al, +a2, +a3) - UI (-aI, -a2, -a3) = al 
U2( +al, +a2, +a3) - U2( -aI, -a2, -a3) = a2 
U3( +al, +a2, +a3) - U3( -aI, -a2, -a3) = 0 

UI(+al,+a2,-a3) -UI(-al,-a2,+a3) = -al 
U2( +al, +a2, -a3) - U2( -aI, -a2, +a3) = -a2 
U3( +al, +a2, -a3) - U3( -aI, -a2, +a3) = 0 

UI(-al,+a2,+a3) -UI(+al,-a2,-a3) = -al 
U2(-al, +a2, +a3) - U2( +al, -a2, -a3) = a2 
U3( -aI, +a2, +a3) - U3( +al, -a2, -a3) = 0 

UI (+al, -a2, +a3) - UI (-aI, +a2, -a3) = al 
U2( +al, -a2, +a3) - U2( -aI, +a2, -a3) = -a2 
U3( +al, -a2, +a3) - U3( -aI, +a2, -a3) = 0 

(6.39) 

Equations (6.30-6.39) constrain the volume of the RVE with a unit strain given 
by (6.29). The FEA of this model yields all the component of stress. As discussed 
previously, element by element averages of these components of stress are available 
from the FEA (see macro srecover in Example 6.1) or they can be easily computed 
by post-processing. Therefore, the coefficient C66, for this case is found using (6.18) 
written as 

(6.40) 
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Finally, the elast ic propert ies of the composite are determined using (6.11). 

Example 6.3 Compute G 12 for the composite in Example 6. 1. 

Solution to Example 6.3 To compute G 12 = 0 66 , the RVE shown in Figure 6.4 must be 
used along with the CE explained in Eqs. {6.30-6.39} . 

The dimensions to define the RVE are the same used in Example 6. 1. Therefore, the 
fiber diameter is df = 7 f-Lm and the R VE dimensions are 

a2 = 5.2701 f-Lm a 3 = 9. 1281 f-Lm 

See the ANS YS command list below to model the whole RVE. 

/TITLE, Full Model of RVE with hexagonal array fibers 

rf=3.5 
a2=5.2701 
a3=9.1281 
al=a2/4 

/PREP7 

MP,EX,1,0.241 
MP,PRXY,1,0.2 
MP,EX,2,3.12e-3 
MP,PRXY , 2,0.38 

ET,1,SOLID186 

Radius fiber in microns 
x2 length in microns 
x3 length in microns 
xl length in microns 

Pre-processor module 

Fiber material properties in TeraPascals [TPa] 

Matrix material properties in TeraPascals [TPa] 

! Choose SOLID186 element type 

BLOCK,-a2,a2,-a3,a3,-al,al, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al, 0, 90, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al, 90,180, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al,180,270, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al,270,360, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al, 0, 90, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al, 90,180, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al,180,270, 
CYLIND,rf, ,-al,al,270,360, 
vgen,1,6",-a2,-a3",,1 
vgen,1,7", a2,-a3",,1 
vgen,1,8", a2, 
vgen, 1 ,9 , , , -a2, 
allsel,all 
VOVLAP,all 
NUMCMP,all 

LSEL,u,loc,z,al 
LSEL,u,loc,z,-al 
LESIZE , all" ,4 
VSEL,s",1,8 
ASLV,s 

a3",,1 
a3", , 1 

Overlap volumes 
Renumbering all volumes, volume 9 is the matrix 

Meshing Control 

Number of divisions through the thickness 
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LSLA,s 
LESIZE,all",6 
LSEL,s,loc,y,a3 
LSEL,a,loc,y,-a3 
LESIZE,all" ,6 
ALLSEL,all 
LESIZE,all",16 

MAT,l 
VMESH,1,8 
MAT,2 
VSWEEP,9 

FINISH 

Number of divisions on the fiber 

Number of divisions on the matrix 

Number of divisions on the matrix 

Associate material #1 with volumes 1 and 2 
Mesh area 1 and 2 
Associate material #2 with volume 3 
Mesh by sweep procedure area 3 

Exit pre-processor module 
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The APDL macro ceRVE .mac , available in (15], is used to define the CE and to imple
ment (6.30-6.39). The macro is made available on the Web site (15] because it is too long 
to be printed here. The RVE dimensions and the applied strain are input arguments to the 
macro. In this example, only a strain "(6 = 1 is applied. 

/SoLU ! Solution module 
ceRVe arguments : 
a1,a2,a3,eps1,eps2,eps3,eps4,eps5,eps6 

*use,ceRVE,a1,a2,a3,O,O,O,O,O,1. 
SOLVE Solve analysis 

FINISH ! Exit solution module 

To compute the average stress in the RVE, it is possible to use the macro srecover, 
shown in Example 6.1. On account of the applied strain being equal to unity, the computed 
average stress is equal to C66 • Therefore, G 12 = C66 = 2584 MPa. 

/PoST1 ! Post-processor module 
*use,srecover 
e66 = SxzO 

FINISH Exit post-processor module 

6.3 Local-Global Analysis 

In local-global analysis (Figure 6.7), an RVE is used to compute the stress for a given 
strain at each Gauss integration point in the global model. ' The global model is used 
to compute the displacements and resulting strains, assuming that the material is 
homogeneous. The local model takes the inhomogeneities into account by modeling 
them with an RVE. 

Equations (6.13-6.15) are used in Section 6.2 to enforce one component of strain 
at a time, with the objective of finding the equivalent elastic properties of the 
material. Equations (6.13-6.15) are still valid for a general state of strain applied 
to the RVE but care must be taken with the specification of periodic boundary 
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X1 

Fictitious Homogeneous 
Material 

Actual Heterogeneous 
Material 

Fig. 6.7: Local-global analysis using RVE. 

conditions at the edges and vertices, as discussed in page 155. Equations (6.13-
6.15) are nine constraint equations that can be imposed between all the pairs of 
periodic points on the faces of the RVE except on the edges and vertices. 

On the faces Xl = ±al, UI is used to impose C~l' U2 is used to impose cgl = "(6/2, 
and U3 is used to impose cgl = "(5/2. To achieve this, (6.13) is expanded into its 
three components, using tensor notation for strains, as follows 

UI(al,X2,X3) - uI(-al,x2,x3) = 2alc~1 
u2(al, X2, X3) - U2( -aI, X2, X3) = 2a2cgl 

U3(aI, X2, X3) - U3( -aI, X2, X3) = 2a3cgl (6.41) 

On the faces X2 = ±a2, UI is used to impose C~2 = "(6/2, U2 is used to impose 
cg2' and U3 is used to impose cg2 = "(4/2. Therefore, (6 .14) is expanded into its 
three components, using tensor notation for strains, as follows 

UI(XI,a2,X3) - UI(XI, -a2,x3) = 2alcl2 

U2(XI, a2, X3) - U2(XI, -a2, X3) = 2a2c22 

u3(xI,a2,x3) - U3(XI, -a2,x3) = 2a3c32 (6.42) 

On the faces X3 = ±a3, UI is used to impose C~3 = "(5/2, U2 is used to impose 
cg3 = "(4/2, and U3 is used to impose cg3 ' Therefore, (6.15) is expanded into its 
three components, using tensor notation for strains, as follows 

UI(XI, X2, a3) - UI(XI, X2, -a3) = 2alcl3 

U2(XI, X2, a3) - U2(XI, X2, -a3) = 2a2c23 

U3(XI, X2, a3) - U3(XI, X2, -a3) = 2a3c33 (6.43) 

Since each edge belongs to two faces, on every edge, it would seem that each 
component of displacement would be used to impose two eE, one from each face, as 
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given by (6.41-6.43). However, as discussed in page 155, only one CE can be written 
for each component of displacement. Therefore, edges must be dealt with separately. 
Similarly, since three faces converge at a vertex, three periodic CE, one from each 
face, need to be imposed using a single component of displacement. Following a 
derivation similar to that presented in page 155, the following is obtained. 

The planes Xl = ±al and X2 = ±a2 define two pairs of edges, for which (6.41-
6.43) reduce to the following six equations (with i = 1,2,3), as follows 

Ui( +al, +a2, X3) - Ui( -al, -a2, X3) - 2alcil - 2a2ci2 = 0 

Ui( +al, -a2, X3) - Ui( -al, +a2, X3) - 2alcil + 2a2ci2 = 0 (6.44) 

The planes Xl = ±al and X3 = ±a3 define two pairs of edges, for which (6.41-
6.43) reduce to the following six equations (with i = 1,2,3), as follows 

Ui( +al, X2, +a3) - Ui( -al, X2, -a3) - 2alcil - 2a3ci3 = 0 

Ui( +al, X2, -a3) - Ui( -al, X2, +a3) - 2alcil + 2a3ci3 = 0 (6.45) 

The planes X2 = ±a2 and X3 = ±a3 define two pairs of edges, for which (6.41-
6.43) reduce to the following six equations (with i = 1,2,3), as follows 

Ui(Xl, +a2, +a3) - Ui(Xl, -a2, -a3) - 2a2ci2 - 2a3ci3 = 0 

Ui(Xl, +a2, -a3) - Ui(Xl, -a2, +a3) - 2a2ci2 + 2a3ci3 = 0 (6.46) 

Four pairs of corners need to be analyzed one at a time. For each pair, the 
corners are located symmetrically with respect to the center of the RVE located at 
coordinates (0,0,0). The resulting CE are as follows 

Ui( +al, +a2, +a3) - Ui( -al, -a2, -a3) - 2alCi2 - 2a2ci2 - 2a2ci3 = 0 

Ui( +al, +a2, -a3) - Ui( -al, -a2, +a3) - 2alCi2 - 2a2ci2 + 2a2ci3 = 0 

ui ( -al, +a2, +a3) - Ui ( +al, -a2, -a3) + 2al ci2 - 2a2ci2 - 2a2ci3 = 0 

Ui( +al, -a2, +a3) - Ui( -al, +a2, -a3) - 2alCi2 + 2a2ci2 - 2a2ci3 = 0 

(6.47) 

Example 6.4 Apply E2 = 0.2 % and 1'4 = 0.1 % simultaneously to the composite in Example 
6.1. Compute the maximum U2 and U12 stresses on the matrix, and compute the average "ff2 

and "ff12 in the RVE. 

Solution to Example 6.4 The same procedure used in Example 6.3 is used to define the 
model. The APDL macro ceRVE.mac available in [15} is used to define the CEo The macro 
needs the RVE dimensions and the applied strain as input arguments. In this example, 
components of strain E2 = 0.2 % and 1'4 = 0.1 % are applied, as follows 

/SOLU Solution module 
units: TeraPascals, and microns, eps non-dimensional 
ceRVe arguments: 
al,a2,a3,epsl,eps2,eps3,eps4,eps5,eps6 

*use,ceRVE,al,a2,a3,O,2e-3,O,le-3,O,O 
SOLVE Solve analysis 

FINISH ! Exit solution module 
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The macro srecover is used to compute the average stress of the RVE. The maximum 
stress in the RVE can be computed using the commands PLESOL, S, 1 or PRESOL, S, PRIN. 

/POSTl 
*use,srecover 

S 1 SzzO 
S 2 SxxO 
S 3 SyyO 
S 4 SxyO 
S 5 SyzO 
S 6 SxzO 

VSEL,s" ,9 
ESLV,S 
plesol,s,x,l 
plesol,s,xy,l 
FINISH 

Post-processor module 
Compute average properties 

Contour plot of S2 on matrix 
Contour plot of S23 on matrix 
Exit post-processor module 

The results obtained are shown in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Maximum stress on the matrix and average stress in the RVE 
Average Results Maximum on the Matrix 
a2 = 10.0 MPa a2 = 29.5 MPa 
a12 = 2.42 MPa 0'12 = 6.07 MPa 

6.4 Laminated RVE 

A similar procedure to that used to obtain the RVE at the micro-scale can be used 
to analyze laminates on the meso-scale. In this case the RVE represents a laminate. 
Therefore, the through-thickness direction should remain free to expand along the 
thickness. For example, with layers parallel to the x-y plane, then a z = 0 and (6.15) 
is not enforced, so that the thickness coordinate is free to contract (see Figure 6.8). 
In general, the RVE must include the whole thickness. For symmetrical laminates 
subjected to in-plane loads, the RVE can be defined with half the thickness using 
symmetry boundary conditions (see Example 6.5). 

RVE --. 

x 
Fig. 6.8: Laminated RVE. 
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The CE for a laminated RVE are simpler. Only (6.13) and (6.14) must be 
enforced. In an hexahedral RVE, such as shown in Figure 6.8, only four faces 
(Xl = ±al and X2 = ±a2) and the four edges defined by these faces need to be 
considered. 

Therefore, in a laminated RVE the constraint equations (6.13) and (6.14) become 
the following. On the periodic pair of faces Xl = ±al and on the pair of faces 
X2 = ±a2, the CE are 

UI(al,X2,X3) - uI(-al,X2,x3) - 2alEn = 0 
u2(al, X2, X3) - U2( -aI, X2, X3) - 2a2E21 = 0 
U3(al, X2, X3) - U3( -aI, X2, X3) - 2a3E31 = 0 

UI(XI, a2, X3) - UI(XI, -a2, X3) - 2alEl2 = 0 
U2(XI, a2, X3) - U2(XI, -a2, X3) - 2a2E22 = 0 
U3(XI, a2, X3) - U3(XI, -a2, X3) - 2a3E32 = 0 

(6.48) 

(6.49) 

The planes Xl = ±al and X2 = ±a2 define two pairs of periodic edges, for which 
(6.13-6.14) reduce to the following equations, 

UI( +al, +a2, X3) - UI (-aI, -a2, X3) - 2alEn - 2a2E12 = 0 
U2( +al, +a2, X3) - U2( -aI, -a2, X3) - 2alE21 - 2a2E22 = 0 

U3( +al, +a2, X3) - U3( -aI, -a2, X3) - 2a3E31 = 0 

UI (+al, -a2, X3) - UI (-aI, +a2, X3) - 2alE21 + 2a2El2 = 0 
U2( +al, - a2, X3) - U2( -aI, +a2, X3) - 2alE21 + 2a2E22 = 0 

U3( +al, -a2, X3) - U3( -aI, +a2, X3) - 2a3E32 = 0 

(6.50) 

(6.51) 

For in-plane analysis , E31 = E32 = 0 and the third equation in (6.48)-(6.51) are 
automatically satisfied. 

Example 6.5 Compute O x y for a [0/90/ -45/ 45]8 laminate with properties E1 = 139 CPa, 
E2 = 14.5 CPa, 0 12 = 0 13 = 5.86 CPa, 023 = 2.93 CPa, 1/12 = 1/13 = 0.21, 1/23 = 0.38 and 
layer thickness tk = 1.25mm. 

Solution to Example 6.5 A shear strain ,~y = 1 is applied to the RVE. The laminate 
shear stiffness O x y is obtained directly by computing the average stress in the RVE. 

As a result of laminate symmetry and in-plane load, an RVE of half thickness with 
symmetry boundary conditions in z = 0 can be used. The following ANSYS commands 
define the model and the laminate. 

/TITLE,RVE of [0/90/-45/45]s laminate /PREP7 
! Pre-processor module 

th =1.25 
a1 =1 
a2 =1 

Thickness of lamina in mm 
Half length of RVE in x direction 
Half length of RVE in y direction 

! Equivalent Material properties 
uimp,1,ex,ey,ez,13ge3,14.5e3,14.5e3 
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uimp,1,gxy,gyz,gxz,5 .86e3,2 . 93e3,5.86e3 
uimp,1,prxy,pryz,prxz,0.21,0.38,0.21 

ET,1,SOLID186 ! Chooses SOLID186 element for analysis 

! Define material orientation by local Coordinate 
local,11,,0,0,0,45 defines 45 degree local cs 
local,12,,0,0,0,-45 defines -45 degree local cs 
local,13,,0,0,0,0 
local,14,,0,0,0,90 
CSYS,O 

! Generate Geometry 
BLOCK,-a1,a1,-a2,a2,0,th 
BLOCK,-a1,a1,-a2,a2,1*th,2*th 
BLOCK,-a1,a1,-a2,a2,2*th,3*th 
BLOCK,-a1,a1,-a2,a2,3*th,4*th 
VGLUE,ALL 

! Mesh Control and Mesh 
NUMCMP,ALL 
lesize,all",2 
ESYS,ll 
VMESH,l 
ESYS,12 
VMESH,2 
ESYS,13 
VMESH,3 
ESYS,14 
VMESH,4 
FINISH 

defines ° degree local cs 
defines 90 degree local cs 
set active cs to cart. system 

45 degrees layer 
-45 degrees layer 

90 degrees layer 

° degrees layer 
Glue volumes 

Selects 45 degrees material orientation 
Meshes 45 degrees layer 
Selects -45 degrees material orientation 
Meshes -45 degree layer 
Selects ° degrees material orientation 
Meshes ° degree layer 
Selects 90 degrees material orientation 
Meshes 90 degree layer 
Exit pre-processor module 

The APDL macro ceRVElaminate .mac available in [is} is used to define the GE, thus 
implementing (6.48-6.51). The macro needs the RVE dimensions and the applied strain as 
input arguments. In this example, only a strain 'Y~y = 1 is applied. 

/SOLU 
ANTYPE,STATIC 

NSEL,S,LOC,Z,O 
D,all,UZ 
NSEL,R,LOC,Y,O 
NSEL,R,LOC,X,O 
D,all,all 
NSEL,all 

Solution module, 
Set static analysis 

Symmetry z=O 

ceRVElaminate arguments: 
! a1,a2,epsX,epsY,epsXY 

*use,ceRVElaminate,a1,a2,0,0,1 
SOLVE Solve analysis 
FINISH ! Exit solution module 
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To compute the average stress along the RVE, it is possible to use the macro srecover, 
used in Example 6.1. On account of the applied strain being equal to unity, the computed 
average stress is equal to C66 . Therefore, G12 = 21,441 MPa. 

/POSTl 
*use,srecover 
G_xy = SxyO 
PLESOL,s,xy,l 
FINISH 

! Post-processor module 

Exit post-processor module 

Suggested Problems 

Problem 6.1 Compute the stiffness matrix components for a unidirectional composite with 
isotropic fibers Ef = 241 GPa, vf = 0.2, and isotropic matrix Em = 3.12 GPa, Vm = 0.38 
with fiber volume fraction Vf = 0.4. The fiber diameter is df = 7 p.m, placed in a square 
array as shown in Figure 6.1. Chose an RVE with vertical faces X2 = ±a2 and horizontal 
faces X3 = ±a3· 

Problem 6.2 Compute the stiffness matrix components for the same material and fiber 
distribution used in Problem 6.1, but chose an RVE with faces rotated 45 degrees with respect 
to the horizontal and vertical direction in Figure 6.1. Therefore, the RVE size will be v'2a2 
and horizontal faces v'2a3. Be careful to select a correct RVE that is periodic. 

Problem 6.3 For both Problems 6.1 and 6.2 compute E l , E 2, V12, V23, G12 and G 23 . 
Compare and justify the results. 
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Chapter 7 

Viscoelasticity 

Our interest in viscoelasticity is motivated by observed creep behavior of polymer 
matrix composites (PMC) , which is a manifestation of viscoelasticity. The time 
dependent response of materials can be classified as elastic, viscous, and viscoelastic. 
On application of a sudden load, which is then held constant, an elastic material 
undergoes instantaneous deformation. In a one-dimensional state of stress, the 
elastic strain is c = D(j, where D = 1/ E is the compliance or inverse of the modulus 
E. The deformation then remains constant. Upon unloading, the elastic strain 
reverses to its original value, thus all elastic deformation is recovered. 

The viscous material flows at a constant rate i = (j /'rf where 'rf = rEo is the New
ton viscosity, Eo is the initial modulus, and r is the time constant of the material. 
The accumulated strain c = J idt cannot be recovered by unloading. 

A viscoelastic material combines the behavior of the elastic and viscous material 
in one, but the response is more complex than just adding the viscous strain to the 
elastic strain. Let H be the Heaviside function defined as 

H(t - to) = 0 when t < to 

H(t - to) = 1 when t ~ to (7.1) 

Upon step loading (j = H(t - to) (jO, with a constant load (jO, the viscoelastic 
material experiences a sudden elastic deformation, just like the elastic material. 
After that, the deformati.on grows by a combination of recoverable and unrecoverable 
viscous flow. 

A simple series addition of viscous flow and elastic strain ( Maxwell model, Figure 
7.1(a), with 'rf = rEo) yields totally unrecoverable viscous flow plus recoverable 
elastic deformation as 

i(t) = (j(t) + o-(t) 
rEo Eo 

(7.2) 

A simple parallel combination of elastic and viscous flow (Kelvin model, Figure 
7.1(b) , with 'rf = rE) yields totally recoverable deformation with no viscous flow as 

(j(t) = rEi(t) + Ec(t) (7.3) 

167 
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but the deformation does not recover instantaneously. 
Materials with unrecoverable viscous flow , such as (7.2) , are called liquids even 

though the flow may occur very slowly. Glass is a liquid material over the time 
span of centuries; the thickness of window panes in medieval cathedrals is thicker 
at the bottom and thinner at the top, thus revealing the flow that took place over 
the centuries under the load imposed by gravity. Materials with fully recoverable 
viscous deformations, such as (7.3), are called solids. We shall see that structural 
design is much easier with solid materials than with liquid materials. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 7.1: Viscoelastic modes: (a) Maxwell, (b) Kelvin, (c) standard solid, (d) 
Maxwell-Kelvin. 

Please take heed of the common misconception introduced in early strength of 
materials courses that most structural materials are elastic. Only perfectly crys
talline materials are elastic. Most materials are viscoelastic if observed for suffi
ciently long periods of time, or at sufficiently high temperature. In other words, 
most real materials are viscoelastic. 

For elastic materials, the compliance D is the inverse of the modulus E , both of 
which are constants, and they are related by 

DE= 1 (7.4) 

For viscoelastic materials in the time domain, the compliance is called D(t) and 
it is related to the time varying relaxation E(t) in a similar but not so simple way, 
as will be shown in Section 7.3. Note that the relaxation E(t) takes the place 
of the modulus E. A brief derivation of the relationship between compliance and 
relaxation is presented next, in order to facilitate the presentation of viscoelastic 
models in Section 7.1. When both the compliance D and the relaxation E are 
functions of time, (7.4) simply becomes 

D(t)E(t) = 1 (7.5) 
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Both D(t) and E(t) are functions of time and thus it is not possible to operate 
algebraically on (7.5) to get either function explicitly in terms of the other. To find 
one from the other, take the Laplace transform (see Section 7.3) to get 

(7.6) 

Since both D(s) and E(s) are algebraic functions of s, and the time t is not 
involved, it is possible to operate algebraically to get 

1 
E(s) = s2 D(s) (7.7) 

Finally, the relaxation in the time domain is the inverse Laplace of (7.7) or 

(7.8) 

Similarly, the compliance D(t) can be obtained from the relaxation E(t) as 

-1 [ 1 ] D(t) = L s2 L[E(t)] (7.9) 

where L[] indicates the Laplace transform and L - 1 [] indicates the inverse Laplace 
transform. 

7.1 Viscoelastic Models 

The viscoelastic material models presented in this section are convenient curve fits 
of experimental data. In the time domain, the usual experiments are the creep and 
relaxation tests. In the creep test, a constant stress 0'0 is applied and the ensuing 
strain is measured. The ratio of measured strain to applied stress is the compliance 
D(t) = c(t)/ao . In the relaxation test, a constant strain cO is applied and the stress 
needed to maintain that strain is measured. The ratio of measured stress to applied 
strain is the relaxation E(t) = a(t)/co. 

7.1.1 Maxwell Model 

To derive the compliance of the Maxwell model [1], a creep test is performed under 
constant stress 0'0 applied at the ends of the model shown in Figure 7.1 (a). The 
rate of strain is given by (7.2). Integrating with respect to time we get 

c(t) = E1 ( t aodt + Eao 
T 0 io 0 

(7.10) 

where Eo is the elastic constant of the spring, T is the time constant of the material, 
and rt = TEo in Figure 7.1(a). The spring and dashpot are subject to the same load 
and to the same constant stress 0'0, so evaluating the integral yields 

() 
0'0 t 0'0 

ct =-+-
TEo E 

(7.11) 
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Then, the compliance is 
1 t 

D(t) = -+-
Eo TEo 

(7.12) 

To derive the relaxation of the Maxwell model, take the Laplace transform of 
(7.12) (using Table 7.1 or [2]) to get 

D( s) = _1_ + _1_ = ST + 1 
sEo s2T Eo s2T Eo 

(7.13) 

At t = 0, the dashpot does not move, so Eo is also the initial elastic modulus of 
the material. Now, the relaxation in the Laplace domain is 

1 
E(s) = S2 D(s) 

TEo 
ST+ 1 

(7.14) 

and the relaxation in the time domain is obtained by taking the inverse Laplace 
transform (using Table 7.1 or [2]) to get 

E(t) = Eo exp( -ti T) (7.15) 

Note that at t = T, the relaxation decays to 36.8% of its initial value, and thus 
T is called the time constant of the material. 

Table 7.1: Some common Laplace transforms 
Function f(t)=L - l{f(s)} f(s)=L{f(t)} 
constant a a/ s 
linear at a/ s2 

derivative df / dt sf(s)-f(O) 
exponential exp(at) l / (s - a) 
convolution integral J~ f(t - T)g(T)dr L{J}L{g} 

7.1.2 Kelvin Model 

For the Kelvin model, only the creep test is possible, since a relaxation test would 
require an infinitely large stress to stretch the dashpot in Figure 7.1 (b) to a constant 
value in no time. For a creep test, a constant stress (7 = (70 is applied. Then, (7.3) 
is an ordinary differential equation (ODE) in c(t), which is satisfied by c(t) = 

((7o/E) [1- exp(-t/T)]. Therefore, the compliance D(t) = c(t)/(70 is 

D(t) = 1/ E[l - exp( -ti T)] (7.16) 

Using (7.8), the relaxation function can be written with the aid of the Heaviside 
step function H(t)and the Dirac delta function 6(t) as follows 

E(t) = EH(t) + ET6(t) (7.17) 

where 6(t - to) = 00 if t = to and zero for any other time. The following MATLAB 
code yields (7.17): 
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syms 5 complex; syms Dt Et t E tau real; 
Dt=expand«l-exp(-t/tau))/E) 
Ds=laplace(Dt) 
Es=1/Ds/s-2 
Et=ilaplace(Es) 

7.1.3 Maxwell-Kelvin Model 

A crude approximation of a liquid material is the Maxwell-Kelvin model, also called 
the four-parameter model, described by Figure 7.1(d). Since the Maxwell and Kelvin 
elements are placed in series, the compliance is found by adding the compliances of 
the two individual modes, as 

1 t 1 
D(t) = - + - + - [1- exp(-t/T2)] 

Eo TlEo E2 
(7.18) 

where Eo is the elastic modulus, Tl takes the place of T in (7.12), and E2, T2, take 
the place of E, T, in (7.16). The relaxation modulus is given by ([1, page 28]) 

E(t) = (P{ -4P2r l
/

2 
[(ql - ~) exp(-t/Tl ) - (ql - ~) eXp (-t/T2)] 

T/l = EOTI T/2 = EOT2 
T/l T/2 ql = T/l q2 = --
E2 

T2 = 2~2 [PI - VPf - 4P2] 

P
2 

= T/l T/2 
EoE2 

(7.19) 

Another way to determine if a material is a liquid or a solid is to look at its 
long-term deformation. If the deformation is unbounded, then it is a liquid. If the 
deformation eventually stops, then it is a solid. A crude approximation of a solid 
material is the standard solid model (SLS) described by Figure 7.1(c) and 

D (t) = 1/ Eo + 1/ E2 [1 - exp ( ~:) ] (7.20) 

and 

(7.21) 

where Eoo = (EOl + E:;l)-l is the equilibrium modulus as time goes to infinity. 

7.1.4 Power Law 

Another model, which is popular to represent relatively short-term deformation of 
polymers is the power law 

E(t) = Acn (7.22) 
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The parameters A and n are adjusted with experimental data. The power law 
is popular because it fits well the short-time behavior of polymers and because 
fitting the data is very easy; just take logarithm on both sides of (7.22) so that the 
equation becomes that of a line, then fit the parameters using linear regression. The 
compliance is obtained by using (7.9) as 

D(t) = Do + Dc(t) 

Dc(t) = [Ar(l - n)r(l + n)t1tn (7.23) 

where r is the Gamma function ([3, Section 2.6.4]), Do = llEo is the elastic com
pliance and the subscript Oc indicates the creep component of the relaxation and 
compliance functions. 

7.1.5 Prony Series 

Although the short-term creep and relaxation of polymers can be described well by 
the power law, as the time range becomes longer, a more refined model becomes 
necessary. A general model is the Prony series, which consists of a number of 
decaying exponentials 

(7.24) 

where Ti are the time constants, Ei are the relaxation moduli, and Eoo is the equi
librium modulus, if any exists. The larger the Ti the slower the decay is. 

7.1.6 Generalized Kelvin Model 

While the Prony series can fit any material behavior if a large number of terms are 
used, other models are more efficient for fitting purposes, if harder to manipulate 
mathematically. For example the generalized Kelvin model 

D(t) = Do + D~ [l- exp(-tIT)m] (7.25) 

can approximate well the long term compliance in the a-region of polymer creep 
[4]. At room temperature, this is the region of interest to structural engineers 
since it spans the range of time from seconds to years. In contrast the {3-region 
[4], is of interest to sound and vibration experts, among others, since it spans the 
sub-second range of times. In other words, for long-term modeling, all compliance 
occurring in the {3-region can be lumped in the term Do , with D~ representing all the 
compliance that could ever be accumulated in the a-region. Equation (7.25) has four 
parameters. When the data spans short times, it may be impossible to determine 
all four parameters because the material behavior cannot be distinguished from a 
3-parameter power law (7.26). This can be easily understood if (7.25) is expanded 
in a power series, truncated after the first term as follows [4] 

(7.26) 
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For short times, all higher order powers of t can be neglected. What remains is 
a modified power law with only three parameters. Note that for short times, the 
parameter T is combined with D~ to form D I . If the data cover a short time, the 
fitting algorithm will not be. able to adjust both T and D~ in (7.26); virtually any 
combination of T and D~ will work. That means that short term data must be 
modeled by a smaller number of parameters, in this case three. 

7.1. 7 Nonlinear Power Law 

All models described so far represent linear viscoelastic materials. In the context of 
viscoelasticity, linear means that the parameters in the model are not a function of 
stress (see Section (7.2.1)). That means that the deformation at any fixed time can 
be made proportionally larger by increasing the stress. If any of the parameters are 
a function of stress, the material is nonlinear viscoelastic. For example a nonlinear 
power law takes the form 

(7.27) 

Take logarithm to both sides of (7.27) to get a linear equation in two variables 

y = A + BXI + DX2 ; A = log(A), Xl = log(t), X 2 = log(O") (7.28) 

that can be fitted with a multiple linear regression algorithm [2]. 
Although most materials are not linearly viscoelastic, they can be approximated 

as linear viscoelastic if the range of stress at which the structure operates is narrow. 

Example 7.1 Fit the creep data in Table 7.2 with (a) Maxwell (7.12), (b) Power Law 
(7.26), and (c) generalized Kelvin models (7.25). 

time [sec] 
D(t) [GPa- 1] 

Table 7.2: Creep data 
1 21 42 62 82 102 123 143 163 184 204 

1.49 1.99 2.21 2.35 2.56 2.66 2.75 2.85 2.92 2.96 3.01 

Solution to Example 7.1 To fit the Maxwell model, fit a line to the secondary creep data; 
that is, ignore the curvy portion for short times to get Eo = 0.460 GPa, T = 495 s. 

To fit the Power Law, write (7.21) as 

D(t) - Do = D1tffi 

where Do = 1.49 GPa- 1 is the first datum in Table 7.2 (see also (7.26)). Take logarithm 
to both sides of above equation and adjust a line using linear regression to get Do = 1.49 
GPa- 1, Dl = 0.1117 (GPa sec)-l, and m = 0.5. 

To fit the generalized Kelvin model you need to use a nonlinear solver [2) to minimize 
the error between the predicted (expected) values ei and the experimental (observed) values 
0i values. Such error is defined as the sum over all the available data points: X2 = L:(ei -
Oi )2/or In this way, the following are obtained: Do = 1.657 GPa- 1, D~ = 1.617 GPa-I, 
T = 0.273 sec, and m = 0.0026. 

The experimental data and the fit functions are shown in Figure 7.2. 
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Fig. 7.2: Viscoelastic fit: Maxwell Model, Power Law, and Kelvin Model. 

7.2 Boltzmann Superposition 

7.2.1 Linear Viscoelastic Material 

A viscoelastic material is linear if superposition applies. That is, given a stress 
history 

(7.29) 

the strain is given by 
(7.30) 

where cl(t), c2(t) are the strain histories corresponding to <71(t) and <72(t), respec
tively. For linear materials, the creep compliance and relaxation modulus are inde
pendent of stress 

D(t) = c(t) 
<70 

E(t) = <7(t) 
co 

(7.31 ) 

For nonlinear materials, D(t, (7) is a function of stress and E(t , c) is a function 
of strain. 

For a linear material subjected to a stress <70 applied at time t = eo (Figure 7.3) 
we have 

c(t) = <70 D(t, eo) t > eo (7.32) 

Adding an infinitesimal load step d<7 at time eo + de results in 

c(t) = <70 D(t, eo) + d<7 D(t , eo + de) t > eo + de (7.33) 
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Fig. 7.3: Boltzmann superposition of strains. 
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If stress changes continuously by dO' over intervals dB, the summation (7.33) can 
be replaced by an integral to yield the accumulated strain as 

lo
t lot dO' 

c(t) = 0'0 D(t,Bo) + D(t , B) dO' = 0'0 D(t,Bo) + D(t,B) dB dB 
80 80 

(7.34) 

where the discrete times Bo , Bo + dB" etc., are represented by the continuous function 
B. Although aging effects are negligible over each infinitesimal dB, they are significant 
over time. Therefore, the compliance D(t, B) is a function of the current time t and 
and all the time-history represented by B in D(t, B). 

7.2 .2 Unaging V iscoelastic Material 

If the cl(t,B) curve has the same shape as the cl(t,Bo) curve, only translated hori
zontally, any curve can be shifted to the origin (Figure 7.3) 

D(t, B) = D(t - B) (7.35) 

Equation (7.35) is the definition of unaging material. For a discussion of aging 
materials see [1, 5]. Equation (7.35) means that all the curves have the same shape 
regardless of age B, only shifted. Note B in (7.35) is a continuous function B < t that 
denotes the time of application of each load (0'0, dO', etc.) 
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The response c(t,O) at a fixed time t is a function of the response at all times 
o < t. Therefore, it is said that the response is hereditary. If the material is aging, t 
and 0 are independent variables in D(t , 0). For unaging materials, only one variable, 
t - O, is independent, so it does not matter how old the material is (t) , it only matters 
for how long (t - 0) it has been loaded with dO'(O). 

The creep compliance is the response of the material to stress and always starts 
when the stress is applied. If the change is gradual, from (7.34) we have 

c(t) = fat D(t - 0) er(O) dO (7.36) 

The relaxation is 

O'(t) = fat E(t - 0) i(O) dO (7.37) 

The time dependent behavior of linear viscoelastic materials is hereditary, mean
ing that the behavior at time t depends on what happened to the material since the 
beginning of loading at t = O. 

Example 7.2 Consider an unaging material represented by D(t - ()) = 1/ E + (t - ()) /rJ and 
loaded with (a) O'oH (()) and (b) O'oH (() - 1) . Find c( t) in both cases and comment on the 
result. 

Solution to Example 7.2 

(a) 0' = O'oH(()) ~ 17 = 0'08(0) 

c(t) = J~ [~ + (t ~ ())] 0'08(0)d() 

c(t) = [~ +~] 0'0 ; t > 0 

(b) 0' = O'oH(() - 1) ~ 17 = 0'08(1) 

c(t) = J~ [~ + (t ~ ())] 0'08(I)d() 

c(t) = [~+(t~I)]O'o; t > 1 

It can be seen that (b) is identical to (a) , only shifted; meaning that there is no aging. 

7.3 Correspondence Principle 

The Laplace transform of a function f (t) in the time domain (t-domain) maps to 
the Laplace domain (s-domain) as f(s) . The Laplace transform is defined as 

L[J(t)] = f(s) = faoo exp( - st)f(t)dt (7.38) 

Most of the time, the Laplace transform can be obtained analytically, just using 
a table of transforms, such as Table 7.1. Taking the Laplace transform of (7.36 , 
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7.37), yields 

c(s) = L[D(t)] L[&(t)] = sD(s)CJ(s) 

CJ(s) = L[E(t)] L[i(t)] = sE(s)c(s) 

Multiplying (7.39) times (7.40) yields 

s2 D(s)E(s) = 1 

or 
s D(s) = [s E(s)rl 
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(7.39) 

(7.40) 

(7.41) 

(7.42) 

where it can be seen that sD(s) is the inverse of sE(s). This is analogous to (7.4) 
for elastic materials. 

The correspondence principle states that all the equations of elasticity, available 
for elastic materials, are valid for linearly viscoelastic materials in the Laplace do
main. This principle is the basis, for example, of the determination of creep and 
relaxation of polymer matrix composites in terms of fiber and matrix properties 
using standard micromechanics methods, as shown in Section 7.6. 

The inverse mapping from the Laplace domain to the time domain 

f(t) = L-l(f(s)) (7.43) 

is more difficult to compute. Decomposition in partial fractions [6] is a useful tech
nique to break up f (s) into simpler component functions for which the inverse 
Laplace can be found analytically. Another useful technique is the convolution the
orem defined in Table 7.1. Also, the limiting value theorems 

f(O) = lim [sF(s)] 
8--+00 

(7.44) 

f(oo) = lim[sF(s)] 
8--+0 

can be used to evaluate the initial and final response of a material in the time domain 
directly in the Laplace domain. As a last resort, the inverse Laplace can be found 
numerically using [7] or the collocation method described in Appendix D. 

The Carson transform is defined as 

j(s) = sf(s) 

In the Carson domain, the constitutive equations (7.36-7.37) become 

c(s) = D(s)CJ(s) 

CJ(t) = E(s)c(s) 

(7.45) 

(7.46) 

which are analogous, in the Carson domain, to the stress-strain equations of elastic 
materials in the time domain. Furthermore, the relationship between compliance 
and relaxation becomes 

D(s) = 1/ E(s) (7.47) 
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7.4 Frequency Domain 

The Fourier transform maps the time domain into the frequency domain. It is 
defined as 

F[f(t)] = f(w) = I: exp( -iwt)f(t) dt 

and its inverse 

1 100 

f(t) = f(C exp(iwt)f(w)dw 
v 27r -00 

Applying the Fourier transform to (7.36-7.37) yields 

and 

c(w) = D(w)a(w) 

a(w) = E(w)c(w) 

D(w) = 1/ E(w) 

(7.48) 

(7.49) 

(7.50) 

(7.51) 

where D(w) = D' + iD" and E(w) = E' + iE" are complex numbers. Here D', D" 
are the storage and loss compliances, and E', E" are the storage and loss moduli. 

Using standard complex analysis we get 

E' 
D' = E,2 + E,,2 

E" 
D" - E,2 + E"2 (7.52) 

The frequency domain has a clear physical meaning. If a sinusoidal stress 
a(w, t) = ao exp( -iwt) is applied to a viscoelastic material, it responds with an 
out-of-phase sinusoidal strain c(w, t) = co exp( -iwt + ¢). Furthermore, the com
plex compliance is D(w) = c(w , t)/a(w, t) and the complex relaxation is simply the 
inverse of the complex compliance, E(w) = a(w , t)/c(w , t). 

7.5 Spectrum Representation 

The Prony series (7.24) provides a physical interpretation of polymer behavior as a 
series of Maxwell models, each with its own decay time. In the limit , a real polymer 
has an infinite number of such models [8], so that 

E(t) - Eoo = I: H(O) exp( -t/O)dlnO = 10
00 

H~O) exp( -t/O)dO (7.53) 

where H(O) is the relaxation spectrum [9]. In terms of compliance, we have 

t 100 
L(O) D(t) - Do = - + -0-[1 - exp( - t/O)]dO 

rJ - 00 

(7.54) 

where L( 0) is the retardation spectrum [9], Do is the elastic compliance, rJ is the 
asymptotic viscosity of liquids, with rJ ---+ 00 for solids (see also [10]). 
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7.6 Micromechanics of Viscoelastic Composites 

7.6.1 One-Dimensional Case 

Recall the constitutive equations (7.46) in the Carson domain. By the correspon
dence principle, all equations of micromechanics for elastic materials are valid in 
the Carson domain for linear viscoelastic materials. For example, the Reuss micro
mechanical model assumes uniform identical strain in the matrix and fiber (see 
discussion on page 140) . Therefore, the stiffness of the composite C is a linear 
combination of the stiffness of the constituents (fiber and matrix) weighed by their 
respective volume fractions Vm , Vf 

(7.55) 

with A m = A f = I in (6.1). Taking into account the correspondence principle for a 
viscoelastic material (Section 7.3), it is possible to write the stiffness tensor in the 
Carson domain by analogy with (7.55) simply as 

From it, the stiffness tensor in the Laplace domain is (see (7.42)) 

1 ~ 
C(s) = -C(s) 

s 

(7.56) 

(7.57) 

Finally, the stiffness tensor in the time domain is obtained by finding the inverse 
Laplace transform (7.43) as 

C(t) = L-l [C(S)] (7.58) 

Example 7.3 Derive the transverse compliance D 2 (t) in the time domain for a unidirec
tional composite with elastic fibers and a viscoelastic matrix represented by Dm = 1/ Em + 
t / Tlm. Plot D f , Dm(t), and D2 (t) for 0 < t < 0.1, E f = 10, Vf = 0.5, Em = 5, TIm = 0.05 . 
Use the Reuss model and discuss the results. 

Solution to Example 7.3 The elastic behavior of the fiber and viscoelastic behavior of the 
matrix are defined as follows: 

1 
Fiber (elastic): Ef = constant -+ Df = E

f 

Matrix (Maxwell model (7.12) with Em = Eo , TIm = TEo): _1_ = _1_ + _t_ 
Em Em TIm 

Take the Laplace transform, 
1 1 

Df(s) = -E because -E is constant. 
s f f 

1 1 
Dm(s) = -E + -2-

S m S TIm 
Then, the Carson transform is 

, 1 
Df(s) = s Df(s) = E

f 
, It 

Dm(s) = S Dm(s) = -E +-
m STlm 
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Using the Reuss model (page 140) to compute the composite behavior 
D2 = VfD f + VrnDrn 

A 1 ( 1 1) D2 = VfE + Vrn -E +-
f rn S"1rn 

Back to Laplace domain 

D () 
Vf Vrn v'n 

2 S =-+--+-
sEf sErn S2"1rn 

Back transform to the time domain (inverse Laplace) 

D 2(t) = L-l(D2(S)) = Vf + Vrn(Ern t + "1rn) 
E f E rn "1rn 

To make a plot, take E f = 10, Vf = 0.5, Ern = 5, "1rn = 0.05, which results in 

D f = 0.1 = 1/10 
Drn(t) = 0.2 + 20t 
D 2(t) = 0.15 + lOt 

Since Vf = 0.5, the initial compliance is halfway between those of the fiber and the matrix. 
The elastic fiber has constant compliance. The creep rate of the composite l/"1c is 1/2 of 
the creep rate of the matrix l/"1rn. 

7.6.2 Three-Dimensional Case 

The constitutive equation for an elastic, isotropic material (1.82) can be written in 
terms of just two material parameters ,X and /.t = G as 

(7.59) 

where 1(2) and 1(4) are the second- and fourth-order identity tensors l (Appendix A). 
The constitutive equation of isotropic viscoelastic materials can be written in terms 
of the viscoelastic Lame constants ,x(s) and /.t(s) as follows [10] 

u(t) = lot ,X(t - 0)1(2) ® 1(2) : e(O)dO + lot 2/.t(t - 0)1(4) : e(O)dO (7.60) 

Using the convolution theorem (Table 7.1), the Laplace transform of (7.60) is 

u(s) = s'x(s)I(2) ® 1(2) : e(S) + S 2/.t(s)I(4) : c(S) (7.61 ) 

or in terms of the Carson transform 

o-(S) = 6(s) : e(s) (7.62) 

Assuming that the fiber is elastic, and the matrix is viscoelastic; the latter 
represented with a Maxwell model 

(7.63) 

the Carson transform is 

A Em + S"1m 
Dm = I/Em + I /S"1m = E 

S"1m m 
(7.64) 

ITensors are indicated by boldface type, or by their components using index notation. 
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Using the correspondence principle yields 

Em = 1/ Dm = STlmEm 
Em + STlm 
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(7.65) 

Using (1.79) and assuming the Poisson ratio //m of the matrix to be constant, 
the Lame constant of the matrix in the Carson domain is 

~ _ Em//m 
m - (1 + //m)(1 - 2//m) 

(7.66) 

and the shear modulus of the matrix is 

A Em 
J..Lm = 2(1 + //m) 

(7.67) 

Barbero and Luciano [11] used the the Fourier expansion method to get the 
components of the relaxation tensor in the Carson domain for a composite with 
cylindrical fibers arranged in a square array with fiber volume fraction Vf. The 
elastic, transversely isotropic fibers are represented by the transversely isotropic 
stiffness tensor C' defined by (1.74) in terms of fiber properties in the axial and 
transverse (radial) directions E A, ET, G A, GT ,and // AT. Defining the matrix prop

erties in the Laplace 0 and Carson domain 0 as :\m = s:Xm(s) and Jim = sJim(s), 
the components of the relaxation tensor of the composite in the Carson domain L * 
become [11] 
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(7.68) 

where 

al = 4 Ji~ - 2 Jim C~3 + 6:\m Jim - 2 C~l Jim - 2 Jim C~3 + C~3 C~l + 4:\m C~2 
- 2 c~i - :\m C~3 - 2 C~1:\m + C~1 C~3 - :\m C~3 

8 ~3 8 ~2 C' 12 ~2 '\ 4 ~2 C' a2 = J.Lm - J.Lm 33 + J.Lm Am - J.Lm 11 

2 ~ C' 2 4 ~ '\ C' 4 ~ C' C' - J.Lm 23 + J.Lm Am 23 + J.Lm 11 33 

- 8 Jim :\m C~3 - 4 Jim c~i + 2 Jim C~t - 4 Jim C~1 :\m + 8 Jim :\m C~2 
+ 2:\m C~1 C~3 + 4 C~2 C~3:\m - 4 C~2 C~3:\m - 2:\m C~1 C~3 

2 C' C' 2 C' 2C' 2 C' C' 2 C' C' 2 '\ C' 2 '\ C' 2 - 23 12 + 23 11 + 33 12 - 11 33 + Am 33 - Am 23 

a3 = 
4 Ji~ + 4:\m Jim - 2 C~1 Jim - 2 Jim C~3 - C~1 :\m - :\m Cb - C~i 

a2 
86 

83 - 2 - 2/.1
m 

-2 Jim C~3 + 2:\m Jim - :\m C~3 - C~1:\m - C~i + 2:\m C~2 + C~1 q3 
a2 

(7.69) 
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The coefficients 83 , 86, 8 7 account for the geometry of the microstructure, in
cluding the geometry of the inclusions and their geometrical arrangement [12]. For 
cylindrical fibers arranged in a square array [13] we have 

83 = 0.49247 - 0.47603Vf - 0.02748Vj 

86 = 0.36844 - 0.14944Vf - 0.27152Vj 

87 = 0.12346 - 0.32035Vf + 0.23517Vj 
(7.70) 

Note that (7.68) yield six independent components of the relaxation tensor. This 
is because (7.68) represent a composite with microstructure arranged in a square 
array. If the microstructure is random (Figure 1.12), the composite is transversely 
isotropic (Section 1.12.4) and only five components of the relaxation tensor are 
independent. When the axis Xl is the axis of transverse isotropy for the composite, 
the averaging procedure (6.7) yields the relaxation tensor with transverse isotropy 
as 

611 = L11 
612 = Ll2 

A 3 A 1 A 1 A 
C22 = 4L22 + 4L23 + "2L44 
A 1 A 3 A 1 A 

C23 = -L22 + -L23 - -L44 
442 

666 = L66 (7.71) 

where the remaining coefficients are found using (1.74) due to transverse isotropy of 
the material. This completes the derivation of the relaxation tensor Cij = sCij (s ) 
in the Carson domain. Next, the inverse Laplace transform of each coefficient yields 
the coefficients of the stiffness tensor in the time domain as 

(7.72) 

A MAT LAB code based on [7] is available in [14] to perform the inverse Laplace 
numerically. Another algorithm is provided in Appendix D. 

Example 7.4 Consider a composite made with 60% by volume of transversally isotropic 
fibers with axial properties EA = 168.4 CPa, CA = 44.1 CPa, VA = 0.443, and transverse 
properties ET = 24.8 CPa and VT = 0.005. The epoxy matrix is represented by a Maxwell 
model {7.12} with Eo = 4.08 CPa, T = 39.17 min and Vm = 0.311. Plot the relaxation 
E2(t) of the composite as a function of time for 0 < t < 100 minutes, compared to the 
elastic value of the transverse modulus E 2. 

Solution to Example 7.4 This example has been solved using MATLABTM. The elastic 
and viscoelastic values of the transverse modulus E2 are shown in Figure 7.4. The calculation 
procedure is explained next: 
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• Program the equations of Section 7.6.2 and use them to calculate the elastic values of 
the composite's elastic properties such as E 2 . These equations have been implemented 
in PMMViscoMatrix. m . 

• Replace the elastic modulus of the matrix Eo by the Maxwell model for the matrix Eq. 
(7.15) in the Carson domain Eo (See PMMViscoMatrix.m), as follows: 

1. The output from the portion of the code implementing (7.68-7.71) are equations 
for the relaxation moduli in terms of s in the Carson domain. Note that it is 
necessary to declare the variable s as symbolic. 

2. Divide them by s to go back to the Laplace domain. 

S. Back transform to the time domain using the function invlapFEAcomp, which 
is derived from [7J. 

4. Finally, fit the numerical values of E 2 (t) with a viscoelastic model equation. 
Usually it is convenient to use the same model equation for the composite re
laxation as that used for the matrix relaxation; in this case the Maxwell model. 
This step is implemented in f i tfunFEAcomp . m 

The MATLAB codes PMMViscoMatrix.m, invlapFEAcomp.m, and fitfunFEAcomp .m are 
available in [14J. The results are shown in Figure 7.4. The complete set of Maxwell pa
rameters for the composite are calculated in Example 7.5. 

15 

- Viscoelastic response 
- - - Elastic 

20 40 60 80 100 
t [minutes] 

Fig. 7.4: Elastic and viscoelastic values of the transverse modulus E2 . 

7.7 Macromechanics of Viscoelastic Composites 

7.7.1 Balanced Symmetric Laminates 

The in-plane viscoelastic behavior of a balanced symmetric laminate can be obtained 
using the procedure in Section 1.15 (Apparent Laminate Properties), but in the 
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Carson domain. Start with the stiffness of the laminae (7.71) in material coordinates, 
in the Carson domain. Rotate each matrix to global coordinates. Then, average 
them using (1.103). Using (1.106), find the laminate engineering properties in the 
Carson domain and divide by s to go back to the Laplace domain. Finally, take the 
inverse Laplace transform to find the laminate stiffness in the time domain. Then, 
fit them with a model equation as is done in Example 7.4. 

7.7.2 General Laminates 

Thanks to the correspondence principle, the stress-resultant vs. strain-curvature 
equations from classical lamination theory (CLT, see Chapter 3) are valid for linearly 
viscoelastic laminated composites in the Carson domain. The A, B, D, H matrices 
of a laminate in the Carson domain can be computed by using the equations from 
first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT, Section 3.1.1). This methodology was 
used in [15]. 

7.8 FEA of Viscoelastic Composites 

Most commercial codes have implemented viscoelasticity (creep) for isotropic ma
terials. This is a severe limitation for users interested in the analysis of viscoelastic 
behavior of polymer matrix composites. 

However, it is possible to take advantage of the user programmable features of 
commercial software in order to implement the formulations presented in this chap
ter. This is relatively easy because the approach used in this chapter is not stress 
dependent, but a linear viscoelastic approach, and its implementation is not com
plicated. A USERMAT subroutine in ANSYS is used in Example 7.5 to implement 
the viscoelastic formulation. 

Example 7.5 Using the viscoelastic materials properties obtained in Example 7.4 compute 
the response of a [0/908]8 laminate. The thickness of each layer is tk = 1.25 mm. The 
laminate is 2b = 20 mm width and 2L = 40 mm length. Load the sample with a uniform 
strain ex = 0.01 by applying a uniform displacement at x = L. Use orthotropic solid 
elements on each layer and symmetry conditions. Plot the laminate and the gO-degree lamina 
stiffness. Also plot the stress in O-degree and gO-degree lamina evolution for 0 > t > 300 
minutes. 

Solution to Example 7.5 First, compute the viscoelastic engineering properties using the 
procedure described in Example 7.4. The resulting Maxwell parameters of the lamina are 
shown in Table 7.3. 

In ANSYS, using USERMAT subroutine for solid elements (usermat3d. f) it is possible 
to implement the constitutive equation of an orthotropic material with the following time
dependent properties: 

El(t) = (E1)oexp(-t/rl) ; E2(t) = E3(t) = (E2)oexp(-t/r2) 

G12 (t) = G13 (t) = (G12 )O exp( -t/r12) ; G23(t) = (G23 )O exp( -t/r23) 

This subroutine is available in !14}. Next, the geometry can be modeled using a command 
file similar to that used in Example 5.2. The results are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. 
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Table 7.3: 
Young's Moduli 
(E1 )o = 102417 MPa 
71 = 16551 min 
(E2 )o = (E3 )o = 11975 MPa 
72 = 73 = 58.424 min 

C? 
800 a.. 

6 
8 
0> 
ell 
c: 
'E 
~ 
tj" 400 

200 

00 50 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Lamina viscoelastic properties 
Shear Moduli Poisson's Ratio 
(Gdo = (G 13 )O = 5553.8 MPa 1/12 = 1/13 = 0.4010 
712 = 713 = 44.379 min 
(G23)O = 5037.3 MPa 1/23 = 0.1886 
723 = 54.445 min 

100 200 30&0 

-- 0 degree lamina 

-- 90 degree lamina 50 

40 (ij' a.. 
6 
8 

30 ~ 
'E 
ell 

:::::-
20 tj" 

10 

100 150 200 250 30~ 
t [min] 

Fig. 7.5: Time stress evolution in 0°-lamina, and gOo-lamina. 

Example 7.6 Consider a composite made with 40% by volume of isotropic graphite fibers 
with properties E f = 168.4 GPa, I/f = 0.443 and epoxy matrix represented by a Maxwell 
model with Eo = 4.082 GPa, 7 = 39.15 min and I/m = 0.311 (independent of time) . 
Construct a FE micromechanical model using hexagonal microstructure (see the mesh and 
macros used in Example 6.3), subject to shear strain c23 = 0.01 h4 = 0.02). Tabulate the 
average stress 0'4 over the RVE at times t = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 minutes. 

Solution to Example 7.6 The fiber can be represented using standard elastic properties 
in ANSYS. The matrix should be modeled using the USERMAT provided in Example 7.5 
(usermat3d. f). Therefore, the only part of the ANSYS model definition that changes with 
respect to Example 6.3 is the definition of the material, as follows 

MP,EX,1,168.4e-3 
MP,PRXY,1,0.443 

! Fiber material properties in Tera Pascals [TPa] 

TB,USER,2,1,12, ! Material properties #2, Maxwell Model, 10 variables 
TBTEMP,O ! Matrix material properties in Tera Pascals [TPa] 

Variable descriptions for the USERMAT subroutine 

E1 E2 nu12 nu23 G12 G23 
Tau1 Tau2 Tau12 Tau13 
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Fig. 7.6: Normalized stiffness C22 (t)/(C22 )o for global laminate, 0°-lamina, and 90°
lamina. 

TBDATA,,4.082e-3,4.082e-3,0.311,0.311,1.556e-3,1.556e-3 
TBDATA,,39.15,39.15,39.15,39.15 

The APDL macro ceRVE.mac available in [14J is used to define the CE for the periodic 
model. The macro needs the RVE dimensions and the applied strain as input arguments. 
In this example, only a strain 'Y4 = 0.04 is applied. The model is solved, using different 
substeps at times t = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 minutes. 

/SOLU Solution module, 
ANTYPE,STATIC Set static analysis 
OUTRES,ALL,l Store results for every SUB STEP 
! ceRVe arguments: al,a2,a3,epsl,eps2,eps3,eps4,eps5,eps6 
*use,ceRVE,al,a2,a3,0,0,0,0.02,0,0 
SOLVE Solve analysis 
KBC,l Specifies stepped loading within a load step 
NSUBST,l 1 = Number of substeps in this load step 
TIME,le-6 
NSUBST,5,10,5 
TIME,100 
SOLVE 
FINISH 

Define time near to zero 
5 = Number of substeps in this load step 
Time at the end of load step 
Solve current load state 
Exit solution module 

To compute the average stress in the RVE, it is possible to use the macro srecover, 
described in Example 6.2. The average stress obtained is shown in Table 7.4. The SET ,LIST 
command listed all the load steps and substeps, which can be selected inside POSTl with the 
command SET, #loadstep, #substep. 
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/POSTl 
SET, LIST 
SET,l,l 
*use,srecover 
S3 = SxyO 
SET,2,1 
*use,srecover 
S3 = SxyO 
SET,2,2 
*use,srecover 
S_4 = SxyO 
SET,2,3 
*use,srecover 
S3 = SxyO 
SET,2,4 
*use,srecover 
S_4 = SxyO 
SET,2,5 
*use,srecover 
S3 = SxyO 
FINISH 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

Post-processor module 

Average stress t 0 

Average stress t 20 

Average stress t 40 

Average stress t 60 

Average stress t 80 

Average stress t = 100 
! Exit post-processor module 

Table 7.4: Average stress 0"4 along the time 
Time [min] 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Average 0"4 [MPa] 62.6 38.1 23.1 13.9 8.4 5.04 

Using an exponential regression it is possible to calculate the values of (GOh3 = 3.13 GPa 
and T = 39.97 min that represent the relaxation of the composite in the 23-shear direction 
using a Maxwell model (see Figure 7.7). 

Suggested Problems 

Problem 7.1 Consider a composite made with 60% by volume of isotropic fibers with prop
erties E f = 168.4 GPa and vf = 0.443, and epoxy matrix represented by a power law model 
(7.22) with Do = 0.222 GPa- 1, D l = 0.0135 (GPa min)-l, m = 0.17 and Vm = 0.31l. 
Plot the relaxation C22 (t) of the composite as a function of time for 0 < t < 100 minutes. 
Compare it to the elastic value of the stiffness C22 of the composite and the elastic stiffness 
C22 of the matrix. 

Problem 7.2 Consider a composite made with 60% by volume of transversely isotropic 
graphite fibers with properties EA = 168.4 GPa, Er = 24.82 GPa, VA = 0.443, Vr = 0.005, 
GA = 44.13 GPa and epoxy matrix represented by a Maxwell model (7.15) with Eo = 4.082 
GPa, T = 39.15 min and Vm = 0.311. Plot the relaxation tensor stiffness components C(t) 
of the composite as a function of time for 0 < t < 100 minutes, compared to the elastic 
stiffness C of the composite and the elastic stiffness Cm of the matrix. 

Problem 7.3 Compute the parameters in the Maxwell model for unidirectional lamina (see 
Section 1.14) of carbon/epoxy material used in Problem 7.2. Plot and compare the elastic 
and viscoelastic properties: E1(t), E 2 (t) and G12 (t). Show all work in a report. 
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Fig. 7.7: Average (GOh3 evolution. 

Problem 7.4 In ANSYS, implement the Maxwell model constitutive equations for a transver
sally orthotropic lamina material under plane stress conditions. Use the user programmable 
feature USERMAT (for plane stress and shell elements, use subroutine usermatps . f). Us
ing the viscoelastic materials properties obtained in Problem 7.3, compute the response of 
a [±45 /902] s laminate. The thickness of each layer is tk = 1.25 mm. Load the sample 
with uniform edge loads in the middle laminate surface N x = Ny = 10 Nl mm. Use LSS 
SHELL181 element type. Plot the laminate and the laminae relaxations, as well as the 
laminae stress (5 x as a function of time for 0 > t > 300 minutes. 

Problem 7.5 Compute the parameters in the Maxwell model for all the nine engineering 
properties of a [0/90]s laminate. Each layer is 1.25 mm thick. The material is carbon T300 
and Epoxy 934(NR) with Vj = 0.62 and layer thickness 1.25 mm. Epoxy is represented by a 
Maxwell model (7.15) with Eo = 4.082 GPa, T = 39.15 min and lim = 0.311. Carbon T300 
is transversely isotropic with axial modulus EA = 202.8 GPa, transverse modulus ET = 25.3 
GPa, GA = 44.1 GPa, lIA = 0.443, and liT = 0.005, where the subscripts A and T indicate 
the axial and radial (transverse) directions of the fiber, respectively. 
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Chapter 8 

Damage Mechanics 

Many modes of damage can be observed in composite materials, including matrix 
cracks, fiber breakage, fiber-matrix de-bonding, and many more. Much work has 
been done trying to quantify each of these damage modes, their evolution with 
respect to load, strain, time, number of cycles, etc., and their effect on stiffness, 
remaining life, etc. But it is difficult to relate all this information quickly to a 
practical design or operational situation. On the other hand, continuum damage 
mechanics (CDM) simply represents all these failure modes by the effect they have on 
the meso-scale (lamina level) behavior of the material. One notable effect of damage 
is a reduction of stiffness, which can be used to define damage [1]. One-dimensional 
models are used in Section 8.1 to introduce the concepts. The theoretical formulation 
for the general three-dimensional case is developed in Sections 8.2-8.4. A particular 
model for fiber reinforced composites is fully developed in Section 9. 

8.1 One-Dimensional Damage Mechanics 

The development of a one-dimensional damage mechanics solution involves the de
finition of three major entities: 1) a suitable damage variable, 2) an appropriate 
damage activation function, and 3) a convenient damage evolution, or kinetic equa
tion. 

8.1.1 Damage Variable 

Consider a composite rod of nominal area A, unloaded, and free of any damage 
(Figure 8.1.a) . Upon application of a sufficiently large load P, damage appears 
(Figure 8.1. b). On a macroscopic level, damage can be detected by the loss of 
stiffness of the material. In CDM, damage is represented by a state variable D, 
called damage variable, which represents the loss of stiffness [1] 

D = l-EjE (8.1) 

191 
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where E is the initial (virgin) Young's modulus, and E is the modulus after damage.1 
Earlier work [2] conceptualized damage as the reduction of area due to accumulation 
of micro-cracks having the same effect of the actual damage 

D = 1 - A/ A (8.2) 

where A, A, are the initial and remaining cross-sectional areas, respectively. The 
complement to damage is the integrity [3] 

n = 1 - D = A/ A (8.3) 

which can be interpreted as the remaining cross-sectional area ratio, using the orig
inal area as basis. It is noted that, in principle, damage is a measurable parameter, 
which could be determined by measuring the damaged area, remaining area, or 
more practically measuring the initial and remaining moduli. Therefore, in thermo
dynamics terms, damage is a measurable state variable, in the same sense as the 
temperature is a measurable state variable that quantifies in macroscopic terms the 
random agitation of atoms, molecules, and other elementary particles. While it is 
possible, but extremely difficult, to track the agitation of atoms and molecules, it 
is very easy to measure the temperature with a thermometer or other device. The 
same holds true for damage in composite materials. 

(a) 
atttttt 

(b) 
atttttt 

(c) 

Fig. 8.1: ( a) Unstressed material configuration, (b) stressed material configuration 
with distributed damage, (c) effective configuration. 

The analysis of a structural component is done in terms of the nominal area A, 
which is the only one known to the designer. The remaining area A = (1- D) A is not 
known a priori. The nominal stress is (T = P / A. Neglecting stress concentrations2 

at the tips of the fictitious cracks representing damage in the damaged configuration 

l See also (8 .10) . 
2Even taking into account the stress concentrations, the volume average of the distribution of 

effective stress in the representative volume element (RVE, see Chapter 6) is still (j = P / A. 
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(Figure 8.l.b) , the value of effective stress, acting on the remaining area A, is a = 
PIA > PIA. 

Therefore, we can envision a configuration (Figure 8.l.c) free of damage, with 
nominal area A, loaded by nominal stress (T , but internally subjected to effective 
stress a. Thus, the effective configuration allows us to perform structural analy
sis using the nominal geometry but effectively taking into account the increase of 
effective stress and the decrement of stiffness caused by damage. 

In the undamaged configuration (a), D = 0, (T = a, c = E, and Hooke's law is 

(8.4) 

In the effective configuration (c) 

(T = E(D)c (8.5) 

The principle of strain equivalence assumes that the strain is the same in the 
configurations (b) and (c) , or c = E. Starting with the nominal stress (T = PI A , 
multiplying by AlA and using (8.3), the relationship between effective stress a and 
nominal stress (T (under strain equivalence) is 

(T = a (1 - D) (8.6) 

Using (8.6), (8.4) and c = E in (8.5), the apparent modulus is 

E(D) = E(l - D) (8.7) 

The principle of energy equivalence [4] states that the elastic strain energy is 
identical in the configurations (b) and (c). That is, (T : c = a : E, which is satisfied 
by 

(T = a(l - D) 
E = c(1- D) 

Substituting (8.8) in (8.5) yields 

E(D) = E(l - D)2 

which redefines the damage variable as 

D=l - ..)EIE 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

Every state variable has a conjugate thermodynamic force driving its growth. 
In plasticity, the measurable state variable is the plastic strain tensor cP , which 
is driven to grow by its conjugate thermodynamic force, the stress tensor (T . The 
thermodynamic damage force Y is defined as conjugate to the state variable D. 

A kinetic equation D(Y) governs the growth of the state variable D as a function 
of its conjugate thermodynamic force Y. In principle, any relevant variable can be 
chosen as independent variable Y to define the kinetic equation D(Y), as long as it is 
independent of its conjugate state variable. When the damage D is a scalar and it is 
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used to analyze one-dimensional problems, various authors have chosen independent 
variables in the form of strain £ [5], effective stress (i [6, 7], excess energy release 
rate G - 2'Yc [8], and so on. However, the choice is better based on the appropriate 
form of the thermodynamic principle governing the problem, as shown in Section 
8.3. 

8.1.2 Damage Threshold and Activation Function 

The elastic domain is defined by a threshold value for the thermodynamic force 
below which no damage occurs. When the load state is in the elastic domain, 
damage does not grow. When the load state reaches the limit of the elastic domain, 
additional damage occurs. Furthermore, the elastic domain modifies its size or 
hardens. Typical one-dimensional responses of two materials are shown in Figure 
8.2. Initially the elastic domain is defined by the initial threshold values, (T ::; (TO and 
£ ::; £0 . While the load state is inside this domain, no damage occurs. When the load 
state is higher than the threshold, damage increases and the threshold changes. The 
elastic domain may evolve as hardening or softening. A stress threshold increases 
for materials with hardening (see Figure 8.2a), and it decreases for materials with 
softening (see Figure 8.2b). On the other hand, a strain or effective stress threshold 
always increases for hardening and softening behavior, as shown in Figure 8.2. 

a 

a ----
o : 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 

~ -
~ ~ (1-D)E 

(a) 

a 

E 

E,"" , , 

Fig. 8.2: (a) Hardening behavior and (b) softening behavior. No damage occurs until 
the strain reaches a threshold value £0, and no damage occurs during unloading. 

The elastic domain can be defined by the damage activation function g as 

g := g - l' 2: 0 (8.11) 

where g is a positive function (norm) that depends on the independent variable 
(in a one-dimensional case a scalar Y) and l' is the updated damage threshold for 
isotropic hardening. According to the positive dissipation principle (see Section 8.3), 
the updated damage threshold l' can be written as 

l' = 'Y(5) + 'Yo (8.12) 
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where 'Yo denotes the virgin damage threshold, and'Y is a positive monotonic func
tion, called hardening (or softening) function , that depends on the internal variable 
c5 , called damage hardening variable. 

8.1.3 Kinetic Equation 

The rate of damage accumulation is represented by a kinetic equation. The evolution 
of damage and hardening are defined by 

. .8g 
D = A8y 

. ·8g 
c5 = A-

8'Y 
(8.13) 

where Y is the independent variable and -\ ~ 0 is the damage multiplier that en
forces consistency among the damage and hardening evolution as defined by (8.13) . 
Furthermore, the values of -\ and 9 allow us to distinguish among two possible sit
uations, loading or unloading without damage growth, and loading with damage 
growth, according to the Kuhn-Thcker conditions [9] 

g~O -\g = 0 (8.14) 

In other words, the Kuhn-Thcker conditions allow us to differentiate among two 
different cases: 

1. Un-damaging loading or unloading, in the elastic domain. The damage ac
tivation function is 9 ~ 0 and by condition (8.14.c) -\ = 0, and by (8.13.a) 
D = O. 

2. Damage loading. In this case -\ > 0 and condition (8.14.c) implies that 9 = O. 
Then, the value of -\ can be determined by the damage consistency condition 

g=O 
9 = 0 

(8.15) 

Example 8.1 Compute>' for a one-dimensional model under tensile load where the inde
pendent variable is the effective stress Y = a, the activation function is defined by g = a, 
and the hardening function is defined by 

where Fa and FR are the initial threshold and the strength of the strongest microscopic 
element in the material, respectively. 

Solution to Example 8.1 The damage activation function g is defined as 

Therefore, 

9 := g - i' = a - [(Fa - FR)J + Fa] 2: 0 

ag = +1 
Oa 

ag = -1 
ai' 
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and 

Using (8.13), the kinetic equations can be written as 

. ·8g . 
D=)..-=).. . {)(j , 

. ·8g . 
8=)..- =-).. 

81 

When new damage appears, the consistency conditions (8.15) yield 

g=O => 1=(f 

g=O 

where 
~ 81· . . 
'Y = 88 8 = (Fa - FR)( -)..) = (FR - Fa) .. 

Substituting into the second consistency condition (8.15) we obtain ..\ as 

. 1. 
)..= (f 

FR-Fa 

8.1.4 Statistical Interpretation of the Kinetic Equation 

Let's assume that individual damaging events are caused by the failure of micro
scopic elements inside the material (e.g., fiber breaks, matrix cracks, fiber-matrix 
de-bond, etc.). Furthermore, assume each of these material points has a failure 
strength (j and that the collection of failure strengths for all these points, i.e., el
ements failing at a certain stress (j over the total number of elements available, is 
represented by a probability density f((j) (Figure 8.3.b). The fraction of elements 
broken during an effective stress excursion from zero to (j provides a measure of 
damage, 

D((j) = faa f((j)dn = F((j) (8.16) 

where F((j) is the cumulative probability (Figure 8.3.b) corresponding to the prob
ability density f ((j). Then, the kinetic equation in terms of effective stress (j is 

. dD. . 
D = -(j = f ((j)(j 

dn 

8.1.5 One-Dimensional Random-Strength Model 

(8.17) 

As explained in Section 8.1.3, the rate of damage accumulation is represented by 
a kinetic equation. Equation (8.17) represents a generic kinetic equation, which 
becomes specific once a particular probability density of failure is adopted. 

Consider a loose bundle of short fibers embedded in a matrix and subjected to 
a uniform stress. The fiber-matrix interfacial strength is assumed to be identical 
for all fibers but the embedment length is random. The fiber pull out strength is 
therefore random. Random means that the probability of finding a fiber pulling 
out at any value of stress Fo < (j < FR is constant. In other words, there is no 
stress level at which more fibers or less fibers pull out because the probability of 
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pull out is random. This is represented in Figure 8.3 and given by the equation 
1("0') = l/(FR - Fo). Substituting l for (j as the independent variable in (8.17), and 
assuming strain equivalence e: = l , we have 

(8.18) 

Equation (8.18) yields the model proposed in [5], which represents well the damaging 
behavior of Haversian bone [10], concrete in tension [11], fiber composites when 
damage is controlled by fiber pull out [12], and transverse damage of unidirectional 
composites. 

I (a) 
probability 

cumulative (f 

1 
F(a)=f/( 

- 0 

a)da 

(j 

Fig. 8.3: One-dimensional random-strength model. 

Damage Activation Function 

For a one-dimensional problem, choosing strain as the independent variable, it is 
possible to write 9 = e: . Therefore, the damage activation function can be written 
as 

9 := e: - -r ~ 0 (8.19) 

where -r is the updated damage threshold. Assuming that no damage occurs until the 
strain reaches a threshold value e:o = FoE, and applying the consistency conditions 
(8.15) and using (8.19), the updated damage threshold -r is given by the highest 
value of strain seen by the material, or 

-r = max(e:o,e:) (8.20) 

Kinetic Equation 

The kinetic equation (8.17) for the case of random strength (8.18) in terms of strains 
l = e: can be expressed as 

iJ = dD i = { E/(FR - Fo)i when ; e: > -r 
de: 0 otherwise 

(8.21) 
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In this case, the independent variable is e, and using (8.19), the kinetic equation 
(8.13) reduces to 

(8.22) 

Using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions and (8.21) , the consistency condition (8.15) 
reduces to 

(8.23) 

when damage occurs and A = 0 otherwise. In this particular case, the kinetic 
equation is known explicitly (8.22-8.23). Therefore, it is not necessary to evaluate 
the evolution of hardening (8.12) because hardening is computed explicitly by (8.20). 
Note that (8.23) is identical to the solution of Example 8.1 because the hardening 
function was chosen deliberately to yield this result. 

Secant Constitutive Equation 

In this particular case, the damage variable is active when tensile load appears, and 
it can be obtained by integrating (8.21) as 

D t = E i - eo when e > 0 
FR - FO 

(8.24) 

Note that the damage state does not depend on the actual load state e, it only 
depends on the history of the load state i. In this example, crack closure is assumed 
in compression, damage becomes passive, and Dc = O. Mathematically, damage 
under unilateral contact conditions can be defined by the following equation 

(e) (- e) 
D = Dt~ + DcTcf (8.25) 

where the McCauley operator (x) is defined as (x) := ~ (x + Ixl). 
Substituting (8.24) into (8.5) , and using strain equivalence, yields the following 

constitutive equation 

a = E(D) £ = { 
( 1 - E i-eo ) E e when e > 0 

FR-FO 

whene < 0 

Tangent Constitutive Equation 

(8.26) 

In a finite element formulation, it is necessary to provide the constitutive equation 
in rate form, where the rates of stress a and strain i are expressed as functions 
of pseudo-time. In this particular case, the tangent constitutive equation can be 
obtained by differentiation of the secant constitutive equation as 

a = E(D)i + E(D)e (8.27) 
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The term E(D) is zero when new damage does not appear, i.e., when there is 
elastic loading or unloading. When damaging behavior occurs (8.20) yields l' = c, 
and differentiating E(D) in (8.26) we obtain 

-2 . E 
E(D) = - F R i (8.28) 

R - 0 

Substituting (8.28) into (8.27) if damage occurs, or E(D) = 0 if no damage 
occurs, the tangent constitutive equation can be written as 

u={ 
Model Identification 

(
1 - E 21' - cO ) E i 

FR-FO 
E(D) i 

whenc > l' 

whenc < l' 
(8.29) 

The initial damage threshold cO represents the minimum strain to initiate damage 
and it is proportional to Fo as follows 

Fo = E co (8.30) 

Under load control, a tensile specimen breaks at c = l' = Ccr when da/dc = O. 
Then, using (8.29.a) , the only unknown parameter in the model can be computed 
as 

(8.31) 

The material parameters Fo and FR can be calculated from the experimental 
data using (8.30) and (8.31) with E being the undamaged modulus of the material. 
The measurable values cO and Ccr can be obtained easily from material testing at 
the macroscopic level. 

For the particular case co = 0, using (8.24) and (8.31) at c = Ccr, the critical 
damage at failure under tensile load is 

D cr = 0.5 (8.32) 

Therefore the critical effective stress is 

(8.33) 

and using (8.7) the critical applied stress is 

aT cr = 0.25FR (8.34) 

Therefore, in a material with initial threshold cO = 0, a tensile specimen under 
load control fails when D = 1/2 and applied stress FR/4. 

A conservative estimate of transverse tensile strength of a fiber reinforced lamina 
can be obtained assuming that the fiber-matrix bond strength is negligible. In the 
limit, only the matrix between fibers carries the transverse load, with the fibers 
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acting as holes. In this limit case, the matrix links can be assumed to have a 
random distribution of strength (8.18). Therefore, the random-strength model (8.29) 
applies, and the critical damage for transverse tensile loading of unidirectional fiber
reinforced lamina can be estimated by (8.32) as D2t = 0.5. At the present time, 
there is no model available to estimate the critical transverse-direction compression 
damage D2~ ' 

Example 8.2 A beam of rectangular cross section, width b = 100 mm and height 2h = 
200 mm is subjected to pure bending. The bending moment at failure is 25.1 M N mm. The 
beam is made of carbon/epoxy composite with randomly oriented short fibers with undamaged 
Young's modulus E = 46 GPa. Find the bending moment at failure in terms of FR in {B.21}. 
Assume that the material does not damage in compression and it has a random distribution 
of strength in tension, with the strongest material element having unknown strength FR > 0 
and Fo = O. Determine FR using the data given. 

Solution to Example 8.2 This problem was solved in [12}. With reference to Figure B.4, 
M is the applied bending moment, and Yc, Yt, are the distances from the neutral axis to the 
stress resultants N c, Nt, on the tensile and compression portions of the beam. 

M 
Yc 

Yt x 

Y~ 
Fig. 8.4: One-dimensional random-strength model. 3 

Denoting by Ct and Cc the tension and compression strain on the outer surfaces of the 
beam, Yo the distance from the mid-plane to the neutral surface, and assuming linear strain 
distribution through the thickness we have 

Y-Yo 
c(y) = -h--Ct 

- Yo 

-y+Yo 
or c(y) = h Cc 

+Yo 

Since there is no damage in compression, the compression stress distribution is linear, 
and the resulting compression stress resultant is 

3Reprinted from Mechanics of Materials, vol. 8 (1998) , D. Kracjcinovic, Damage Mechanics, 
Fig. 2.11, pp. 134, copyright (1998), with permission from Elsevier. 
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and the distance Ye is 
1 

Ye = "3 (yO - 2h) 

As the tensile side of the beam damages, the neutral axis moves away from the mid
surface. The tensile stress resultant is obtained using (8.26) and integrating the stress be
tween Yo and h as 

where E is the undamaged elastic moduli. The distance Yt is 

h -
_ 1 1 dN _ 4h - 2yo - (E/ FR)Ct (3h + Yo) 

Yt - - Y t-
Nt Yo 6 - 4(E/FR)Ct 

The force and moment equations of equilibrium are 

N e +Nt = 0 

N eYe + NtYt = M 

Using the force equilibrium equation and assuming linear strain distribution through the 
thickness, it is possible to obtain the strains Ct and Ce in terms of Yo as 

6hyo FR 
Ct =-

(h - YO)2 E 
6hyo(h + Yo) FR 

Ce = 
(h - YoP E 

Using the above relation, it is possible to reduce the moment equilibrium equation to a single 
cubic equation in Yo 

M = -yo(4h
2 + 9hyo + 3y~) bh2 FR 
(h-YO)3 

The ultimate bending moment can be determined by differentiation w. r. t. Yo 

that yields Yo er = -0.175 h at beam failure. Therefore, the rupture bending moment is 

A simple test (ASTM D790 or D6272) can be used to obtain the bending moment at 
failure; in this example Mer = 25.1 106 N mm. Therefore, FR can be estimated as FR = 
92 M Pa. As is customary in structural engineering, the equivalent bending strength is 
defined as 

M er 
(TBer = S = 0.407 FR 

where S is the section modulus (for a rectangular beam S = ~bh2). Note that according to 
(8.34), the tensile strength of the same material assuming the same kinetic equation (8.26) 
would be (TT er = 0.25 FR. This gives a ratio of equivalent bending to tensile strength equal to 
(TB er/(TT er = 1.63, which is in good agreement with experimental data (TB er/(TT er = 1.6 [13] 
obtained for unreinforced concrete and also with the value (TB er/(TT er = 1.5 recommended 
by the ACI Code [14]. 
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8.1.6 Fiber-Direction, Tension Damage 

If a lamina is subject to tensile stress in the fiber direction, it is reasonable to assume 
that the matrix carries only a small portion of the applied load and no damage is 
expected in the matrix during loading. Then, the ultimate tensile strength of the 
composite lamina can be accurately predicted by computing ~he strength of a bundle 
of fibers. 

f(ij) 

u 
~--------------. 

Fig. 8.5: One-dimensional random-strength model. 

Fiber strength is a function of the gauge length used during fiber strength tests. 
The length scale that determines how much of the fiber strength is actually used in 
a composite is the ineffective length o. Starting at a fiber break point , the ineffective 
length is that length over which a fiber recovers a large percentage of its load (say, 
90%) . Rosen [15] recognized this fact and proposed that the longitudinal ultimate 
strength of fibers embedded in a ductile-matrix can be accurately predicted by the 
strength of a dry bundle of fiber with length o. A dry fiber is defined as a number 
of parallel fibers of some given length and diameter which, if unbroken, carry the 
same load. After a fiber within a dry bundle fails, the load is shared equally by the 
remaining unbroken fibers. A dry bundle typically refers to fibers which have not 
yet been combined with matrix. As tensile load is slowly applied to a dry bundle 
of fibers, the weaker fibers (with large flaw sizes) begin to fail and the stress on the 
remaining unbroken fibers increases accordingly. The Weibull expression [16] 

F(Ci) = 1 - exp ( - :0 (~) m) (8.35) 

is often used to describe the cumulative probability F(Ci) that a fiber of length 0 will 
fail at or below an effective stress Ci. The values of Cio and m , which represent the 
characteristic strength of the fiber, and the dispersion of fiber strength, respectively, 
can be determined from fiber strength experiments performed with a gauge length 
Lo. Equation (8.35) can be simplified as 

(8.36) 

where 
a __ 1 __ [r(l + l/m)] m ~ 

- LoO"(f - O"av L 
(8.37) 
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where r(x) is the Gamma function [17],0' av is the average strength for a gauge length 
L. Equation (8.36) provides the percentage of fibers in a bundle which are broken as 
a function of the actual (or apparent) stress in the unbroken fibers. The percentage 
of fibers which are unbroken is 1-F(O'). The apparent stress or bundle stress (J = (Jb 

is equal to the applied load divided by the total fiber cross-sectional area. It is also 
equal to the product of the stress in unbroken fibers and the percentage of fibers 
which are unbroken 

(8.38) 

The value O'rnax which maximizes (8.38), can be easily determined and is given by 

(8.39) 

The maximum (or critical) bundle strength (JeT is determined by substituting (8.39) 
into (8.38) 

(Jcr = (oam) - l/m exp( - 11m) 

The composite longitudinal tensile strength is [18] 

(8.40) 

(8.41) 

where Vf is the fiber volume fraction, and Ef and Em are the fiber and matrix 
elastic Young's moduli, respectively. 

Combining (8.36) and (8.39), we get 

Dft = 1 - exp( -11m) (8.42) 

Therefore, the critical or maximum damage Dl~ for longitudinal tensile load
ing can be computed as the area fraction of broken fibers in the lamina prior to 
catastrophic failure, [7, 6], which turns out to be a function of the Weibull shape 
modulus m only. 

Example 8.3 The Data Sheet of carbon fiber T300 of TorayTM Carbon Fibers, Inc. gives 
average tensile strength of the fiber (Jav = 3.53 GPa, and tensile modulus Ef = 230 GPa. 
Also, the same Data Sheet provides results of tensile tests of a UD composite specimen with 
epoxy Em = 4.5 GPa and fiber volume fraction Vf = 0.6 . The tensile strength reported 
is Flt = 1860 M Pa. Using this experimental data, and assuming that a Weibull shape 
parameter m = 8.9, identify the damage model for a bundle of T300 fibers under tensile 
load. Then, formulate the damage model and implement it in ANSYS for a one-dimensional 
bar element. Finally, obtain the strain vs. stress response of a bundle of T300 fibers. 

Solution to Example 8.3 

MODEL IDENTIFICATION 
From {8.41} and using the experimental data available, it is possible to obtain (JeT as 
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Then, the product <5a can be obtained using (B.40) as 

The properties E f = 230 CPa, m = 8.9, and <5a = 3.92 10-33 are sufficient for the 
identification of the model. 

MODEL FORMULATION 
Following a procedure similar to that shown in Section B.l.5 to implement a damage 

model, the following items are needed: 

Damage Activation Function 
In this example, the effective stress is chosen as the independent variable. Therefore, 

the damage activation function can be written as 

g :=a-1 ~ 0 (8.43) 

where 1 is the updated damage threshold. Assuming an initial threshold value ao = 0, from 
the consistency conditions (B.15) and (B.19), 1 is given by the highest value of effective 
stress seen by the material 

1 = max(O, a) (8.44) 

Secant Constitutive Equation 
In this example, the kinetic equation (B.l.3) is available in integral form and given 

explicitly by (B.36) as 

D = 1 - exp (-<5a1m) when a> 0; c: > 0 (8.45) 

where the damage state does not depend on the actual load state a; it only depends on the 
load history state 1. 

Substituting (B.45) into (B.5) and (B.7), and using strain equivalence, yields the consti
tutive equation 

a = E(D) c: = exp (-<5a1m) E c: when c: > 0 (8.46) 

Tangent Constitutive Equation 
The tangent constitutive equation can be obtained by differentiating the secant constitu

tive equation as 
a = E(D)f; + E(D)c: (8.47) 

The factor E(D) is zero when no new damage appears, i.e., during elastic loading or 
unloading. When damage occurs, (B.44) yields 1 = Ec:, and differentiating E(D) in (B·46) 
we obtain 

(8.48) 

The tangent constitutive equation is obtained by substituting (B.4B) into (B.47) when 
damage occurs, or E(D) = 0 when no new damage appears. Therefore, the tangent consti
tutive equation can be written as 

a={ (1 - <5am1m) exp (-<5a1m) E f; when c: > 1/ E 
E(D)f; whenc:<1/E 

(8.49) 
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NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 
The one-dimensional damage model is implemented in ANSYS using the USERMAT sub

routine usermat 1d. f , available in (19]. The following items describe the procedure used to 
explicitly evaluate the damage constitutive equation. 4 

1. Read the strain at time t 

2. Compute the effective stress (assuming strain equivalence) 

3. Update the threshold value 

4. Compute the damage variable 

5. Compute the nominal stress 

6. Compute the tangent stiffness 

MODEL RESPONSE 

when i't > i't-l 
when i't = i't-l 

See the ANSYS command list below, and user material subroutine usermat1d.F in (19), 
which are used to model a one-dimensional bar representative of a carbon fiber bundle. The 
nominal stress-strain response is shown with a solid line in Figure 8.6. The bundle fails at 
Ccr = 1.5%, in good agreement with the strain to failure reported by Toray. 

/TITLE, Tensile response bundle Carbon Fiber T300, FEAcomp Example 8.3 
/PREP7 ! Start pre-processor module 

!=== USER MATERIAL DECLARATION =================================== 
TB,USER,1,1,3, ! DECLARES USAGE OF USERMAT 1, MAT 1, PROPERTIES 3 
TBTEMP,O 
TBDATA,,230000,8.9,3.92e-033 ! PROPERTIES: E, m, delta_alpha 

! NUMBER OF STATE VARIABLES 2 TB,STAT,1,,2, 
!================================================================= 
ET, 1, 180 
R,l,l 
N,l 
NGEN,6,1,1",2 
E,1,2 
EGEN,5,1,1 
FINISH 

LINK180, link element for analysis 
Real constant #1, Area = 1 
Define node 1, coordinates=O,O,O 
Generate 5 additional nodes, x-inc= 2mm 
Generate element 1 by node 1 to 2 
Generate element 2,3,4 and 5 
Exit pre-processor module 

4See Section 8.4.1 for those cases for which it is not possible to integrate the constitutive equation 
explicitly. 
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/SOLU 
ANTYPE, STATIC 
OUTRES,ALL,l 

Start Solution module 

Store results for each sub-step 
D, 1,all 
D,6,UX,0.25 
NSUBST,50,75,50 
SOLVE 

Define b.c. on node 1, totally fixed 
Define horizontal displacement on node 6. 
50 = Number of sub-steps in this load step 
Solve load step 

FINISH Exit solution module 

/POST26 Start time-historic post-process 
NSOL,2,6,U,X, UXnode6 ! Load displacements node 6 
RFORCE,3,6,F,X, FXnode6 ! Load reaction force node 6 
XVAR,2 displacement x-graph variable 
PLVAR,3 plot reaction as y-graph variable 
lines, 1000 
PRVAR,2,3 
FINISH 

list displacements and reactions 
Exit post-process module 

3500,-----~----~----~----~----~ 

3000 

2500 

g: 2000 
::2 
b 1500 

1000 

0.5 

f-- cr =3060 MPa 
cr 

/L (1-D )E
f / cr 

where D =10.63% 
cr 

1.5 
E[%] 

2 2.5 

Fig. 8.6: Fiber tensile damage model response. 

8.1. 7 Fiber-Direction, Compression Damage 

Many models have been proposed trying to improve the prediction of compression 
strength of composites first introduced by Rosen [20]. The literature encompasses 
fiber buckling modes [21, 22, 23, 24], kink-band models [25], and kink-bands in
duced by buckling [26]. In fiber buckling models, it is assumed that buckling of 
the fibers initiates a process that leads to the collapse of the material [20]. Rosen's 
model has been refined with the addition of initial fiber misalignment and nonlinear 
shear stiffness [21]. Experimental evidence suggests that fiber buckling of perfectly 
aligned fibers (Rosen's model) is an imperfection sensitive problem (see Section 
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4.1.1). Therefore, small amounts of imperfection (misalignment) cause large re
ductions in the buckling load, thus the reduction of the compression strength with 
respect to Rosen's prediction. Each fiber has a different value of fiber misalignment. 
The probability of finding a fiber with misalignment angle a is given by a Gaussian 
distribution [27, 23]. 

/(8) 
Gaussian 

(} 
------~~~------. (}* 

Fig. 8.7: One-dimensional random-strength model. 

An optical technique [13] can be used to measure the misalignment angle of each 
fiber in the cross section. The resulting distribution of fiber misalignment was shown 
to be Gaussian by using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot and the 
probability plot [23] . Therefore, the probability density is 

J(z) = exp( _ z2) 
A../2ir 

a 
z =--

AV2 (8.50) 

where A is the standard deviation and a is the continuous random variable, in 
this case being equal to the misalignment angle. The CDF gives the probability of 
obtaining a value smaller than or equal to some value of a, as follows 

2 r F(z) = erf(z) = ..fi 10 exp( - z'2)dz' (8.51) 

where er J( z ) is the error function. 
The relationship between the buckling stress and the imperfection (misalign

ment) is known in stability theory as the imperfection sensitivity curve. Several 
models from the literature can be used to develop this type of curve. The determin
istic model, similar to the one presented by Wang [21] is developed in [24] but using 
the representation of the shear response given by Equation (8.52) . 

The shear stress-strain response of polymer-matrix composites can be repre
sented [26, 23] by 

(8.52) 

where 16 is the in-plane shear strain. Furthermore, G12 is the initial shear stiffness 
and F6 is the shear strength, which are obtained by fitting the stress-strain experi
mental data. Complete polynomial expansions [28] fit the experimental data well but 
they are not antisymmetric with respect to the origin. This introduces an artificial 
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asymmetric bifurcation during the stability analysis [22] . Shear experimental data 
can be obtained by a variety of techniques including the ±45 coupon, 10° off-axis, 
rail shear, Iosipescu, Arcan, and torsion tests [29]. The nonlinear shear stress-strain 
curve should be measured for the actual composite being tested in compression. 

Barbero [24] derived the equilibrium stress O'eq as a function of the shear strain 
and the misalignment angle as 

a= 
b= 

g= 

F6 (V2 -l)a + (V2 + l)(b - 1) 
2 (r6 + a) 1 - a + b 

exp( V2g) - exp(2g) 
exp(2g + V2g) 

,6G12 

F6 

(8.53) 

with G12 and F6 as parameters. Note that if the shear behavior is assumed to be 
linear 0'6 = G1216 [30], then (8.53) does not have a maximum with respect to 1 6 and 
thus misaligned fibers embedded in a linear elastic matrix do not buckle. On the 
contrary, by using the hyperbolic tangent representation of shear (8.52), a maximum 
with respect to 16 is shown in (8.53) . The maxima of the curves 0'(r6) as a function 
of the misalignment angle a is the imperfection sensitivity curve, which represents 
the compression strength of a fiber (and surrounding matrix) as a function of its 
misalignment . For negative values of misalignment, it suffices to assume that the 
function is symmetric 0'( -a) = O'(a). 

The stress carried by a fiber reduces rapidly after reaching its maximum because 
the load carrying capacity of a buckled fiber is much lower than the applied load. 
Several models can be constructed depending on the assumed load that a fiber 
carries after buckling. A lower bound can be found assuming that buckled fibers 
carry no more load because they have no post-buckling strength. According to 
the imperfection sensitivity equation (8.53), fibers with large misalignment buckle 
under low applied stress. If the post-buckling strength is assumed to be zero, the 
applied stress is redistributed onto the remaining, unbuckled fibers, which then 
carry a higher effective stress O'(a). At any time during loading of the specimen, the 
applied load 0' (applied stress times initial fiber area) is equal to the effective stress 
times the area of fibers that remain unbuckled 

0' = o-(a) [1 - D(a)] (8.54) 

where 0 :::; D(a) :::; 1 is the area of the buckled fibers per unit of initial fiber area. 
For any value of effective stress, all fibers having more than the corresponding value 
of misalignment have buckled. The area of buckled fibers D(a) is proportional to 
the area under the normal distribution located beyond the misalignment angle ±a. 

Equation (8 .54) has a maximum that corresponds to the maximum stress that 
can be applied to the composite. Therefore, the compression strength of the com
posite is found as 

O'c = max [o-(a) I: f(a')da'] (8.55) 
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where a-(a) is given by Equation (8.53) and f(a') is given by (8.50). The maximum of 
(8.54), given by Equation (8.55) is a unique value for the compression strength of the 
composite that incorporates both the imperfection sensitivity and the distribution 
of fiber misalignment . Note that the standard deviation A is a parameter that 
describes the actual, measured, distribution of fiber misalignment, and it is not to 
be chosen arbitrarily as a representative value of fiber misalignment for all the fibers. 

Since the distribution given in (8.50) cannot be integrated in closed form, (8.55) 
is evaluated numerically. However, it is advantageous to develop an explicit formula 
so that the compression strength can be easily predicted. Following the explicit 
formulation in [24], the compression strength of the unidirectional composite, ex
plicitly in terms of the standard deviation of fiber misalignment A, the in-plane 
shear stiffness G12 , and the shear strength F6 is 

F I c = (Ba + l)b 
GI2 a 

(8.56) 

where a = 0.21 and b = -0.69 are two constants chosen to fit the numerical solution 
to the exact problem [24], with the dimensionless group Ba given by 

Ba = GI 2
A 

F6 
(8.57) 

The misalignment angle of the fibers that buckle just prior to compression failure 
is given by 

b 

alb 
1019.011GI2CiA3 - 375.3162C~A4 - 845.7457Gr2C2A2 
+g (282.1113GI2 C2A2 - 148.1863Gr2A - 132.6943CiA3 ) 
457.3229C~A3 - 660.77G12CiA2 - 22.43143Gr2C2A 
+g (161.6881CiA2 - 138.3753G12C2A - 61.38939Gr2) 
JC2A (8.0C2A - 9.424778GI2 ) 
- Gr21 (4F6) 

Additionally, the shear strain at failure is 

'Ycr = -aCT + 

(8.58) 

(8.59) 

In summary, when a fiber-reinforced lamina is compressed, the predominant 
damage mode is fiber buckling. However, the buckling load of the fibers is lower 
than that of the perfect system because of fiber misalignment, so much that a small 
amount of fiber misalignment could cause a large reduction in the buckling load. For 
each misalignment angle a, the composite area-fraction with buckled fibers D(a), 
corresponding to fibers with misalignment angle greater than a, can be taken as a 
measure of damage. If the fibers are assumed to have no post-buckling strength, 
then the applied stress is redistributed onto the remaining unbuckled fibers, which 
will be carrying a higher effective stress. The applied stress, which is lower than 
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the effective stress by the factor (1 - D), has a maximum, which corresponds to 
the compressive strength of the composite. Therefore, it is possible to compute the 
critical damage DIe for longitudinal compressive loading as 

Di~ = 1 - Ole = 1 - er f (:~) (8.60) 

where er f is the error function, A is the standard deviation of the actual Gaussian 
distribution of fiber misalignment (obtained experimentally [27]), and aeT is the 
critical misalignment angle at failure. The three-dimensional theoretical formulation 
is developed in the next three sections. 

8.2 Multidimensional Damage and Effective Spaces 

The first step in the formulation of a general multidimensional damage model is 
to define the damage variable as well as the effective stress and strain spaces, as 
shown in this section. The second step is to define the form of either the Helmholtz 
free energy or the Gibbs energy and from them derive the thermodynamic forces 
conjugate to the state variables representing damage and hardening, as shown in 
Section 8.3. The third step is to derive the kinetic laws governing the rate of damage 
hardening, which are functions of the damage and hardening potentials, as shown 
in Section 8.4. 

Experimental knowledge of the degradation and subsequent material response is 
used to guide the selection on the variable used to represent damage. A second-order 
damage tensor D can be used to represent damage of orthotropic fiber-reinforced 
composite materials, following Kachanov-Rabotnov's approach [3 , 31]. For com
posite materials reinforced with stiff and strong fibers, damage can be accurately 
represented by a second-order tensor5 with principal directions aligned with the 
material directions (1,2,3) [32,33,34,35,36]. This is due to the fact that the dom
inant modes of damage are micro-cracks, fiber breaks, and fiber-matrix de-bond, all 
of which can be conceptualized as cracks either parallel or perpendicular to the fiber 
direction.6 Therefore, the damage tensor can be written (see Appendix C) as 

(8 .61) 

where Di are the eigenvalues of D , which represent the net stiffness reduction along 
the principal material directions n i , and 5ij is the Kronecker delta (5ij = 1 if i = j , or 
zero otherwise). The integrity tensor is also diagonal, and using energy equivalence 
(8.8),we have 

(8.62) 

The integrity tensor is always symmetric and positive, because the net area 
reduction must be positive definite during damage evolution [37]. Both tensors 

5Tensors are denoted by boldface type, or by their components with index notation. 
6Strictly speaking, damage is transversely isotropic since cracks can also be aligned along any 

direction in the 2-3 plane. 
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are diagonal when represented in the principal system. Introducing a symmetric 
fourth-order tensor, M, called the damage effect tensor, as 

(8.63) 

the transformation of stress and strain between the effective and damaged configu
rations is accomplished as follows 

(8 .64) 

where an over-bar indicates that the quantity is evaluated in the effective configu
ration and the superscript e denotes quantities in the elastic domain. 

By the energy equivalence hypothesis [4] , it is possible to define the constitutive 
equation in the effective configuration (Figure 8.l.c) as 

u = C : ee - C - 1 - -S -g e = : U = : u (8.65) 

where the fourth-order tensors C and S denote the secant stiffness tensor and compli
ance tensor, respectively. The stress-strain equations in the damaged configuration 
(Figure 8.l.b) are obtained by substituting (8.65) into (8.64), 

with 

u = M : u = M : C : ee, 
u = M : C : M : g e, 

U = C : g e 

C = M : C:M 

g e = M - 1 : e e = M - 1 : S : u, 
g e = M - 1 : S : M-1 : u , 
g e = S : U 

(8.66) 

(8.67) 

Given that the tensor M is symmetric, the secant stiffness and compliance ten
sors are also symmetric. 

8.3 Thermodynamics Formulation 

The damage processes considered in this chapter can be described by a series of 
equilibrium states reached while the system traverses a nonequilibrium path due 
to the irreversibility of damage and plasticity. In general, the current state of a 
system (e.g. , stress, stiffness, compliance) depends on the current state (e.g. , strain) 
as well as on the history experienced by the system. This is the case for viscoelastic 
materials discussed in Chapter 7. However, for damaging and elastoplastic materials, 
the current state can be described in terms of the current strain and the effects of 
history on the material, which in this chapter are characterized by the damage tensor 
D and the plastic strain tensor gP . 
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8.3.1 First Law 

The first law of thermodynamics states that any increment of internal energy of the 
system is equal to the heat added to the system minus the work done by the system 
on its surroundings 

5U = 5Q - 5W (8.68) 

The system under consideration in this section is a representative volume element 
(RVE) , which is the smallest volume element that contains sufficient features of 
the microstructure and irreversible processes, such as damage and plasticity, to be 
representative of the material as a whole. Further discussions about the RVE can 
be found in Chapter 6. 

In rate form, (8.68) is 

(8.69) 

where 

. dJ U = dt pudV (8.70) 
o 

Here p is the density, 0 is the volume of the RVE, and u is the internal energy 
density, which is an internal variable and a potential function. 7 

For a deformable solid, the rate of work done by the system is minus the product 
of the stress applied on the system times the rate of strain 

w= - J u:edV 

o 

where c is the total strain (see (8.124)). 
The heat flow into the RVE is given by 

Q = J prdV - J q . ndA 
o 80 

(8.71) 

(8.72) 

where r is the radiation heat per unit mass, q is the heat flow vector per unit area, 
and n is the outward normal vector to the surface ao enclosing the volume O. Since 
the volume 0 of the RVE does not change with time, and using the divergence 
theorem,8 the first law at the local level becomes 

pu=u:e+pr - \l·q (8.73) 

The internal energy accounts for all the energy stored into the system. For 
example, a system undergoing elastic deformation 5ce , raising t emperature 8T, and 

7The values of the potential functions depend on the st ate and not on the path or process 
followed by the system to reach such state [38]. 

8 (J80. q. ndA = 10. V· qdV) j div(q) = V · q = 8qi / 8xi 
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damage in the form of cracks of area growing by 8Ac, undergoes a change of internal 
energy U given9 by 

(8.74) 

where G is the strain energy release rate, Gc is the surface energy needed to create 
the increment of the two surfaces of an advancing crack, and Cp = Cv is the specific 
heat capacity of the solid. 

In general e = e(u, u , sa,) where Sa are internal variables. Let's assume for the 
time being that the system is adiabatic, i.e., pr - 'V . q = 0. Further, if there are 
no dissipative effects or heat transfer, then u is a function of conly, U = u(ee), 
where ee is the elastic strain. In such case, the internal energy density reduces to 
the strain energy density, which in rate form is 

(8.75) 

and the complementary strain energy density is 

(8.76) 

8.3.2 Second Law 

The second law of thermodynamics formalizes the fact that heat flows from hot to 
cold. Mathematically, the heat flow q has opposite direction to the gradient10 of 
temperature T, which is formally written as 

q. 'VT ~ ° (8.77) 

where the equal sign holds true only for adiabatic processes, i.e., when there is no 
heat exchange and thus no thermal irreversibility. 

Let's visualize a process of heat transfer from a hot reservoir to a cold reservoir, 
happening in such a way that no heat is lost to, and no work is exchanged with the 
environment. Once heat has flowed to the cold reservoir, it is impossible to transfer 
it back to the hot reservoir without adding external work. That is, the process of 
heat transfer is irreversible even though, on account of the first law energy balance 
(8.73), no energy has been lost. For future use (8.77) can be writtenll as 

(8.78) 

The second law justifies the introduction of a new internal variable, the entropy 
density s = s( U, c), which is also a potential function [39]. According to the second 
law, the entropy density rate is s ~ 0, where the equal sign holds true only for 
adiabatic processes. 

9Thermodynamics custom and [41J are followed here in representing the internal energy with 
the letter u, not to be confused with the displacement vector u used elsewhere. 

lOThe gradient of a scalar yields a vector, \IT = fJT I aXi 

1l\lT- 1 = - T - 2 \lT 
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Assume the specific entropy s = s ( u, c) is a potential function such that for a 
reversible process [39] 

ds _ (8q
) 

T rev 
(8.79) 

with 8Q = In P 8q do', where 8q = r - p-l'\l . q is the heat input per unit mass, 
and S = In s p do' is the entropy. We use 8, not d, to emphasize that 8q is not the 
differential (perfect or total) of any (potential) function. 

As a preamble to the definition of conjugate variables (see (8.86, 8.92, 8.99)), 
note that using (8.79), the first law can be rewritten for a reversible process on an 
ideal gas (pv = RT), as the Gibbs equation for an ideal gas, 

du = T ds - p dv (8.80) 

where v is the specific volume (volume per unit mass). It can be seen in (8.80) that 
v is conjugate to -p for calculating work input for an ideal gas and s is conjugate 
to T for calculating thermal energy input. 

For a cyclic reversible process returning to its initial state characterized by state 

variables (e.g., u , T, c), by virtue of (8.79) we have § ds = § (~) = O. Since 
rev 

S is a potential function but q is not , for an irreversible process we have § ds = 0 

but § (¥) . < 0, as corroborated by experiments. The heat 8q entering at 
trrev 

temperature Ti provides less entropy input 8q/Ti than the entropy output 8q/To 
leaving the same cycle at temperature To < Ti (see also [40, Example 6-2]). Since 
entropy is a potential function, and therefore a state variable, it always satisfies 
§ ds = O. Therefore, a negative net entropy supply must be compensated by internal 
entropy production. The entropy of a system can be raised or lowered by adding or 
extracting heat (in the form of 8q/T) but it is always raised by internal irreversible 
processes, such as crack formation, and so on. 

Adiabatic systems do not exchange heat with the surroundings (8q = 0), so the 
only change in entropy is due to internal irreversibility s ~ 0, where the equal sign 
holds for reversible processes only. Note that any system and its surroundings can 
be made adiabatic by choosing sufficiently large surroundings, e.g., the universe. 
For an arbitrary system, the total entropy rate is greater than (or equal to) the net 
entropy input due to heat 

s> 2::. - ~'\l. (q) 
- T p T 

(8.81) 

The left-hand side of (8.81) represents the total entropy rate of the system. The 
right-hand side of (8.81) represents the external entropy supply rate. The difference 
is the internal entropy production rate 

. . r In (q) 0 
'V =s-- +-v' - > 
IS T p T - (8.82) 

Equation 8.82 is called the local Clausius-Duhem inequality. Noting that '\l . 
(T - lq) = T -1 '\l . q + q'\l T - 1 results in 
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1 1 
.:ys = S - -T (pr - '\I . q) + - q. '\I T - 1 ~ 0 

P P 
(8.83) 

where the first two terms represent the local entropy production due to local dissi
pative phenomena, and the last term represents the entropy production due to heat 
conduction12 [39]. Assuming it is possible to identify all local dissipative phenom
ena, their contributions can be written as products of conjugate variables Pa. s·a. ~ 0, 
and (8.83) can be written as 

(8.84) 

where a = 1 ... n, spans the total number of dissipative phenomena considered. Note 
that the dissipation is a scalar given by the contracted product of a thermodynamic 
force Pa. times the increment of a measurable state variable Sa. . The state variable, 
also called thermodynamic flux, describes univocally the effects of history (e.g., 
yield, damage) on the material. Note that 's is defined as an entropy, not as a 
dissipation heat, so that it is a potential function, while q is not. 

For the particular case of damage due to penny shaped cracks growing self simi
larly [8], the state variable is the crack area Ac and the thermodynamic force is the 
energy available to grow the cracks Pc = G - Gc, which is equal to the difference 
between the energy release rate (ERR) G and the critical ERR Gc = 2'Yc. the lat
ter being equal to twice the surface energy because two surfaces must be created 
every time a crack appears (see Chapter 10). In this case, the dissipation (heat) is 
pT.:y = PcA.c. 

From the first law (8.73) , considering an adiabatic process (pr - '\I. q) and using 
the chain rule it = au/ae : e we have 

(8.85) 

Since e = 0 would be a trivial solution, the stress tensor, conjugate to strain, is 
defined as 

au 
u=pae (8.86) 

The Clausius-Duhem inequality (8.83) for an isothermal '\IT = 0 system reduces 
to 

.:ys = s - :T (pr - '\I . q) ~ 0 

and using the first law we get 

pT.:ys = pTs - (pit - u : e) ~ 0 

The Helmholtz free energy (HFE) density is defined as 

'I/J (T, e , sa. ) = u - Ts 

(8.87) 

(8.88) 

(8.89) 

12Even absent local dissipative phenomena, q. 'VT- 1 ~ 0 represents the well-known fact that 
heat flows opposite to the temperature gradient 'VT. 
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which is also a potential function. The corresponding extensive function is the 
Helmholtz free energy13 A = In p'l/JdV. The rate of change of HFE density is 

-J;=u-Ts-Ts (8.90) 

and introducing (8.88), with ':";s = 0 at an equilibrium state, we get 

(8.91) 

from which an alternative definition of stress, conjugate to strain, is found as 

8'l/J 
(7' = P 8e = C : € (8.92) 

where the secant elastic stiffness, which is affected by dissipative phenomena, in
cluding damage, is defined as 

(8.93) 

Using the first law (8.73) in the internal entropy production per unit volume, or 
local Clausius-Duhem inequality (8.83), and expanding \1 . (qT- 1 ) = T - 1\1 . q + q . 
\1T-l, we get 

(8.94) 

Realizing that \1T-1 = - \1T /T2, the Clausius-Duhem inequality becomes 

(
. .) q 

T Ms = (7' : e - p 'l/J + sT - T . \1T ~ 0 (8.95) 

Since the HFE density is a function of the internal variables e, T, Sa, we have 

-J; 8'l/J1 . 8'l/J1 T 8'l/J1 . 
= 8e T,so. : e + 8T e ,so. + 8sa e T Sa: 

ex = l. .. n 

where : I represents the partial derivative with respect to y at constant x. 
y x 

(8.96) 

Inserting (8.96) into (8.95) , using (8.89), (8.92), and \1T- 1 = - \1T/T 2, the 
second law can be written as follows 

(8.97) 

where,:,,; is the heat dissipation rate per unit volume. Comparing (8.97) to (8.84) 
it becomes clear that - p8'l/J/8sa = P a are the thermodynamic forces conjugated to 
Sa, which provides a definition for the thermodynamic forces. 

13The nomenclature of [41] has been used. 
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The complementary free-energy density, or Gibbs energy density, is defined as 

(8.98) 

which is also a potential function. The corresponding extensive function is the Gibbs 
energy14 G = In pxdV. From (8.98) it follows the definition of strain, conjugate 
to stress, and the definition of the thermodynamic forces, conjugate to the state 
variables so:, as 

ax 
€=pa(1' 

ax a7/J 
Po: =p- = -p-

aso: aso: 
(8.99) 

where So: includes the damage variables and consequently Po: includes the thermo
dynamic damage forces (see Example 8.4). 

The secant elastic compliance, which is affected by dissipative phenomena, in
cluding damage, is defined by 

(8.100) 

Example 8.4 A damage model able to represent the onset and accumulation of transverse 
matrix cracks should yield a compliance tensor similar to that obtained experimentally. Ex
perimental evidence shows that the terms 822 and 866 are the most affected by transversal 
cracking. Define the form of the Gibbs free energy to yield a compliance matrix that rep
resents the experimentally observed behavior. Using the energy equivalence principle (8.8), 
obtain the effective stress. Also, compute the thermodynamic forces associated to this model. 
The model is restricted to represent a laminate in a state of plane stress, under in-plane 
stress only, and negligible damage along the fiber direction (D1 = 0) . Use tensor components 
of strain (i::1, C2, c6). 

Solution to Example 8.4 The following Gibbs free energy is proposed, in expanded form 
and using Voigt contracted notation, as 

where E 1, E2, 1/12, 1/21 and G12 are the in-plane elastic orthotropic properties of a uni
directional lamina where the subscript (h denotes the fiber direction and (h denotes the 
transverse direction. Transverse tension and shear loads create transverse matrix cracks. 
The associated damage variables D2 and D6 can be related to the matrix crack density. 
The model proposed distinguishes between active (D2+) and passive damage (D2-) vari
ables, corresponding to the opening or closure of transverse matrix cracks, respectively. The 
determination of the active damage variable is based on the following equation: 

(a2) (-a2) 
D2 = D2+ la21 +D2-l-;;:;f 

where (x) is defined as (x) := ~ (x + Ixl). 

14The nomenclature of [41] has been used. 
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The constitutive model is defined from the derivative of the Gibbs free energy with respect 
to the stress tensor: 

ax 
e =p- = s : IT alT 

where the compliance tensor S is defined as: 

Then, the compliance tensor S can be represented in Voigt notation for a plane stress 
state as: 

1 1/21 

E1 E2 (1- D 2 ) 
0 

1/12 1 
S= 

E1 (1 - D 2 ) E 2 (1 - D2)2 
0 

1 
0 0 

2G12 (1 - D 6)2 

where the damage variables appear in S22 and S 66. Using the principle of energy equivalence 
and (8.67), the compliance matrix can be written as 

where the undamaged compliance is 

[ 1 

1/21 
0 

I E1 E2 

S~ -:: 
1 

0 
E2 

1 
0 

2G12 

and where the effective damage tensor M in Voigt contracted notation is 

[ 

1 0 
M = 0 (1- D 2 ) 

o 0 

The stiffness tensor C is obtained by 

C=M:C : M 

where in this example we obtain 

C = 1/21E1 (1 - D 2 ) 

[ 

1 - ~:11/12 
1/12E2 (1 - D 2 ) 

1 - 1/211/12 

E2 (1- D2)2 

1 - 1/211/12 1 - 1/211/1 2 

o o 

o 

The effective stress tensor Ci is related to the nominal stress tensor IT by effective damage 
tensor Musing Ci = M - 1 : IT , which yields 

-T { 0"2 0"6} 
IT = 0"1) 1 _ D2 ) 1 - D 6 
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The thermodynamic forces are obtained by using Y = paX/aD. Therefore, the thermo
dynamic forces for this example can be written in contracted Voigt notation as 

o 

8.4 Kinetic Law in Three-Dimensional Space 

The damage variable D introduced in Section 8.2 is a state variable that represents 
the history of what happened to the material. Next , a kinetic equation is needed 
to predict the evolution of damage in terms of the thermodynamic forces. Kinetic 
equations can be written directly in terms of internal variables as in (8.21) or as 
derivatives of potential functions. For three-dimensional problems, it is convenient 
to derive the kinetic law from a potential function , similar to the flow potential used 
in plasticity theory. 

Two functions are needed. A damage surface g(Y(D) , ,(15)) = 0 and a convex 
damage potential f (Y (D) , ,(15)) = 0 are postulated. The damage surface delimits 
a region in the space of thermodynamic forces Y where damage does not occur 
because the thermodynamic force Y is inside the surface 9 = O. The function ,(15) 
accomplishes the expansion of 9 and f needed to model hardening. The damage 
potential controls the direction of damage evolution (8.102). 

If the damage surface and the damage potential are identical (g = f) , the model 
is said to be associated and the computational implementation is simplified signif
icantly. For convenience, the damage surface is assumed to be separable in the 
variables Y and " and written as the sum (see (8.11)-(8.12)) 

g(Y(D) , , (15)) = g(Y(D)) - (,(15) + '0) (8.101) 

where Y is the thermodynamic force tensor, ,(15) is the hardening function , ,0 is 
the damage threshold, and 15 is the hardening variable. 

As a result of damage, 9 may grow but the condition 9 :::; 0 must be satisfied. This 
is possible by decreasing the value of the hardening function ,( 15), effectively allowing 
g(Y(D)) to grow. Formally, the hardening function ,(15) can be derived from the 
dissipation potential as per (8.99) ,(8.123), provided the form of the potential can be 
inferred from knowledge about the hardening process. Alternatively, the form of the 
function (e.g., polynomial, Prony series, etc.) can be chosen so that the complete 
model fits adequately the experimental data available. The latter approach is more 
often followed in the literature, as well as in Section 9. 

When 9 = 0, damage occurs, and a kinetic equation is needed to determine the 
magnitude and components of the damage D. This is accomplished by 

(8.102) 
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where ,\ yields the magnitude of the damage increment and a j I ay is a direction in 
Y-space. To find the damage multiplier '\, it is postulated that ,\ is also involved in 
the determination of the rate of change of the hardening variable as follows 

. . aj 
0=-\a, 

There are two possible situations regarding 9 and '\. 

1. If 9 < 0, damage is not growing and ,\ = 0, so D = O. 

2. If 9 = 0, damage occurs and ,\ > 0, so D > O. 

These are summarized by the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 

-\ 2: 0 ; g:::; 0 ; ,\g = 0 

(8.103) 

(8.104) 

The value of ,\ can be determined by the consistency condition, which leads to 

. ag Y' ag . 0 0 
9 = ay: + a, ,= ; 9 = (8.105) 

On the other hand, the rates of thermodynamic forces and hardening function 
can be written as . ay. ay . 

Y = ae : e + aD : D 

. a, . ,= ao o 
(8.106) 

or in function of '\, introducing (8.103) and (8.104) into (8.106) as follows 

. ay. . ay aj 
y = ae : e + -\ aD : ay 

. _ a, ,\ aj 
,- ao a, 

(8.107) 

Introducing (8.107) into (8.105) we obtain the following equation 

(8.108) 

For an associated model, 9 = j, and a damage surface with separable variables 
y and " aj la, = agla, = -1, (8.108) can be written as 

. ag ay . [ ag ay aj a,] . 
9 = ay : ae : e + ay: aD : ay + ao -\ = 0 (8.109) 

Therefore, the damage multiplier ,\ can be obtained as 

(8.110) 
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where 
og . oY 

Ld _ _ oY . oe 
- og oY 0 f oT 

oY : oD : oY + 00 

(8.111) 

Equations (8.103), (8.104), and (8.110) yield the pair D , 0, in rate form as 

D = Ld : ;? : e J = -,\ (8.112) 

The tangent constitutive equation can be obtained by differentiation of the con
stitutive equation u = C : e , which yields 

(8.113) 

where the last term represents the stiffness reduction. On the other hand, the 
incremental stress-strain relation for damage evolution in the effective configuration 
can be expressed using the chain rule as 

. OCT. ou . 
u = oe : e + oD : D 

and introducing (8.112) into (8.114) we obtain 

. _ ou .. ou . L d . og . 
U - oe . e + oD . . oye 

(8.114) 

D ~ O (8.115) 

where the second term in (8.115) also describes the stiffness reduction. Therefore, 

. OU d og. 
C : e = oD : L : oye 

The tangent constitutive equation can be written as 

iT = C ed 
: e 

(8.116) 

(8.117) 

where the damaged tangent constitutive tensor, C ed , can be written as follows 

{ 

C if D < 0 
C

ed 
= ou. d. og . D· ~_ 0 

C + oD . L . OY If 
(8.118) 

Internal variables D , 0, and related variables, are found using numerical integra
tion, usually using a return-mapping algorithm as explained in Section 8.4.1. 

As explained in Sections 8.1.3 and 8.4, a number of internal material parameters 
are needed to define the damage surface, damage potential, and hardening func
tions. These parameters cannot be obtained directly from simple tests, but rather 
the model is identified by adjusting the internal parameters in such a way that model 
predictions fit well some observed behavior that can be quantified experimentally. 
Model identification is very specific to the particular model formulation , mater
ial, availability of experiments, and feasibility of conducting relevant experiments. 
Therefore, model identification can be explained only on a case by case basis, as is 
done in Section 9.3, as well as in Example 8.3. 
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8.4.1 Return-Mapping Algorithm 

A return-mapping algorithm [32 , 34, 35] is used to solve for the variables .x, J, D, 5 
and D , in numerically approximated form. 

The internal variables are updated by a linearized procedure between two con
secutive iterations (k - 1 and k). The first-order linearization of (8.109) yields 

( 
8g 8Y 8j 8'Y ) 

(g) k - (g)k- l = 8Y: 8D : 8Y + 85 !:::.)..k = 0 
k-l 

(8.119) 

Successful iterations yield [g] k = 0 and 

-(g)k- l 
(8.120) 

!:::.)..k = (89 8Y 8j 8'Y) 
8Y : 8D : 8Y + 85 k-l 

The complete algorithm used for a typical integration of constitutive equations 
is shown next: 

1. The strain increment (€) n for step "n" is obtained from the FEM code (dis
cretized equilibrium equation). The incremental and updated strains are easily 
obtained as 

2. The state variables from the previous step "n - I" are obtained by starting the 
return-mapping algorithm, setting the predictor iteration k = o. Therefore, 

(D)~ = (Dt- 1 
; (5)~ = (5t- 1 

3. Thermodynamic forces and damage hardening are computed at this point 

(y) nk ( )n 'Y k 

4. The damage threshold is evaluated at this point 

(g h = 9 ((Y)~ , ("(( 5))~ , 'Yo) 

Two different conditions define the possible cases: 

(a) If (g)k ~ 0 not damage behavior, then !:::.)..k = o. Therefore, go to (8). 

(b) If (g)k > 0 damage evolution, then !:::.)..k > o. Therefore, go to (5). 

5. Damage evolution exists. Starting at iteration k = k+ l , the damage multiplier 
is found from (g) k = 0 as 

- (g)k 

!:::.)..k = (89 ) (8Y) (8 j ) (8'Y) 
8Y k-l: 8D k - l: 8Y k-l + 85 k- l 
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6. Next, the damage state variables are updated using ~Ak' 

(Dij): = (Dij) :-1 + ~Ak (:~ ) k - 1 

(6)~ = (6)~_1 + ~Ak (~f) = (6)~_1 - ~Ak 
'Y k - l 

7. End of damage linearized process. Go to (3). 
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8. Set up the stress and damage state variables for the next load increment at 
each integration point 

(Dt = (D)~; (6t = (6)~ 

(aT = (Mt : C : (Mt : (e t 

9. Compute the tangent constitutive tensor 

10. End of the integration algorithm. 

Example 8.5 Following the formulation of Example 8.4, compute all the variables needed 
to implement the damage model using a return mapping algorithm integration as shown 
in Section 8.4.1. Implement the damage model in ANSYS using the USERMAT capability. 
Identify model parameters for AS4/8852 carbon/epoxy as shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. 

The damage activation function is defined as 

g:= 9 - i' = (
1- Grc) Y2~2 + Grc (Y2E;)2 + (Y6 G;2)2_i' 

GIIc F2t GIIc F2t F6 

where G r c and G II c are the critical energy release in mode I and in mode II, respectively, F2t 
and F6 are the transverse tensile strength and the shear strength, respectively. The damage 
hardening i' depends on 0, which is a parameter directly related to the transverse matrix 
crack density of the lamina, according to 

where ")'0 defines the initial threshold value, Cl and C2 are material parameters. 

Solution to Example 8.5 This model represents damage caused by transverse tensile stress 
and in-plane shear stress. Compression and longitudinal tension have no effect on damage. 
Therefore, the model is defined in the thermodynamic force space Y2, Y6. The shape of the 
damage surface for AS4/ 8852 lamina is shown in Figure 8.8. 

To implement the return mapping algorithm shown in Section 8.4.1, expressions for 
8f/8Y, 8g/8Y, 8f/8")' , 8g/8,,),,8,,),/88, and 8Y /8D are needed. 
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Table 8.1: Elastic and strength properties for AS4/8852 unidirectional lamina 

171.4 CPa 9.08 CPa 5.29 CPa 0.32 62.29 MPa 92.34 MPa 

Table 8.2: Strength, critical energy release, and hardening parameters for AS4/8852 
unidirectional lamina 

Guc 
170J/m2 230 J/m2 1.0 0.5 -1.8 

Assuming f = g, the derivative of the potential function and the damage surface w.r.t 
the thermodynamic forces is given by 

ag of {~ ((1-~) _1_°!lli. + ~~) } - = - = 9 GlI e 4F2t V ---y;- GlI e (F2t ) 

aY aY 1 
-;;-G12 
g 

and the derivative of the damage surface w. r. t. the damage hardening function is 

Also, the derivative of the hardening function "( w. r. t conjugate variable J is needed 

Next, the derivative of the thermodynamic forces w.r.t the internal damage variables is 
written as 

aY aY au 
aD au: aD 

Furthermore, the derivative of the thermodynamic forces with respect to strain is written 
as 

aY = aY : au = aY : C 
ae: au ae: au 

The following are written in contracted notation and multiplied by the Reuter matrix, 

0 0 0 
-0"2//12 20"2 0"1//12 

0 aY (1 - D2)2 E1 (1- D 2 )3 E2 (1- D2)2 E1 
au 

40"6 
0 0 

(1 - D6)3 G12 
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Fig. 8.8: Initial damage surface in thermodynamic and stress spaces. 

and 

au 
aD 

o 

o 

o 

E 2V 12 
- C2 

1 - V12V21 
o 

E1V21 2(1- D2)E2V12 
-:-----cl - C2 
1 - V12V21 1 - V12V21 

o 

o 
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The damage model is implemented in ANSYS using the USERMAT subroutine usermatps . f , 
available in [19], which can be used in conjunction with plain stress element (PLANE182 or 
PLANE183) and laminate shells (SHELL181). The model response under one-dimensional 
transverse stress and under only in-plane shear stress is shown in Figure 8.9. 

8.5 Damage and Plasticity 

For polymer matrix composites reinforced by strong and stiff fibers, it will be shown 
in Section 9 that the damage and its conjugate thermodynamic force can be de
scribed by second-order tensors D and Y. Furthermore, the hardening processes 
that take place during plasticity and damage imply additional dissipation, so that 

p7r = T p7r s = U : gP + R p + Y : D + ,J (8.121) 

where (R,p) is the thermodynamic force-flux pair associated to plastic hardening, 
and (')',8) is the thermodynamic force-flux pair associated to damage hardening, and 
p7r is the dissipation heat due to irreversible phenomena. 
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Fig. 8.9: Response under one-dimensional transverse stress and under in-plane shear 
stress. 

For the particular case of (8.121), from (8.92) and (8.99), the following definitions 
for the thermodynamic forces are obtained 

o'ljJ o'ljJ 
u=p- =-p-

Oe OeP 

ox 
e=p

OU 

as well as definitions for the hardening equations 

OX o'ljJ 07r 
R = p- = -p- = p-

op op op 

The additive decomposition [8] 

(8.122) 

(8.123) 

(8.124) 

can be rewritten taking into account that the elastic component of strain can be 
calculated from stress and compliance, so that 

e = S: U + eP 

Therefore, the strain-stress law in incremental and rate form are 

Oe = S : Ou + oS : U + OeP 

e = S : iT + S : U + gP 

(8.125) 

(8.126) 

showing that an increment of strain has three contributions, elastic, damage, and 
plastic. The elastic strain occurs as a direct result of an increment in stress, the 
damage strain is caused by the increment in compliance as the material damages, 
and the plastic strain occurs at constant compliance. The elastic unloading stiffness 
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does not change due to plasticity but it reduces due to damage. Following this 
argument, it is customary [42] to assume that the free energy and complementary 
free energy can be separated as follows 

'lj;(e, eP,p, D , J) = 'lj;e(ee, D , J) + 'lj;P(eP,p) 

X( CT , eP ,p, D , J) = Xe( CT, D , J) + xP(eP ,p) 

Suggested Problems 

(8.127) 

Problem 8.1 Using the formulation and properties of Example 8.2, obtain a graphical rep
resentation of the evolution strain vs. nominal stress (c vs. a) and the evolution of strain 
vs. effective stress (c vs. (j) for a point on the top surface of the beam and for another point 
on the bottom surface of the beam. Comment on the graphs obtained. 

Problem 8.2 Implement in ANSYS a one-dimensional CDM active in the Xl -direction 
only. Use 2D plane stress constitutive equations, and implement them into subroutine 
usermatps . f as a USERMAT. Leave the x2-direction, Poisson's, and shear terms as linear 
elastic with no damage. Verify the program by recomputing Example 8.2 and the plots ob
tained in Problem 8.1. Note that to obtain the same values, the Poisson's ratio should be 
set to zero. 

Problem 8.3 The Gibbs free energy is defined in expanded form and using Voigt contracted 
notation, as: 

1 
x=-2p 

where E 1, E 2, 1/12 , 1/21 and G12 are the in-plane elastic orthotropic properties of a uni
directional lamina where the subindex (h denotes the fiber direction and (h denotes the 
transverse direction. (a) Obtain the secant constitutive equations, C and S, using the given 
Gibbs free energy. (b) Obtain the thermodynamic forces Y1 and Y2 associated to D1 and D 2 . 

(c)If M is represented using Voigt contracted notation and multiplied by a Reuter matrix as 

check if this definition of M can be used as the damage effect tensor in a damage model 
using the principle of energy equivalence. Justify and comment on your conclusion. 

Problem 8.4 The damage activation function, for the model shown in Problem 8.3, is 
defined as 

g:= 9 - l' = VY1
2 H I + y2

2 H 2 - (r + 'Yo) 

where H I and H2 are model parameters that depend on elastic and strength material prop
erties, and Y1 and Y2 are the thermodynamic forces associated to the damage variables D 1 
and D 2 , respectively. The damage hardening depends on 0 according to 

l' = 'Y + 'Yo = C1 [exp (!) - 1] + 'Yo 
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Table 8.3: Elastic properties for composite material lamina 

El E2 G12 1I12 

171.4 GPa 9.08 GPa 5.29 GPa 0.32 

Table 8.4: Identification model parameters for composite material lamina 

')'0 

0.024 8.36 1.0 1.5 -2.8 

where /0 defines the initial threshold value, Cl and C2 are material parameters. All necessary 
material parameters are shown in Tables 8.4 and 8.4 

Using a flow chart diagram, describe the algorithm, with all necessary steps, to imple
ment this model as a constitutive subroutine in a finite element code. Then, compute the 
analytic expressions that are necessary to implement the model. Also program the algorithm 
using USERMAT capability in ANSYS. Use the subroutine usermatps. f. Finally, plot a single 
curve of apparent stress (J2 vs. apparent strain C2 for a RVE loaded only with C2 using the 
ANSYS program. Append the command list to your report as an Appendix. 
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Chapter 9 

A Damage Model for Fiber 
Reinforced Composites 

J. A. Mayugo1 and E. J. Barbero2 

The objective of this chapter is to illustrate the concepts introduced in Chapter 8, 
by developing a complete theoretical model and its finite element implementation. 
The model includes in-plane and interlaminar damage evolution as well as coupled 
damage and plasticity. The identification of internal parameters from experimental 
data is developed in detail for a particular case. Model predictions are compared 
with experimental results available in the literature. 

9.1 Theoretical Formulation 

9.1.1 Damage and Effective Spaces 

A second-order damage tensor, D , is used to represent damage (Section 8.2) . Dam
age and integrity tensors are used to describe a mapping between the effective, C, 
and damaged (actual), C, configurations by a linear operator, j, as j : C -+ C [1] 
as explained in Section 8.2. 

9.1.2 Thermodynamic Formulation 

The remaining constitutive equations are derived by thermodynamic principles and 
complementary laws. The Helmholtz free energy density (8.89) is assumed to be 
separable into elastic energy terms and additional terms related to the evolution 
of the internal parameters. In other words, the Helmholtz free energy density is 

lUniversitat de Girona, Spain 
2West Virginia University, USA. 
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postulated to be the sum of two terms, the strain energy density cp (Cij , cfj' Dij ) 

and the dissipation term 7r (8 ,p) 

(9.1) 

where 'lj; is the Helmholtz free energy density, Cfj and Dij are the plastic strains 
and the second-order damage tensor, respectively and p and 8 are the hardening 
variables. The strain energy density (8.75) is defined as 

(9 .2) 

and can be written in both the damaged and effective configurations as 

where it is clear that energy is an invariant in all configurations. The dissipation 
term can be separated into two terms, which express the evolution of the damage 
and plastic-strain surfaces 

(9.4) 

Here, we postulate that the damage energy dissipation density 'lj;d( 8) and the 
plastic-strain energy dissipation density 'lj;p(p) can be represented by Prony series 

'lj;d(8) = ~ at [-f3f exp (:f) + 8] 

'lj;p(p) = t, af [-f3f exp (%f) + p] 

(9 .5) 

(9.6) 

where at, f3f, af and f3f are material parameters. Since the function 7r (8,p) is 
assumed to be convex, its second derivative must be positive. By satisfying the 
Clausius-Duhem inequality, thus assuring non-negative dissipation, the following 
stress and thermodynamic forces are defined 

(9.7) 

. . __ 8'lj; __ ~ ( _ p) 8Ck1pq ( _ p ) _ _ ~ e 8Ck1pq e 
YiJ - 8Dij - 2 Ckl ckl 8Dij Cpq cpq - 2Ckl 8Dij cpq (9.8) 

as well as hardening functions 

(9.9) 
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R(p) = - ~~ = ~af [exp (%r) -1] (9.10) 

where (J ,Y, , and R are the thermodynamic forces associated to the internal state 
variables c, D, p, and 6. It is worth noting that the second-order tensor Y includes 
the Y33 = Y3 component that represents the energy release rate for the interlaminar 
shear damage and through-the-thickness normal damage. 

Explicit expressions for the thermodynamic forces (9.8) can be written (see Ap
pendix C) in terms of effective strain as 

Yll = ~2 (Cll ~12 + C 12 ~2 ~1 + C 13 ~3 ~1 + 2C55 ~52 + 2C66 ~62) 
1 

Y22 = ~2 (C22 ~22 + C 12 ~2 ~1 + C 23 ~3 ~2 + 2C44 ~42 + 2C66 ~62) 
2 

Y33 = ~2 (C33 ~32 + C 13 ~3 ~1 + C23 ~3 ~2 + 2C44 ~42 + 2C55 ~52) 
3 

(9.11) 

The evolution of the internal variables can be defined by (8.102)-(8.103) leading 
to the following flow rules, which describe the development of the inelastic effects 

(9.12) 

where ,i.P and ,i.d are the plastic-strain and damage multipliers, respectively. The 
plastic-strain (yield) surface gP and damage surface gd are defined in the next section. 

9.1.3 Damage and Plastic Strain 

An anisotropic damage criterion expressed in tensor form, introducing two fourth
order tensors, Band J, is discussed in this section. It defines a multiaxial limit 
surface in the thermodynamic force space, Y, that bounds the damage domain. 
The damage evolution is defined by a damage potential associated to the damage 
surface and by an isotropic hardening function. The proposed damage surface gd is 
given by 

(9.13) 

where ,0 is the initial damage threshold value and ,(6) defines the hardening pro
posed in (9.9). 

The yN and yS are the thermodynamic forces due to normal strains and the 
thermodynamic forces due to shear strains, respectively. The Y N can be defined as 

(9.14) 
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The simple addition of yN and yS is the thermodynamic force tensor, y , 
defined in (9.8). Therefore, yS can be written as 

li1 = lij - lif (9.15) 

The tensor yN is the mapped thermodynamic force associated to normal strains 
and is defined as 

(9.16) 

The tensor A is a diagonal transformation tensor proposed here to represent dif
ferent behavior in tension and compression while preserving convexity of the damage 
threshold surface in stress-strain and thermodynamic force spaces. In principal di
rections, it can be written as 

(9.17) 

where 
rm = ~ (1 _ Em ) = {O if O"m > 0 

2 IEml 1 if O"m < 0 
(9.18) 

with m = 1, 2, 3. The values of Em are the values of the normal strain in the principal 
material directions. The three values Am represent the relation between damage 
thresholds in uniaxial compression and uniaxial extension in the principal material 
directions. The diagonal fourth-order positive defined tensors, A, B , and J are 
determined by available experimental data for unidirectional composite materials, 
as shown in Section 9.3. 

On the other hand, the plastic-strain evolution is modeled by classical plastic
ity formulation [2]. An associate flow rule is assumed in the effective stress space, 
coupling plasticity and damage effects. The plastic-strain (yield) surface gP is a func
tion of the thermodynamic forces in the effective configuration ((f, R). Therefore, 
the plastic-strain surface, which accounts for thickness terms, is 

(9.19) 

where (i = 1,2 ... 6), Ro is the initial plastic-strain threshold and R is defined by 
(9.10). The coefficients f i and fij are obtained from the strength properties of the 
composite as in (9.58-9.59) in Section 9.3. 

9.1.4 Evolution Functions 

By using the additive decomposition hypothesis (8.124), which splits the total strain 
rate into elastic and plastic contributions, the rates of stress, thermodynamic forces, 
and both hardening functions can be written as 

...:.. _ OOij . OOij .p 
O"ij - -a Ekl + a-p Ekl 

Ekl ckl 

. _ a~j . a~j .p a~j. 
Yij - -a Ekl + -a p Ekl + aD Dkl 

Ekl E kl kl 

. _ a'Y J R _ aR. 
'Y - ad - ap P 

(9.20) 
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The incremental stress-strain relations for evolution of damage and plastic-strain 
can be obtained by introducing (9.12) into (9.20) as follows 

...:.. . . _ ao-ij . W ij -1 . P agP 
(7~J - a ckl + a P Mklmn A = 

Ckl ckl u(7mn 

y. = aYij ' . + aYij M - 1 ,\P ag
P + aYij ,\d ag

d 

~J aCkl ckl a~l klmn Wmn aDkl aYkl 
(9.21) 

. _ a, ,\d agd R = oR ,\p agP 

,- a§ a, ap oR 

Both consistency conditions, one for damage (Ii = gd = 0), another for plastic
strain (iJP = gP = 0) , must be used in order to find the damage and plastic-strain 
consistency multipliers ,\d and ,\P that define the evolution of internal variables. The 
consistency conditions lead to 

. d ag
d v ag

d 
. 0 d 0 ( ) 

9 = aYij.l ij + a, ' = ; 9 = 9.22 

agP . agP . 
iJP = Ocf:;j(fij + oR R = 0 ; gP = 0 (9.23) 

Introducing (9.21) into (9.22) and (9.23) we obtain the following linear system 
of equations 

g.d _ ~ [~Yiji + oY;; M - 1 ,\p~ + oYij ,\d~] + ~!b,\d~ - 0 
- oYij Ckl kl oCkl klmn Wmn ODkl OYkl 0'"'( 08 0,",(-

'P =.!!.Ie.... [rtiji + w;;M-1 ,\p~] + !!..fJ!..oR,\p!!..fJ!.. = 0 9 W ij Ckl kl oCkl klmn Wmn oR op oR 

(9.24) 

(9.25) 

which provides a system of two equations in the two unknown multipliers ,\d and ,\P 
as 

- b; .iij = all,\d + a12 ,\p 
J • • 

-b;iij = a21 Ad + a22 AP (9.26) 

where the second-order tensors b 1 and b 2 are 

b1 = [a
gd 

a
Yij

] 
mn aYij acmn 

b2 = [a
gP 

M-::l a(7kl] 
mn Wij ~Jkl acmn 

(9.27) 
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and the scalars all, a 22 , a 12 and a 21 are given by 

(9.28) 

The damage and plastic-strain multipliers ,\d and ,\P are obtained by solving the 
linear system of equations (9.26) as 

where the second-order tensors Ld and LP are 

Using (9.29) we can rewrite (9.12) as 

gd = 0 
gd < 0 
gP = 0 
gP < 0 

.p - LP M - 1 f)gP. 
ckl - rs klmn -f)- Crs 

(Tmn 

(9.29) 

(9.30) 

(9.31) 

(9.32) 

From (9.7), the incremental stress-strain relations for damage and plastic-strain 
evolution in the effective configuration can be expressed as 

(9.33) 

Introducing (9.31) and (9.32) into (9.33) we obtain 

(9.34) 
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or 
. C epd . (9 35) (7ij = ijrsCrs . 

where the elasto-plastic damaged tangent constitutive tensor, C:;.:, can be written 
as 

(9.36) 

Hence, C:;.: depends on the evolution of the strain tensor iij and the current 
state represented by thermodynamic forces (Yij, (7ij , r, R) or by the conjugate kine
matic variables (Dij , ifj , 6,p). While the first two terms in (9.36) are the classical 
terms for plasticity, the third term describes the stiffness reduction due to an incre
ment of damage. Moreover, the tangent constitutive equation can be obtained from 
differentiation of (8.66) as 

. C · e c· e 
(7ij = ijklCkl + ijklCkl 

Using the additive decomposition hypothesis (8.124) we get 

O"ij = Cijkl (ikl - i~l) + Cijklckl 

and using (9 .31) we have 

(9.37) 

(9.38) 

·00 - C (I LP M - 1 OgP). C· e (93q) 
(7tJ - ijkl klrs - rs klmn O(jmn crs + ijklCkl . c 

The last term of (9.34) and the last term of (9.39), which describe the stiffness 
reduction, must be equal to each other. Therefore 

. e O(7ij d ogd . 
Cijrs c rs = ODkl L rs oYkl Crs (9.40) 

Therefore, the tangent constitutive equation can be expressed by substituting 
(9.40) into (9.39) as 

Cepd _ C (I LP M - 1 OgP). O(7ij Ld ogd 
iJOrs - iJOkl klrs - rs klmn !l;Tmn crs + !lD rs !lYi 

Uv U kl U kl 
(9.41 ) 

This expression takes different forms according to the loading/unloading condi
tions derived from the Kuhn-Tucker relations as follows 

Cepd _ 
ijrs -

C if iJ _< 0 and i P <_ 0 ijrs 

O(7ij d ogd 

Cijrs + ODkl L rs OYkl 

Cijkl (lklr s - L~sMid:nn ::~n) 
if iJ ~ 0 and i P ~ 0 

if iJ ~ 0 and i P ~ 0 

c ( P -1 ogP) 
ijkl hlrs - LrsMklmn f)(j mn + 
O(7ij Ld ogd +-- --
ODkl rs OYkl 

if iJ ~ 0 and i P ~ 0 

(9.42) 

The nonlinear problem is solved by a return-mapping algorithm [3,4, 5J described 
in the next section. 
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9.2 Numerical Implementation 

A displacement-based finite element formulation is used. The geometry is discretized 
by the finite element method. The material nonlinearity is tracked at each Gauss 
integration point. The return-mapping algorithm of Section 8.4.1 is here augmented 
to integrate the rate equations taking into account plasticity as well as damage. 

Damage and plastic-deformation, both state variables, are updated by a lin
earized procedure between two consecutive iterations (k - 1 and k). With a first
order linearization of (9.24), and using (9.28) , we can write 

(Gdh - (Gd)k_l = (all)k_l !:l)..% + (a 12h _l !:l)"~ 
(GP)k - (GP) k-l = (a21 )k- l !:l)..% + (a22 )k_l !:l)"~ 

(9.43) 

Successful convergence at iteration k yields (Gd)k = 0 and (GP)k = O. Using 
(9.28.d) the following linear system is obtained 

-(Gd)k_l = (all )k- l !:l)..% + (a12 )k_l !:l)"~ 
-(GP)k- l = (a22 )k_l !:l)"~ 

(9.44) 

from which we can solve first the plastic-strain multiplier !:l)"~ using the second 
equation of the linear system. The plastic-strain state variables are updated using 
!:l)"~ and the iteration is continued until !:l)"~ . :;::j O. Next solve for !:l)..% using the 
first equation of the linear system which is uncoupled from plastic-strain because 
!:l)"~ = O. 

The complete algorithm used for the integration of the constitutive equation, is 
shown next. 

1. The displacement increment (!:lui )n for step "n" is obtained from the dis
cretized equilibrium equation. The incremental and updated strains are easily 
obtained as 

(!:lcij)n = ~ ((!:lui, j)n + (!:lUj,i )n) 
(cijr = (cij)n-l + (!:lcij)n 

2. The state variables from the previous step "n - 1" are obtained by starting 
the return-mapping algorithm with damage and plastic-strains, setting the 
predictor iteration k = O. Therefore 

(Dij ): = (Dij) n- l ; (o)~ = (or-1 

(cfj ): = (cfj)n-l; (p)~ = (pr- 1 

3. The effective stress tensor and the plastic-strain hardening are computed at 
this point 
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4. The plastic-strain threshold is evaluated at this point 

Two different conditions define the possible cases: 

(a) If (GP) k :S 0 not plastic-strain evolution, then ~.x~ = O. Therefore, go to 
(8). 

(b) If (GPh > 0 plastic-strain evolution, then ~.x~ > O. Therefore, go to (5). 

5. Plastic-strain evolution exists. Starting at iteration k = k + 1. The plastic
strain multiplier is found from (GP) k = 0 as 

6. Next, the plastic-strain state variables are updated using ~.x~, as 

7. End of plastic-strain linearized process. Go to (3). 

8. The thermodynamic forces and damage hardening are computed at this point 

(

A N)n. 
Yij k' ( s)n. Yij k' 

9. The damage threshold is evaluated at this point 

Two different conditions define the possible cases: 

(a) If (Gdh :S 0 no damage behavior, then ~.x~ = O. Therefore, go to (13). 

(b) If (Gdh > 0 damage evolution, then ~.x~ > O. Therefore, go to (10). 
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10. Damage evolution exists. Starting at iteration k = k+1, the damage multiplier 
is found from (Cd) k = 0 as 

11. Next , the damage state variables are updated using t1>..%-

(Dij): = (Dij) :-1 + t1>.% (:~:) k - l 

(o)~ = (O)~_l + t1>.% (a:d

) = (O)~_l - t1>.% 
, k-l 

12. End of damage linearized process. Go to (8). 

13. Set up the stress, damage, and plastic-strain state variables for the next load 
increment at each integration point 

(Dij )n=(Dij ):; (ot=(o)~ 
(cfj)n = (cfj):; (pt = (p)~ 
(aij)n = (Mijkl)n Ck1rs (Mrstut ((Ctut - (cfut) 

14. Compute the tangent constitutive tensor 

( ePd)n_ Gijrs -

15. End of the integration algorithm. 

9.3 Model Identification 

The model uses a number of internal parameters that are explicitly related to experi
mental material properties. The damage domain is defined by diagonal fourth-order 
tensors A, B , and J. The idea is to compare the Tsai-Wu criterion with the dam
age domain in the effective stress space, obtaining a linear system with solutions 
that characterize uniquely the coefficients in the A tensor (AI, A2, and A3 ), the B 
tensor (Bl' B2, and B3), and the J tensor (Jl, J2, and J3). To obtain a convex 
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damage surface, all coefficients must be non-negative. In this way these coefficients 
can be obtained in terms of the elastic properties and strength values under uniaxial 
loading of the unidirectional lamina, which for the most part are available in the 
literature. The proposed identification procedure along with the damage surface 
described by (9.13) does not require experimental data for matrix-dominated shear 
loading, which are very difficult to obtain. Note that the Voigt contracted notation 
and the tensor shear strain notation are used, EQ = 1/2'Q which a = 4,5,6. 

9.3.1 Damage Surface Shear Coefficients 

The coefficients B 1, B 2 , and B3 represent the effect of damage caused by shear 
loading on the shape of the damage surface gd in (9.13). They are directly related 
to available material properties obtained by shear tests of unidirectional lamina, i.e., 
the undamaged shear moduli (G12 and G 13 ), the damaged shear moduli at imminent 
failure (G*12 and G*13, see Figure 9.1),and fiber-dominated shear strengths (F6 and 
F5). Note that at failure we can assume that (,* + ,0) = 1 in (9.13). Considering 
two different shear loading cases, when the failure of the material is imminent , 
in-plane shear loading (0"6 # 0, 0"1 = 0"2 = 0"3 = 0"5 = 0"4 = 0), and longitudinal
thickness loading (0"5 # 0, 0"1 = 0"2 = 0"3 = 0"6 = 0"4 = 0) , and substituting in (9.13), 
the damage surface gd reduces to 

(9.45) 

(9.46) 

where 01s, 02s, 03s, are the critical values of the integrity tensor at shear failure in 
the longitudinal, transverse, and thickness directions, respectively, and 855 , 866 a.re 
coefficients in the undamaged compliance tensor, which can be written in terms of 
undamaged shear moduli in usual way [6] as 866 = 1/G12 and 855 = 1/G13. 

Experimental evidence reveals a highly nonlinear behavior for a fiber-reinforced 
lamina subject to pure shear. B2 and B3 represent the effect on the damage surface 
of matrix damage caused by shear loading. B1 represents the effect of fiber damage 
under shear loading. Experimental data suggest that a lamina subject to pure shear 
experiences mostly matrix damage and has negligible effect on fiber damage [7]. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that under shear loading B1 = ° and fiber 
integrity 0 1 = 1. Therefore, 

(9.47) 

Just prior to failure, the damaged shear stiffness Gi can be obtained from the 
unloading shear stress-strain path (Figure 9.1), so that (9.47) becomes 

..,2 _ Gh 
~G2s - -

G12 

..,2 _ Gh 
~G3s - -

G13 
(9.48) 
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where 02s, 03s are the ratios between the damaged C: and the undamaged Gi shear 
modulus for in-plane shear and longitudinal-transverse shear. 

Solving (9.45) and (9.46) results in 

(9.49) 

(9.50) 

~ 
F6 -----------------------2--:.:.:---=--~-a~--~=r ...... __:r_--"-71 

I 

: * 
i 2G,2 

--- ______ 1 

l_11_2_13_1_41_5_16~'~ __________________ ~---I186 r- (c [)u .. I_ (c ;)u _. 

Fig. 9.1: Representation of in-plane stress-strain shear response with several load 
and unload cycles. Six pairs of tension-unrecoverable strain (i - i') are shown. 

9.3.2 Damage Surface Normal Coefficients 

The coefficients AI, A2 , A3 , Jl, J2 and h represent the effect on the damage surface 
of damage caused by axial loading. They are directly related to material properties 
obtained by tensile and compression tests of a unidirectional lamina in the princi
pal material directions. For transverse isotropic materials, the parameters in the 
thickness direction (denoted by subscript 3) take the same values of those in the 
transverse direction (denoted by subscript 2). The elastic properties (Young's mod
uli E l , E2 and E3, and Poisson coefficients V12 , V13 and V23) and normal strengths 
(FIt, FIe, F2t, F2e, F3t and F3e) are obtained from uniaxial tests. Also it is neces
sary to associate critical integrity values and hardening values to these failure states. 
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Critical values of the integrity tensor n can be easily estimated by formulas based 
on experimental results or estimated by analytical procedures [8, 5]. 

For the undamaged material, gd defines an initial reduced elastic domain with 
"I = "10· At failure , the elastic domain becomes larger and "I = ,(oe) + "10 , where 
"I(oe) are the critical hardening associated to each failure mechanism. Following the 
procedure leading to (9.68) but now for cases of uniaxial normal loading results in 
the following 

Olt = - ~ (1 - nit) 

02t = - ~ (1- n~t) 

03t = - ~ (1 - n~t) 

(9.51) 

Writing the gd function for longitudinal uniaxial tension and compression of the 
unidirectional lamina (0"1 f. 0, 0"2 = 0"3 = 0"6 = 0"5 = 0"4 = 0) , the damage surface gd 

becomes 
iT8 11 2 

Y J1 n6 Fit - (r(OIt) + "(0) = ° 
It 

(9 .52) 

VJ;.Al ;~1 Ffe - (r(Ole) + "(0) = ° 
I e 

(9.53) 

where Fit and FIe are the longitudinal tensile strength and longitudinal compres
sive strength of a single composite lamina, 8 11 is a coefficient in the undamaged 
compliance matrix, the quantities nit and n1e are the critical values of the integrity 
tensor at failure for a state of longitudinal stress, while the values J1 and Al are the 
unknown coefficients. 

For a unidirectional lamina under transverse tensile stress (0"2 f. 0,0"1 = 0"3 = 
0"6 = 0"5 = 0"4 = 0) the function gd reduces to 

iT822 2 
Y h n6 F2t - (r(02t) + "(0) = ° 

2t 

iT 822 2 ( ) Y J2 A2 n6 F2e -- ,(02e) +,0 = ° 
2e 

and in the thickness direction (0"3 f. 0,0"1 = 0"2 = 0"6 = 0"5 = 0"4 = 0) to 

iT 833 2 
y J3A3n6 F3e - (r(03e) +"(0) = ° 

3e 

(9.54) 

(9.55) 

(9.56) 

(9.57) 

where F2t , F2e, F3t and F3e are the strength values and 822, 833 are coefficients in 
the undamaged compliance tensor. The quantities n2t , n2e , n3t and n3e are the 
critical values of the integrity tensor at failure for a state of transverse stress. 
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Substituting (9.51) in (9.52)-(9.57), six independent nonlinear equations are ob
tained from which the six components of A and J can be easily found. 

9.3.3 Plastic-Strain Surface 

The plastic-strain surface is defined by (9.19). A three-dimensional Tsai-Wu cri
terion shape is chosen due to its ability to represent different behavior among the 
different load paths in stress space. The coefficients h are defined as 

1 1 
11 = =-- - =--; 

Flt Fi e 

1 
In = F F ; 

It I e 

1 
144 = -2; 

F4 

1 1 
12 = =-- - =--; 

F2t F2e 

1 
122 = F F ; 

2t 2e 

and hj take the following form 

1 1 
13 = =-- - =--; 

F 3t F3e 

1 
h 3 = F F ; 

3t 3e 

1 
166 = -2; 

F6 

(9.58) 

(9.59) 

The parameters Fit, F ie , and Fi are the effective strength values. That is, the 
strength values in effective configuration. They are defined as: 

- Flt 
Flt = n-; 

Hlt 

- Fi e 
Fie = n-; 

Hie 

F - F G12 G13. 
4 - 4G* G* , 

12 13 

(9.60) 

where the parameters Fit and Fie (with i = 1,2,3), and Fi with (with i = 4,5 , 6) are 
the strength values in tension, compression, in-plane shear, and out-of-plane shear 
for a composite lamina. Gi and G i (with i = 12,13) are the damaged shear modulus 
and the undamaged shear modulus, respectively. These values are tabulated in the 
literature, or they can be easily obtained following standardized test methods [9]. 

9.3.4 Hardening Functions 

The plastic-strain (yield) evolution and the damage evolution are defined by two 
hardening functions (9.9) and (9.10). The in-plane shear stress-strain curve of a sin
gle composite lamina is used to identify these hardening evolution functions. Typical 
in-plane stress-strain shear behavior is shown in Figure 9.1. In order to identify the 
damage hardening parameters at, f3f and 'Yo, and the plastic-strain hardening pa
rameters af, f3f and Ro, it is also necessary to define two initial thresholds in the 
in-plane shear stress-strain response (Figure 9.1). The highest shear stress without 
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significant plastic-strain is the initial plastic-strain threshold Fe. The highest shear 
stress without significant damage is the initial damage threshold Fg. Experimental 
evidence suggests that plastic-strains do not appear before damage [10]. Therefore, 
it is assumed that 

(9.61) 

but the identification process could be easily changed to reflect the opposite situation 
(i.e., Fg > Fe). 

In a state of in-plane shear load, the damage surface function gd proposed in 
(9.13) takes the form 

(9.62) 

and substituting (9.9) we get 

gd = VB" 2;;,' ai - (t, at [exp (,!fJt) - 1]) -'Yo = 0 (9.63) 

Similarly, the yield function (9.19) of a unidirectional lamina loaded with pure 
in-plane shear becomes 

gP = ~6 _ (R(p) + Ro) = 0 
F6 

and substituting (9.10) we get 

(9.64) 

(9.65) 

Next, the parameters of both hardening functions are determined explicitly. Us
ing the flow rule (9.12), it is possible to obtain the relationship between the evolution 
of the damage state variables D ij and the hardening damage variables J, as well as 
the relationship between the evolution of the plastic-strain ~fj and the hardening 
variable p. Using the identification procedure presented here, using in-plane shear 
load only, the derivatives of (9.63) and (9.65) are constants and take the form 

ogP 
-=-1 oR 

Therefore, the ratios between the evolution laws, (9.12), become 

. d ogd 
,\-

oYij __ IJ3 o d - Y D22 
)"d-.!L 

aT 

. agP 
~P ,\P_-
Cij aO'ij 1 
-:;; - -. -agP - F6 

'\PaR 

(9.66) 

(9.67) 

The integration of (9.67) with trivial initial conditions allows us to find the 
hardening variables 8 and p explicitly as functions of damage and plastic-strain. 
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Therefore, for in-plane shear load only, the relationships between the state variables 
and the hardening state variables are 

0 = __ 1-d2 = __ 1_ (1 - O~) 
...)B22 ...)B22 (9.68) 

P = - 1'6 t~ 

Substituting (9.68) in (9.63) and (9 .65) we get 

- ( n [ (( 2) ) ] ) d fT) 2S66 2 "d 1 - O2 
9 = V B22[f1 CJ6 - ~ ai exp - ~ 1- - 1 - 'Yo = 0 

28 i = l V B 22 {3z 
(9.69) 

0' 6 (~p [ (F6~) ] ) gP = F 6 - ~ a i exp - (3f - 1 - Ro = 0 (9.70) 

When the material is under in-plane shear stress lower than the threshold value 
Ft, the material is undamaged, hence 0 = 0, O2 = 1, and the hardening function 
become 'Y(o) = O. Therefore, from (9.69) the parameter 'Yo can be determined easily 
when the shear load is equal to Ft as 

(9.71) 

In the same way, when the virgin material is loaded with a pure shear stress below 
the plastic-strain threshold Fe, the plastic-strain hardening variable p is equal to 
zero and the plastic-strains are also zero. Consequently the hardening function R(p) 
is equal to zero. The initial threshold value for plastic-strain Ro can be determined 
with (9.70) as 

-P 
Ro = ~6 (9.72) 

F6 

and F6 is given in (9.60) and ~ is the effective shear plastic-strain threshold 

- P _ 1 P 
F6 - Op F6 

2 

(9.73) 

where the value of integrity O~ at the shear plastic-strain threshold can be obtained 
from the in-plane shear strain-stress response (Figure 9.1). 

Substituting (9.71) into (9.69) and solving for the positive value of CJ6 yields the 
relation between the in-plane shear stress and the integrity O2 as 

CJ6 = [(t at [exp ( - (1 -0~1) -1]) O~ + (Ft)2] 1/2 
i = l ...)B22 {3i 2S66...)B22 

(9.74) 

In the same way, it is possible to obtain the relation between the effective in
plane shear stress and the effective in-plane plastic-strain from (9.70) and (9.72) 
as 

(9.75) 
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The parameters 0.1, f3f, af and f3f can be obtained by adjusting (9.74) and 
(9.75) to the experimental data in the form (J6 vs. 02 and 0'6 vs. E~, respectively, 
which can be easily derived from experimental data in the form (J6 vs. C6. Cycling 
loading-unloading of a typical unidirectional or [0/90Js laminate in shear is shown 
in Figure 9.1. With each load-unload cycle, one pair (J6 - c~ and one pair (J6 - O2 

are obtained (pairs i - i' in Figure 9.1). 
For each loading to (J6, a value of plastic-strain c~ is obtained upon unloading. 

These are reproduced in Figure 9.2.(a). The elastic recovery during unloading are 
used to create Figure 9.2.(b). Three zones can be distinguished: (i) linear elastic, (ii) 
damage without plastic-strain, and (iii) damage with plastic-strain. The integrity 
variable 02 on each zone is shown in Figure 9.2.(c) and represented by 

1 

where G12 is the undamaged shear modulus. 

F[ 

l' 2' 3' 4' 5'6' &t 
(a) (b) 

(J6 < Fg 
Fg < (J6 < F[ 

(9.76) 

5 

(c) 

Fig. 9.2: Experimental data mapped onto integrity, plastic-strain, and elastic-strain 
spaces: (a) stress vs. plastic strain, (b) stress vs. elastic strain, and (c) stress vs 
integrity. 

The relation between shear stress (J6 and the integrity variable O2 calculated 
with (9.76) is used to adjust the parameters 0.1 and f3f so that (9.74) is satisfied. 

Since O2 can be calculated with (9.76), the effective stress and strain can be 
calculated as 

(9.77) 
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Table 9.1: Elastic properties for a T300/914 unidirectional lamina 

142.0 GPa 10.3 GPa 6.42 GPa 3.71 GPa 0.21 

Table 9.2: Strength and critical integrity properties for a T300/914 unidirectional 
lamina 

Flt FIe F2t = F3t F 2e = F3e F6 = F5 F4 

1830 MPa 1096 MPa 57.0 MPa 57.0 MPa 89.1 MPa 78.0 MPa 

D er 
It D er 

Ie D2~ = D~~ D2~ = D~~ 
0.1161 0.1109 0.5 0.5 

and used to adjust the parameters af and f3f so that (9.75) is satisfied. 
In summary, the identification process for a transversely isotropic material re

quires: (i) five undamaged elastic properties E l , E2 = E3 , lI12 = lIl3, G12 = G13, and 
G23 (or lI23 using G23 = E2/2(1 + lI23)), (ii) six strength values (Flt, Fie, F2t = F3t , 

F2e = F3e, F4 and F5 = F6 ), (iii) the damaged in-plane shear moduli at imminent 
failure (G*12 = G*13), and iv) estimates for the critical values of the integrity tensor, 
Olt, Ole, 02t = 03t and 02e = 03e. The critical integrity values are obtained from 
the critical damage values (8.32), (8.42), (8.60), and so on. 

Example 9.1 Experimental data for T300/914 Carbon/Epoxy (11) are used to identify the 
model. The elastic properties of T300/914 lamina are given in Table 9.1. The strength 
and critical integrity values are shown in Table 9.2. Compare the experimental response for 
T300/ 914 Carbon/ Epoxy available in (11) with the model response. 

Solution to Example 9.1 The data obtained from shear response of the material, avail
able in (11), is shown in the Figure 9.3. Using the experimental data the damage and plastic
strain thresholds are obtained, we get Ft = Ft = 17.8 MPa. Using the last unloading path 
we get Gi2 = 3.41 MPa and (6~)U = 2.01 %. 

The internal parameters shown in Tables 9.3 and 9.4 define the shape of the damage and 
plastic-strain surfaces and the hardening functions. They are obtained, in terms of the values 
in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 and the shear response shown in Figure 9.3, using the formulation 
presented in the previous section and the procedure described next. 

First, the components of B are computed with (9.49), (9.50) and Bl = O. The effec
tive strengths are computed using (9.60). With the damage and plastic thresholds Ft, Ft , 
obtained from Figure 9.3, the hardening thresholds 'Yo, Ro are computed with (9.71) and 
(9.72). 

The load and unload path pairs in Figure 9.3 allow us to determine the evolution of 
integrity n2 , total strain 66, elastic strain 66' and plastic strain 6~ as a function of the 
applied shear stress a6. 
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Fig. 9.3: Shear response parameters of a T300/ 914 Carbon/Epoxy to identify the 
damage / plastic-strain model. 

Table 9.3: Model internal damage parameters for a T300/914 unidirectional lamina 

Damage J I J2 = J3 BI B2 = B3 Al A2 = A3 
surface 6.905 10 3 0.2040 0 0.2085 1.191 1 

Damage ,0 ad I (3f 
hardening 11.29 10 3 36.47 10 3 - 0.3195 

Only one term of the Prony series in (9.9) is needed to obtain a good fit of (9.74), which 
becomes 

(9.78) 

The internal material parameters a~ and f3f are adjusted using experimental values of 0"6 

vs. O2 from sequential load-unload paths as shown in Figure 9.2. (c). Model predictions 
are compared to experimental data in Figure 9.4. Experimentally, it is not possible to test 
beyond the critical damage, but the numerical model is able to calculate the response after 
this point. 

Then, (9.51)-(9.57) allow us to obtain the components of A and J . Finally, the plastic
strain hardening parameters are obtained. The experimental data shown in Figure 9.3 are 
first mapped onto effective space using (9.77) and shown in Figure 9.5. Two different ap
proximations of the Prony series are used. The first is obtained using only one exponential 
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Table 9.4: Model internal plastic-strain parameters for a T300/914 lamina 

Yield Fu F Ie F2t = F 3t F 2e = F3e F 4 F 5 = F6 
surface (MPa) 1956 1950 80.6 80.6 146.8 122.2 

Plastic-strain Ro QP 
1 ,6i 

hardening (1 term) 0.1458 -0.7981 0.2742 

Plastic-strain Ro QP 
1 ,6f QP 2 ,6~ 

hardening (2 terms) 0.1458 -0.3724 0.0750 -0.5554 0.9206 
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Fig. 9.4: Adjusting in-plane damage hardening with in-plane shear stress-strain data 
for T300/914 Carbon/Epoxy. 

term in (9.10), so that (9.75) becomes 

(9.79) 

which allows us to obtain the parameters ala and (Jfa' Using two exponential terms in the 
Prony series in (9.10) , (9.75) becomes 

(9.80) 

which allows us to obtain the parameters aib' {Jib' a~b and (J~b' A nonlinear optimization 
method has been used to calculate the hardening parameters so that (9.79) and (9.80) adjust 
the experimental data in effective space (Figure 9.5). The model responses using one and 
two exponential terms in the Prony series are compared with the experimental data in Figure 
9.5. This completes the identification of the model. 
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Fig. 9.5: Adjusting in-plane plastic-strain hardening with in-plane shear stress-strain 
data for T300/914 Carbon/Epoxy. 

Once all the internal parameters in the model are completely identified, the model can be 
used to predict the response of different laminates under different load conditions, provided 
the fiber volume fraction and the nature of the constituent materials are not changed. The 
constitutive equations have been implemented in a finite element code. The response under 
in-plane shear load computed using the finite element code is compared to experimental data 
for unidirectional composite in Figure 9.6. For additional validation, the response a [±45hs 
laminate under tension along the x-direction is compared to experimental data [ll} in Figure 
9.7. 

9.4 Laminate Damage 

First, provision is made to model the stress redistribution in the laminate that 
occurs as a result of the reduction in stiffness due to damage. When a laminate is 
under bending, the strain distribution is linear through the thickness. Therefore, the 
material damages uniformly through the thickness of the laminate, and the material 
properties vary continuously through the thickness of each ply. 

The stress-strain relations in the material coordinates for a single lamina are 

(9.81) 

where the superscripts d, p, refer to damage and plasticity effects, respectively. In 
the framework of the classical plate theory (CPT, see Section 3.1.2) the kinematic 
variables are the mid-plane strain and curvatures. The elastic-damaged terms of the 
reduced stiffness matrix are defined by a linear function of the material property 
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Fig. 9.6: Model and experimental response [11] of a unidirectional T300/914 Car
bon/Epoxy laminate under pure shear. 

from the top and bottom surface of the k-th lamina as 

Qd.( ) = Q~ . ( b) + Qt(zD - Qt(zZ) (z _ Zkb) 
tJ Z tJ Zk (t b) Zk - zk 

(9.82) 

where an over-bar indicates quantities in the global coordinate system of the lam
inate, and superscripts t, b refer to top and bottom, respectively. Such quantities 
are obtained by standard coordinate transformation of (9 .81) as shown in [6, 5.49]. 
The tension O"i over the lamina is a linear function of the top and bottom values of 
the stress [6], given by 

b O"i(zk) - O"i(ZZ) ( b) 
O"i(Z) = O"i(Zk) + (t _ b) Z - Zk 

Zk zk 
(9.83) 

To assemble the total stiffness of the material we use the definition of force and 
moment resultants (3.8). Therefore, the laminate constitutive equations become 

N x Au A12 A 16 Bn B12 B16 
cO _ cOp 

x x 

Ny A22 A 26 B12 B22 B 26 
cO _cop 

y y 

N x y A66 B 16 B26 B66 ° Op T Xy - T XY (9.84) 
M x Dn D12 D 16 ",0 _ ",oP 

x x 

My D22 D 26 ",0 _ ",op 
Y Y 

M x y D66 ° Op "'xy - "'x y 

where the coefficients are computed in terms of the damaged values of the re
duced stiffness coefficients in global coordinates Qtj using the standard equations 
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Fig. 9.7: Model and experimental response [l1J of a [±45bs T300/914 Car
bon/Epoxy laminate under tension along the x-direction. 

[6, (6.16)J. Noting that the damage and plastic effects are piecewise linear functions 
through the thickness of the laminate, the following explicit equations are obtained 
for the coefficients of the laminate stiffness matrices 

(9.85) 
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Chapter 10 

Delaminations 

D. Bruno,l F. Greco,l and E. J. Barbero2 

Delamination is a frequent mode of failure affecting the structural performance of 
composite laminates. The interface between layers offers a low-resistance path for 
crack growth because the bonding between two adjacent layers depends only on 
matrix properties. Delamination may originate from manufacturing imperfections, 
cracks produced by fatigue or low velocity impact, stress concentration near geomet
rical/material discontinuity such as joints and free edges, or due to high interlaminar 
stresses. 

In laminates loaded in compression, the delaminated layers may buckle and prop
agate due to interaction between delamination growth and buckling. The presence 
of delaminations (Figure 10.1) may reduce drastically the buckling load and the 
compressive strength of the composite laminates [1] . Delaminations may also be 
driven by buckling in laminates under transverse loading [2]. The analysis of de
lamination buckling requires the combination of geometrically nonlinear structural 
analysis with fracture mechanics. 

According to its shape, delaminations are classified into through-the-width or 
strip [2]-[9], circular [9]-[15], elliptic [16], rectangular [17] or arbitrary [18, 19]. De
pending on its location through the laminate thickness, delaminations are classified 
into thin film, symmetric split [1, 4, 5], and general [6, 9, 12, 13, 15]. In addition, 
analysis of combined buckling and growth for composite laminates containing multi
ple delaminations under in-plane compressive loading has been carried out [20, 21]. 
Experimental results on delamination buckling are presented in [22, 23]. 

Other delamination configurations which have been investigated in the literature 
are the beam-type delamination specimens subjected to bending, axial, and shear 
loading [22]-[28] which form the basis for experimental methods used to measure 
interlaminar fracture strength under pure mode I, mode II, and mixed mode condi
tions in composites, adhesive joints, and other laminated materials (Figure 10.2). 

lUniversita della Calabria, Italy. 
2WesL Virginia University, USA. 
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Fig. 10.1: Delamination buckling in a compressed laminate. 

In plates with piezoelectric sensors or actuators, an imperfect bonding between 
the piezoelectric lamina and the base plate may grow under mechanical and/ or 
electrical loading. As a consequence, the adaptive properties of the smart system 
can be significantly reduced since de-bonding results in significant changes to the 
static or dynamic response [29, 30J. Finally, delamination growth may be caused by 
dynamic effects, such as vibration and impact. For instance, the dynamics effects 
resulting from the inertia of the laminate on the growth process resulting from the 
buckling of the delamination has been investigated for a circular delamination and 
time-dependent loadings [31 J . 

Delaminations in layered plates and beams have been analyzed by using both 
cohesive damage models and fracture mechanics. A cohesive damage model im
plements interfacial constitutive laws defined in terms of damage variables and a 
damage evolution law. Cohesive damage elements are usually inserted between 
solid elements [32J-[34J or beam/shell elements [34J. 

In the context of the fracture mechanics approach, which is the methodology 
followed in this chapter, the propagation of an existing delamination is analyzed by 
comparing the amount of energy release rate (ERR) with the fracture toughness of 
the interface. When mixed mode conditions are involved, the decomposition of the 
total ERR into mode I, mode II, and mode III components becomes necessary due 
to the mixed-mode dependency of interface toughness [35J. A number of fracture 
mechanics-based models have been proposed in the literature to study delamination, 
including three-dimensional models [36, 37J and simplified beam-like models [1 , 3, 
28, 38, 39J. 

Three-dimensional elasticity can be used to represent accurately the local 3D 
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Fig. 10.2: Beam-type delamination specimens. 

stress field in the neighborhood of the delamination front. Due to the high gradi
ent of stress and strain states in the neighborhood of the delamination front, solid 
finite elements and a refined mesh at the delamination front are needed [40]-[45]. 
Computation of the ERR mode components requires many layers of solid elements 
through the laminate thickness and a very fine mesh along the in-plane directions in 
the neighborhood of the delamination front, especially for complex laminates due to 
anisotropic properties, lay-up sequence, geometry, and loading. Therefore, the com
putational cost of the analysis is high. Moreover, additional complications arise due 
to the oscillatory behavior of stress and displacement fields near the delamination 
front, which are predicted by the three-dimensional elasticity theory [41]. 

Beam-like models based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory provide a simplified 
analysis tool for the global behavior of delaminated plates. Various extensions of 
these models are available. For example, the adhesion between the layers of a double 
cantilever beam is modeled by means of an elastic foundation in [46], while a refined 
plate theory is used to model the layers in [47]. 

Most classical delamination studies based on beam or plate theories assume that 
the laminated plate is essentially composed of two plate elements in the delaminated 
region and a single plate element in the undelaminated region [9, 10, 12, 19, 21]. This 
is equivalent to using a two-layer plate model, namely two plate elements bonded in 
the undelaminated region, using the Kirchhoff plate kinematics (see Section 3.1.2), 
which prescribes equal rotations for the plates in the undelaminated zone [4, 27, 48]. 

Classic delamination models based on plate theories give a good estimate of total 
ERR. Unfortunately, they may provide inaccurate results when utilized to separate 
ERR into mode components except in particular cases [28]. In fact, a notable 
underestimation of the actual ERR mode components may arise since usually shear 
effects are neglected and the local crack tip strain state is not accurately described. 
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Shear deformability has a notable effect on the ERR evaluation in laminates due to 
their low shear to bending stiffness ratio [25, 48J. As a consequence, the classical 
plate-based delamination models have been improved in several ways. 

The global-local analysis concept illustrated in [49J-[51J aims to reduce the cost 
of computation of full 3D methods and to obtain a more accurate mode partition 
with respect to beam-plate models. In this context, numerical solutions to integral 
equations [26, 49, 50J or finite element models [51, 52J are used in the literature. 
The total ERR is determined from an overall analysis in which the structure is 
modeled by an assembly of plates and the mode partition is performed by means of 
numerical solution of the local continuum model in a small element containing the 
delamination front. 

The global-local approach has shown its effectiveness for both 2D [53J and 3D 
[54, 55J delamination problems and it is known as the crack tip element (CTE) 
method [52J. Since the classical plate theory is generally used, contributions from 
shear deformations of delaminated and undelaminated members to ERR are usually 
neglected. Although the original solution in [49, 50J is improved in [55, 56J, the 
CTE method cannot be used for general delaminations and one must resort to full 
three-dimensional FEA, which may involve high computational effort. In addition, 
delaminations have been modeled by using sublaminates governed by transverse 
shear deformable laminate theory, thus obtaining a reasonable approximation to 
the mode separation solution [57J. 

An intermediate approach between models based on classical plate theory and on 
continuum analysis has been proposed both in combination with numerical solutions 
or analytical procedures [24, 25, 27,48, 58, 59, 60, 61J by coupling interface elements 
and plate theories. This technique achieves two basic objectives. First, it retains the 
simplicity of classic delamination models by operating in terms of plate variables. 
Second, it leads to accurate and direct mode partition. 

The interface technique is also able to take into account nonlinear effects due 
to bridging mechanisms or to damage and to easily incorporate unilateral contact 
conditions [59, 62 , 63J. In [48], the undelaminated region of the laminate is modeled 
as two first-order shear deformable plates, instead of a single plate element as in 
classical models. A linear elastic interface model is introduced to reconstruct inter
laminar stresses and thus to compute ERR mode components. In this way, shear 
deformations are incorporated in the solution and a refined ERR computation is 
obtained. 

In the context of a plate-based model, the accuracy of mode partition is in
fluenced by the laminate kinematics assumptions (see Section 3.1) . Therefore, a 
more reliable mode partition can be obtained by using improved plate kinematical 
models. Consequently the two-layer plate kinematical model is refined in [64J by 
developing a coupled interface-multilayer approach, showing that mode partition 
may be performed accurately by introducing an appropriate number of plate mod
els in each sublaminate. Moreover, the complications related to oscillatory behavior 
of ERRs are avoided using interface and plate variables, since the interface model 
may be interpreted as a very thin resin layer embedding the delamination. Finally, 
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some refined plate theories are proposed to include the possibility of de-bonding 
between laminate layers. For example, the layer-wise theory was introduced in [65] 
incorporating delamination in composite laminates. 

Fracture mechanics allows us to predict the growth of a preexisting crack or de
fect. In a homogeneous and isotropic body subjected to a generic loading condition, 
a crack tends to grow by kinking in a direction such that a pure mode I condition 
at its tip is maintained. On the contrary, delaminations in laminated composites 
are constrained to propagate in its own plane because the toughness of the inter
face is relatively low in comparison to that of the adjoining material. Therefore a 
delamination crack propagates with its advancing tip in mixed mode condition and, 
consequently, requires a fracture criterion including all three mode components. 

The theory of crack growth may be developed by using one of two approaches. 
First, the Griffith energetic (or global) approach introduces the concept of ERR G 
as the energy available for fracture on one hand, and the critical surface energy Gc 

as the energy necessary for fracture on the other hand. Alternatively, the Irwin 
(local) approach is based on the stress intensity factor concept, which represents the 
energy stress field in the neighborhood of the crack tip. These two approaches are 
equivalent and, therefore, the energy criterion may be rewritten in terms of stress 
intensity factors. 

A number of path independent integrals have been proposed to calculate the 
ERR, such as the J-integral [66]. Calculating these integrals along special paths in 
terms of plate variables , one can write the ERR as a function of stress resultants 
acting upon sections adjoining the crack border. 

10.1 Two-Dimensional Delamination 

The problem of a through-the-width delamination crack is considered in this section. 
Its generalization to the case of a plane crack of arbitrary geometry is given in Section 
10.2. 

10.1.1 Energy Release Rate (ERR) 

Consider a linear elastic solid occupying a region B in its reference configuration 
(Figure 10.3). The solid, referred to a fixed system of Cartesian coordinate xyz 
has a uniform thickness h in the z-direction with its volume represented by n = 
A x (-h/2, h/2) , with A denoting the trace of the solid in the x-y plane (Figure 
10.3). 

Suppose that the body is in a two-dimensional deformation state (plane strain 
or plane stress) with a crack with faces parallel to the x-z plane, with length £ along 
the x-axis. Under these assumptions , it is sufficient to consider only the variables 
x and y. The body illustrated in Figure 10.3 is in a small-deformation regime 
under the action of surface forces t p (..\) prescribed on a portion of the boundary, 
whose trace in the x-y plane is <7 At, and of displacements up (..\) imposed on the 
complementary part. The objective in this section is to analyze the quasi-static 
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Fig. 10.3: Two-dimensional cracked body. 

propagation of a crack described by a monotonically varying time-like parameter T. 

The load parameter ,\ is assumed constant during crack propagation. For the sake 
of simplicity, equations in the following calculations are written for a unit thickness 
(namely, h = 1) and body forces are omitted. 

Energy is dissipated by the system in order to create the two new surfaces of 
an advancing crack. Experiential evidence indicates that this process is irreversible 
since the crack cannot be healed without some external action or effort [67]. The 
second law of thermodynamics in the form of Clausius-Duhem inequality (8.95) for 
isothermal process (T = const.) becomes (j : i - p"j; ~ O. 

For the sake of discussion, let's assume a crack with area Ae advancing in a 
self-similar fashion and let's take its area to represent the state of fracture of the 
system. In this case, the Helmholtz free energy 'IjJ = 'IjJ(c, Ae) is a function of the 
strain c and the crack area. Then, using (8.97) for an isothermal process (\IT = 0), 
yields an expression for the dissipation rate t leaving the body to create new crack 
area, 

t = in -ydrt (10.1 ) 

where Pa = f e is the thermodynamic force driving the advance of the crack at a rate 
Sa = Ae, and -y is the heat dissipation rate per unit volume. In this chapter a dot 
over a variable denotes total differentiation with respect to the time-like parameter 
T. 

Now, the first law of thermodynamics3 (8.69) allows us to perform an energy 
balance. Since t accounts for all the dissipation taking place during an elastic 
fracture, the internal energy rate (; in (8.69) reduces to the strain energy rate, i.e., 
the volume integral of (8.75). The heat entering the body Q in (8.69) reduces to 

3Note that the classical thermodynamics sign convention is respected, with positive heat being 
that added to the system, positive work being done by the system on its surroundings, and positive 
internal energy rate signifying an increase in the internal energy of the system. 
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minus the dissipation rate r leaving the body to create new surfaces. Still, the rate 
of work done by the body on its surroundings W, is equal to minus the rate of work 
done by the surroundings on the body, 

w = - J tp(A) . U dB (10.2) 

oA t 

The dot between the vectors denotes the scalar product, dB is the element of arc, 
and oAt denotes the boundary of the body where the surface tractions are applied. 
Therefore, the first law of thermodynamics (8.69) can be written as 

r(U,f,A) = - (u + W) = -Ire (10.3) 

The term in parenthesis is the potential energy TIe of an elastic (and thus re
versible) system. It consists of the strain energy rate minus the work done by the 
environment on the system. Unlike (10.1), equation (10.3) provides a convenient 
operational formula to compute the dissipation rate, which is a function of the dis
placement vector field u, the crack length f and the load parameter A. 

Note that in (10.3) the total potential energy must be calculated along the 
equilibrium path for the displacements at fixed crack length. Therefore, under the 
assumption of positiveness of the strain energy, the displacements must satisfy the 
minimum of the total potential energy and the potential energy can be expressed in 
a reduced form 

(10.4) 

where explicit dependence on the displacements has been eliminated by equilibrium 
requirements. In (10.4) u * denotes an admissible displacement field which satisfies 
the geometric boundary conditions on oAu, and the ERR associated with the crack 
length f , namely the energy available for unit area crack growth. Using the chain 
rule %t = %f i on (10.4) leads to an operational definition for the ERR as 

(10.5) 

10.1.2 Modes of Fracture 

The individual modes of fracture are illustrated in Figure 10.4, where the mode III 
condition is also shown arising from out-of-plane shear forces, which may be present 
in the case of 3D delamination problems. 

ERR is a global measure of the energy available at the crack tip, but it does 
not represent the way in which the crack could advance. To this end, the opening 
(or mode I) G I, and the sliding (or mode II) GIl components of the ERR (denoted 
by G in this chapter) can be defined as the work done by the normal and shear 
interface tractions through the corresponding interface relative displacements , as 
the crack advances. This decomposition is exact only when the crack is embedded 
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in a homogeneous material, but it is only approximate for an interface crack between 
dissimilar materials [26]. Assuming the crack to be embedded in a thin layer between 
the bi-material system avoids ambiguity in the ERR mode components definitions 
[41]. Mode I and II ERR components are related to the singular normal and shear 
stress, respectively. These act close to the crack tip, with amplitudes expressed by 
means of stress intensity factors K I and K II. The singular traction distribution 
on the line ahead of the crack takes the following form when expressed in terms of 
stress intensity factors 

(10.6) 

As a consequence, the relationship between energy release mode components and 
stress intensity factors assumes the following form 

G - E-- 1K 2 
I - I, 

where f..L is the shear modulus and 

(a) 

E 
(plane strain), 

1- v 2 

E (plane stress) , 

(b) 

GIll = K1Il 
2f..L 

Cz = 0) } 
CTz = 0 

(c) 

(lO.7) 

(lO.8) 

Fig. 10.4: Fracture modes of delamination growth: (a) opening mode, I, (b) sliding 
mode, II, ( c) tearing mode, III. 

10.1.3 Crack Propagation 

From the energy balance introduced in the previous section, the following fracture 
criterion is obtained 

G < Ge , .e = 0, 
G = Ge , f ~ 0, 

(no propagation) 
(possible propagation) 

(10.9) 

where Ge is the critical ERR, that is the resistance that must be overcome for 
a unit delamination growth, equal to r. Experimental evidence shows that the 
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critical ERR often depends on the individual modes of fracture and it is a function 
of the relative amount of mode II to mode I energy release rate. The mixed-mode 
dependence is especially evident for interface cracks in composite systems. Unlike 
cracks in homogeneous media, which follow a path maintaining a pure mode I at 
their tip, delamination at the interface involves coupled fracture modes. Various 
phenomenological delamination criteria have been proposed in the literature. An 
example is the power-law criterion 

(GI)a (GII) f3 
GC + GC 

I II 2:1 (10.10) 

where GI , GlI , and a, f3 are the interlaminar fracture toughness and the mixed 
mode fracture parameters, respectively, which must be determined experimentally, 
for instance by fitting (10.10) to test results (for details see [26]). Determination of 
the individual components of ERR is a complex but indispensable task due to the 
mixed-mode dependence of the delamination criterion. 

10.2 Delamination in Composite Plates 

Consider a laminate that contains a single in-plane delamination crack of area nD 

with a smooth front anD, as shown in Figure 10.5.4 The laminate thickness is 
denoted by ho. The x-y plane is taken to be the midplane of the laminate, and the 
z-axis is taken positive downward from the midplane. 

10.2.1 Sllblaminate Modeling 

The delamination plane separates the delaminated structure into two sublaminates 
of thickness hI, h2, both of which are assumed small compared to the in-plane di
mensions. Each sublaminate is represented by an assemblage of first order shear 
deformable (FSDT) plate elements (see Table 3.3) bonded by zero-thickness inter
faces in the transverse direction as shown in Figure 10.6. The upper sublaminate 
is subdivided into nu plates and the lower one into nl plates. In the examples, the 
notation (nu - nl) indicates the level of refinement of the discretization through the 
thickness. 

The first plate element is at the bottom and the thickness of the ith plate element 
is denoted by t i . Each plate element may, in turn, represent one or several physical 
fiber-reinforced plies with their material axes arbitrarily oriented. Adhesion between 
the plates inside each sublaminate is enforced by using constraint equations (CE) 
implemented through Lagrangian multipliers. Accordingly, the displacements in 
the ith plate element, in terms of a global reference system located at the laminate 

4Note that in this chapter, the z-coordinate is oriented downward, but otherwise the coordinate 
system in Figure (10.5) is identical to the one defined in Figure (3.3). 
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Fig. 10.5: Delaminated composite plate. 

midsurface, are expressed by 

Ui (x, y, z) 
Vi (x, y, z) 
Wi(X, y, z) 

= U? (x, y) + (z - Zi) . </>xi (x, y) 
= V? (x, y) + (z - Zi) . </>yi (x, y) 
= W? (x,y) 

(10.11) 

where Ui, Vi refer to the in-plane displacements, and Wi to the transverse displace
ments through the thickness of the ith plate element: u?, v?, w?, are the displace
ments at the mid-surface of the ith plate element, respectively, and </>xi, </>yi denote 
rotations of transverse normals about y and x, respectively. In addition, Zi denotes 
the coordinate along the z-direction of the ith mid-plane. This is equivalent to mod
eling each sublaminate with generalized laminated plate theory (GLPT, [71]-[74]). 
However, the presentation in this section is geared towards using standard first or
der shear deformation theory (FSDT) finite elements available in commercial FEA 
packages, and to join these elements at the interfaces inside each sublaminate using 
CE or rigid links characterized by two nodes and three degrees of freedom at each 
node. FSDT is described in Section 3.1.1. 

At the reference surfaces, the membrane strain vector ti, the curvature "'i, and 
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(nl+nu-l)-th interface 

tnl+nu nl+nu 
hi : Global coordina te 

rnl. n . 
rm nt+ system 
tnt nt -

Mxi 

I x r 
r----- Xi ,UjO ti i h? 17Nxi Z 

: : 
2 L Vxi 

tl 1 ~ I-st interface 

Fig. 10.6: Laminate subdivision in plate elements. 

transverse shear strains 'Yi, respectively, are defined as 

au? a¢xi 

{'""'} 
ax 

r '} 
ax {¢ 8W1 } av? a¢yi +-'Yyzi Y' ay ,tJ~ ¢ 8w1 EYYi. = ay , "'YY' = ay 

'Yxy, auo avo "'xy, a¢xi a¢yi x, + ax 
- ' +-' -+-
ay ax ay ax 

(10.12) 
The constitutive relations between stress resultants (3.7) and corresponding 

strains (3.6) are 

{ {Nd } 
{Mi} 

(10.13) 

{Vi} 

where {Ni} = {Nxxi , Nyyi , Nxyi}T are the membrane force resultants, {Mi} = 
{Mxxi, Myyi , MxYi}T are the moment resultants and {Vi} = {Vyzi , Vxzi}T t he trans
verse shear force resultants. In addition, [Ai], [Di], [B i ] denote the classical exten
sional stiffness, bending stiffness, and bending-extension coupling stiffness, respec
tively, whereas [Hi] are the transverse shear stiffness (3.9) 

t;/2 

([Ai], [Ei]' [DiD = J [Qi (Zi )] (1, Zi ,Zl) dZi 
- t ;/2 

t ;/2 

[Hi]jk = J KjKk [Q;] jk (Zi) dZi 
- t ;/2 

(10.14) 

(10. 15) 

where Qi (Zi) is the transformed reduced stiffness matrix and Q; is the transformed 
interlaminar shear stiffness matrix [75, Section 5.4.3]. Moreover, K i are the shear 
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correction coefficients which are usually set to yI5f6 or else calculated as [Hiljk as 
in (3.9). 

Inside each sublaminate the displacement continuity requirements between any 
two adjacent plate elements, i and i+l with (i f ni) lead to 

o ti 0 ti+1 
u i - "2 <Pxi - UH 1 - 2 <Pxi+1 = 0 

o ti 0 t H l 
Vi - "2<PYi - VH l - -2-<PyH l = 0 

W? - W?+1 = 0 (10.16) 

These are enforced by Lagrange multipliers, which in this case represent inter
laminar stresses. 

I ( 0 I -:- \0 \ 
\ ( 0 \ 

h \ ( 0 "- ~ 
I ( 0 I --\ ~ 
/ ( 0 x -\ x r.\ 
I (2<1 ~ ~ 
\ (90 

h \ (90 
--\ 
----\ 

~ 
~ 

\ (90 \ ~ 
J (90) J _Co. 

c xx Cxx 
z z z 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 10.7: Laminate stacking sequence and solution to models (a) and (b) of Example 
10.1. 

Example 10.1 A [05/905]T laminate with dimensions 2a = 2b = 250 mm and 2h = 25 
mm is subjected to in-plane load N xx = 1.0 N/ mm at the mid-surface. The ply thickness 
is t k = 2.5 mm and the material properties are given in Table 10.1 . Plot the through-the
thickness deformation Cxx at the element centroid using two alternate modeling approxima
tions: (a) one ANSYS element SHELL181 to represent the whole thickness, and (b) one 
ANSYS element SHELL181 to encompass each of the groups of plies with the same angle, 
and joining them with CE. 

Table 10.1: Material properties of the double cantilever beam (DeB) specimen 
Exx = 126.0 GPa l/x y = 0.263 Gxy = 1.070 GPa 
Eyy = 9.50 GPa l/xz = 0.263 Gxz = 1.070 GPa 
Ezz = 9.50 GPa l/yz = 0.270 Gxy = 0.8063 GPa 

Solution to Example 10.1 According to model (a) , one ANSYS element SHELL181 is 
used to represent the whole thickness, all strain components vary linearly through the lami
nate thickness as shown in Figure 10.7. The model (b) , using one ANSYS element SHELL181 

x 
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for each group of plies with the same angle, leads to a continuous variation for all strain 
components with a different linear variation in different elements as shown in Figure 10. 7. 
In model (b) the two shell elements are joined by imposing displacement continuity con
ditions (10.18) at the interface by means of CE. The laminate stacking sequence and the 
solution to models (a) and (b) are shown in Figure 10.7. 

Model (a) is obtained by using the ANSYS input command sequence shown below, also 
available in (76). Mesh dimensions are in mm. 

/NOPR 
/PMETH,OFF,O 

SUPPRESSES EXPANDED INTERPRETED INPUT DATA LISTING 
ACTIVATES THE p-METHOD SOLUTION OPTIONS IN THE GUI 

SETS THE KEYWORD USED BY THE GUI FOR 
STRUCTURAL CONTEXT FILTERING 

KEYW,PR_STRUC,l 
KEYW,PR_THERM,O 
KEYW,PR_FLUID,O 
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,O 
KEYW,MAGNOD,O 
KEYW,MAGEDG,O 
KEYW,MAGHFE,O 
KEYW,MAGELC,O 
KEYW , PR_MUL TI ,0 
KEYW,PR_CFD,O 

/PREP7 ENTERS THE MODEL CREATION PREPROCESSOR 

ANTYPE,STATIC SPECIFIES THE ANALYSIS TYPE AND RESTART STATUS 

LOCAL,ll,O,O,O,O,O,O,O, DEFINES A LOCAL COORD. SYSTEM ALIGNED WITH 
THE GLOBAL ONE BY LOCATION AND ORIENTATION 

ET,1,SHELL181 

KEYOPT,l,l,O 
KEYOPT,1,3,2 
KEYOPT,1,8,O 
KEYOPT,1,9,O 
KEYOPT,1,10,O 

DEFINES SHELL181 AS A LOCAL ELEMENT TYPE. 
THIS WILL BE USED TO MESH THE PLATE MODEL 
SETS SHELL181 KEY OPTIONS 

MPTEMP"""" ! DEFINES A TEMPERATURE TABLE FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
MPTEMP,l,O 
MPDATA,EX,1,,126E+3 DEFINES MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA TO BE 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE TEMPERATURE TABLE 
MPDATA,EY,1,,9.5E+3 
MPDATA,EZ,1,,9.5E+3 
MPDATA,PRXY,1"O.263 
MPDATA,PRYZ,1"O.27 
MPDATA,PRXZ,1"O.263 
MPDATA,GXY,1,,1.07E+3 
MPDATA,GYZ,1"O.8063E+3 
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MPDATA,GXZ,1,,1.07E+3 

SECTYPE,l,SHELL" 

SECDATA,12.5,1,90,3 
SECDATA,12 .5,1,O,3 
SECOFFSET,MID 
SECCONTROL""", 

K,l,l,l,l, 

K,2,251,1,1, 
K, 3,1,251,1, 
K,4,251,251 , 1, 

LSTR,1,3 

LSTR,1,2 
LSTR,2,4 
LSTR,3,4 
LSEL,S,LINE,,1,4,1,O 
LESIZE,ALL",2"",1 

LSEL,ALL""" , 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

DEFINES SHELL SECTION PROPERTY DATA TO BE 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PLATE MODEL 

DEFINES ALL THE NECESSARY KEYPOINTS 
FOR THE MODEL'S GEOMETRY 

GENERATES ALL THE NECESSARY LINES 
FOR THE MODEL'S GEOMETRY 

SELECTS A SUBSET OF LINES 
SPECIFIES THE DIVISIONS AND 
SPACING RATIO ON UNMESHED LINES 

AL,1,2,3,4 GENERATES AN AREA BOUNDED BY PREVIOUSLY DEFINED LINES 

TYPE, 1 
MAT,l 
REAL, 
ESYS,ll 
SECNUM,l 

SETS SHELL181 AS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT MATERIAL ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT SECTION ATTRIBUTE POINTER 

AMAP,1,1,2,4,3! GENERATES 2D-MAPPED MESH BASED ON SPEC. AREA CORNERS 

NSEL,S,LOC,X,250.09,251.01"O SELECTS A SUBSET OF NODES 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,O.09,1.Ol"O 
D,ALL,UZ,O"""", ! DEFINES DOF CONSTRAINTS AT PREVIOUSLY 

! DEFINED NODES CONSTRAINING THE Z TRANSLATION 
NSEL,ALL""" 
NSEL,S,LOC,X,O.99,1 .Ol"O 
NSEL , R,LOC , Z, O.99,1.Ol"O 
D,ALL,UZ,O""UX,UY"" DEFINES DOF CONSTRAINTS AT PREVIOUSLY 

! DEFINED NODES CONSTRAINING THE Z, X AND Y TRANSLATIONS 
NSEL,ALL " ", , 

LSEL,S,LINE,,1 , 3,2,O 
SFL,ALL,PRES , -l, 
LSEL,ALL""", 

FINISH 

! REACTIVATES SUPPRESSED NODES 

APPLY Nx=l AT THE TWO EDGES X=O,2a 

EXITS NORMALLY FROM A PROCESSOR 
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/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE 

FINISH 
/POSTl 
GPLOT 
PLDISP,2 
/VIEW,l,l,l,l 
/ANG,l 
/REP,FAST 

ENTERS THE SOLUTION PROCESSOR 

STARTS A SOLUTION 

EXITS NORMALLY FROM A PROCESSOR 
ENTERS THE DATABASE RESULTS POSTPROCESSOR 

AVPRIN,O , , ! FILLS A TABLE ELEMENT SUMMABLE MISCELLANEOUS DATA 
! CONTAINING MEMBRANE AXIAL STRAIN IN THE X-DIRECTION 

ETABLE,EPS_11,SMISC,9 
AVPRIN,O, , ! FILLS A TABLE ELEMENT SUMMABLE MISCELLANEOUS DATA 

! CONTAINING CURVATURE IN THE X-DIRECTION 
ETABLE,CHI_11,SMISC,12 

SET,LIST,999 
SET", '" ,1 
PRETAB,EPS_11,CHI_11 
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Model (b) is obtained by using the ANSYS input command sequence shown below, also 
available in [76j. Mesh dimensions are in mm. 

/NOPR SUPPRESSES EXPANDED INTERPRETED INPUT DATA LISTING 
/PMETH,OFF,O! ACTIVATES THE p-METHOD SOLUTION OPTIONS IN THE GUI 

KEYW, PR_STRUC , 1 
KEYW,PR_THERM,O 
KEYW , PR]LUID , ° 
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,O 
KEYW,MAGNOD,O 
KEYW,MAGEDG,O 
KEYW,MAGHFE,O 
KEYW,MAGELC,O 
KEYW,PR_MULTI,O 
KEYW,PR_CFD,O 
/PREP7 

ANTYPE,STATIC 

SETS THE KEYWORD USED BY GUI FOR STRUCTURAL 
CONTEXT FILTERING 

ENTERS THE MODEL CREATION PREPROCESSOR 

SPECIFIES THE ANALYSIS TYPE AND RESTART STATUS 

LOCAL,ll,O,O,O,O,O,O,O, ! DEFINES A LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM ALIGNED 
WITH THE GLOBAL ONE BY LOCATION AND ORIENTATION 

ET,1,SHELL181 

KEYOPT,l,l,O 

DEFINES SHELL181 AS LOCAL ELEMENT TYPE. 
THIS WILL BE USED TO MESH THE PLATE MODEL 
SETS SHELL181 KEY OPTIONS 
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KEYOPT,1,3,2 
KEYOPT,1,8,0 
KEYOPT,1,9,0 
KEYOPT,1,10,0 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

R,1,12.5,12.5,12.5,12 .5,0,0, 
RMORE, , , , , , , 
R,2,12.5,12.5,12.5,12.5,90,0, 
RMORE, , , , , , , 

DEFINES SHELL181 REAL CONSTANTS 

DEFINES SHELL181 REAL CONSTANTS 

MPTEMP"""" ! DEFINES A TEMPERATURE TABLE FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
MPTEMP,l,O 
MPDATA,EX,1,,126E+3 

MPDATA,EY,1,,9 . 5E+3 
MPDATA,EZ,1,,9.5E+3 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.263 
MPDATA,PRYZ,1,,0.27 
MPDATA,PRXZ,1,,0.263 
MPDATA,GXY,1,,1 . 07E+3 
MPDATA,GYZ,1,,0.8063E+3 
MPDATA,GXZ,1,,1.07E+3 

DEFINES MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA TO BE 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE TEMPERATURE TABLE 

K,l,l,l,l, DEFINES ALL NECESSARY KEYPOINTS FOR MODEL'S GEOMETRY 
K,2,251,1,1, 
K,3,1,251,1, 
K,4,251,251,1, 

LSTR,1,3 
LSTR,1,2 
LSTR,2,4 

! GENERATES ALL NECESSARY LINES FOR MODEL'S GEOMETRY 

LSTR,3,4 
LSEL,S,LINE,,1,4,1,0 
LESIZE,ALL",2"",1 

SELECTS A SUBSET OF LINES 
SPECIFIES DIVISIONS AND SPACING RATIO 
ON UNMESHED LINES 

LSEL,ALL""", 

AL,1,2,3,4 

TYPE, 1 
MAT,l 
REAL, 1 
ESYS,ll 
SECNUM, 
AMAP,1,1,2,4,3 

GENERATES AN AREA BOUNDED BY PREVIOUSLY DEFINED LINES 

SETS SHELL181 AS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT MATERIAL ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT SECTION ATTRIBUTE POINTER 

GENERATES A 2D-MAPPED MESH BASED ON 
! SPECIFIED AREA CORNERS 

ASEL,S,AREA, ,1,1,1,0 
AGEN,2,ALL",0,0,12.5,,1 
ASEL,ALL""" , 
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TYPE,l 
MAT,l 
REAL ,2 
ESYS,ll 
SECNUM, 
AMAP,2,5,B,7,6 

NUMCMP,NODE 

SETS SHELL1Bl AS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT MATERIAL ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT SECTION ATTRIBUTE POINTER 

GENERATES A 2D-MAPPED MESH BASED ON 
! SPECIFIED AREA CORNERS 

CE,l,O,l,UX,-l,lO,UX,l,l,ROTY,-6.25 DEFINES ALL CONSTRAINT EQNS. 
CE,l"lO,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,2,O,l,UY,-l,lO,UY,l,l,ROTX,6.25 
CE,2"lO,ROTX,6.25 
CE,3,O,l,UZ,l,lO,UZ,-l", 

CE,4,O,B,UX,-l,17,UX,l,B,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,4,,17,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,5,O,B,UY,-l,17,UY,l,B,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,5,,17,ROTX,6.25 
CE,6,O,B,UZ,l,17,UZ,-l", 

CE,7,O,6,UX,-1,15,UX,1,6,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,7,,15,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,B,O,6,UY,-1,15,UY,1,6,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,B,,15,ROTX,6.25 
CE,9,O,6,UZ,1,15,UZ,-1", 

CE,lO,O,3,UX,-1,12,UX,1,3,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,lO,,12,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,11,O,3,UY,-l,12,UY,l,3,ROTX,6.25 
CE,11,,12,ROTX,6.25 
CE,12,O,3,UZ,1,12,UZ,-1", 

CE,13,O,9,UX,-1,lB,UX,l,9,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,13"lB,ROTY,-6 .25 
CE,14,O,9,UY,-1,lB,UY,1,9,ROTX,6.25 
CE,14 " lB,ROTX,6.25 
CE,15,O,9,UZ,l,lB,UZ,-l", 

CE,16,O,7,UX,-l,16,UX,l,7,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,16,,16,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,17,O,7,UY,-l,16,UY,l,7,ROTX,6.25 
CE,17,,16,ROTX,6.25 
CE,lB,O,7,UZ,l,16,UZ,-1", 

CE,19,O , 2,UX,-l,ll,UX,1,2,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,19,,11,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,20 , O, 2,UY,-1,11,UY,1,2,ROTX,6.25 
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CE,20,,11,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,21,0,2,UZ,1,11,UZ,-1", 
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CE,22,0,5,UX,-1,14,UX,1,5,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,22,,14,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,23,0,5,UY,-1,14,UY,1,5,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,23,,14,ROTX,6.25 
CE,24,0,5,UZ,1,14,UZ,-1", 

CE,25,0,4,UX,-1,13,UX,1,4,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,25,,13,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,26,0,4,UY,-1,13,UY,1,4,ROTX,6.25 
CE,26,,13,ROTX,6.25 
CE,27,0,4,UZ,1,13,UZ,-1", 

NSEL,S,LOC,X,250 . 09,251.01,,0 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,0.09,1.01,,0 
D,ALL,UZ,O"""", ! DEFINES DOF CONSTRAINTS AT PREVIOUSLY 

! DEFINED NODES CONSTRAINING THE Z TRANSLATION 
NSEL,ALL"", , 
NSEL,S,LOC,X,0.99,1.01,,0 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,0 . 99,1.01,,0 
D,ALL,UZ,O""UX"", ! DEFINES DOF CONSTRAINTS AT PREVIOUSLY 

! DEFINED NODES CONSTRAINING THE Z, X AND Y TRANSLATIONS 
NSEL,ALL""" 

LSEL,S,LINE,,1,7,2,0 
SFL,ALL,PRES,-0.5, 

LSEL,ALL""", 

FINISH 
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE 

FINISH 
/POSTl 
GPLOT 
PLDISP,2 
/VIEW,l,l,l,l 
/ANG,l 
/REP,FAST 

AVPRIN,O" 
ETABLE,EPS_ll,SMISC,9 
AVPRIN ,0" 
ETABLE,EPS_22,SMISC, 10 
AVPRIN ,0" 
ETABLE,CHI_11,SMISC,12 

APPLY Nx=0.5 AT THE TWO EDGES X=0,2a 
FOR THE TWO SUBLAMINATES 
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AVPRIN,O, , 
ETABLE,CHI_22,SMISC,13 

SET,LIST,999 
SET", ", ,1 
PRETAB,EPS_11,EPS_22,CHI_11,CHI_22 

10.2.2 Delamination Modeling 
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Perfect adhesion is assumed in the undelaminated region 0 - OD, whereas sub
laminates are free to deflect along the delaminated region OD but not to penetrate 
each other. To enforce adhesion, a linear interface model [25,48]' is introduced along 
O-OD. The constitutive equation of the interface involves two stiffness parameters, 
kz , kxy, imposing displacement continuity in the thickness and in-plane directions, 
respectively, by treating them as penalty parameters. The relationship between 
the components of the traction vector {o-} acting at the lower surface of the upper 
sublaminate, O-zx, o-zy and O-zz , in the out-of-plane (z) and in the in-plane (x and 
y) directions, respectively, and the corresponding components of relative interface 
displacement vector {b.}, b. u, b. v and b. w, are expressed as 

{o-} = [K] {6} (10.17) 

or in matrix form as 

{

o-zx } _ [kXY 0 
o-zy - 0 kxy 
O-zz 0 0 

(10.18) 

Relative opening and sliding displacements are evaluated as the difference be
tween displacements at the interface between the lower and upper sublaminate. 
Interface elements are implemented in ANSYS as type COMBIN14. 

Example 10.2 Add a mid-plane delamination that spans the region a ~ x ~ 2a ; 0 ~ 
y ~ 2b, at the midplane of the laminate in Example 10.1. Model the delaminated and the 
undelaminated regions. 

Solution to Example 10.2 Interface elements, necessary to connect the two sub laminates 
in the undelaminated region n - nD , are implemented by using a combination of CE and 
spring elements (ANSYS COMBIN14). The linear elastic interface has been modeled only 
along the delamination front, whereas the undelaminated portion of the interface has been 
modeled only by means of CEo For each mid-plane node of the upper plate model, three 
coincident nodes located on the lower surface of the plate are created, and constrained to 
deform as embedded in a plate segment normal to the mid-plane by means of CE. Similarly, 
for each mid-plane node of the lower plate model, three coincident nodes located on the upper 
surface are created. Three COMBIN14 elements connected to the three pairs of coincident 
nodes placed at the delamination plane are then introduced, each one acting in a different 
translational direction. 

The FE model for this example is obtained by using the ANSYS input command 
sequence shown below, also available in (76]. 
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/NOPR SUPPRESSES THE EXPANDED INTERPRETED INPUT DATA LISTING 
/PMETH,OFF,O! ACTIVATES THE p-METHOD SOLUTION OPTIONS IN THE GUI 

KEYW,PR_STRUC,l 
KEYW,PR_THERM,O 
KEYW ,PR]LUID ,0 
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,O 
KEYW,MAGNOD,O 
KEYW,MAGEDG,O 
KEYW,MAGHFE,O 
KEYW,MAGELC,O 
KEYW ,PR_MUL TI , ° 
KEYW,PR_CFD,O 

/PREP7 

ANTYPE,STATIC 

SETS THE KEYWORD USED BY THE GUI FOR 
STRUCTURAL CONTEXT FILTERING 

! ENTERS THE MODEL CREATION PREPROCESSOR 

SPECIFIES THE ANALYSIS TYPE AND RESTART STATUS 

LOCAL,ll,O,O,O,O,O,O,O, ! DEFINES A LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM ALIGNED 
WITH THE GLOBAL ONE BY LOCATION AND ORIENTATION 

ET,1,SHELL181 

KEYOPT,l,l,O 
KEYOPT,1,3,2 
KEYOPT,1,8,O 
KEYOPT,1,9,O 

DEFINES SHELL181 AS A LOCAL FINITE ELEMENT TYPE . 
THIS WILL BE USED TO MESH THE PLATE MODEL 
SETS SHELL181 KEY OPTIONS 

KEYOPT,1,10,O 
R,1,12.5,12.5,12 .5,12.5,O,O, DEFINES SHELL181 REAL CONSTANTS 
RMORE, , , , , , , 
R,2,12.5,12.5,12 .5,12.5,90,O, 
RMORE, , , , , , , 

DEFINES SHELL181 REAL CONSTANTS 

ET,2,COMBIN14 

KEYOPT,2,1,O 
KEYOPT,2,2,1 
KEYOPT,2,3,O 

ET,3,COMBIN14 
KEYOPT,3,1,O 
KEYOPT,3,2,2 
KEYOPT,3,3,O 

ET,4,COMBIN14 
KEYOPT,4,1,O 
KEYOPT,4,2,3 
KEYOPT,4,3,O 

DEFINES COMBIN14 AS A LOCAL FINITE ELEMENT TYPE. 
THIS WILL BE USED TO MODEL INTERFACE 
SETS COMBIN14 KEY OPTIONS 
ACTIVATE THE UX DOF FOR THE SPRING ELEMENT 

DEFINES COMBIN14 AS A LOCAL FINITE ELEMENT TYPE 
SETS COMBIN14 KEY OPTIONS 
ACTIVATE THE UY DOF FOR THE SPRING ELEMENT 

DEFINES COMBIN14 AS A LOCAL FINITE ELEMENT TYPE 
SETS COMBIN14 KEY OPTIONS 
ACTIVATE THE UZ DOF FOR THE SPRING ELEMENT 
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R,3,lE+8,0,0, ! DEFINES COMBIN14 REAL CONSTANTS, 
! THE FIRST CONSTANT REPRESENTS THE STIFFNESS PARAMETER VALUE K 
! FOR A NODE IN THE INTERIOR PART OF THE DELAMINATION FRONT 
R,4,50000000,0,0 , ! DEFINES COMBIN14 REAL CONSTANTS, THE FIRST 

CONSTANT REPRESENTS THE STIFFNESS PARAMETER 
! VALUE K FOR A NODE AD THE EDGE OF THE DELAMINATION FRONT 

MPTEMP""",,! DEFINES A TEMPERATURE TABLE FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
MPTEMP, 1 ,0 
MPDATA,EX,1,,126E+3 DEFINES MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA TO BE 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE TEMPERATURE TABLE 
MPDATA,EY,1 , ,9 .5E+3 
MPDATA,EZ,1,,9.5E+3 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.263 
MPDATA,PRYZ,1,,0.27 
MPDATA,PRXZ,1,,0.263 
MPDATA,GXY,1,,1.07E+3 
MPDATA,GYZ,1,,0.8063E+3 
MPDATA,GXZ,1,,1.07E+3 

K,l,l,l,l, DEFINES ALL THE NECESSARY KEYPOINTS 
FOR THE MODEL'S GEOMETRY 

K,2,251,1,1, 
K,3,1,251,1, 
K,4,251,251,1, 

LSTR,1,3 

LSTR,1,2 
LSTR,2,4 

GENERATES ALL THE NECESSARY LINES 
FOR THE MODEL'S GEOMETRY 

LSTR,3,4 
LSEL,S,LINE,,1,4,1,0 
LESIZE,ALL",2"",1 

SELECTS A SUBSET OF LINES 
SPECIFIES THE DIVISIONS AND SPACING RATIO 
ON UNMESHED LINES 

LSEL,ALL " , "" 

AL,1,2,3,4 

TYPE,l 
MAT,l 
REAL,l 
ESYS, 11 
SECNUM, 
AMAP,1,1,2,4,3 

GENERATES AN AREA BOUNDED BY PREVIOUSLY DEFINED LINES 

SETS SHELL181 AS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT MATERIAL ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT SECTION ATTRIBUTE POINTER 

GENERATES A 2D-MAPPED MESH BASED ON SPECIFIED 
! AREA CORNERS 

ASEL,S,AREA"l,l,l,O 
AGEN,2,ALL",0,0,12.5,,1 
ASEL,ALL""" , 
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TYPE, 1 
MAT,1 
REAL , 2 
ESYS,11 
SECNUM, 

Finite Element Analysis of Composite Materials 

SETS SHELL181 AS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT MATERIAL ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
SETS THE ELEMENT SECTION ATTRIBUTE POINTER 

AMAP,2,5,8,7,6 

NSEL,S,LOC,X,125.0,127 .0"O ! SELECTS THE NECESSARY SUBSET 
! OF NODES OF THE LOWER PLATE MODEL TO CREATE THE DELAMINATION FRONT 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,O .O,2 .0"O 
! GENERATES A COPY OF ADDITIONAL NODES PLACED ON THE UPPER SURFACE 
! OF THE LOWER PLATE MODEL FROM A PATTERN OF PREVIOUSLY DEFINED NODES 
NGEN,2,18,ALL",O,O,6 . 25,1 
NSEL,ALL""", REACTIVATES SUPPRESSED NODES 
NUMCMP,NODE COMPRESS THE NUMBERING OF NODES 

NSEL,S,LOC,X,124 .0,127 .0"O SELECTS THE SUBSET OF COPIED NODES 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,7.24,7.26"O 
NGEN,6,18,ALL",O,O,O,1 GENERATES 5 COPIES OF ADDITIONAL NODES 
! FROM A PATTERN OF PREVIOUSLY DEFINED NODES 
NSEL,ALL""", REACTIVATES SUPPRESSED NODES 
NUMCMP,NODE ! COMPRESS THE NUMBERING OF NODES 

CE,1,O,1,UX,-1,10,UX,1,1,ROTY,-6.25 DEFINES ALL CONSTRAINT 
EQUATIONS IN THE MODEL 

CE,1,,10,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,2,O,1,UY,-1,10,UY,1,1,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,2,,10,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,3,O,1,UZ,1,10,UZ,-1", 

CE,4,O,2,UX,-1,11,UX,1,2,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,4,,11,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,5,O,2,UY,-1,11,UY,1,2,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,5,,11,ROTX,6.25 
CE,6,O,2,UZ,1,11,UZ,-1", 

CE,7,O,3,UX,-1,12,UX,1,3,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,7 , ,12,ROTY,-6 .25 
CE,8 , O,3,UY,-1,12,UY , 1,3,ROTX,6 . 25 
CE,8,,12,ROTX,6.25 
CE,9 , O,3,UZ,1,12,UZ,-1", 

CE,10,O,8,UX , -1,20,UX,1,8,ROTY,-6 . 25 
CE,11,O,8,UY,-1,26,UY,1,8,ROTx,6.25 
CE,12,O,8,UZ,-1,32,UZ,1", 

FOR A FIXED X-Y POSITION ALONG THE DELAMINATION FRONT, 
DEFINE THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN NODES BY MEANS OF 
SPRING ELEMENTS AND CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 

ESYS , 11 ! SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
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REAL,4 SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
TYPE, 2 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE X DIRECTION 
EN,9 , 20,23 , DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 
TYPE, 3 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE Y DIRECTION 
EN,10,26,29,! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 
TYPE,4 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE Z DIRECTION 
EN,11,32,35,! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 

CE , 13,O,17,UX,-1,23,UX,1,17,ROTY,6 . 25 
CE,14,O,17,UY, - 1,29,UY,1,17,ROTx, - 6.25 
CE,15,O,17,UZ,-1,35,UZ,1", 

CE,16,O,9,UX,-1,21,UX,1,9,ROTY,-6.25 
CE,17,O,9,UY,-1,27,UY,1,9,ROTx,6.25 
CE,18,O,9,UZ,-1,33,UZ,1", 

FOR A FIXED X-Y POSITION ALONG THE DELAMINATION FRONT 
DEFINE THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN NODES 
BY MEANS OF SPRING ELEMENTS AND CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 

ESYS, 11 SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
REAL, 3 SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
TYPE, 2 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE X DIRECTION 
EN,12,21,24,! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 
TYPE, 3 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE Y DIRECTION 
EN , 13,27,30 , ! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 
TYPE,4 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE Z DIRECTION 
EN,14,33,36,! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 

CE,19,O,18,UX,-1,24,UX,1,18,ROTY,6 .25 
CE,20,O,18,UY,-1,30,UY,1,18,ROTx,-6.25 
CE,21,O,18,UZ , -1,36,UZ,1", 

CE,22,O,5,UX,-1,19,UX,1,5,ROTY,-6 .25 
CE,23,O,5,UY,-1,25,UY,1,5,ROTx,6.25 
CE,24,O,5,UZ,-1,31,UZ,1", 

FOR A FIXED X-Y POSITION ALONG THE DELAMINATION FRONT DEFINE 
THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN NODES 
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! BY MEANS OF SPRING ELEMENTS AND CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
ESYS, 11 SETS THE ELEMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
REAL,4 SETS THE ELEMENT REAL CONSTANTS SET ATTRIBUTE POINTER 
TYPE, 2 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE X DIRECTION 
EN,15,19,22,! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 
TYPE, 3 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE Y DIRECTION 
EN,16,25,28,! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 
TYPE,4 SETS THE ELEMENT TYPE ATTRIBUTE POINTER TO THE SPRING 

ELEMENTS ACTING IN THE Z DIRECTION 
EN,17,31,34,! DEFINES A FINITE ELEMENT BY ITS NUMBER AND NODE 

CONNECTIVITY 

CE,25,O,14,UX,-1,22,UX,1,14,ROTY,6.25 
CE,26,O,14,UY,-1,28,UY,1,14,ROTx,-6.25 
CE,27,O,14,UZ,-1,34,UZ,1", 

NSEL,S,LOC,X,250 .09,251.01"O 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,O.09,1.01"O 

SELECTS A SUBSET OF NODES 

D,ALL,UZ,O"""", DEFINES DOF CONSTRAINTS AT 
! PREVIOUSLY DEFINED NODES CONSTRAINING THE Z TRANSLATION 
NSEL,ALL""" 
NSEL,S,LOC,X,O.99,1.01"O 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,O .99,1.01"O 

REACTIVATES SUPPRESSED NODES 
! SELECTS A SUBSET OF NODES 

D,ALL,UZ,O""UX,UY"" ! DEFINES DOF CONSTRAINTS AT PREVIOUSLY 
! DEFINED NODES CONSTRAINING THE Z, X AND Y TRANSLATIONS 
NSEL,ALL""" ! REACTIVATES SUPPRESSED NODES 

10.2.3 Unilateral Contact and Damaging Interface 

To prevent interpenetration between delaminated sublaminates in the delaminated 
region OD, a unilateral frictionless contact interface can be introduced, characterized 
by a zero stiffness for opening relative displacements (~w 20) and a positive stiffness 
for closing relative displacements (~w< 0) 

1 . 
(Yzz = 2 (1 - s'/,gn (.6w)) k z .6w (10.19) 

where (Y zz is the contact stress, kz is the penalty number imposing contact constraint 
and sign is the signum function. A very large value for k z restricts sublaminate over
lapping and simulates the contact condition [77] . Unilateral contact conditions may 
be implemented in ANSYS using COMBIN39, which is a unidirectional element with 
nonlinear constitutive relationships, by appropriate specialization of the nonlinear 
constitutive law according to (10.19). 

Introducing a scalar damage variable D (see Chapter 8), taking the value of 1 
for no adhesion and the value 0 for perfect adhesion, leads to a single extended 
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interface model, whose constitutive law is valid both for undelaminated 0 - OD and 
delaminated OD areas. Its constitutive law, therefore, can be expressed as 

{O"} = (1 - D) [K] {l:.} (10.20) 

Although the governing equations in terms of plate variables are available in 
[64, 60, 61], in this textbook we emphasize the formulation via finite elements, and 
thus make use directly of commercial finite element implementations for all aspects 
related to plate elements, interface elements and Lagrange multipliers. It is worth 
noting that in commercial FEA packages the Lagrange multipliers are represented by 
either CE or rigid links, whereas interface elements are implemented by the analyst 
using a combination of spring elements (COMBIN14 for ANSYS) and CE. 

10.2.4 ERR-Interface Model 

In the present section the problem of determining the total ERR and its individ
ual mode components is considered from the theoretical point of view. Classical 
plate theory does not allow for accurate prediction of interlaminar stresses, thus 
excluding the possibility of a local fracture mechanics approach. On the contrary, 
these stresses are captured by means of interface elements, being able to model 
delamination-front stress singularities as the interface stiffness approaches infinity. 
The accuracy of these stresses depends on how well the plate model simulates the 
three-dimensional behavior. The problem of ERR computation can be solved locally 
by using interface variables (interlaminar stresses and relative displacements). The 
connection between the interface approach and fracture mechanics approach will be 
established, pointing out that the interface approach corresponds to the limit phys
ical situation resulting when the thickness of a thin adhesive layer tends to zero. 
Using the interface constitutive equation (10.17) to compute interlaminar stresses 
(for additional details see [25], [48]), leads to the following total ERR expression 

where s is a curvilinear coordinate along the delamination front. In (10.21) G(s) is 
the local ERR function along the delamination front aOD, defined by 

llr(OD(r),'\) = - J G(S)OD(s)ds (10.22) 

anD 

where ITr is the total potential energy of the system at equilibrium, a dot denotes 
total differentiation with respect to a time-like parameter r governing a virtual 
monotonic delamination growth OD(r), and OD(S) 2:: 0 ("Is E aOD) is the rate 
of normal extension of the delamination front aOD (Figure 10.8) which describes 
the rate of variation of OD(r) [12, 69]. For the limit (10.21) to be finite, interlami
nar stresses must approach infinity at the delamination front whereas interlaminar 
displacements must tend to zero. 
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Fig. 10.8: Propagation of the delamination front. 

In order to determine the individual ERR, the relative interface displacements 
must be expressed in the local coordinate system attached to the delamination 
front shown in Figure 10.8. Denoting the unit vectors in the normal and tangential 
directions to the delamination front as nand t, respectively, the relative interface 
displacement in the global x-y-z system {~} ={~u, ~v, ~ wV, is related to that 
in the n-t-z system {~'}={~ Un , ~ut, ~wV by the following transformation 

(10.23) 

where [AJ is the matrix of direction cosines 

(10.24) 

Similarly for the interface traction vector we have 

(10.25) 

Therefore, after introduction of (10.23)-(10.25) and use of (10.17) in (10.21) we 
have 

G(s) 

where 6w(s) ~ 0 and 

[K'] = [AJ [KJ [AJT = [KJ (10.27) 

Consequently, the point-wise G and its mode I, II, III components G I, GIl, GIll, 
take the following form 
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(10.28) 

The relation between the interface approach (10.21) and the fracture mechanics 
approach can be elucidated by applying the definition (10.22) and taking the limit of 
the total ERR derivative of the modified total potential energy as interface stiffness 
parameters approach infinity 

J . d 
G(s)nD(s)ds = lim --d Ih 

k-too t 
(10.29) 

anD 

Since ilk does not involve stress resultant discontinuities until the penalty para
meters approach infinity [60, 61], (10.29) furnishes 

-J G(s)OD(s)ds = kl~~ {[W, +]' + L' - p' ('x)] - J AOD(S)dS} (10.30) 

anD anD 

where A is the interface strain energy density per unit area defined as 

1[ 2 2 2] A = 2 kzb.w (x, y) + kxyb.u (x, y) + kxyb.u (x, y) (10.31) 

Furthermore, a prime denotes partial differentiation in the time-like parameter 
T, W is the strain energy of the whole plate, ] the strain energy of the interface rep
resenting the penalty functional, L the Lagrange functional imposing the adhesion 
constraint between undelaminated layers and P is the work of the external loads. 

The last term in (10.30) represents the flux of interface strain energy through 
the delamination front anD and it arises as a consequence of the growth of nD. 
Taking into account equilibrium requirements, boundary, and continuity conditions, 
the term in square brackets in (10.30) vanishes, leading to 

G(s) = lim A(s) = lim ~(kz6w2 + kxy6u2 + kxy6v2) 
k-too k z, k xy-too 2 

(10.32) 

An alternative approach to that provided by the interface model for the calcu
lation of the ERR is to use plate variables [60] in which case mode partition can 
be obtained by applying the virtual crack closure technique (VCC) or the Jacobian 
derivative method (JDM) [70] as a post-computation. 
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10.2.5 Mixed Mode Analysis 

In order to predict crack propagation in laminates for general loading conditions, 
energy release rates distributions along the delamination front are needed. Fracture 
mechanics assumes that delamination propagation is controlled by the critical energy 
release rate. The growth condition can be defined by means of a power law criterion, 
similar to (10.10). Delamination grows on the region of the delamination front where 
the following condition is satisfied 

(10.33) 

where a, {3 and T are mixed mode fracture parameters determined by fitting to 
experimental test results. 

The critical ERR (Gj, Gj I' Gj I I) are assumed to be material properties, indepen
dent of their location along the delamination front, and evaluated from experimental 
procedures. The closed-form expressions for the ERR, (10.21) and (10.28) , obtained 
by means of the interface model, can be used in conjunction with a finite element 
code to check whether propagation occurs. Therefore, the calculation of G(s) along 
the delamination front reduces to a simple post-computation, once a global FEA 
of the laminate is carried out. The extent of the propagation of the delamination 
area may be established by releasing the node in which the relation (10.33) is first 
satisfied, leading to a modification of the delamination front, which in turn requires 
another equilibrium solution. It follows that the delamination growth analysis must 
be accomplished iteratively. 

For simplicity, only the computation of ERR is described here. The study of 
the propagation for a three-dimensional planar delamination requires the use of 
nonlinear incremental numerical computation, which often must be accompanied 
by simplified assumptions (for instance, the use of the total ERR to detect growth, 
neglecting of mode III effects) in order to save computational time [15 , 44, 45]. These 
methods are outside the scope of this chapter. However, it is worth noting that a 
good prediction of delamination propagation relies on an accurate ERR distribution 
computation, which for a generic delaminated composite under generic loading is 
itself a complex task due to the three-dimensional nature of the mode-decomposition 
problem. 

The delaminated laminate is represented by using two sublaminates, one for the 
portion above the delamination plane and the other for the part below (Figure 10.6). 
When only the total ERR is to be computed, sufficient accuracy may be achieved by 
representing each sublaminate with a single plate element. In this case, the model is 
called a two-layer plate model. When the mode components are needed, an assembly 
of plate elements in each sublaminate is necessary to achieve sufficient accuracy. In 
this case the model is called a multilayer plate model. 

Sublaminates can be modeled by using standard shear deformable elements (AN
SYS SHELL181), whereas interface elements can be used for the interface model. 
Since available interface elements (ANSYS INTER204) are only compatible with 
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Fig. 10.9: Plate assembly in the neighborhood of the delamination front for the 
calculation of ERR. Nodes on the plane of the delamination and the location of 
rigid links are shown. 

solid elements, interface elements are simulated here by coupling CE with spring 
elements (ANSYS COMBIN14). Plate and interface models must be described by 
the same in-plane mesh. 

The FE model of the plates adjacent to the delamination plane in proximity of 
the delamination front is illustrated in Figure 10.9. Interface elements model the 
undelaminated region n - nD up to the delamination front. 

In the FE model, ERR are computed by using (10.34) , which is a modified version 
of (10.28) to avoid excessive mesh refining at the delamination front. The mesh of 
interface and plate elements must be sufficiently refined in order to capture the high 
interface stress gradient in the neighborhood of the delamination front, which occurs 
because high values for interface stiffness must be used to simulate perfect adhesion. 
To this end, the individual ERR at the generic node A of the delamination front 
are calculated by using the reactions obtained from spring elements and the relative 
displacements between the nodes already delaminated and located along the normal 
direction. This leads to the following expressions 

G (A) = ~ R A.!:::,WB-BI G (A) = ~ R',)J:::'UnB-BI G (A) = ~ R~6UtB-BI 
I 2 6 n6t ' II 2 6 n6t ' III 2 6 n6t 

(10.34) 
where RA Z is the reaction in the spring element connecting node A in the z-direction, 
whereas Ll WB-B' is the relative z-displacement between the nodes Band Bt, located 
immediately ahead of the delamination front along its normal direction passing 
through A. Similar definitions apply for reactions and relative displacement related 
to modes II and III. The characteristic mesh sizes in the normal and tangential 
directions of the delamination front are denoted by Llt and Lln . In (10.34), the 
same element size is assumed for elements ahead of and behind the delamination 
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front. When the node is placed at a free edge, !::.t!2 must be used in (10.34) instead 
of !::'t. 

In order to simplify the FE modeling procedure, it is possible to introduce spring 
elements only along the delamination front instead of the entire undelaminated re
gion. In this case, perfect adhesion along the remaining portion of the undelaminated 
region can be imposed by CEo However, when the delamination propagation must be 
simulated, it is necessary to introduce interface elements in the whole undelaminated 
region 0 - OD. 

In the next examples, the delamination modeling techniques presented so far are 
applied to analyze typical 3D delamination problems in laminated plates. The ERR 
distribution along the delamination front are computed for different laminates and 
loading conditions. 
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Fig. 10.10: ERR distribution along the delamination front. 

Example 10.3 A double cantilever beam (DeB) specimen of width B = 30 mm, thickness 
2h = 3 mm, length L = 135 mm, with a delamination of length a = 29 mm (Figure 10.10) 
is subjected to an opening displacement of 2.5 mm. Unidirectional carbon/epoxy layers are 
used with the material properties given in Table 10.1. 

Solution to Example 10.3 Two plates have been used to model the delaminated plate in 
the thickness direction, one for each sub laminate, i. e., nu = nl = 1. Each is modeled with 
ANSYS SHELL181 elements. 

The projection on the x - y plane of the finite element mesh, assumed equal for the 
plate and the interface models, is shown in Figure 10.11. The mesh is refined in a zone of 
5 x 30 mm2 centered with respect to the delamination front. In this zone, the length of the 
plate and interface elements in the x -direction is 0.125 mm, whereas along the y-direction 
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Fig. 10.11: x-y view of the FE mesh used for the mode I example, illustrating the 
region chosen for mesh refinement and convergence studies. 

it is 1.5 mm. Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to use only z -translational springs. A 
displacement of 2.5 mm is imposed in the z-direction at the edge of the delaminated plate. 
Two plates have been used to model the delaminated plate in the thickness direction. 

Interface elements, necessary to connect the two sublaminates in the region n - nD , are 
implemented by using a combination of rigid links (ANSYS MPC184, defined by two nodes 
and three degrees of freedom at each node) and spring elements (ANSYS COMBIN14). 
Spring elements are placed among the offset nodes. The offset nodes can be generated by 
rigid links but in this example we choose to use CE, which are easier to work with than 
rigid links in ANSYS. For simplicity the linear elastic interface has been modeled only along 
the delamination front, whereas the undelaminated portion of the interface has been modeled 
only by means of rigid links or constraint equations. 

When CE are used in place of rigid links, for each mid-plane node of the upper plate 
model, three coincident nodes located on the lower surface of the plate are created, and 
constrained to deform as embedded in a plate segment normal to the mid-plane by means of 
constraint equations. Similarly, for each mid-plane node of the lower plate model, three coin
cident nodes located on the upper surface are created. Three COMBIN14 elements connected 
to the three pairs of coincident nodes placed at the delamination plane are then introduced, 
each one acting in a different translational direction. It is worth noting that for the pure 
mode I example it suffices to model only z-translational springs due to symmetry. However, 
in order to provide a general code to be used for general mixed-mode loading conditions, a 
complete modeling of interface elements has been implemented. The deformed mesh is shown 
in Figure 10.12. 

The ERR distribution along the straight delamination front is evaluated by using the 
first of (10.34) and it is illustrated in Figure 10.10. Since the ERR assumes its maximum 
at the center of the specimen, it is expected that the delamination proceeds from the mid
dle. Comparison with results using the modified virtual crack closuTe techniq'ue and 20-node 
anisotropic three-dimensional finite element models are also shown in Figure 10.10 f44J. 

It can be seen that the present model, referred to as the "interface model, "provides sat-
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Fig. 10.12: FEA model for a symmetric delaminated plate under mode I opening. 

isfactory accuracy in comparison with the three-dimensional solution. The 3D methodology, 
clearly, may involve a larger computational cost with respect to the present model, in which 
each sublaminate is represented by only one shear deformable plate. Moreover, Figure 10.10 
points out that for symmetric loading and geometry, a double plate model suffices to deter
mine accurately the ERR. 

Investigations performed to choose values for interface stiffness have shown that a rea
sonable choice is 0.5 108 N/mm3 (60). These analyses were conducted on the basis of mesh 
refinement and convergence studies, taking care that interface stiffness must assume a rela
tively high value to reflect the actual interface bonding, but not too high to cause numerical 
instabilities. The numerical results are shown in Table 10.2. The expression Mesh denotes 
the number of plate and interface elements (x-direction-y-direction) used in one quarter of 
the mesh refinement region (2.5 x 15 mm2) illustrated in Figure 10.11. The delamination 
front center values of ERR for different interface stiffness and meshes are shown in Table 
10.2. It can be noticed that for kz = 0.5 108 N/mm3 a mesh grid of 20 x 10 elements suf
fices to obtain an accurate value of G. This corresponds to the mesh used in Figure 10.11. 
Moreover, refining the mesh in the y-direction does not lead to a sensible variation of ERR 
accuracy, as shown in Table 10. 2. 

The ANSygrM command file containing this example is provided in (76). To run the 
example, go to the File menu and select "read input from". 

Example 10.4 For Example 10.3 (mode I) , enforce the classical delamination model, which 
assumes that the undelaminated portion of the laminate behaves as a single plate model, by 
using four-node thin plate elements that exclude shear deformability. 

Solution to Example 10.4 Using the first of (10.34) to compute ERR, Figure 10.13 is 
obtained, where both thin and thick four-node plate elements have been used in conjunction 
with interface elements. It can be noted that neglecting shear deformability causes a notable 
underestimation of ERR results, especially near the edges of the delamination front. 
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Fig. 10.13: Effect of the plate kinematics on the ERR distribution (interface model). 

Example 10.5 Mode II loading condition is now considered for a three-dimensional DCB 
geometry. The properties of the plates are as follows: 

a = 256 mm, h=16 mm, B = 400 mm, L = 512 mm, E = 80.00 GPa, l/ = 0.3, N = 
6. 25N/mm 

Use ANSYS to model the delaminated plate under mode II loading condition with results 
shown in Figures 10.14 and 10.15. Use a (nu - nl) : (2 - 2) plate assembly, which gives 
reasonable accuracy. Calculate the mode II and III ERR distributions along the delamination 
front. Expression (10.35), used to normalize results, takes the value 6.943 10- 6 Nlmm. 

Solution to Example 10.5 Because of edge effects, mode II loading produces both mode 
II and mode III energy release rates. However, mode II ERR predominates under mode 
II loading. Four-node shear deformable plate elements are used. The size of the elements 

Table 10.2: Mesh refinement and convergence studies for the DeB example in terms 
of G at the delamination center-point 

Interface Stiffness kz 
Mesh 0.50E+06 0.50E+ 07 0.50E+08 0.50E+ 09 
20x10 
40x10 
60x10 
80x10 
100x10 
100x20 

1.5130 
1.4331 
1.3316 
1.2446 
1.1762 
1.1763 

1.5278 
1.5250 
1.5158 
1.4984 
1.4738 
1.4738 

1.5282 1.5282 
1.5281 1.5281 
1.5280 1.5282 
1.5276 1.5282 
1.5269 1.5282 
1.5267 1.5293 
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Fig. 10.14: GIl distribution along the delamination front for mode II loading shows 
convergence to 3D results with increasing number of plate elements through-the
thickness in each sublaminate (uu, UI): (1-1) and (2-2) . 

at the delamination front is 1 mm in the x-direction and 8 mm in the y-direction. The 
maximum ratio between the x and y dimensions is 8 for all the elements. Mesh refinement 
and convergence studies on the behavior of ERR as the interface stiffness parameters ap
proach infinity have been conducted showing that choosing 108 N / mm3 for the normal and 
tangential interface stiffness parameters is appropriate. 

The analysis shows that when mixed mode conditions are involved, a double plate model 
is able to capture accurately the mode decomposition in the region near the midpoint of the 
delamination front. On the other hand, an accurate mode decomposition near the free edges 
of the delamination front, where 3D effects are more complex, necessitates more than one 
plate element in each sub laminate along the thickness direction, due to the large gradients in 
ERR. However, the solution converges quickly because a small number of plates is needed to 
obtain a reasonable approximation. On the contrary, a large number of solid finite elements 
may be needed along the thickness to obtain an accurate 3D modeling. 

Results from the proposed methodology have been compared to those obtained in [55} 
by using solid finite elements while using, in the x-y plane, the same mesh used for plate 
models. The use of the same mesh for the plate elements and the solid elements allows a 
direct comparison in term of computational cost. Results show that if each sub laminate is 
divided uniformly into two plate elements, the model captures with satisfactory accuracy the 
ERR distribution along the whole delamination front and gives better predictions than the 
double plate model, especially near the free edges. This is illustrated in Figures 10.14 and 
10.15. 

In these figures, the ERR have been normalized with respect to the approximate values 
GJf. Using a classical delamination model with a single plate element in the undelaminated 
region and assuming a straight delamination propagation, yields 
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Fig. 10.15: GIll distribution along the delamination front for mode II loading shows 
convergence to 3D results with increasing number of plate elements through-the
thickness in each sublaminate (uu, Ul): (1-1) and (2-2). 

(10.35) 

where, following the conventional notation of classical laminated plate theory ([75, (6.18-
6.19)}), [all, [a2 ] are the extensional compliance matrix of the upper (lower) sub laminate and 
[8] is the bending compliance of the whole laminate. 

It can be concluded that the (2-2) model is able to capture satisfactorily the actual in
plane displacements distribution both along the thickness and the delamination front. For 
mode I! loading, the (2-2) model gives a maximum error within 10% with respect to the 
3D model for G II. This implies that along the delamination front the model gives an accu
racy much better than 10% (see Table 10.3 at the in-plane loading column). On the other 
hand, the (1-1) model does not reflect accurately the 3D strain state near the edges, with 
unacceptable errors away from the delamination midpoint. 

The ANSYS command file containing the command sequence for this example is provided 
in (76j. To run the example, go to the File menu and select "Read input from". The 
SHELL181 element type is used to mesh the plate models, whereas the COMBIN14 element 
type is used for the interfa ce model. The same methodology of Example 10.3 is used to 
connect COMBIN14 elements to the mid-plane plate nodes. Displacement continuity at the 
interfaces between sublaminates is imposed by means of constraint equations. 

Example 10.6 Use ANSYS to model the delaminated plate under mode II! loading condi
tion whose results are shown in Figures 10.16 and 10.17. Calculate the corresponding ERR 
distributions along the delamination front. Use the (2-2) plate assembly which gives reason
able accuracy. Expression (10.36) used to normalize results takes the value 2.89 10-4 Nlmm. 
Use the same methodology of Example 10.5. 
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Table 10.3: Comparisons between interface-model- and 3D-FEM-results with an 
increasing number of plates in both sublaminates 

y/B 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 

In-Plane Loading 

G II(l -l) /GII3D G II (2 -2)/GII3D 

4.0 

3.5 

3.0 

E- 2.5 (:) 
en ... ~ 
6 2.0 ....,. 
61.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

0.985 1.075 
0.994 1.059 
1.042 
1.165 
1.516 
2.210 

0.0 0.2 

1.029 
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1.085 

0.4 
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L 
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Fig. 10.16: GIl distribution along the delamination front for mode III loading shows 
convergence to 3D results with increasing number of plate elements through-the
thickness in each sublaminate (uu, Ul): (1-1) and (2-2). 

Solution to Example 10.6 The solution of this example is similar to that of Example 
10.5. The ANSYS command file containing the command sequence for this example is 
provided in [76}. 

Results from the proposed methodology are compared to those obtained in [78} by using 
solid finite elements while using, in the x-y plane, the same mesh used for plate models as 
illustrated in Figures 10.16 and 10.17. 

In these figures, the ERR have been normalized with respect to the approximate values 
GfI~DT . Using a delamination model based on the first-order shear deformable plate theory 
and taking the derivative with respect to the crack area of the sum of the strain energies of 
the three regions comprising the delaminated plate. 

(10.36) 
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Fig. 10.17: CnI distribution along the delamination front for mode III loading 
shows convergence to 3D results with increasing number of plate elements through
the-thickness in each sublaminate (uu, Ul): (1-1) and (2-2). 

Two first-order shear deformable plates were used for the delaminated members whereas 
one first-order shear deformable plate has been introduced for the undelaminated region. 

It can be concluded that the (2-2) model is able to capture satisfactorily the actual in
plane displacements distribution both along the thickness and the delamination front. For 
mode III loading, the (2-2) model gives a maximum error within 10% with respect to the 3D 
model for G III. This implies that along the delamination front the model gives an accuracy 
much better than 10% (see Table 10.3 at the out-of-plane loading column). On the other 
hand, the (1-1) model does not reflect accurately the 3D strain state near the edges, with 
unacceptable errors away from the delamination midpoint. 

Suggested Problems 

Problem 10.1 Using a three-dimensional finite element model and the modified virtual 
crack closure technique (MVCCT, [79]) compute the ERR distribution along the straight 
delamination front for the DCB problem in Figures 10.14 and 10.15. Compare these re
sults with those from the interface model (details can be found in [60J). Use the same mesh 
used for results of Figure 10.15 in the x-y plane and one row of solid finite element in the 
thickness direction. The results from the interface model must show, away from the edges, a 
satisfactory accuracy in comparison with those obtained by a three-dimensional formulation , 
although each sub laminate is assumed as composed by simply one shear deformable plate. 
This confirms the results obtained in the 2D delamination problem, where it was proved 
that for special loading and geometrical schemes a double plate model suffices to dete,mine 
accurately the mode mix. It is expected that for more general loading and geometry con
ditions (mixed-mode loadings, offset delaminations, for instance) more than one plate is 
needed to model each sub laminate to capture the actual 3D character of the problem near 
the delamination front. 

Problem 10.2 Use ANSYS to analyze a double plate assembly comprising two orthotropic 
layers with different thicknesses, and subjected to a pair of opposed opening forces as shown 
in Figure 10.18. 
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The upper sublaminate has the following properties: E~ = 35,000 MPa, E~ = E; 
10, 500, G~z = 10,500 MPa, G;,y = G;, z = 1, 167, V~y = v~z = v~z = 0.3. 

The lower sub laminate has the following properties: E; = 70,000 MPa, E; = E; 
21 , 000, G~z = 2,100 MPa, G;y = G;z = 2,333, V;y = v;z = v;z = 0.3. 

The opening force T is equal to 1 N /mm and the dimensions of the laminate are: a = 
10 mm, B = 20 mm, L = 20 mm, hI = 0.5 mm, h2 = 1 mm. 

Use mesh refinement at the delamination front similar to that used in Example 10.5, in 
which the maximum ratio between the x and y dimensions is 8. Use interface stiffness k z 

and kxy equal to 108 N/ mm3 and the (2-4) model, which is sufficiently accurate since this 
subdivision reflects plate geometry by using more plate elements for the thicker sub laminate. 
Calculate the mode I, II and III components of ERR along the delamination front. Results 
may be found in [61). 

a 

I ... L ..I 

T 
T 

Fig. 10.18: Bi-material delaminated plate in problems 10.2-10.3. 

Problem 10.3 Solve the example of Problem 10.2 by using solid finite elements and perform 
mesh refinement analysis to evaluate the behavior of the total ERR and its mode components 
when the size of the delamination front element in the x-direction decreases. 

Consistently with the (2-4) multilayer modeling, two and four layers of solid finite ele
ments can be placed in the thickness direction for the upper and lower sub laminates, respec
tively. The laminate geometry and the 3D FE model are illustrated in Figure 10.1gb. The 
ERR mode components for the 3D model must be calculated by using the MVCCT [79j which 
leads to an expression similar to (10.34) , by evaluating the node forces as Lagrange multipli
ers related to the adhesion constraints along the un delaminated region of the delamination 
plane. 

The analysis should show that both the individual components and the total ERR converge 
as the delamination front elements are smaller. On the contrary, results obtained by using 
solid finite elements should show a non-convergence behavior for the individual ERR. Results 
may be found in [61). This is a consequence of the mismatch of material properties across 
the interface which leads to an oscillatory singularity behavior of stresses and displacements 
near the delamination front [4 1j, in place of the inverse square-root singularity which occurs 
when delamination is placed between two equal orthotropic or isotropic layers, as is the case 
of the examples analyzed in the previous sections. Therefore, the proposed method can be 
used as a computationally efficient method to eliminate the oscillatory singularity that causes 
non-convergent behavior when solid finite elements are used. 
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Fig. 10.19: Bi-material delaminated plate in problems 10.2-10.3: a) Multi-layer 
FEM; b) 3D FEM. 
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Appendix A 

Tensor Algebra 

Tensor operations are needed for the derivation of some of the equations in this 
textbook. Since most of these operations are not easily found in textbooks, they are 
presented here for reference [1]. 

A.1 Principal Directions of Stress and Strain 

Since stress and strain tensors are symmetric and of second order, they have three 
real principal values and three orthogonal principal directions. The principal values 
)..,q and directions n; of the stress tensor C7ij satisfy the following 

[C7ij - )..,qb'ij]n; = 0 

nqnq = 1 
~ J 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

where b'ij is the Kronecker delta (b'ij = 1 if i = j , zero otherwise). Each of the 
principal directions is described by its direction cosines with respect to the original 
coordinate system. 

The principal directions are arranged by rows into a matrix [A]. Then, the 
diagonal matrix [A*] of the principal values is 

[A*] = [a][A][af (A.3) 

It can be shown that [a] - l = [a]T , where [a] is the transformation matrix given 
by (1.21) 

A.2 Tensor Symmetry 

Minor symmetry provides justification for using contracted notation (Section 1.5). 
Minor symmetry refers to identical values of tensor components when adjacent sub
scripts are swapped. For example, minor symmetry of the stiffness tensor C means 

(A.4) 
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Major symmetry refers to identical values when adjacent pairs of subscripts are 
swapped, or when contracted subscripts are swapped. For example, 

Aijkl = Aklij 

Aa,B = A,Ba 

A.3 Matrix Representation of a Tensor 

(A.5) 

A tensor A ijkl with a minor symmetry has only 36 independent constants. Therefore 
it can be represented in contracted notation by a 6 x 6 matrix. Let [aJ be the 
contracted form of the tensor A. Each element of [aJ corresponds to an element in 
the tensor A according to the following transformation 

aa,B = Aijkl (A.6) 

with 

a i when i = j 

a 9 - (i + j) when i # j (A.7) 

The same transformations apply between (3 and k and l, or in matrix represen-
tation, as 

A1111 A1122 A 1133 A 1123 A 1113 A1112 

A2211 A2222 A 2233 A 2223 A 2213 A2212 

[aJ = 
A3311 A3322 A3333 A 3323 A 3313 A3312 (A.8) 
A2311 A 2322 A 2333 A 2323 A 2313 A 2312 

A 1311 A 1322 A 1333 A 1323 A 1313 A 1312 

A1211 A1222 A 1233 A 1223 A 1213 A1212 

It is convenient to perform tensor operations using contracted form, especially 
if the result can be represented also in contracted form. This saves memory and 
time since it is faster to operate on 36 elements than on 81 elements. Examples of 
these operations are the inner product of two fourth-order tensors and the inverse 
of a fourth-order tensor. However, tensor operations in index notation do not trans
late directly into matrix operations in contracted form. For example, the double 
contraction of two fourth-order tensors is 

C A:B 

(A.9) 

Let [aJ, [bJ, and [cJ the 6 x 6 matrix representations of the above tensors. Then, 
it can be shown that 

[aJ [bJ # [cJ or 

aa,Bb,B'Y # ca'Y (matrix multiplication) (A.I0) 

The rest of this appendix presents formulas for adequate representation of tensor 
operations in their contracted form. 
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A.4 Double Contraction 

In (A.9), an element like C1211 can be expanded as 

C1211 A1211Bllll + A1222B2211 + A1233 B 3311 

+2AI2I2BI211 + 2A12I3 B 1311 + 2A1223B2311 
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(A.ll) 

In order to achieve the same result by matrix multiplication, multiply the last 
three columns of the matrix raj by 2, and then perform the multiplication 

Allll A1122 A 1133 2A1123 2Al1I3 2Al1I2 

A2211 A2222 A 2233 2A2223 2A22I3 2A22I2 

[cJ A3311 A3322 A3333 2A3323 2A33I3 2A33I2 

A2311 A 2322 A 2333 2A2323 2A23I3 2A23I2 

A 1311 A I322 A I333 2AI323 2AI3I3 2AI3I2 

A1211 AI222 A I233 2AI223 2AI2I3 2AI2I2 

Bllll B1l22 B1l33 B 1l23 B llI3 B l1I2 

B22ll B 2222 B2233 B 2223 B 22I3 B 22I2 

B33ll B3322 B3333 B 3323 B 33I3 B 33I2 (A.12) 
B23ll B2322 B2333 B2323 B 23I3 B 23I2 

B I3ll B I322 B I333 B I323 B I3I3 B I3I2 

B I2ll BI222 B I233 B I223 B I2I3 BI2I2 

This transformation can be produced by using the Reuter matrix [RJ 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[RJ= 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 0 0 

(A.13) 

0 0 0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 

Substituting in (A.12) we have 

[cJ = raj [RJ [bJ (A.14) 

A.5 Tensor Inversion 

First, it is convenient to define the fourth-order identity tensor I ijkl as a tensor that 
multiplied innerly by another fourth-order tensor yields this same tensor, or 

(A.15) 

If Aijkl has a minor symmetry, the following tensor achieves (A.15) 
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1 
I ijkl = "2 (6ik 6jl + 6il6jk) 

where 6ij is the Kronecker delta, defined as 

6ij = 1 if i = j 
6ij = 0 if i 1= j 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

In Voigt contracted notation, the fourth-order identity tensor is denoted as [i], 
which is equal to the inverse of the Reuter matrix 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[i] = 0 0 1 0 0 0 
= [Rr l (A.18) 

0 0 0 1/2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1/2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1/2 

Now, the inverse of a tensor is a tensor that multiplied by the original tensor 
yields the identity tensor, as follows: 

AijmnA~~kl = Iijkl 

Let us introduce the following notation: 

[a] - I = inverse of the reduced form of A ijkl 

[a-I] = reduced form of the inverse of A ijkl 

If A ijkl has a minor symmetry, the components of a-;;J are: 

1. Multiply the last three columns of [a] by 2 by using the matrix [R] 

2. Invert the obtained matrix. 

3. Multiply the matrix by [i] 

In order words, the matrix [arl is computed as 

[a-I] = [[a] [R]r l [i] = [i] [arl [i] 

A.6 Tensor Differentiation 

A.6.1 Derivative of a Tensor With Respect to Itself 

Any symmetric second-order tensor <I>ij satisfies the following: 

(A.19) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 
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Therefore, differentiating a second-order symmetric tensor with respect to itself 
is accomplished as follows 

a<Pij 
a <Pkl = Jijkl 

where Jijkl is a fourth-order tensor defined as 

Jijkl = 1 
Jijkl = 1 
J ijkl = 0 

if i = k, and j = 1 
if i = l , and j = k 

otherwise 

In contracted notation, the tensor Jijkl is represented by 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 

[j] = 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

A.6.2 Derivative of the Inverse of a Tensor With Respect to the 
Tensor 

A second-order tensor contracted with its inverse yields the second-order identity 
tensor, or Kronecker delta 

AijAjk
1 = 6ik (A.25) 

Differentiating (A.25) with respect to Amn and rearranging terms yields 

Pre-multiplying both sides by Ali1and rearranging yields 

(A.27) 

Finally, using (A.22) yields 

(A.28) 
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Strain Concentration Tensors 

The following closed form formulation for the elastic strain concentration tensor is 
based on [2] . For a unidirectional composite with long, circular cylindrical fibers 
embedded in isotropic matrix, the strain concentration tensor is derived as follows. 
The composite stiffness tensor e can be calculated [2 , page 25], using contracted 
notation (6 x 6 matrix) , as follows 

(B.1) 

where the tensor P, which accounts for the geometry of the inclusions and mi
crostructure, is calculated by (B.7). Here Vi , e i , with i = j, m are the volume 
fraction and stiffness tensors of the fiber (f) and matrix (m) , respectively. 

Alternatively, the composite stiffness tensor in contracted notation (6 x 6 matrix) 
can be calculated in terms of the strain concentration tensors Ai [3 , (2.9)], as follows 

Furthermore, the strain concentration tensors obey the following [3] 

VfAf + (1 - Vf) A m = I 
where I is the 6 x 6 identity matrix. Therefore, 

Introducing (B.4) into (B.2) yields 

e = em - Vf (em - e f ) A f 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

Comparing (B.5) to (B.1) , yields an expression for the strain concentration tensor 
in terms of symmetric tensors 

(B.6) 
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For composites reinforced by long fibers aligned with the Xl axis, all the coef
ficients in the first row and column of P are equal to zero. Other expressions of 
AI (e.g., [3, (2.86)] or [1, 4]) become intractable for this case, but (B.6) remains 
amenable to simple matrix computation in contracted notation. 

The tensor P is defined as 

(B.7) 

The MATLAB symbolic code Ptensor .m, available in [5], can be used to expand 
B. 7, but it must be noted that all the odd powers of ~, such as 2: 66 vanish 
due to orthogonality of the Fourier base functions. In (B.7), sym indicates minor 
symmetry; that is, a symmetrization with respect to the minor indices is enforced. 
Therefore, the P tensor can be written in contracted notation, as shown in (B.10), 
where it can be observed that P also has major symmetry. 

The following series are now defined 

±oo ±oo 
81 2: t (~) ~ 82 2:t(~)~ 

~ ~ 
±oo ±oo 

83 2: t(~)~ 84 2:t(~)(t 
~ ~ 

± oo ±oo 
85 2:t(~)(i 86 2: t(~)(j (B.8) 

~ ~ 
±oo ±oo 

87 2:t(~)~~ 88 2: t(~)~~ 
~ ~ 

± oo 
89 2:t(O~~ 

~ 

with 

(B.g) 

In terms of the series 8 i the tensor P can be expressed in contracted notation 
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as the following 6 x 6 matrix 

[P] 

-.& _ 84 
J.Lm 2J.Lm(l-vm) 

symm 

symm 

symm 
symm 
symm 

o 
o 
o 

83+82 _ 87 
4J.Lm 2J.Lm(l-vm) 

symm 

symm 

89 
- 2J.Lm(l-vm) 

.§.2... _ 85 
J.Lm 2J.Lm(1- vm) 

symm 

symm 
symm 
symm 

o 
o 
o 
o 

88 

- 2J.Lm(1- vm) 
~ 86 
J.Lm - 2J.Lm(1-vm ) 

symm 
symm 
symm 

8 1 +83 _ 88 
4J.Lm 2J.Lm(1- vm) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

8 1+82 _ 89 symm 
4J.Lm 2J.Lm(1-vm ) 
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(B.10) 

For unidirectional composites with long circular cylindrical fibers the following 
expressions apply 

81 84 = 88 = 89 = 0 

82 83 
(B.ll) 

The series 83 , 86 , and 87 can be expressed with these parabolic expressions 

0.49247 - 0.47603 Vf - 0.02748 vj 
0.36844 - 0.14944 Vf - 0.27152 vj 
0.12346 - 0.32035 Vf + 0.23517 vj (B.12) 

where Vf is the fiber volume fraction. The MATLAB code FEAcomp-ExCl. m imple
ments these equations. It performs the calculations using material properties from 
materialCl. dat and writes the results to materialCLresul ts. dat. 

The average strain in each phase (i) = (j, m) can be found in terms of the far 
field strain eO as 

from which the average stress in each phase can be found as 

(1' (i) = C iA ieO 

with A i given by (BA, B.6). 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 





Appendix C 

Second-Order Diagonal Damage 
Models 

Explicit expressions associated to second-order diagonal damage models are pre
sented here for completeness. 

C.l Effective and Damaged Spaces 

A second-order damage tensor can be represented as a diagonal tensor (see (8.61)) 

non sum on i (C . 1) 

in a coordinate system coinciding with the principal directions of D , which may 
coincide with the fiber , transverse, and thickness directions, and di are the eigenval
ues of the damage tensor, which represent the damage ratio along these directions. 
The dual variable of the damage tensor is the integrity tensor, n = viI - D , which 
represents the undamaged ratio. 

The second-order damage tensor D and the integrity tensor n are diagonal and 
have the following explicit forms 

[~ 
0 1] D ij = d2 
0 

(C.2) 

[~ 0 
o ] [ 0

1 0 J'] nij = 0 viI - d2 0 - 0 0,2 
0 0 viI - d3 0 0 

(C.3) 

A symmetric fourth-order tensor, M, called the damage effect tensor, is defined 
(see (8.63)) as 

(C.4) 
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The damage effect tensor in contracted form multiplied by the Reuter matrix, 
takes the form of a 6 x 6 array as follows 

0 2 
1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 2 
2 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
M = M a,B = 3 (C.5) 

0 0 0 0 20 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 10 3 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 10 2 

The damaged stiffness tensor C multiplied by the Reuter matrix can be written 
in explicit contracted notation for an orthotropic material by a 6 x 6 array as a 
function of the undamaged stiffness tensor C as follows 

- 4 C n 0 1 
- 2 2 
C1201 0 2 

- 2 2 
C 130103 0 0 0 

- 2 2 
C120102 

- 4 C 220 2 
- 2 2 
C 230203 0 0 0 

- 2 2 - 2 2 - 4 0 0 0 
C a,B = C 130 10 3 C230 20 3 C3303 

0 0 0 - 2 2 0 0 2C440 20 3 
0 0 0 0 - 2 2 2CSS 0 10 3 0 
0 0 0 0 0 - 2 2 2C660 10 2 

(C.6) 
where C 44 = G23, Css = G 13 and C66 = G 12 . The Voigt contracted notation for 
fourth-order elasticity tensors is used here: Ca,B replaces Cijkl where a, f3 take the 
values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, corresponding to the index pairs 11, 22, 33, 23, 13 and 12, 
respectively. 

The relations between the effective and actual stress components assume the 
following expressions 

- n -2 
0'1 = 0'1 ~G1 ; 
- (")-2 
0'2 = 0'2 H2 ; 
- (") -2 
0'3 = 0'3 ~G3 ; 

and the strain components 

- (") -1 (") -1 
0'4 = 0'4 H2 H3 ; 
- (") -1 (") -1 
O's = O's HI H3 ; 
- (") -1 (") -1 
0'6 = 0'6 HI H2 ; 

l4 = c4 0 20 3; 

ls = cS 0103; 
l6 = c6 0102; 

where the over-line indicates an effective property. 

C.2 Thermodynamic Force Y 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

By satisfying the Clausius-Duhem inequality, thus assuring non-negative dissipation, 
the following thermodynamic forces (see (8.127)) are defined 

87j; 1 ( p ) 8Cklpq ( ) 1 e 8Cklpq e 
Yij = - 8 D

ij 
= -"2 ckl-ckl 8D

ij 
cpq-C~q = - "2Ckl 8Dij cpq (C.9) 
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The second-order tensor of the conjugate thermodynamic forces associated to 
the damage variables takes the following form 

(C.IO) 

or in Voigt contracted notation as 

(C.ll) 

Using (9.8) , the explicit expressions for the thermodynamic forces written in 
terms of effective strain are found as 

Y ll = ~2 (Cll £1
2 + C 12 £2 £1 + C 13 £3 £1 + 2C55 £5

2 + 2C66 £6 2) 
1 

Y 22 = ~2 (022 £ 22 + C 12 £2 £1 + C 23 £3 £2 + 2C44 £4
2 + 2C66 £6 2) 

2 

Y 33 = ~2 (033 £ 3
2 + C 13 £3 £1 + C23 £3 £2 + 2C44 £4

2 + 2C55 £5 2) 
3 

The thermodynamic forces written in terms of actual stress are 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 

The derivative of the thermodynamic forces with respect to the damage (oY / aD) 
is given by 

Y ll 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 4 
1 

Y 22 
0 

0 4 0 0 0 0 
oY 2 

Y33 
aD 0 0 

0 4 0 0 0 (C.14) 

3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

The derivative of the thermodynamic forces with respect to the actual strain is 
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given by 

-~ °1 
_C12l1 

°1 
_ c13711 

°1 
0 - 2 C55l5 

°1 
- 2 C66l6 

°1 
_ C12l2 

°2 -~ °2 
_ C2a.l2 

°2 
-2 C44l4 

°2 
0 - 2 C66l6 

°2 
BY _ C13l3 

Be: °3 
_C23l3 -~ -2 C44l4 - 2 C5gl5 0 (C.15) °3 °3 °3 03 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

where 
P11 = 2 C11 €1 + C 12 €2 + C 13 €3 

P22 = C12 €1 + 2 C22 €2 + C23 €3 (C.16) 
P33 = C 13 €1 + C23 €2 + 2 C33 €3 

The derivative of the thermodynamic forces with respect to the actual unrecov
erable strain is given by 

BY BY 
(C.17) Be:p Be: 

The derivative of the actual stress with respect to damage is given by 

P{l 0 0 0 0 0 

0 P~2 0 0 0 0 

Bu 0 0 P:b 0 0 0 

BD 0 _1. 0aCH E1 _1. 02C 11 E1 0 0 0 2 02 2 03 

(C.18) 

_1. 0 aC lili Eli 0 _1. 0 j C lili Eg 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 03 

_1. 0 2C 6§E§ _1. 0 1C §§E§ 0 0 0 0 2 01 2 02 

where pi _ 
11- -C11 €1 - C12 €2 - C 13 €3 

P~2 = -C12 €1 - C22 €2 - C23 €3 (C.19) 
pi _ 

33 - -C13 €1 - C23 €2 - C33 €3 

C.3 Damage Surface 

An anisotropic damage criterion expressed in tensorial form , introducing two fourth
order tensors, Band J defines a multiaxiallimit surface in the thermodynamic force 
space, Y , that bounds the damage domain. The damage evolution is defined by a 
damage potential associate to the damage surface and by an isotropic hardening 
function. The proposed damage surface gd is given (see (9.13)) by 

d ( A NAN) 1/2 S S ) 1/2 
9 = Yij J ijhkYhk + (Yij B ijhkYhk - (r(o) + 'YO) (C.20) 
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where ,0 is the initial damage threshold value and ,(8) defines the hardening. 
The derivative of the damage surface with respect to thermodynamic forces is 

given by 

where 

ipN = .J 1n (Yli)2 + h2 (Yi~r )2 + 133 (Yfa)2 

ipS = .J Bn (Y11)2 + B22 (Y2~)2 + B33 (Y3~)2 

(C.21) 

(C.22) 

The derivative of the damage surface with respect to damage hardening is 

(C.23) 

CA Unrecoverable-Strain Surface 

The unrecoverable-strain (yield) surface gP is a function of the thermodynamic forces 
in the effective configuration (0', R). Therefore, the unrecoverable-strain surface (see 
(9.19)) is 

(C.24) 

where (i = 1, 2 ... 6), Ro is the initial unrecoverable-strain threshold and R is the 
hardening function. 

The derivative of the unrecoverable-strain surface with respect to effective stress 
is given by 

1 h + 2 in 0'2 + 2 h2 0'2 + 2 h3 0'3 
2 ipP 

1 12 + 2 1220'1 + 2 h2 0'1 + 2 1230'3 
2 ipP 

1 13 + 2 133 0'3 + 2 h3 0'1 + 2 1230'1 
8gP 2 ipP 

(C.25) 
Oa i40'4 

--
ipp 

i50'5 
ipp 

i60'6 
ipP 
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where 
<I>P = (h 0'1 + 12 0'2 + 13 0'3+ 

+ in 0'1 2 + 1220'22 + 1330'32+ 

+2 h2 0'1 0'2 + 2 h3 0'1 0'3 + 21230'20'3+ 
(C.26) 

+., - 2 + f - 2 + f - 2)1/ 2 J60"6 50"5 40"4 

The derivative of the yield surface with respect to unrecoverable-strain hardening 
is 

ogP 
-=-1 oR (C.27) 
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Numerical Inverse Laplace 
Transform 

The following is a description of a numerical method to obtain discrete values in the 
time domain for the time domain function f (t) from the Laplace funct ion f ( 8 ), or 
f(t) = L-1 [1(8)] . The method falls in the category of collocation methods [7]. The 
solution is approximated in terms of Legendre polynomials PN of order N, that are 
orthogonal in the interval (-1, 1), that is 

11 PiPjdx = ° if i:/= j 
- 1 

For example, the Legendre polynomial of order N = 5 is [8] 

63 5 35 3 15 
P5 = -x - -x +-x 

848 

(A) The shape functions used are defined as 

with Xi being the roots of PN . 

(D.1) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(B) For convenience, the roots and shape functions are shifted to the interval 
(0,1), so that 

x~ = (Xi - 1)/2 

w~ = wd2 

The roots, expressed in terms of time are 

(C) The time must be scaled in the interval (0, tmax ) with tmax = max(ti). 
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(D.4) 

(D.5) 
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If the maximum time for which a solution is sought is tN , then the roots are 
adjusted as 

with the time-scale constant 
c = tN / tmax 

The collocation method [7] results in a system of algebraic equations 

Kijfj = Fi 

with the coefficients of the matrix [K] given by 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

(D.9) 

Denoting by f(8) the function to be back-transformed from the Laplace domain 
to the time domain, the components of the vector {F} are given by 

(D.10) 

that is replacing 8 by i / c. The next step is to solve to get the values f i of f (t) at 
the times given by ( There are N points of the solution of f (t) = L - 1 [f (8)]. One 
more point can be obtained at t = 0 using the initial value theorem (7.44) . Now, fit 
the numerical solution with a power law of the form (7.26) . For t = 0, Do = f(O) , 
then 

(D.11) 

Taking the natural log 
y = a+mx (D.12) 

with y = In(f(t) - Do) and x = In(t). A linear regression is then used to obtain 
the parameters a and m in terms of the discrete values Yi = In(f(ti) - Do) and 
Xi = In(ti), as 

(D.13) 

and 
D1 = exp(a) (D.14) 

A computer program to compute an approximate solution in the time domain 
from the Maxwell model in the Laplace domain is available as collocation.for in [5]. 
Since the Maxwell model can be inverted to the time domain exactly, a comparison 
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. . - -Table D l' K matrix for N - 5 
timers] 1 2 3 4 5 
0.693147 0.284444 0.118463 0.118463 0.239314 0.239314 
0.048046 0.142222 0.112906 0.005557 0.184088 0.055225 
3.059522 0.071111 0.107609 0.00026 0.141607 0.012744 
0.262359 0.035555 0.102561 1.22288E-05 0.108929 0.00294 
1.466353 0.017777 0.09775 5.73653E-07 0.083792 0.000678 

between the approximate solution and the exact one is performed. Also, the program 
computes the linear regression for the parameters in the power law, and evaluates 
the power law at the same time values used in the numerical method to compare 
its accuracy. Note the use of function definition at the beginning of the Fortran 
code for the power law (power), the Maxwell model in time (Jt) , and the same in 
Laplace domain (Js). The shifted time values, not scaled for a particular problem, 
and the coefficients matrix [KJ are listed in Table D.1 for N = 5 (collocation.dat , 
[5]). The solution of the system of equations is performed with the code for Gauss 
elimination (gauss.for, [5]). 





Appendix E 

Introduction to the Software 
Interface 

Only four software applications are used throughout this textbook. ANSYS is by far 
the most used. BMI3 is used only in Chapter 4. MATLAB is used for symbolic as 
well as numerical computations. Finally, Intel Fortran must be available to compile 
and link ANSYS with user programmed material subroutines, but its usage is trans
parent to the user because it is called by a batch file requiring no user intervention. 
Of course, some knowledge of Fortran is required to program new user material 
subroutines, but programming is made easier by several example subroutines, which 
are provided and used in the examples. 

The aim of this section is to present an introduction to the software used in 
this textbook, namely ANSYS and BMI3, as well as how to use Intel Fortran to 
compile and link user subroutines with ANSYS. It is assumed that the reader can 
use MAT LAB without help besides that provided by the self-explanatory MATLAB 
code included with the examples, either printed in this textbook or downloadable 
from the Web site [5]. 

Operation of the software is illustrated for a Windows XP platform but opera
tion in a Linux environment is very similar. For the sake of space, this section is 
very brief. The vendors of these applications have a wealth of information, training 
sessions, user groups, and so on, that the reader can use to get familiar with the soft
ware interface. One such source of information is the Web site for this textbook at 
http://www . mae. wvu. edu/barbero/feacm/. Another source of information is the 
book's user group at http://tech.groups . yahoo. com/group/feacomposites/. 

E.1 ANSYS 

ANSYS is a commercial finite element analysis (FEA) application. It has a friendly 
graphical user interface (CUI) and an extensive help system. Once started, the user 
should have no difficulty navigating menus and so on. Since all the mouse clicks in 
the CUI generate ANSYS command lines, which are saved in a .log file, it is easy to 
use the CUI to learn what the various commands do. The ANSYS help can then be 
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used to enhance the user's knowledge of the ANSYS command structure. Ultimately, 
a . log file that automatically performs all the tasks of model creation, execution, 
and post-processing is desired because it can be debugged, refined, adapted to similar 
situations, recalled later on, and it provides excellent documentation for project 
reporting to the client and even auditing by third parties. The .log files provided 
with the examples in this textbook demonstrate their usefulness, even if the GUI 
was used to help generate most of them. 

The examples in this textbook were produced using ANSYS version 10. They 
work identically in Windows XP and Linux platforms. On Windows, ANSYS is ac
cessible from the START menu, through two icons: "ANSYS" and "ANSYS Product 
Launcher" . It is best to use at least once the "ANSYS Product Launcher", as it 
allows us to set the default location for the model files . 

In this Appendix, it is assumed that the user has created a folder c: \ansys \ , 
where all the model files reside. Therefore, in "ANSYS Product Launcher" , under 
"File Management" , the "Working Directory" should be set to c: \ansys\. Clicking 
on Run invokes the GUI. 

The ANSYS ' GUI has a command bar at the top and a menu list on the left. 
Below the command bar, there is single-line command window. ANSYS commands 
typed in this window are executed immediately and have the same effect as equiva
lent GUI operations. 

Although the GUI is user friendly, it is very challenging to describe (in a text
book) all the mouse clicks one has to do in order to set up and solve a problem. It 
is also challenging to remember what one did during a previous session using the 
GUI. And there is no use trying to write down the myriad mouse clicks needed to 
accomplish a task. Fortunately, all GUI operations (mouse clicks, menu selections, 
data entry, and so on) are saved by ANSYS into a .log file in the current direc
tory (c: \ ansys). The .log file is a text file that can be edited and cleaned up of 
the many commands that represent dead ends that one reached during a session. 
Cleaned up .log files can be recalled into ANSYS and executed to reproduce a prior 
session. 

The .log files can be recalled in three ways. First , each line in the .log file 
can be typed in the command window and executed one at a time (by pressing 
enter, of course) . This is very useful in order to learn the effect that each com
mand line has on the model generation, execution, and so on. Second, a portion 
or the whole .log file can be pasted into the command window and executed. Fi
nally, once a . log file is polished, the most computationally efficient way to enter a 
model is to type the following command /input, file, log, in the command win
dow. This will retrieve file .log and execute it . The equivalent GUI operation is: 
File, Read Input From, OK. 

As was mentioned before, this section is very brief. It has been my experience 
that students successfully teach themselves ANSYS by figuring out the commands 
used in the examples in this textbook, which are available on the Web site [5], 
along with the help system and the documentation included with ANSYS. Video 
recordings illustrating the execution of the examples by using the ANSYS GUI will 
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be published on the Web site [5] as they become available. 

E.!.1 ANSYS USERMAT, Compilation and Execution 

Compilation and execution of ANSYS programmable features can be accomplished 
following the procedure described in this section or as explained in [9]. In this 
section, it is assumed that ANSYS 10.0, Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 or 
newer, and FORTRAN Intel 9.1.3 or newer, are all available on a Windows XP 
system. Note that the path to software components will change with time as new 
versions and different platforms are released. Therefore, the paths given in this 
section may have to be adjusted. For example vl00 refers to version 10.0 and 
intel refers to the Intel™ processor, which may have to be adjusted to reflect the 
software and hardware configuration available to you. This is the procedure that 
we recommend: 

• Create a directory in a local disk, such as c: \ansys for the model files (.log 
and other such files) 

• Create a directory in a local disk, such as c: \ansyscustom for the Fortran 
code files (.F and other such files) 

• Go to C:\Program Files\Ansys Inc\vl00\ANSYS\custom\user\intel and 
copy the following files to c: \ansyscustom 

- ansyslarge.def 

- ansyssmall.def 

- MAKEFILE 

• From the Web site [5], copy the following files into c: \ansyscustom 

- ANSCUSTWVU. BAT (this is a modified version of ANSCUST . BAT) 

- the user subroutine (e.g. , usermat ld. F to solve Example 3.13) 

• From the Web site [5], copy the following files into c: \ansys 

- the .log file (e.g., FEAcomp_Ex313.log) 

• On an explorer window showing c: \ansyscustom, double click 
ANSCUSTWVU .BAT. You should respond N to the prompt in order to build a 
large version of the executable file. 

This will compile all .F files in the current directory and link them with AN
SYS, thus creating a custom version of ansys.exe that will be moved to the 
appropriate directory, that is to c: \Program Files \Ansys Inc \ vl00\ANSYS\ 
custom\user\intel \ANSYS. exe. The process takes a long time. Be patient. 

• At least the first time, run your custom version of ANSYS as follows: 
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- START, ANSYS 10, ANSYS Product Launcher 

- On the File Management tab, set "Working Directory" to c: \ansys 

- On the Customization Preferences tab, set "Custom ANSYS Exe" to 
C: \ Program Files\ Ansys Inc\vlOO\ANSYS\custom\user\intel\ANSYS.exe 

- Run 

• This will set the custom version of ANSYS and the working directory until 
you change them with the ANSYS Product Launcher. Until such time, you 
need only to run START, ANSYS 10, ANSYS 

• In the input field at the top of the screen, the input file (say FEAcomp...Ex313. 
log) can be read by entering /INPUT, FEAcomp...Ex313, log, which should exe
cute within your customized version of ANSYS. Alternatively, the input file can 
be read from the GUI left menu panel, as follows: File, Read Input From 

Additional information can be obtained from the ANSYS documentation [9] and 
online sources such as [6] . 

E.2 BMI3 

Most users will run BMI3 within ANSYS as explained in Section E.2.2 but for 
troubleshooting it is useful to know how to operate it outside ANSYS, as explained 
in Section E.2.1 next. 

E.2.1 Stand Alone BMI3 

Native BMI3 code accepts an input file in ABAQUS format, as long as the input file 
is filtered by the program I2B [5]. Not all of the ABAQUS commands are accepted 
by I2B. For example it only accepts models with concentrated forces on nodes. 

Most commercial CAD packages such as I-DEASTM and FEMAPTM can output 
an ABAQUS file. Then, it is easy to modify the file to make it comply with the 
restrictions of I2B. Run I2B to generate DEMO. inp, ABAQUS. inp, and DEMO. dat. If 
ABAQUS.inp were to be executed within ABAQUS, it would give the bifurcation 
loads A (cr). 

The material properties and perturbation parameters are in DEMO. dat. The 
last line contains modenum, nodenum, component. This is the mode, node, and 
component used as perturbation parameter. If all are zeros, BMI3 picks the lowest 
mode and the node-component combination that yields the largest mode amplitude. 
The results are printed in DEMO. out and the mode shapes saved in MODES file . 

E.2.2 BMI3 within ANSYS 

It is possible to use the program BMI3 directly from ANSYS, with some restrictions: 

• Use only element type SHELL99. 
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• Introduce the laminate properties using ABDH matrices, with 
KEYOPT(2)=2. 

• Only apply loads on nodes or keypoints using concentrated forces (do not use 
moments). If the model has distributed loads, calculate the equivalent nodal 
forces and apply them at the nodes. 

• Use only one real constant set for all the model. 

The procedure to compute the post-critical path parameters using BMI3 within 
ANSYS is described next. 

• In the working directory (c:\ansys), copy the APDL macro ans2i.mac , and 
the programs bmi3 . exe and i2b_ans. exe from [5]. 

• Define the model in ANSYS and solve it using the "Eigenvalue buckling analy
sis" procedure for obtaining the bifurcation loads A(cr) (e.g., Example 4.2). 

• Run the APDL macro ans2i simply by entering ans2i in the ANSYS com
mand line [5] to calculate parameters of the post-critical path. 

• Look for the c: \ANSYS 10.0 Output Window, which is minimized in the Win
dows task bar, and bring it to the foreground. 

• In the c: \ANSYS 10.0 Output Window, respond to the two prompts: (i) ac
tivate or not sorting of the nodes in order to minimize the bandwidth of the 
system of equations (sorting along the longest dimension is recommended), 
(ii) introduce the mode, node, and component used as perturbation parameter 
s or let BMI3 choose the default. By default, the lowest mode and the node, 
component, with the largest mode amplitude is used. If an error message of 
"INSUFFICIENT STORAGE" appears, try sorting along another direction. 
If that fails, BMI3 needs to be recompiled with larger arrays. 

• In addition to the critical load A(cr), BMI3 computes the slope £(1) = A(l) 

and the curvature £(2) = A (2) of the bifurcation mode selected. These re
sults are shown in the c: \ANSYS 10.0 Output Window and they are printed 
in DEMO. out 

• Do not close the c: \ANSYS 10.0 Output Window, just minimize it . Otherwise, 
it will abort ANSYS. ANSYS should be closed from the GUI. 

Note that the results (bifurcation loads, slopes, and curvatures) appear with 
negative sign. This is usual in stability analysis. If a model is constructed with 
tensile loads (instead of the usual compression), one can type REVERS=-l in the 
ANSYS command line before executing the APDL macro ANS2I. Another peculiarity 
of the BMI3 software is that transverse deflections w (perpendicular to the plate) 
have opposite sign to that used by ANSYS. Since transverse deflections ware often 
used as perturbation parameters, the change in sign must be taken into account 
during interpretation of results. 
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Bulk modulus, 24, 25 

Carson transform, 177, 179- 181, 
183- 185 

CD1f, 191, 227 
CE, 54, 154- 161, 163, 164, 187, 264, 

266, 167, 171, 271- 273, 
276- 279, 283- 285 

Classical 
lamination theory, 122, 123, 129, 131, 

185 
plate theory, 251, 258, 279, 296 

Clausius-Duhem inequality, 214- 216, 
232, 260, 310 

CLT, 122, 131 
Cohesive damage, 256 
C01fBIN14, 272- 275, 279, 283, 285, 28! 
C01fBIN39, 278 
Compatibility, 10 
Complementary strain energy, 213 
Compliance matrix, 16, 17, 19, 25 , 26, 

28- 30, 32,33,217,218,243, 289 
Compression strength, 97, 98, 100, 

206- 209, 229 
Concentration tensor, 140, 141, 305 
Consistency condition, 195- 198, 204, 

220, 235 
Constraint equation, 154, 155, 160, 163, 

263, 276- 278, 285, 289 
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Continuation method, 113, 115- 117, 
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33, 97, 140, 147, 217, 218, 224, 
227, 241, 299, 302, 303, 305, 306, 
310, 311 

Coordinate transformation, 1, 10-12, 
15, 252 

Correspondence principle, 176, 177, 
179, 181, 185 
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Crack tip element , 258, 296 
Creep, 167, 169, 170, 172- 174, 176, 

177, 180, 185, 189, 228, 230 
CTE, 258 
Cumulative probability, 202 
Curvature, 60, 62, 63, 69, 87, 144, 

121, 185, 251, 264, 269, 323 

Damage 
activation function , 191, 194, 195, 

197, 204, 223, 227 
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evolution, 95, 191, 210, 219, 221 , 

222, 231 , 233, 239, 240, 244, 256, 
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hardening variable, 210, 222-225, 
227, 239, 244, 250, 313 
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threshold, 194, 195, 197, 199, 204, 
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217-219, 224, 227, 245, 256, 278, 
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compliance, 218, 241 , 243 
configuration, 192, 193, 211 
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275- 277, 279- 293, 296 
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Displacement-based 

formulation, 149, 238 

Dissipation, 194, 215, 216, 219, 225, 
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configuration, 192, 193, 211 , 221 , 

231-234, 236, 244, 313 
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stress, 192- 196, 199, 202, 204, 205, 

208- 210, 217, 218, 227, 234, 238, 
240, 244, 247, 248, 313 

Eigenstrain, 139, 140 
Eigenvalue, 108, 111, 113, 115, 118, 

210, 309, 323 
Eigenvector, 108 
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domain, 194, 195, 211 , 243 
modulus/moduli, 17, 55, 56, 139, 

170, 171, 184, 201 
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coordinate, 82, 83, 86, 87, 91, 268, 

270, 271 , 275- 278 
type, 46 , 47, 49 , 50, 51 , 55, 56, 69, 70, 

71 , 86, 98, 109, 110, 151, 158, 189, 
267- 271 , 274- 278, 289, 322 

Energy 
equivalence, 85, 193, 210, 211, 217, 

218, 227 
release rate, 194, 213, 215, 223, 224, 

233, 256, 259, 262, 262, 282, 287, 
294- 296 

Engineering 
constant , 25 , 27, 28 , 34, 143 
shear strain, 3, 4, 15 
strain, 15, 16 

Entropy, 213- 216 
Equivalent force vector, 45 , 46, 48 , 57 
ERR, 215, 256- 259, 261- 263, 279- 292 
Eshelby, 139, 165 
Essential boundary condition, 37 
Euler-Bernoulli, 257 

Failure criteria/ on, 95 , 97- 102, 104, 
105, 123, 125, 132, 295 
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240, 300, 301, 303, 309 
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toughness, 256, 263, 296 
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energy, 210, 215- 218, 227, 231, 
232, 260 

FSDT, 61, 64, 65, 67, 70, 71, 185, 
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Gamma function, 172, 203, 229 
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coordinate, 11, 12, 16, 64, 76, 86, 
94, 128, 135, 185, 252, 265 

model, 159 
Global-local approach, 258, 

see also local-global 
GLPT, 264 
Griffith, 259 
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function, 219, 224, 246, 313 
variable, 195, 220, 242, 245, 246 
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Helmholtz Free Energy, 210, 215, 216, 

231, 232 
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Homogeneous, 33, 59, 62, 67, 77, 103, 
104, 108, 147, 159, 259, 262, 263 

Homogenization, 139, 140, 144, 166 
Hooke's law, 7, 17- 19, 21-24, 193 
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Imperfect, 113, 256, 296 
Imperfection, 108, 116, 117, 119, 207 

sensitivity, 112, 115, 116, 119, 
206- 209, 229 
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In-plane 
shear, 95, 96, 98, 129, 131, 207, 209, 

223, 225, 226, 241, 242, 244- 246, 
248, 250, 251 
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stress, 62, 97, 121- 125, 129, 217, 242, 

244 
Integrity, 192, 210, 231, 241-243, 

246- 248, 309 
INTER204, 282 
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element, 258, 273, 279, 282- 286 
model, 258, 273, 279, 281-285, 287, 

289- 291, 295 
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damage, 230, 231, 253 
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fracture, 255, 263, 294, 296 
interface, 296 
moment, 123, 124 
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221 , 222, 233, 235 
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Irreversible, 212- 214, 225, 260 
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Membrane, 59, 64, 65 , 81 , 264, 265, 269 
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285- 288, 292 
Meso-scale, 68 , 69, 78, 144, 162, 191 
Micromechanics, 32, 67, 68, 136, 139, 

165, 177, 179, 190 
Micro-scale, 162, 228 
Mid-surface, 61- 63, 74, 77, 79 , 81 , 119, 

135- 137, 264, 266 
Minor symmetry, 16, 140, 299, 300- 302, 
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Misalignment angle, 207- 210 
Mixed mode, 255 , 256, 259, 263, 282, 

285, 288, 291 , 294- 297 
Mode partition, 258, 281 
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Newton viscosity, 167 
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Normal strain, 3, 99, 233, 234 
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77, 87, 144, 185, 310 
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parameter, 273, 278, 281 
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144, 145, 165, 166, 190, 324 
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Perturbation 

analysis, 115 
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parameter , 114, 115, 322, 323 

Plane 
strain, 12,47, 121,251, 259, 262 
stress, 29- 31, 34, 47- 50, 56, 62, 

64,95, 97, 121- 125, 129, 189, 
217, 218, 227, 242, 244, 259, 262 

PLANE42, 47, 49, 50 
PLANE82, 47, 56 
Plasticity, 70, 193, 211 , 212, 219, 225, 

227, 228, 230, 231, 234, 237, 238, 
251 

Ply drop-off, 81, 82 
Poisson's ratio, 17, 24, 25, 26, 49- 51, 

56, 85, 109, 122, 123, 126, 129, 
136, 139, 142, 144, 145, 153, 154, 
181, 186, 227, 242 

Post-buckling, 108, 113- 116, 119, 208, 
209, 293, 295 

Post-process, 55, 99, 206 
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Post-processing, 67, 83, 157, 320 
Post-processor, 46, 55- 57, 74, 75, 77, 

79, 80, 83, 86, 88, 98, 101, 112, 
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165, 188 

Potential energy, 261, 279, 281 
Power law, 171- 174, 188,263, 282,316, 

317 
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path, 108, 112, 117 
variable, 37, 42 

Principal 
direction, 210, 234, 299, 309 
value, 299 

Principle of 
energy equivalence, 193, 218, 227 
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virtual work, 7, 32, 33, 43 

Probability, 196, 202, 207 
density, 196, 207 
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Prony series, 172, 178, 219, 232, 249, 
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265, 281 
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law, 221 , 237 
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232- 234, 237, 239, 260, 310- 313 
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